Flash Cards

Alphabet Phonics

Good Citizenship

The 45 cards compiled by Reading Specialist Dr.
Sarah Brown show upper and lower case letters,
and a labeled object that starts with the letter
shown. This set of large flash cards is an excellent
way to reinforce learning the letters and their
sound/symbol relationship.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)11.43 x (H)15.24 cm

Children must learn that they are part of a larger
community, and that responsibilities come with
these relationships. These skills allow children to
understand and enjoy a meaningful role in a social
and ecological system larger than themselves.
Set includes: 48 flash cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)11.43 x (H)15.24 cm

EE-FLALP

EE-FLCIT

Respect The Earth
EE-FLRES

Friendly animals show simple ways to reduce,
reuse and recycle in the 48 cards that demonstrate
answers to questions about relationship to the
larger world that children can relate to.
Set includes: 48 flash cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)11.43 x (H)15.24 cm

Opposites
EE-FLOPP

Good Manners
EE-FLMAN

Polite pigs make manners satisfying to learn, demonstrating good behavior
in familiar situations. 1 side of each card asks what approach or response is
right for a situation; the reverse offers a good suggestion.
Set includes: 48 flash cards.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)11.43 x (H)15.24 cm

Beauty Of Colour

What Do I Do?

Improve your colour vocabulary with this beautiful
deck of 48 cards. Having a large colour vocabulary
allows you to accurately depict the world around
you while helping others to visualize what you
are describing. Explore the fascinating etymology
behind the names of 48 colours with this
immersive deck. Set includes: 48 flash cards.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)11.43 x (H)15.24 cm

The What Do I Do Flash Cards are a wonderful
tool for anyone who wants to gain a better
understanding of subverted social expectations.
This deck of 48 cards helps children understand
how to handle various social situations with poise,
grace, and confidence. Set includes: 48 flash
cards.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)11.43 x (H)15.24 cm

EE-FLBOC
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Up & down, big & little, match the opposites. Once a critical mass of words
is recognized, preschoolers love to engage in word play. The elder person
may select a puzzle piece with a bluebird flying up with the word UP. The
tot searches for the 1 on which the bluebird flies DOWN, and assembles the
puzzle pair. This play encourages critical thinking skills.
Set includes: 36 puzzle pairs.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)6.35 x (H)15.24 cm

EE-FLWDD

I Heard Your Feelings
EE-FLIHF

Each flash card features an everyday scenario
such as; being picked for a team or accidentally
breaking a vase. Questions on the back of each
card invite parents and children to discuss what is
happening and how the characters are feeling in
each scene. Set includes: 48 flash cards.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)11.43 x x (H)15.24 cm

EEBOO

Flash Cards

Earth Science
EE-FLSCI

Natural and Earth Science Flash Cards are a playful introduction to
interesting facts about our world that may stimulate interest in learning
more about a variety of scientific categories. The cards are divided into 6
categories: Flowers and Bugs, Mammals and Marsupials, Under the Water
Birds, Leaves Weather and Celestial Fossils and Minerals.
Set includes: 48 flash cards.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)11.43 x (H)15.24 cm

Addition
EE-FLADD2

Does 1 and 1 make 2 or 3? Find out when you play this game with me! An
activity to promote mastery of fundamental math facts. Helpful illustrations
guide basic counting. Colour-coded borders for easy sorting. Both numbers
and objects are added to demonstrate addition values.
Set includes: 48 flash cards.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)11.43 x (H)15.24 cm

Subtraction
EE-FLSUB2

An activity to promote mastery of fundamental math facts. Helpful
illustrations guide, basic counting. Colour-coded borders for easy sorting.
Set includes: 46 flash cards.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)11.43 x (H)15.24 cm

Multiplication

Division

Learn to multiply whole numbers with this flash card set! An activity to
promote mastery of fundamental math facts. Helpful illustrations guide basic
counting. Colour-coded borders for easy sorting. Set includes: 46 flash cards.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item size: (L)11.43 x x (H)15.24 cm

Learn to divide whole numbers with this flash card set! An activity to promote
mastery of fundamental math facts. Helpful illustrations guide basic
counting. Colour-coded borders for easy sorting. Set includes: 46 flash cards.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)11.43 x (H)15.24 cm

EE-FMULT2

EE-FLDIV2
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Playing Cards

Old Maid

Animal Old Maid

EE-PCOM

EE-PCANI

A household favourite! Old Maid is a classic children’s card game which can be played by 2 or more players of almost any age. It is a great game to play with
younger children in that it reinforces matching skills and has them actively participating without the need for much assistance if any. The object of the game
is to not get caught holding the odd card out. Set includes: Instructions.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)8.26 x (H)11.43 cm

Go Fish
EE-PCGF2

Do you have any lobsters? Or angelfish? This
variation of a child’s first card game uses
underwater creatures to keep the game going
swimmingly. Set includes: Instructions.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)8.26 x (H)11.43 cm

EE-PCRBR2

Animal Rummy

Crazy Faces

A classic rummy game with animals for categories
instead of suits. Playful illustrations add to the fun.
Set includes: Instructions.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)8.26 x (H)11.43 cm

The classic game of Crazy Eights, with adorable
and inventive fruit and vegetable faces created by
Saxton Freymann. Set includes: Instructions.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)11.43 x (H)15.24 cm

EE-PCAR3
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Robot Rummy
A classic rummy game with robots for categories
instead of suits. Playful illustrations add to the
fun. Set includes: Instructions.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)8.26 x (H)11.43 cm

EE-PCCRA2

Colour Go Fish
EE-PCBIG2

This new take on an old game involves fish-shaped
cards and colour matching, with bold colours like
Hot Pink and Chartreuse. A great first card game
that is easy to play. Set includes: Instructions.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)8.26 x (H)11.43 cm

Snap

EE-PCSP2

A classic game of Snap! that will bring boundless
excitement. Each card comes with a “snappy”
rhyme!
Set includes: Instructions.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)8.26 x (H)11.43 cm

EEBOO

Playing Cards

Mini Playing Cards: Classic Card Games
EE-PCMINI

Contains mini card games: Animal Rummy, Hearts, Colour Go Fish!, Old Maid, Crazy Faces (Plays like Crazy 8’s). Set includes: 5 games in a set.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)6.99 x (H)4.13 cm

Fairy Queen

Crazy Eight

This pretty game is fun to play and introduces skip counting, the concept
behind multiplication. Players learn to count by 2’s and by 5’s as they tally the
points they collect to win. Set includes: Instructions.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)8.26 x (H)11.43 cm

Matching suits and numbers is fun to play with these beautifully illustrated
cards by Caldecott winner Chris Raschka. Set includes: Sturdy slidinng tray
box for easy storage.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)8.26 x (H)11.43 cm

EE-PCFQ3

EE-PCCE2

Happy Families

Hearts

Happy Families Card Game (similar to Go Fish) defines families as
communities in which people love and support one another. Fun for the
whole family, this game provides the perfect opportunity for parents to start
an open conversation with their children about why some families may be
different from theirs. Set includes: Instructions.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)8.26 x (H)11.43 cm

The classic game of Hearts, featuring beautiful graphic illustrations by award
winning children’s illustrator Marjorie Priceman. Set includes: Instructions.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)8.26 x (H)11.43 cm

EE-PCHAF

EE-PCHT2
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100 Words & Paper

100 Great Words

100 Sight Words Level 3

EE-FLSGW

100 GREAT Words is packed with wild and interesting words to jazz up your
daily lingo. Each flash card has a GREAT Word on the front and the definition
with an example sentence on the back of the card. You will go from Taciturn
to a Loquacious vocabulary Virtuoso in no time.
Set includes: 100 flash cards.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)7.11 x (H)10.16 cm

EE-FLSW3

Sight word flash cards include 100 high frequency word flash cards, 18
learning activities, instructions, a checklist, and 2 rings to help children move
through the deck of 100 cards by level. Level 3 includes high frequency
simple words for children to learn through memorization, creating a
foundation for literacy. Set includes: 2 rings in level 1-3.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)7.11 x (H)10.16 cm

100 Sight Words Level 1

100 Sight Words Level 2

EE-FLSW1

EE-FLSW2

Sight word flash cards include 100 high frequency word flash cards, 18
learning activities, instructions, a checklist, and 2 rings to help children move
through the deck of 100 cards by level. Level 2 includes high frequency
simple words for children to learn through memorization.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)7.11 x (H)10.16 cm

Sight word flash cards include 100 high frequency word flash cards, 18
learning activities, instructions, a checklist, and 2 rings to help children move
through the deck of 100 cards by level. Level 1 includes high frequency
simple words for children to learn through memorization.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)7.11 x (H)10.16 cm

Musician & Artist Paper
Roll Set
Paper Dolls: A Day In Paris
EE-PDPAR2

Olivie and Alice - girls with a desire to create! They
work hard to hone their craft! Set includes: 2 girl
printed on a heavy board 19,69 cm, 2 sheets of reusable electrostatic vinyl clothes and accessories.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)50.8 x (H)25.4 cm
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EE-PDMUS2

Elodie and Naomi - This creative pair each has
a tri-fold studio where they sketch and practice,
paint and play, design and develop the things they
love. Set includes: 2 girls printed on a heavy board
19,69 cm, 2 sheets of re-usable electrostatic vinyl
clothes and accessories.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)50.8 x (H)25.4 cm

Peacock Paper Fan
EE-PFPCK

Imagine, dance, and be cool with eeBoo’s brand
new Paper Fans. Inspired by a rich cultural history.
- Age: 5 years +

EEBOO

Tell Me A Story

Circus Adventure
EE-TSADV2

The Circus Adventure Story Cards are a fantastic tool for sequencing and strengthening
communication and vocabulary skills. Children use the cards in an order of their choice
to create a story around a circus theme. Each story will vary therefore sparking the
imagination and creative thinking at the same time.
Set includes: 36 cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)9.53 x (H)12.07 cm

Mystery In The Forest
EE-TSFOR2

Melissa Sweet has painted scenes and characters full
of intrigue and suspense. Storytellers will find plenty
of images to develop a mystery and solve it. Recurring
characters, locations and props encourage linking the
cards in endless combinations for fresh, new stories
every time it’s played. Set includes: 36 cards.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)9.53 x (H)12.07 cm

Fairytale Mix Ups

Robot’s Mission

Lizzy Rockwell’s charming fairy tale characters,
locations, and iconic objects can be arranged
and rearranged to create logical and/or hilarious
tales. Children will build critical thinking skills
when they devise a way to incorporate a firebreathing dragon and a flask of magic potion into
their tale of a clever boot-wearing cat.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)9.53 x (H)12.07 cm

Robot characters line up to assemble a science
fiction fantasy. Pick some automated animals and
a space-aged skyline to start a futuristic story.
Use this beautifully illustrated visual card set by
Saxton Freymann to create your own stories! Can
be played individually or in a group, make up your
own way to play!
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)9.53 x (H)12.07 cm

EE-TSMIX2

EE-TSROB2

Animal Village
Volcano Island
EE-TSVOL2

Recurring characters, locations and props encourage
linking the cards in endless combinations for fresh,
new stories every time it’s played. Illustrated by Alex
Barrow. Can be played individually or in a group,
make up your own way to play!
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)9.53 x (H)12.07 cm

EE-TSVIL2

Join the animals in this village as they dance,
sing, and play. Recurring characters, locations
and props encourage linking the cards in endless
combinations for fresh, new stories every time it’s
played. Use this beautifully illustrated visual card
set by Melissa Sweet to create your own stories!
Can be played individually or in a group, make up
your own way to play!
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)9.53 x (H)12.07

Back To School
EE-TSSCH

Create your own story about a return to school
with this beautiful set of colourfully illustrated
cards. Great for young children preparing for a
new grade or their first school year! Develops
creative storytelling skills, can be used
individually or in a group.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)9.53 x (H)12.07
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Scratch Papers & Growth Charts

Scratch Papers

A new approach to drawing! When you make your mark, you’re actually scratching brilliant colour from the dark! From beneath the inky blackness, hides a
colourful design. To add colour (and surprise) every time you scratch a line!
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)20.3 xx (H)20.3 cm

Holographic Foil
EE-SAFOI3

Op-Art

EE-SAOAT

Growth Charts

Measure up your height against eeBoo’s lovely growth charts!
- Item size: (L)25.4 xx (H)30.48 cm

Hot Pink Flower

Outer Space

Making The Garden

Grow Like A Dinosaur

EE-GCHPF2

EE-GCMGA
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EE-GCSPA2

EE-GCDNO

Pattern

EE-SAPAT2

EEBOO

Bingo & Lotto

Travel Bingo
EE-BOTR3

Bingo sheets feature common sights to search for while on the road: gas
station, restaurant, smokestack, water tower, bird on a wire, flag, traffic signal!
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)13.3 xx (H)13.3 cm

Earth Science Bingo
EE-BOWHA2

Each playing piece features a different species illustrated by Melissa Sweet.
Fossils, bugs and shooting stars - learn facts about this world of ours!
Natural wonders are explored, as you fill your bingo board!
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)13.3 xx (H)13.3 cm

Simple Math Lotto
Preschool Lotto Game
EE-PRELO3

Lotto is a younger version of Bingo and preschoolers love to play it.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)5.08 xx (H)5.08 cm

EE-SMTLO

Build on early math skills with this fun-to-play Math Lotto game. Simple Math
Lotto is cleverly designed with double sided boards—children can choose to
solve addition or subtraction math problems, even in the same game!
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)20.5 xx (H)20.5 cm

Simple Word Lotto
Animal Bingo Square
EE-ANBIN3

Kevin Hawkes’ beautiful animal illustrations add to the fun of this traditional
favorite. 7 round playing boards feature 6 animals a piece, that are drawn as
circle-shaped chips from the cotton drawstring bag.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)13.3 xx (H)13.3 cm

EE-SWDLO

In this simple poetic game, try to be the first to fill in the words on your lotto
boards. Lay the tiles out in a grid face-down and take turns flipping over tiles.
Luck could be on your side, but if you really want to win you’ll have to put your
memory skills to work to match your tiles. The first player to fill their board
wins!
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)20.5 xx (H)20.5 cm
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Games

Time Telling
EE-TIMEG2

Slips & Ladders
EE-BDLAD2

Spin for a number and see where you land. Try for the ladders and avoid the
slides, see who gets to the final square first in this favorite classic.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)45.72 x (H)45.72 cm

This well-designed game will get children up to speed on telling time. Players
move the arms on their own clock faces to show the time described on
cards. It is especially good for correlating analog and digital representations
of time as well as wording like half past and quarter to. Cards are colour
coded for the progression of skills in learning to tell time; each colour
representing time to the hour, the half hour, the quarter hour, in 5 minute
intervals or for all 6 minutes
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)45.72 x (H)45.72 cm

Make A Pie
EE-PIEGM2

This simple game of fractions takes the confusion out of fractions, because
each pie piece adds to the whole pie. Handling the fractions and seeing
how they are portions of the total makes the concept more understandable.
Pies of different flavors are divided into halves, thirds, fourths, eighths and
sixteenths.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)45.72 x (H)45.72 cm

World Map
EE-WRLDP

This colourful map of the world offers a plethora of information. Continents,
countries and oceans are scattered with icons representing industries,
monuments and indigenous animals. Illustrations by Saxton Freymann.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)59.69 x (H)88.9 cm

Gathering A Garden
Jefferson Flyer
EE-AS12JF

Set includes: Instructions and tape, airplanes in 4
colours.
- Age: 5 years +
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EE-BDGAR2

This luscious game is a breath of fresh air! Take a
trip round to each vendor to gather some flowers,
vegetables and more for your bounty of garden
delights.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)45.72 x (H)45.72 cm

Children Of The World Art
EE-ACCWD

26 beautiful depictions of children from all
around the world. Illustrated thoughtfully and
imaginatively by Lizzy Rockwell.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)17.2 x (H)22.86 cm

EEBOO

Games

Obstacles
EE-GMOBS2

Obstacles is a journey along a path of hazards
and barriers which are overcome by the collective
cleverness of the players. Armed with the unlikely
tools they are dealt, imagination and some
silliness, players cooperate creatively to innovate
solutions that let them get home together.
2-5 players.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)24.1 x (W)24.1 (H)3.8 cm

Friendly Animals

Fairies Of The Field

Frog, Snail and Raccoon play with their toys on
these cheerful lacing cards. The act of lacing
each card helps children develop fine motor skills
and focused concentration. It is also a great early
learning tool for aspiring sewing aficionados!
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)24.1 x (W)24.1 (H)3.8 cm

Fairies and Nature are featured on these cheerful
lacing cards. The act of lacing each card helps
children develop fine motor skills and focused
concentration. It is also a great early learning tool
for aspiring sewing aficionados!
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)24.1 x (W)24.1 (H)3.8 cm

EE-LCFRI2

Sloth In A Hurry Action
EE-SLHGM

Quick! Can you act Who, What, & How? Take turns
drawing a Who and What card, then spin for the
How! Are you a zombie roller skating on the moon?
Or perhaps a penguin walking a tightrope with a
robot partner? This quick-action improv game gets
children up, active, and laughing. Easy to learn
and play, Sloth in a Hurry is a non-competitive,
confidence building game.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)24.1 x (W)24.1 x (H)3.8 cm

Woodland Life
EE-LGCMW

Full of sweet illustrations inspired by vintage
French designs, our new little games line will
delight children of all ages. Conveniently sized for
any setting, these games are perfect for families
on the go, as well as families who enjoy cozy
game nights at home.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)10.2 x (W)15.2 (H)3.2 cm

Ice Cream

Trucks and a Bus

Played by placing each piece down and trying to
locate its match, memory games fine-tune spatial
awareness and memory skills. Set includes: 24 easy
to grasp, jumbo sized playing pieces shaped like
delectable ice cream bowls, making it a sweet treat
for those with small hands and growing minds.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)21.6 x (W)31.8 x (H)3.8 cm

Played by placing each piece down and trying to
locate its match, memory games fine-tune spatial
awareness and memory skills. Set includes: 24
easy to grasp, jumbo sized playing pieces shaped
like trucks (and 1 bus!), making it a fun activity for
those with small hands and growing minds.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)21.6 x (W)31.8 x (H)3.8 cm

EE-MGICE

EE-MGTRU

EE-LCFAI

Candy

EE-LGCAN

Candy Matching is sweet little game perfect
to toss in a bag and take on-the-go. Test your
memory by trying to match pairs of candy corn,
colourful taffy and other classic candies. Satisfy a
sugar craving without risking a trip to the dentist!
Illustrated by Lizzy Rockwell.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)10.2 x (W)15.2 (H)3.2 cm

Life On Earth
EE-MGLOE3

Flora and fauna from around the world show the
richness of Life on Earth. 24 pairs of tiles include
everything from iguanas to cardinals, oak leaves
and acorns to underwater coral.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)24.1 x (W)24.1 x (H)3.8 cm
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Games

I Never Forget A Face
EE-MGFAC3

- Item size: (L)10.2 x (W)15.2 (H)3.2 cm

The smiling faces of 24 children from countries all over the world are fun
and sometimes challenging to match in this memory game. The back cover
shows each child and identifies their home country.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)24.1 x (W)24.1 x (H)3.8 cm

Animal

Things I know

Tots love to learn about animals and the sounds they make. This game
reinforces those animal identifications in a fun format. Large scalloped on
heavy board tiles are easy to handle and feature favorite animals children
love, such as turtles, horses, bears and ducks.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)17.8 x (W)17.8 x (H)4.4 cm

Test your memory with this charming matching game featuring familiar
animals, objects, and treats. From rocket ships to lady bugs, Monika
Forsberg’s whimsical illustrations for our “Things I Know” Matching Game
will delight children while they practice their memory and focus.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)24.1 x (W)24.1 x (H)3.8 cm

EE-PREAN2

Cupcake

Fairytale

Cupcake recipe will display what each player
needs to make the perfect dessert. Each player
takes a turn at the spinner- the first to collect
all the ingredients wins the game. Game helps
child develop patience, categorization and recipe
following skills. Instructions included on inside of
box cover. For 2-4 players.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)25.7 x (W)25.7 x (H)3.8 cm

Players spin to select the elements for their
fairytale. When they have collected a scene, a
hero, a magical helper, a rival, a magical object,
transportation, and a treasure, they tell the tale
that these elements evoke. Game extensions
encourage compassion in suggesting using a
misunderstood rival as a hero on occasion, and
longer tales for 2 players.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)25.7 x (W)25.7 x (H)3.8 cm

EE-CAKEG2
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EE-MGTIK

EE-FAIRG2

Picnic

EE-PICGM2

Picnic Time! Spin for your plate. Dessert, of
course, will have to wait. Ants are cause for some
concern; if they appear you’ll lose a turn. Once
your picnic plate’s complete, you have won! Bon
Appetit! For 2 to 4 players.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)25.7 x (W)25.7 x (H)3.8 cm

EEBOO

Games

Tea Party
EE-TEAGM2

Spread the real fabric tablecloth, ready the teapot spinner, china and all the
teatime treats. Time for a delicious game of Tea Party. The spinner points to
tea sandwiches, desserts, fruit, tea, and the dishes to hold them. The guest
who spins one in each category first wins the game, but everyone will enjoy
choosing among the tempting party goodies. For 2 to 4 players.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)25.7 x (W)25.7 (H)3.8 cm

Woodland Fun In Action
EE-FAWDL

Spin for fun and silly prompts that challenge children to perform as a shy
turtle or a blooming flower. Improve and performance activities encourage
creative thinking, active play, and help children build confidence. Fun in
Action Spinner Games are great for parties indoors and outdoors, playdates,
sleepovers, picnics, family time, or anytime.
Set includes: 128 participation stickers!
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)22.86 x (H)22.86 cm

Green Market
EE-GREGM

The Green Market Puzzle Spinner Game with illustrations as fresh as the
produce it portrays, is a fun way to play with fruits, vegetables, baked goods
and more. Spin to collect products and be the first to complete your farm
stand. Illustrated by our newest artist collaborator Monika Forsberg. No
plastic pieces! 2-4 players.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)25.7 x (W)25.7 x (H)3.8 cm

Build A Robot
EE-ROBGM3

Build a Robot combines puzzle making, counting, tools, machines, space, and
games. Players spin to place interchangeable parts in their puzzle frame. 1-4
players.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)24.1 x (W)24.1 x (H)3.8 cm

Garden Fun In Action

Dinosaurs Fun In Action

Garden Fun in Action is a simple improvisational game to play with young
children and preschoolers. Spin for fun and silly prompts that challenge
children to perform as a slither snake or a growing seed! Improv and
performance activities encourage creative thinking, active play, and help
children build confidence. Fun in Action Spinner Games are great for parties
indoors and outdoors, playdates, sleepovers, picnics, family time, or anytime.
Set includes: 128 participation stickers!
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)31.8 x (W)24.8 x (H)0.3 cm

Dinosaur Fun in Action is a simple improvisational game to play with young
children and preschoolers. Spin for fun and silly prompts that challenge
children to perform as a roaring T. Rex or a flying Pteranodon. Improve and
performance activities encourage creative thinking, active play, and help
children build confidence. Fun in Action Spinner Games are great for parties
indoors and outdoors, playdates, sleepovers, picnics, family time, or anytime.
Set includes: 128 participation stickers!
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)31.8 x (W)24.8 x (H)0.3 cm

EE-FAGDN

EE-FADNO
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Games

Chinese Checkers

Fairies Checkers

Classic Chinese Checkers with none of the roll
away! Bring fun with you wherever you go. Learn
the game that’s fun and easy to play. Beautifully
illustrated board by artist Melissa Sweet.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)21.6 x (W)27.3 x (H)0.3 cm

Fairies play checkers too! Classic checkers with
lovely illustrations by Melissa Sweet. Easy to learn.
Travels easily enclosed in a slim packet. Take it on
your next trip for everyone to enjoy!
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)21.6 x (W)27.3 x (H)0.3 cm

EE-MAGCC2

EE-MAGFR2

Woodland Life
EE-LGDDW

Full of sweet illustrations inspired by vintage French designs, our new
little games line will delight children of all ages. Conveniently sized for any
setting, these games are perfect for families on the go, as well as families
who enjoy cozy game nights at home.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)10.2 x (W)15.2 (H)3.2 cm

Life On Earth
EE-DOMLO3

Add matching creatures to the chain - or add a dragonfly. It’s wild, you know,
you’ll have to use your eyes and brain in order for the chain to grow!
First 1 to use up all your tiles? You’re master of the Domino! Celebrating
the rich diversity of Life on Earth, this domino set is sure to provide an
entertaining game with beautiful images.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)11.4 x (W)21.6 (H)4.4 cm
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Slips and Ladders
EE-MAGLA2

Spin for a number and see where you land. Try for
the ladders and avoid the slides, see who gets to
the final square first in this favorite classic.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)21.6 x (W)27.3 x (H)0.3 cm

Picture

EE-PREPI2

Dominoes teach little ones to match pictures and colours as they select a
piece from their hand to add to a growing chain. The bold, clearly identified
objects on these large dominoes are in groups of sequential numbers, so
when the preschooler is ready for counting, that can be another aspect of
play.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)24.1 x (W)24.1 x (H)3.8 cm

Things I Know
EE-LGTIK

Test your memory with this charming matching game featuring familiar
animals, objects, and treats. From rocket ships to lady bugs, Monika
Forsberg’s whimsical illustrations for our “Things I Know” Matching Game will
delight children while they practice their memory and focus.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)10.2 x (W)15.2 (H)3.2 cm

EEBOO

Watercolours

Butterflies
EE-WPBUF

Woodland Rainbow
EE-WPWDR

Assorted Watercolour Pads

This high-quality, Italian Watercolour Paper are the perfect companion to our
Watercolour Sets. The extra thick and absorbent paper makes painting with
watercolours easy. Glue bound for easy removal of pages. It’s time to paint
your masterpiece!
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)16.5 x (W)24.1 x (H)0.6 cm

In The Sea
EE-WPISE

Mushroom
EE-WCMUR

In The Sea
EE-WCISE

Assorted Watercolour Paints
Beautiful Tins Illustration by: Monika Forsberg.
Sets include: 12 different colours and a paint brush.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)9.7 x (W)19.5 x (H)2 cm

Butterflies
EE-WCBUF
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Pencils & Pastels

Raccoon and Owl 12 Doves In Ferns 12
Double Sided Pencils Drawing Pencils Tin
EE-DSRACC

12 double-sided pencils to add all kinds
of colour to your artwork! Illustration by
Kevin Hawkes.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)20.3 x (W)8.9 x (H)1 cm

EE-PGDIN

Artist quality graphite pencils are
perfect tools for honing your visual
and drawing skills. Great to pair with
eeBoo’s Learn to Draw Books and new
Write and Draw notebook sets, these
pencils have an HB graphite scale of
2H to 9B.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)20.3 x (W)8.9 x (H)1 cm

Fluorescent Pencils

12 fluorescent pencils to add bright colours to your artwork! Cover printed with fluorescent ink.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)20.3 x (W)8.9 x (H)1 cm

In The Sea
EE-PNFISE

Small Pencil Assortment
EE-ASSP

24 bright colour pencils to add some moxie to
your artwork!
- Age: 5 years +
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Victorian Birds
EE-PNFVB

In The Sea
EE-PNSE24

24 bright colour pencils to add some creativity to
your artwork!
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)22.2 x (W)18.1 x (H)1 cm

Butterfly
EE-PNBUT

Boat Ride
EE-PASBT

- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)22.2 x (W)18.1 x (H)1 cm

EEBOO

Pencils & Pastels

Bear On Bicycle 32 Pastels Butterfly Fairy 32 Pastels

Life On Earth 32 Pastels

- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)15 x (W)17.3 x (H)1.5 cm

- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)15 x (W)17.3 x (H)1.5 cm

EE-PASBIK

EE-PASBUF

French Dancer Jumbo
Mixies

Dinosaur 6 Double-Sided

Owl Fluorescent

6 three coloured pencils add a swirl of unique
colour to every drawing.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)24.8 x (W)8.3 x (H)1.5 cm

6 large easy grip double-sided pencils to add all
kinds of colour to your artwork! Illustration by
Winsor McCay.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)24.1 x (W)9.5 x (H)1.3 cm

6 large grip fluorescent pencils are perfect for
colouring and highlighting. Owls and leaves on
cover are printed with fluorescent inks!
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)24.8 x (W)8.3 x (H)1.5 cm

Oaxaca Birds 24 Colour
Pencils Paper

Silver Robot Metallic

24 bright colour pencils to add some moxie to
your art work!
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)22.2 x (W)18.1 x (H)1 cm

6 large easy-grip metallic pencils to add shimmer
to your art work! Silver Robots on the cover printed
with metallic ink. Illustration by Brandon Reese.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)24.8 x (W)8.3 x (H)1.5 cm

EE-MXDAN

EE-PNOB24

- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)15 x (W)17.3 x (H)1.5 cm

EE-DSDINO

EE-PMROB

EE-PASLOE

EE-PFOWL

Gold Birds Metallic
EE-PMGOLD

6 large easy-grip metallic pencils to add shimmer
to your art work!
Gold Birds on the cover printed with metallic ink.
Illustration by Fumiha Tanaka.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)24.8 x (W)8.3 x (H)1.5 cm
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Sketchbooks

Sketchbooks

These high-quality sketchbooks are a standard paper size, with 60 matte pages and durable spiral binding. Perfect for artists age 3-93!
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)21.6 x (H)27.9 cm

Bird/s Nest

Birds And Berries

Doves In Ferns

EE-SKBER

EE-SKDIF

Boat Ride

Raccoon And Owl

Gold Birds

Bear On Bicycle

Life On Earth

Owl Fluorescent

Butterflies & Flowers

Peacock & Flowers

EE-SKBSN

EE-SKBOAT

EE-SKBIKE

In The Sea
EE-SKISE
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EE-SKRACC

EE-SKDANF

EE-SKBUF

EE-SKGOLD

EE-SKOWL

EE-SKPCK

EEBOO

Pretend & Play

World Traveller
EE-IMPTR

The World Traveler set includes tickets, postcards, travel documents and a
play passport. Whether you want to roam the urban jungle of San Francisco,
go on a wild safari in Kenya, or explore the ancient forests of Xanadu, the
World Traveler Pretend Play set will give you the tools you need to get there.
Illustrated By: Holly Berry.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)33 x (W)16.8 x (H)1.8 cm

Best Pals’ Diner
EE-IMPBD

This is the perfect set for any child who dreams of running their own
restaurant! Promotes creativity and imagination development.
Illustrated By: Holly Berry.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)33 x (W)16.8 x (H)1.8 cm

It’s Showtime

School

Our Showtime set includes tickets, show posters, popcorn boxes, DIY
programs, play money, a microphone and a bouquet, and signs. Enjoy
the spotlight as you put on a show for your friends and family. Promotes
creativity and imagination development. Illustrated By: Holly Berry.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)33 x (W)16.8 x (H)1.8 cm

A new addition to our top selling Pretend Play sets, this activity-set provides
the tools children need to set out on their own imaginative adventure in a
brand new setting: School! Class is never boring when you are in charge.
Illustrated By: Holly Berry.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)33 x (W)16.8 x (H)1.8 cm

EE-IMPPS

EE-IMPSCH

Stickers

A valuable play tool for children for many generations, the cardboard box was inducted into the National Toy Hall of Fame in 2005. Now with eeBoo’s Pretend
Play Stickers the classic cardboard box is getting an upgrade. Recycle your own cardboard box into a child’s very own Pretend Play Car. 4 giant sheets of
reusable stickers include all the necessities—a steering wheel, license plate, radio, wheels, and more. Jump start imaginative play with Pretend Play Stickers!
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)33 x (W)16.8 x (H)1.8 cm

Car

EE-PTSCR

Spaceship
EE-PTSSP

Kitchen
EE-PTSKT
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Life On Earth
EE-PZL100

Puzzles are the perfect project for little hands! The process of piecing
together a puzzle aids in the development of pattern, shape, and colour
recognition. Children feel challenged by the task, and proud of its completion!
eeBoo puzzles are printed on recycled greyboard using vegetable-based ink,
so parents can feel confident in the quality and safety of each set.
Set includes: 100 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)22.9 x (W)33 x (H)4.4 cm

This Land Is Your Land
EE-PZUS

What makes the USA so special and great? Just look at this map of the
United States! You don’t need a plane or a train or a car. To learn all about it,
and find where YOU are! Set includes: 100 pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)22.9 x (W)33 x (H)4.4 cm

World Map
EE-PZWR2

Countries and oceans, landmarks and beasts
make our world what it is, North, South, West and
East. Learning about it can be such a snap
if you spend lots of time looking over this map!
Set includes: 100 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)22.9 x (W)33 x (H)4.4 cm

Age Of The Dinosaur
EE-PZAOD

Illustrated by long-time eeBoo collaborator
Holly Berry, our new Age of the Dinosaur 100
Piece Puzzle features friendly dinosaurs living in
harmony. Find your all favorite dinosaurs in this
beautifully illustrated puzzle. A fun and easy way
to be transported to another time.
Set includes: 100 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)22.9 x (W)33 x (H)4.4 cm
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Natural Science
EE-PZSCI

The Natural History Puzzle boasts a gorgeous array
of nature’s most spectacular creations. Printed with
gold gloss accents, eeBoo’s Natural History Puzzle
has a high-quality feel without the cost.
Set includes: 100 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)22.9 x (W)33 x (H)4.4 cm

Children Of The World
EE-PZCWD

Each letter of the alphabet is represented by a
country from all over the world that begins with
the same letter. A fun and beautiful way to expand
horizons and nurture curiosity about the world
around us. Set includes: 100 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)22.9 x (W)33 x (H)4.4 cm

Flower Alphabet
EE-PZFAP

Piecing together a puzzle, aids in the development
of pattern, shape, and colour recognition. Children
feel challenged by the task, and proud of its
completion! Set includes: 100 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)22.9 x (W)33 x (H)4.4 cm

Wildlife Of Africa
EE-PZCWLA

Take on the extra challenge of a round puzzle!
Set includes: 1000 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)20.3 x (W)20.3 x (H)7.6 cm

EEBOO

Puzzles

Crazy Bug Bouquet

Unicorn Garden

This unusual bouquet of fanciful flowers attracts wacky bugs of all kinds,
creating a detailed scene. From butterflies with chevron wings to centipedes
wearing hats, the Crazy Bug Bouquet makes for a delightfully silly and strange
puzzle. Artwork by Bjorn Rune Lie.
Set includes: 1000 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)9.5 x (W)13.3 x (H)5.7 cm

Take on the extra challenge of a round puzzle! This intricately painted scene
by illustrator Kevin Hawkes will transport any puzzler into a magical realm. A
glowing sunset illuminates the inhabitants of the Unicorn’s secret home; can
you find the singing peacock or spot a humble hedgehog?
Set includes: 1000 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)9.5 x (W)13.3 x (H)5.7 cm

EE-PZCCZB

EE-PZCUNG

Seagull Garden
EE-PZTSEG

Puzzle your way through a Bountiful Garden: a plot of chives, a clucking
chicken, even some sweet strawberry vines. Puzzle is perfect for the whole
family to enjoy! No top, or bottom, fun to work on from any side. Illustrated by
Monika Forsberg.
Set includes: 1000 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)29.5 x (W)22.5 x (H)5.1 cm

Zodiac

EE-PZTZOD

The challenge of a 1008 piece puzzle, but square! With no top or bottom
eeBoo’s family style puzzles are perfect for a group to work on around the
table. Locate all 12 signs and constellations in this cosmic Zodiac puzzle.
Zodiac names, constellations, and symbols glow in the dark.
Set includes: 1008 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)30.5 x (W)30.5 x (H)5.1 cm

Beautiful World Arctic
EE-PZTARC

This puzzle features brightened colourful engravings from a classic German
naturalist. Transport any puzzler to the far reaches of the chilly Arctic. Identify
wildlife using the legend printed on back. Set includes: 1000 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)29.5 x (W)22.5 x (H)5.1 cm

Bountiful Garden
EE-PZTBGN

Perfect for the whole family to enjoy! No bottom, no top; complete from any
side! Illustrated by: Monika Forsberg.
Set includes: 1008 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)30.5 x (W)30.5 x (H)5.1 cm
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1008 Piece Puzzle

Perfect for the whole family to enjoy! No bottom, no top; complete from any side!
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)30.5 x (W)30.5 x (H)5.1 cm

Peacock Garden

Circus

Below The Surface

Birds And Flowers

Cats At Work

Dessert

EE-PZTPCG

EE-PZTBFL

EE-PZTBSU

EE-PZTCAW

EE-PZTDST

Birthday Parade

Bear On Bicycle

Puzzles are the perfect project for little hands! The process of piecing
together a puzzle aids in the development of pattern, shape, and colour
recognition. Children feel challenged by the task, and proud of its completion!
eeBoo puzzles are printed on recycled greyboard using vegetable-based ink,
so parents can feel confident in the quality and safety of each set.
Set includes: 20 pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)30.5 x (W)30.5 x (H)5.1 cm

This peaceful illustration by Melissa Sweet is friendly and colourful. Puzzles
are the perfect project for little hands! The process of piecing together a
puzzle aids in the development of pattern, shape, and colour recognition.
Children feel challenged by the task, and proud of its completion! eeBoo
puzzles are printed on recycled greyboard using vegetable-based ink, so
parents can feel confident in the quality and safety of each set.
Set includes: 20 pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)30.5 x (W)30.5 x (H)5.1 cm

EE-PZBDA2
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EE-PZTCIR

EE-PZBIK2

Up And Away
EE-PZUPA2

The process of piecing together a puzzle aids in the development of pattern,
shape, and colour recognition. Children feel challenged by the task, and
proud of its completion! eeBoo puzzles are printed on recycled greyboard
using vegetable-based ink, so parents can feel confident in the quality and
safety of each set. Set includes: 20 pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)9.5 x (W)13.3 x (H)5.7 cm

Life On Earth
EE-PZLOE2

Puzzles are the perfect project for little hands! The process of piecing
together a puzzle aids in the development of pattern, shape, and colour
recognition. Children feel challenged by the task, and proud of its completion!
eeBoo puzzles are printed on recycled greyboard using vegetable-based ink,
so parents can feel confident in the quality and safety of each set.
Set includes: 20 pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)9.5 x (W)13.3 x (H)5.7 cm

Animal Alphabet
EE-PZBET

While developing motor skills and spatial reasoning, children learn to
identify letters and the names of animals through the colourful illustrations
by acclaimed children’s book artist, Melissa Sweet. Printed on high-quality
cardstock composed of 90% recycled greyboard.
Set includes: 20 pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)9.5 x (W)13.3 x (H)5.7 cm

Crazy Kittens
EE-PZCKN

Crazy Kittens play with butterflies in this 20 piece puzzle, our most popular
and bestselling puzzle format. This adorable box contains 20 Jumbo pieces,
perfect for little hands. A cord handle makes the puzzle easy to take to play
dates or bring on vacation.
Set includes: 20 pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)9.5 x (W)13.3 x (H)5.7 cm

Christmas In The Woods
EE-PZCSW

This adorable box contains 20 Jumbo pieces, perfect for little hands. The
finished puzzle sparkles with silver glitter, an extra-special touch for the
holidays! A cord handle makes this puzzle easy to take on play dates or for
Santa to carry down the chimney. This sparkly puzzle would any 3-year-old’s
favorite! Set includes: 20 pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)9.5 x (W)13.3 x (H)5.7 cm

Dinosaur Meadow
EE-PZDNM

Take a quick trip back in time with the Dinosaur Meadow 20 Piece Puzzle.
Wonderfully whacky dinosaurs meander in a meadow of wildflowers in
this 20 piece puzzle, our most popular and bestselling puzzle format. This
adorable box contains 20 Jumbo pieces, perfect for little hands. A cord
handle makes the puzzle easy to take to play dates or bring on vacation.
Soon to be any 3-year-old’s favorite puzzle! Set includes: 20 pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)9.5 x (W)13.3 x (H)5.7 cm
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Fire Truck

Animal Counting Puzzle

EE-PZFI20

Piece together a classic red fire truck passing
through the town’s busy intersection. Can you spot
all that’s going on? Puzzles are the perfect project
for little hands! Piecing together a puzzle aids in
the development of pattern, shape, and colour
recognition. Children feel challenged by the task,
and proud of its completion!
Set includes: 20 pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)9.5 x (W)13.3 x (H)5.7 cm

Garden Creatures
EE-PZCGDC

Great for groups and families. Full colour insert.
Set includes: 2000 pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)9.5 x (W)13.3 x (H)5.7 cm

This counting puzzle game will teach a child the
numbers 1 to 10 and how to spell each number.
There are 10 counting puzzles, each with 3 puzzle
pieces bearing letters that makes up the number,
with corresponding illustrations to guide the way.
Only the correct pieces will fit together so the
puzzles are self-correcting.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)15.2 x (W)31.8 x (H)3.8 cm

Animal Spelling

Unicorn Garden

This spelling puzzle game will teach a child the
alphabet and how to spell each letter. There are
10 counting puzzles, each with 3 puzzle pieces
bearing letters that makes up the number, with
corresponding illustrations to guide the way. Only
the correct pieces will fit together so the puzzles
are self-correcting.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)15.2 x (W)31.8 x (H)3.8 cm

Take on the extra challenge of a round puzzle!
This intricately painted scene by illustrator
Kevin Hawkes will transport any puzzle into a
magical realm. A glowing sunset illuminates the
inhabitants of the Unicorn’s secret home; can
you find the singing peacock or spot a humble
hedgehog? Set includes: 500 pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)30.5 x (W)30.5 x (H)5.1 cm

EE-PZFCZB

Peaceable Kingdom

Planting A Garden

A more perfect place could not be found. This 500
Piece Puzzle is made up of many diverse species
in the kingdom peaceably co-existing. We could
learn a lot from them. 500 Piece Puzzles are
perfect for the whole family to enjoy.
Set includes: 500 pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)29.5 x (W)22.5 x (H)5.1 cm

A collage of vintage French seed packets make up
this vibrant 500 Pieces Puzzle. 500 Pieces Puzzle
are perfect for the whole family to enjoy.
Set includes: 500 pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)29.5 x (W)22.5 x (H)5.1 cm

EE-PZANI2

Blue Bird Yellow Bird
EE-PZFBYD

Take on the extra challenge of a round puzzle! This
intricate collage of embroideries from around the
world will transport any puzzler into focused calm.
Set includes: 500 pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)30.5 x (W)30.5 x (H)5.1 cm
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EE-PZCT2

EE-PZFUNG

EE-PZFPKD

Crazy Bug Bouquet
Gather round, this puzzle offers more than leaves
and flowers. For you to study carefully as you pass
the hours: Some crazy bugs are here as well, of
different shapes and sizes. So get to work, and as
you do, discover small surprises!
Set includes: 500 pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)30.5 x (W)30.5 x (H)5.1 cm

EE-PZFPGN

EEBOO

Puzzles

Lots Of Robots

Portraits Of Nature

EE-PZROB2

These robots are having a grand old time in their outer space home,
illustrated by Kevin Hawkes. Puzzles are the perfect project for little hands!
The process of piecing together a puzzle aids in the development of pattern,
shape, and colour recognition. Children feel challenged by the task, and proud
of its completion! Set includes: 64 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)20.3 x (W)20.3 x (H)5.1 cm

EE-PZNAT

Printed on high-quality cardstock composed of 90% recycled greyboard, each
set includes 64 Puzzle Pieces, spanning when complete. With thick, jumbosized puzzle pieces, eeBoo’s 64 piece puzzles are perfect for little hands to
grasp. Set includes: 64 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)20.3 x (W)20.3 x (H)5.1 cm

Growing A Garden

Busy Meadow

Printed on high-quality cardstock composed of
90% recycled greyboard, each set includes 64
Puzzle Pieces, spanning when complete. With
thick, jumbo-sized puzzle pieces, eeBoo’s 64 Piece
Puzzles are perfect for little hands to grasp.
Set includes: 64 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)20.3 x (W)20.3 x (H)5.1 cm

Friendly animals frolic in our new Busy Meadow 64
piece jigsaw puzzle illustrated by Monika Forsberg.
A family of hedgehogs, whimsical snails, beautiful
butterflies, and a white rabbit appear as young
hands piece together this charming woodland
puzzle. Set includes: 64 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)20.3 x (W)20.3 x (H)5.1 cm

EE-PZGAR

EE-PZBYM

Alphabet Giant Puzzle
Holiday Parade
EE-PZHPR

Join the fun of a holiday parade! In the center
of town animal friends gather to celebrate the
holidays around the Christmas tree. Glitter brings
extra sparkle and magic to this joyful Christmas
puzzle. Set includes: 64 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)20.3 x (W)20.3 x (H)5.1 cm

EE-PZGALP

While developing motor skills and spatial reasoning,
children learn to identify letters and the names
of animals through the colourful illustrations by
acclaimed children’s book artist, Melissa Sweet. The
oversized puzzle pieces are printed on high-quality
cardstock. Set includes: 64 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)20.3 x (W)20.3 x (H)5.1 cm

Dinosaur Island
EE-PZDNI

Illustrated by long-time eeBoo collaborator Holly
Berry, our new age of the Dinosaur 64 Piece Puzzle
features friendly dinosaurs living in harmony.
Find your all favorite dinosaurs in this beautifully
illustrated puzzle. A fun and easy way to be
transported to another time.
Set includes: 64 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)20.3 x (W)20.3 x (H)5.1 cm

Fairy In Princess Land
Giant Puzzle
EE-PZGFIP

While developing motor skills and spatial
reasoning, children get whisked away to a magical
land of fairies, lost treasure, and friendly animals.
Illustrated by acclaimed children’s book artist
Melissa Sweet. The oversized puzzle pieces are
printed on high-quality cardstock composed of
90% recycled greyboard. Set includes: 48 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)20.3 x (W)20.3 x (H)5.1 cm
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Before And After
EE-PZBAA

3 sets of puzzle pairs, as part of our “All Learning Levels” series. Each of
these activities help children of all abilities comprehend and interact with the
world around them. Watch This Face encourages children to recognize facial
expressions and match them to the physical or emotional situations that
would trigger these feelings. Before and After is an educational activity for
children to learn about the logical relationship between cause and effect. All
3 games illustrated by Saxton Freymann.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)33 x (W)16.5 x (H)3.8 cm

Watch This Face

All In Order All

Watch This Face encourages children to recognize
facial expressions and match them to the physical
or emotional situations that would trigger these
feelings. Part of our “All Learning Levels” series,
Watch This Face helps children of all abilities
comprehend and interact with the world around
them. Illustrated by Saxton Freymann.
Set includes: 48 pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)33 x (W)16.5 x (H)3.8 cm

3 sets of puzzle pairs, as part of our “All Learning
Levels” series. Each of these activities helps
children of all abilities comprehend and interact
with the world around them.
Set includes: 48 pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)33 x (W)16.5 x (H)3.8 cm

EE-PPWFC

EE-PZSEQ2

Opposites
EE-PPOPP2

Up & down, big & little, match the opposites.
Once a critical mass of words are recognized,
preschoolers love to engage in word play. The
elder person may select a puzzle piece with
a bluebird flying up with the word UP. The tot
searches for the one on which the bluebird flies
DOWN, and assembles the puzzle pair. This play
encourages critical thinking skills.
Set includes: 36 puzzle pairs.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)33 x (W)16.5 x (H)3.8 cm

Rhyming Words
EE-PPRHY2
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Match the words that sound the same. When
children recognize words that rhyme they’ve
mastered a critical auditory pre-reading skill.
When the 2 puzzle pieces are connected, the
printed words are side-by-side, reinforcing the
awareness that groups of letters are associated
with the rhyming sounds. This game promotes
that knowledge with familiar words and appealing
pictures. Matching house to mouse and truck to
duck offers reinforcing repetition in a game that
everyone enjoys. Set includes: 36 puzzle pairs.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)33 x (W)16.5 x (H)3.8 cm

Simple Words
EE-PPSIM2

A Pre-Reading Activity: Long before children can
“read” they begin to recognize individual words.
When an adult reads a word, and a child selects a
picture of that word to make a complete puzzle,
a greater connection is made. 48 sturdy puzzle
pieces with inviting illustrations of the simple
words. Set includes: 24 puzzle pairs.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)33 x (W)16.5 x (H)3.8 cm

Alphabet & Numbers
EE-PPALP2

Emergent readers can match letters with words
and dots to numbers. The directions in this game
offer 6 ways to play. Upper and lower case letters
are matched to an object beginning with that letter.
Numeral pieces fit into corresponding pieces with
dots. Set includes: 36 puzzle pairs.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)33 x (W)16.5 x (H)3.8 cm

Water & Sand

*Toys not included

Super Water Tray Set
EDX66016

Set includes a clear sand & water tray, sliding shelf, 58cm high tubular steel
frame, sturdy lid which can also be used as a storage shelf under the water
tray.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)110 x (W)60.5 x (H)21.5 cm

Sand & Water Play

EDX66010(Clear 40cm high), EDX66011(Clear 58cm high)

This strong and versatile plastic play tray features a water release plug in the
bottom for easy discharge. Set includes: a strong tubular frame fitted with
2 lockable casters for easy movement. Can carry up to 8 kgs. The coloured
tubular steel frame is designed to hold the Sand and Water Play tray. 2 heights
of frame are available, 40cm and 58cm. Sturdy plastic lid cover included.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)110 x (W)60.5 x (H)21.5 cm

*Toys not included

*Toys not included

EDX66030 (Blue, 40cm high)
EDX66031 (Blue, 58cm high)

EDX66020 (Red, 40cm high)
EDX66021 (Red, 58cm high)

This strong and versatile plastic play tray features a water release plug in the bottom for easy discharge. Includes a strong tubular frame fitted with two
lockable casters for easy movement. Can carry up to 8 kgs. The coloured tubular steel frame is designed to hold the Sand and Water Play tray. 2 heights of
frame are available, 40cm and 58cm. Sturdy plastic lid cover included.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)110 x (W)60.5 x (H)21.5 cm
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Desk Top Water Tray (4 pcs 4 colours)

Desk Top Water Tray Stand

These stackable sand and water trays are ideal for early childhood centers
and classrooms with limited space.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)70 x (W)50 x (H)15 cm

Folding sturdy steel frame with a nylon shelf and 2 casters to allow easy
movement around the classroom. Fits our Desk Top Sand and Water Trays.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)70 x (W)48 x (H)58 cm

EDX66090 (Single), EDX66094

EDX66099

*Toys & water tray are not included

Sliding Shelf

Circular Water Tray
Water Tray Mirrors

EDX66025

Sliding shelf for storing buckets, scoops, water
wheels and other water tray accessories, with
three holes to fit small plastic hoses and funnels.
Suitable for all large Edx clear, blue and red water
trays.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)60 x (W)20 x (H)20 cm

EDX66324

Designed for children to further observe and
explore during water play. Set includes: 3 acrylic
mirrors, with rounded corners. Mirrors may be
used in water trays for up to 4 hours per day.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)45 x (H)0.2 cm

EDX66050

Circular sand and water tray designed with
multiple interior levels and slopes to allow
children to explore many different activities.
Constructed of strong durable plastic, with a
heavy duty steel tubular frame. Comes with a
plastic molded lid.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)110 x (W)60.5 x (H)21.5 cm

*Toys not included

Activity Water Tray
EDX66060

This large activity water table features 2 basins for water, deep and shallow. Deep side provides large
play space for a variety of different activities, there are two clear locks between shallow and deep
basins which allow children to experiment with transferring floating objects between the deep and
the shallow basins. Water wheel, steps, locks and ramp designs give different ways for children to
observe and play, also to further develop their emotional, social, physical and cognitive skills. The tray
is designed for easy drainage, made from durable plastic.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)132x (W)77 x (H)32cm
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Large Water & Sand Tool Set
GBK-EDX66348, EDX66348

This sand and water tool set contains everything needed for creating a fun sand and water play set. Set includes: shovels, scoops, rakes, claws, sieves,
buckets, watering can, water wheels and sand molds, 66pcs in a set.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (H)21 cm

Classroom Sand Play Tool Set

Classroom Water Play Tool Set

All of our sand tools are excellent for indoor or outdoor use, designed
specially for children’s small hands and made of durable high impact
plastic for long life use. The set contains 30pcs.
- Age: 3 years +

Our classroom water play set is packed with a great selection of water tools
that allow young children to expand and experience more water activities. All
of our tools are designed for children’s small hands and are extremely easy
to use. The set contains 27pcs.
- Age: 3 years +

GBK-EDX66356, EDX66356
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Shape Sand Mould Set Number & Operations
EDX66202
Made of durable plastic, the set includes 8 Sand Mould Set
different shapes that help children explore
while playing with sand tables. Set contains
16 pieces.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (H)21 cm

EDX66201

Made of durable plastic, this set of
number and operations sand molds are
great to encourage children to explore
early years numeracy while playing with
sand tables. Set includes: 26 pieces.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (H)21 cm

Stacking Sand Moulds

Water Wheel

Tug

- Item Size: (L)10 x (H)7 cm

- Item Size: (L)13.5 x (W)14.5 x (H)23 cm

- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)8 x (H)4 cm

EDX66206

EDX66311

EDX66312

Sieve with Handles

Red Bucket

- 17.5 cm
- 23.5 cm

- 17 cm Diameter
- 17 cm high

EDX66310

Rake

Medium Shovel

Large Shovel

- 30 cm

- 38 cm

- 50 cm

EDX66307

EDX66305

EDX66308

EDX66302

Watering Can
- 18 cm

EDX66301

Claw

Half Scoop

Sand Scoop

- 22 cm

- 21 cm

- 25.5 cm

EDX66306

EDX66304

EDX66303
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Measuring Spoons

Measuring Cups

A colourful set of 6 measuring spoons that make a great addition to any sand
and water kit.
- Age: 6 Years +
- Item Size: (L)68 x (H)24 cm

Made of colourful high impact plastic this set of nesting measuring cups
work well with young children exploring with sand and water activities. Set of
5 different size spoons.
- Age: 8 Years +
- Item Size: (L)38 cm

EDX25074

EDX25076

Sand & Water Play Jugs

Funnel

3 different size pouring jugs made of flexible high impact plastic. With there
large handles they are easy and lots of fun for young children to explore sand
and water play. Jugs are designed to nest inside of the largest one making
storage easy. 250ml, 500ml & 1000ml, 3pcs in a set.
- Age: 3 years +

Made of durable plastic with a large handle for young children, our new funnel
is a great addition for sand and water play.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)10.5 x (W)6.5 x (H)14 cm

EDX66316

Pipette

EDX66318

These large water blasting Pipettes
allow children to experiment with
sucking water up and squirting in other
areas of their water tray, designed for
young children with a soft squeeze ball
and extremely durable for long lasting
fun.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)22.5 x (W)22.5 x (H)14 cm

EDX66314

Plastic Hose

EDX66322 - PVC transparent hose,ID 1.30cm, 0.2cm thick, 3m
EDX66323 - PVC transparent hose,ID 0.635cm, 0.25cm thick, 1m

Spray and Pump Bottles
EDX66321 (Pump Bottle)
EDX66320 (Spray Bottle)

Our spray and pump bottles add new experiences to any
classroom water activity set. The spray bottle has a adjustable
nozzle and the pump bottle can be locked closed for safe
storage. These bottles can hold up to 350ml.
- Age: 3 years +
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Step-a-Stumps
EDX63070 (6pcs)

Our Step-a-Stumps set consists of 3 different size tree stumps, small stump,
medium stump, and a large stump high. Each of these tree stump shapes
is made of durable plastic with soft non slip surface rings that allow the
children to safely experience balance and gain their confidence as they
jump from tree stump to tree stump.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)22 x (W)21 x (H)10 cm (small)
- Item Size: (L)26 x (W)24 x (H)11.2 cm (medium)
- Item Size: (L)28.8 x (W)28 x (H)13.3 cm (large)

Step-a-Leaves
EDX63085

Our set of 6 bright coloured leaves are great for children to experience a walk
through the forest. Each leaf is made of soft plastic with non slip surface
vanes. As the leaves can be arranged in a variety of different combinations, they
are a great tool to develop gross motor skills.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)26 x (W)18.7 x (H)0.5 cm

Step-a-Trails
EDX63080

Our Step-a-Trails are excellent balance beams to coordinate children’s
gross motor, balance and muscle development control. The Step-a-Trails
set consists of 2 Y log shapes and 8 straight log shapes. These 2 different
shapes are made of durable molded plastic with soft non skid lines to allow
the children to walk and balance the winding log trails safely. All the fun of a
traditional balance beam with the excitement of creating a variety of different
log trail combinations.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)46 x (W)37.4 x (H)6.4 cm (Y log shapes)
- Item Size: (L)48 x (W)13.6 x (H)6.4 cm (straight log shapes)

Step-a-StonesTM
EDX63050

30cm dia. base, 13cm high, 6pcs with ropes.
Sturdy flat-topped plastic ‘stones’ are connected with ropes which may be
adjusted. Each stone has a pimpled platform top to help prevent slipping.
Children will gain confidence and improve balance as they progress from
stepping on each stone over short gaps to jumping over longer gaps.
Made from strong polypropylene, stones can support an adult’s weight. Extra
sets may be added to form longer trails. Set includes: 6 stones in 1 set.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)23 x (W)32 x (H)13 cm
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Step-a-Logs

TM

EDX63020

50cm long, 14cm wide base, 6pcs
with ropes. Correct balance and
direction are skills developed in
this gross motor activity. Gaining
confidence and a sense of
achievement result from improved
co-ordination, balance and correct
movement.
Set includes: 6 logs in 1 set.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)50 x (H)10 cm

Balancing Path

Joey Jump

EDX63702

EDX61240

Place the bean bag on the end and stamp on the other end. The bean bag will
fly into the air ready to catch. Made of durable strong plastic and includes 2
bean bags. Joey Jump platform is 70cm long.

This balancing path consists of 28 detachable pieces in 6 colours which can
be slotted together to form variety walking path with 4 connectors. Made of
high density plastic with non slip surface.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)5 x (W)29 x (H)10 cm

Whizzy Dizzy
EDX294201

Parachutes

EDX62010 (8 handles), EDX62020 (12 handles)

Taped edges and 8 handles make this 1.8 m diameter parachute perfect for
smaller groups of children. Set includes: 1 parachute.
- Age: 3 years +

Hours and hours of entertainment for ages 3 and up. Great for developing
gross motor skills and improving hand-eye co-ordination. Healthy exercise
and great fun. Max weight 45kg.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)21 x (W)20 x (H)9 cm

Step-a-Bucket
EDX63063

Enables children to develop balance
and coordination while pandering to
every growing child’s greatest desire:
to be a little taller. Set includes: 2 step
a buckets.
- Age: 2 years +
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Traffic Cones
EDX62510

22cm, 5 colours, 10pcs A set of ten colorful, water and soil resistant traffic
cones.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)8 x (W)8 x (H)8 cm

Suprrr Wheelie
EDX63033(Red),
EDX63034(Blue),
EDX63035(Yellow),
EDX63036(Green)

Suprrr Scoot

EDX69081(Red),
EDX69082(Blue),
EDX69083(Yellow),
EDX69084(Green)

Chunky metal framed Wheelie with
hi-impact plastic mudguard and a
hard wearing wheel and tire. Ideal for
developing balancing, co-ordination and
communication skills, and for encouraging
roleplay. Suitable for indoor and outdoor
use.

Our brightly coloured scooters
are great for developing children’s
balancing skills. They are made of
solid steel, hi-impact polypropylene
with durable foam tires. Weight limit
50kgs.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)81 x (W)20 x (H)68 cm

Go Wheelie

EDX63030(70cm high),
EDX63032(60cm high)

Foot & Hand Prints

Ankle Hoops

6 colours, 6 pairs. Made of colourful, anti-skid soft plastic.
- Age: 7 years +

An ideal game for developing jumping skills and
co-ordination. 6 colours, set of 6.
- Age: 5 years +

EDX63525

EDX63062

Hand Marks

Hand Marks

- Item Size: (L)23 x (W)9 x (H)23 cm

- Item Size: (L)19 x (W)19 x (H)19 cm

EDX63520, EDX6352 (NEW)

EDX63530, EDX63532 (NEW)

Number Skittles
EDX26300

Develop gross motor skills while at the same time improving basic
mathematics skills. Fun activity for students and teachers.
Set includes: 10 skittles and 2 balls in a vinyl carry bag.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)31 x (H)21 cm

Swing-N-Catch Cups
EDX63061

A simple classic game is great for developing hand-eye co-ordination. 6
colours, 6 pairs. Set includes: 6 Swings and catch cups.
- Age: 4 years +

Traffic Sign Set

Hopping Socks

These road signs are designed light weight, easy assembly and carry for
indoor use, an excellent teaching aid to help children recognise actual road
signs. Stop sign measures approximately 70 cm high. Made of sturdy plastic,
minimal assembly required. They can be used in walking, running and biking
activities.
- Age: 3 years +

Strong plastic sacks with flat bottoms, 2 handles
and super strong stitched seams. Set of 4 colours.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)23 x (W)23 x (H)55 cm

EDX69110

EDX62701
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Bean Bags

Number Bean Bags 1-20
EDX61074

Number bean bags reinforce an understanding of shape through symbols,
words and the shapes of the beanbags themselves. Set includes: 20 bean
bags in 5 colours and a cotton bag.
- Age: 3 years +

Colour Bean Bags
EDX61100

Colourful bean bags offer many options for learning and playing. Great
for developing gross motor skills. 8 bean bags labelled with 8 colours in a
polybag. Set includes: 8 bean bags.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)10 x (W)10 x (H)10 cm

Balancing Ball

Square Bean Bags

Number/Dot Bean Bags

Develop gross motor skills, and hand-to-eye
coordintation with this balancing ball and spoon.
Set includes: 4 spoons and 4 balls, in 4 bright
colours to create a fun learning experience.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)11 x (W)11 x (H)11 cm

4 square beanbags reinforce an understanding of
shape through symbols, words and the shapes of
the beanbags themselves. Set includes: 4 bean
backs in 4 bright colours.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)10 x (W)10 x (H)10 cm

Colourful 10cm bean bags offer many options for
learning and play. Great for developing gross motor
skills. Number 1 - 10 in 5 colours and 10pcs in cotton
bag.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)8 x (W)8 x (H)8 cm

EDX63042

EDX61020

EDX61070, EDX61072 (In cotton bag)

Alphabet Bean Bags

Easy-Catch Bean Bags

Shape Bean Bags

Colourful 10cm bean bags offer many options
for learning and play. Great for developing gross
motor skills. 5 colours and 26pcs in a set.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)8 x (W)8 x (H)8 cm

It’s time for catching practice! This bean bag is
designed to enhance gross motor skills, with a
successful, 2-handed, confidence building catch
every time. 4 bright colours.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)9 x (H)30 cm

4 shapes, 4 colours and 3 for each shape, 12
pieces in a set. Great for developing gross
motor skills. Round bean bag measures 13.5cm
diameter. Set includes: 12 bean bag.
- Age: 8 years +

EDX61080
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Linking & Lacing Blocks

Shape Blocks Activity Set

Transport Linking Blocks

Help young children practice shapes, colours, sorting, and matching while
older students will benefit by using the Pattern Blocks to explore beginning
fractions and geometry concepts.
- Age: 3 years +

These safe and colourfully designed transport linking blocks are great for
toddlers to develop their motor skills. Set includes: 3 shapes, 4 colours.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)8 x (W)4 cm

EDX22232

Shape Linking Blocks
EDX50301(32pcs)

These safe and colourfully designed shape linking
blocks are great for toddlers to develop their motor
skills. 4 shapes, 4 colours.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)7.5 x (W)14 cm

Cotton Reels

Abacus Beads

Plastic cotton reels in 4 colours are perfect for
lacing and patterning activities. Each reel stands
3cm tall.
Set includes: 80 cotton reels, 6 laces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)5 x (W)5 x (H)2 cm

These abacus beads are perfect to teach children
the basic mathematical skills of counting, sorting,
measuring, addition, subtraction. Heavy-duty
beads in 5 bright colours, each bead measures
2.5cm diameter. Set includes: 6 laces.
- Age: 6 years +

EDX40210

Lacing Wild Animals
EDX42020

EDX50300 (36pcs)

These lacing animals are made from solid plastic with large threading holes.
Set comes with a hippopotamus, monkey, rhinoceros, giraffe, elephant and
lion. Set includes: 6 lacing animals, 18 laces.
- Age: 3 years +

EDX40030

Lacing Animals
EDX42010

These lacing animals are made from solid plastic with large threading holes.
Set comes with a bear, dog and duck in 3 different colours, with 27 laces.
Set includes: 9 lacing animals, 27 laces.
- Age: 3 years +
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C= Container

Attribute Lacing Buttons

Lacing Large Buttons

EDX41014C

EDX41030C

Multi-purpose manipulative - sorting and classifying by attributes (shape,
size, colour, holes), sequencing and patterning, and learning geometric
shapes.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)5 x (W)2 x (H)3 cm

Giant Lacing Beads
EDX40080

35mm, 4 shapes, 6 colours, 48pcs, 6 x 65cm laces.
- Age: 6 years +

Multi-purpose manipulative - sorting and classifying by attributes (shape,
size, colour, holes), sequencing and patterning, and learning geometric
shapes. Set comprises 3 shapes, 2 sizes, 4 colours, 2 different holes, 48
pieces and 4 laces in a sturdy container. Set includes: 48 buttons, 4 laces.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)21 x (H)5 cm

Attribute Beads
EDX40150C

3 sizes, 4 shapes, 6 colours, 55cm lace x 2, 144
pieces in plastic container.
Set includes: 2 laces, 142 attribute beads.
- Age: 3 years +

Lacing Cards
EDX43010

Each set includes 12 different heavy- duty plastic
lacing cards measuring 16cm² and 0.1cm thick. 12
colourful 75cm laces are included.
Set includes: 12 lacing cards, 72 laces.
- Age: 3 years +

Lacing Shoes
EDX40311

Lacing shoe is a fun way to teach
young children the manipulative
skills of tying their own shoe laces.
Made of thick durable wipe-clean
plastic.
Set includes: 1 lacing shoe.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)37 x (W)4 x (H)37 cm
- 80 cm long shoe lace.

Rainbow Laces
EDX49010

12 laces in 6 colours. 114cm colourful laces are perfect for all lacing
activities. Packed in a polybag. Set includes: 12 laces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)5 x (W)5 x (H)2 cm
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Small Pegs Activity Set

Geo Peg Board Activity Set

EDX39472

EDX39495C

Set includes: 4 foam boards that can be joined together, 144 pegs in 6
colours, 12 laces and 12 x double-sided activity cards in a sturdy plastic
container.
- Age: 7 years +

Medium Peg Board Set
EDX39480

Our pegboards and colour stackable pegs are
wonderful for developing fine motor skills,
patterning and creative skills.
Set includes: 5 bright colour pegs of 500 pieces
with 4 white connectable base boards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)110 x (W)60.5 x (H)21.5 cm

Our beautifully designed A4 activity cards bring fun to early learning and
are great to use in the classroom to promote fine motor skills. Use with
EDX39470. Set includes: 600 pegs (15 x 2) sided activity cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)7 x (W)7 x (H)7 cm

X-Y Coordinate Pegboard
EDX20700

This peg board has 2 sliding axes lines that help
with algebraic thinking. Use the pegs and rubber
bands to do functions, conic sections and line
segments. Set includes: 50 pegs in colours (red,
blue), 20 rubber bands and 1 pegboard.
Set includes: 1 pegboard, 50 pegs.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)24.5 x (W)24.5 x (H)24.5 cm

Pegboards

Jumbo Pegs and Peg Board
EDX39490

Ideal for developing fine motor skills, counting,
sorting and patterning. Pegs are with hole through the
bottom, can also be used for lacing activities.
Set includes: 100 pegs, 1 white base boards.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)20 x (W)20 x (H)20 cm

Learning Resources

Foundation Phase

www.greenbeanlearning.co.za

Pegs and Peg Board

Activity Cards

Geo Pegs and Peg Board

Small, 5 bright colour pegs. 1000 pegs + 5 white
baseboards in a set. Each baseboard measures
16cm square.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)32 x (W)32 x (H)32 cm

Our beautifully designed A4 activity cards bring
fun to early learning and are great to use in the
classroom to promote fine motor skills. Use with
EDX39470.
Set includes:18 activity cards.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)21 x (H)30 cm

36 stackable giant pegs in 6 colours, 3 shapes,
with 21cm base board and 3 laces. Pegs have
a hole through the bottom and can be used for
lacing activities. Set includes: 36 stackable pegs, 1
base board, 3 laces.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)21 x (W)21 x (H)21 cm

EDX39470

EDX39470A (18pcs)

EDX39492
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Linking Cubes

C= Container, P= Polybag

Linking Cube Set

2cm Connect-A-Cube/Linking Cubes

EDX12134C

Designed to stimulate participation in creative construction, sorting, counting,
basic operations and problem-solving activities. Develop important skills
in colour and pattern recognition; spatial relationships; logical reasoning;
numeracy. Set includes: 500 blocks in 10 bright colours, comprising 400
cubes, 50 triangles, 50 quadrants, 4 base boards and 42 2-sided activiy cards
in sturdy storage container. Cube measures 2cm square.
- Age: 3 years +

EDX12010P (100pcs), EDX12011P(500pcs),
EDX12012P(1000pcs)

The creative possibilities are endless. Designed to be virtually unbreakable,
these blocks will easily meet the rigours of the classroom. Linking Cubes in
10 bright colours. Teach operations, estimation, measuring, graphing,
perimeter, area, volume, patterns and chance.
- Age: 3 years +

1cm Cube Baseboard
EDX12510

Our Linking Cubes develop children’s skills in counting,
classifying, addition, subtraction, place value, measuring,
and patterning. Geometry and geometric reasoning skills
may also be developed. These boards are a base to help
children learn in conjunction with our colourful linking
cubes. Use with 1cm interlocking cubes.
Set includes: 1 baseboard.
- Age: 3 years +

1cm Interlocking Cubes
EDX12210P/C

1cm / 1g interlocking cubes come in 10 bright
colours. Teach operations, sorting, graphing,
perimeter, area, volume, patterns, chance, weight
and measurement.
- Age: 3 years +

Brick Classroom Construction Set
EDX12136C

Classroom construction set including the double brick which is compatible
with all 2cm linking cubes. Children are only limited by their imagination in
building bridges, animals, houses, robots and wind turbines.
Set includes: 300 bricks (2cm x 2cm x 4cm) in 5 colours, 60 2cm linking
cubes in 2 colours, 10 open cubes, 50 quadrants in 5 colours, 50 triangles in
5 colours, 80 rods in 2 colours, 28 double-sided activity cards.
- Age: 3 years +
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Cubes in the Classroom
EDX28023

A4 activity book with 48 pages.

Baseboard For 2cm Linking Cubes
EDX12059

Our Linking Cubes develop children’s skills in counting, classifying, addition,
subtraction, place value, measuring, and patterning. Geometry and geometric
reasoning skills may also be developed. These boards are a base to help
children learn in conjunction with our colourful linking cubes.
Set includes: Pack of 5 base boards
- Age: 3 years +

Linking Cubes
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C= Container, P= Polybag, J= Jar

Nuts & Bolts Activity Set
EDX50158

Improve fine motor skills as well as learn about colours, shapes and numbers.
Set includes: 32 nuts & bolts and 12 durable plastic activity cards.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)21 x (W)24 x (H)21 cm (card size)

Nuts & Bolts

GBL-Q025-P32, GBL-Q025-P65,
GBL-Q025-C64, GBL-Q025-J32

These easy-to-hold, large size nuts & bolts are
made from sturdy plastic, durable for classroom
use. Ideal for children to develop fine motor skills.
4 shapes, 4 colours.
Set includes: 64 nuts and bolts.
- Age: 3 years +

Nuts & Bolts with Foam
Nuts & Bolts Activity Cards Bug Boards
EDX50168

EDX50169

Improve fine motor skills, as well as learn about
colours, shapes and numbers.
Set includes: 12 activity cards.
- Age: 6 Years +
- Item Size: (L)21 x (W)24 x (H)21 cm

Pack of 32 nuts & bolts with 4 colour foam bug
boards. There are holes with 4 different diameter for
4 different bolts. 1 side printed with bolt shape and
the opposite side is blank for 2 levels of difficulty.
Set includes: 32 nuts and bolts, 4 bug boards.
- Age: 6 Years +

Linking Cube Graph
Board
EDX12057

Students will quickly learn to develop
and understand bar graphs using this
wooden graph board in conjunction with
2cm linking cubes. The graph board has
a write-on / wipe-off surface allowing
students to label the “x” axis and the “y”
axis as well as the title of the bar graph
* Cubes and markers are not included.
Set includes: 1 graph board.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)15 x (W)15.5 x (H)8.6 cm

Geofun Shape Abacus Activity Set
EDX40100

Learn sorting, counting and patterning with these geometric shaped
colourful beads. Ideal for developing fine motor skills.
Set includes: 36 beads in 6 geometric shapes and 6 colours, 2 stands, 6
rods, 10 x double-sided activity cards.
- Age: 3 years +
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Rainbow Pebbles Classroom Set
EDX13226C

Our Rainbow Pebbles classroom set is a construction and early mathematics
manupulative, and is ideal for developing fine motor skills, and for counting,
sorting and creative design activities.
Set includes: 252 pebbles assorted with 6 sizes and 6 colours, 47 activity
cards and 3 spinners in sturdy storage container.
- Age: 5 years +

Clear Junior Rainbow Pebbles
EDX13228J (36pcs)

Early construction and manipulative set, ideal for developing fine motor skills.
3 shapes, 6 clear colours.
- Age: 3 years +

Rainbow Pebbles
EDX13208C

Children will have fun with this construction and early mathematics
manipulative. Ideal for developing fine motor skills, counting, sorting and
creative design.
Set includes: 36 pebbles in 6 sizes, 6 colours and 20 activity cards
- Age: 5 years +
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Junior Rainbow Pebbles

EDX13209(6 Bright colours with cards), EDX13227J (6 Bright
colours), EDX13229J (6 Earth colours)
Early construction and manipulative set, ideal for developing fine motor skills. 3
shapes, 6 bright colours, 36pcs in plastic jar with 8 activity cards.
- Age: 3 years +

Rainbow Pebbles Activity Set
EDX13206

Children will have fun with this construction and early mathematics
manipulative. Ideal for developing fine motor skills, counting, sorting and
creative design. Set includes: 48 pebbles in 4 sizes, 6 colours and 12 x
double-sided A4 activity cards.
- Age: 3 years +

Junior GeoStix
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Skeletal Starter Geo Set

Junior GeoStix

Construction set which will improve children’s fine motor skills, as well as
develop their creative and problem solving skills. Build 2 and 3 dimensional
structures. Introduces children to basic geometric shapes.
Set includes: 80 sticks in 4 sizes and 4 colours, 40 connecting balls in 2
colours, 24 quarter circles, 20 x 2-sided activity cards.
- Age: 4 years +

Improve fine motor skills and develop creative thinking skills with this new
construction set. 10 different length flexible sticks that snap together. The set
includes 200 flexible plastic sticks, and 30 x 2-sided activity cards.
- Age: 4 years +
- Sizes range from 2.5cm to 15cm.

EDX21372C

Jumbo Tweezers

EDX13901J, EDX13901P

12 colourful tweezers are great for counting and
sorting activities. Easy for small hands to use,
improves fine motor skills. Packed in a Jar.
Set includes: 12 tweezers in 6 different colours.
- Age: 3 years +

EDX21365C

Pegs

Giant Clips

Our small pegs are brightly coloured and have
many applications. Improve children’s fine motor
skills by clipping the pegs together to make
patterns or to build structures. Pegs may also be
used to attach artwork to a line or other suitable
surface.
Set includes: 30 Medium Pegs
- Age: 6 years +

Our jumbo pegs come in 4 bright colours and
have many applications. Improve children’s fine
motor skills by clipping the pegs together to make
patterns or to build structures. Pegs may also be
used to attach artwork to a line or other suitable
surface. Set includes: 20 Giant Pegs
- Age: 6 years +

EDX89427C, EDX89426 (Small)

EDX89423
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Mirrors

Flexible Mirrors
EDX62690

Reflecting Mirror
EDX22240

Unbreakable distortion-free plastic mirrors help teach concept of symmetry.
Ideal use with pattern blocks. 4pcs, double-sided.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)8.5 x (W)5.8 x (H)0.1 cm

Children will have fun exploring themselves and objects with these safe
flexible mirrors. Mirrors are easily flexed into concave and convex shapes,
showing children a distorted view of themselves and other objects. 30cm
x 20cm (A4 size) PC mirrors, 0.55mm thick, round corners. Mirrors may
be safely cut with a pair of scissors to create many smaller or odd-shaped
mirrors. Set includes: 3 mirrors.
- Age: 3 years +

Junior GeoLand

Angleview Mirror

EDX22242

EDX22243

The Junior GeoLand mirror set will stimulate children’s imaginations and allow them to explore symmetry and reflection with their creative designs. They will
also want to look into the mirrors and see their own multi-image reflections. Set includes: 3 vertical acrylic mirrors, 1 semi circular horizontal acrylic mirror,
Plastic frame with degree graduations, 30 pattern blocks, 50 GeoStix, 64 x double-sided activity cards, 1 semi-circular horizontal acrylic mirror, Plastic frame
with degree graduations, 30 pattern blocks, 50 GeoStix, 64 x double-sided activity cards.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)21 x (H)21 cm

*GeoLand not included

Junior GeoLand Pattern Set

GeoLand Colouring Book

Children explore reflection by colouring in these unique designs.
Set includes: 2 vertical acrylic mirrors, plastic frame and 48 colouring pages
in 12 designs.
- Age: 3 years +

Colouring book has 34 patterns which may be coloured in using crayons or
pencils. Children can tear out their coloured sheets, place on GeoLand and
explore the reflections of the coloured patterns by moving the mirrors to
different angles. Geometric and rainbow patterns. Set includes: 36 sheets.
- Age: 3 years +

EDX22244
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*Scissors not included

Multipurpose Desktop Trays

Scissor Stand

Super tough art trays keeps things neat and organized. These durable trays
are suitable for carrying glue, paint, or collage materials for each art group.
Set includes: 4 Paint tray set
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (H)21 cm

Keep classroom scissors neatly organised and easy to take out and pack
away. Our scissor stand holds up to 20 pairs of scissors and is manufactured
from high-quality ivory plastic.
Set includes: 1 Scissor.
- Age: 7 years +

EDX77040 (Set of 4), EDX77030 (White - single)

EDX89150

*Paint pots not included

Paint Pot Stand

Paint Pots

Keep all your paint pots in 1 place and provide easy safe access to up to 6
paint pots. Ideal for stress and mess free storage.
Set includes: 1 Paint holder.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)7.5 x (W)29 x (H)20 cm

Keep mess to a minimum with brightly coloured paint pots. Each paint pot
features a non-drip paintbrush holder lid, a spout to prevent spills and a clear
paint well. Pulls apart easy for cleaning. Set includes: 10 Paint Pots
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)8 x (W)8 x (H)9 cm

EDX77680

EDX77670

TM

Messy Mats

EDX77630 (50cm x 36cm),
EDX77640 (65cm x 47cm)

Messy Mats are ideal for not just any messy
job you may have in the classroom, but also for
measuring the area of regular or irregular objects.
May be used as a base for all kinds of messy craft
and dough activities. Made from polypropylene,
Messy Mats are waterproof and resistant to glue
and stains. They are tarsparent, washable, flexible
and can be used with an overhead projector.
Set includes: 5 Messy mat small.
- Age: 7 years +

Animal Kinder Rubs

Number Kinder Rubs

The ancient art of brass rubbing is recreated
for young children with these heavy-duty plastic
animal rubbing plates with raised highlighted
surfaces for easy rubbing. Ideal for use with
pencils, crayons, charcoal and chalk. Set includes:
12 pieces includes a dog, cat, cow, duck, fish, snail,
hippo and elephant.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)12.5 x (H)12.5 cm

The ancient art of brass rubbing is recreated
for young children with these heavy-duty plastic
animal rubbing plates with raised highlighted
surfaces for easy rubbing. Ideal for use with
pencils, crayons, charcoal and chalk.
Set includes: 10 pieces: numbers from 0-9.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)12.5 x (H)12.5 cm

EDX89500

EDX89540
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2-Sided Easel
EDX77340

See-through easel perfect for finger painting!
Set includes: 2 Clear acrylic boards, 2 storage trays
4 jumbo clips.
- Item Size: (L)304.8 x (H)152.4 cm

2-Sided Floor Art Drying Rack

Floor Art Drying Rack

40 shelves. Set includes: 1 Floor Art Drying rack with 40 shelves.
- Item Size: (L)63 x (W)45 x (H)88 cm

25 shelves. Set includes: 1 Floor Art Drying rack with 25 shelves.
- Item Size: (L)63 x (W)22.5 x (H)88 cm

EDX77746

EDX77743

See-Through Easel
EDX77348

The free standing see-through easel is designed to encourage interaction,
creativity and enhance children’s fine motor skills. Features an easy-clean,
clear acrylic board. 2 paint pot holders and lockable casters. Easy thread
bolts, requires no toll for assembly.
- Item Size: (L)100 x (W)50 x (H)100 cm
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Wooden Rolling Pin Set

*Play dough not included

Textured Rolling Pin Set

EDX75010 (4pcs)

Lacquered, wooden rolling pins with 4 different rolling surfaces to create hundreds of
unusual textures. Each measures 21cm long.

Plain Rolling Pin Set
EDX75020

3 plain rolling pins with turning handles, made of
high quality wood.
Set includes: 3 plain rolling pin.
- Age: 6 years +
Each measures 18cm long.

EDX75011 (3pcs)

Each measures 21cm long.

Textured Rolling Pin Set
EDX75022

6 textured rolling pins with turning handles, made
of high quality wood, different textures to create
patterns in clay. Set includes: 6 Rolling pins set
textured.
- Age: 6 years +
Each measures 18cm long.

Wooden Dough Stampers
EDX75210

Robust wooden stampers with 4 different patterns.
For use with modelling dough or making cookies.
Set includes: 4 wooden stampers.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (D)1.1 x (H)5.5 cm

Dough Tool Set

Cookie Cutter & Rolling Pin Kit

The complete dough tool set. Set includes: 16 cookie cutters in 4 colours, 3
basic dough tools, 1 rolling in.

For cooking or dough making fun. Set of bright 16 assorted shapes and 4
rolling pins. Set includes: 16 cookie cutters and a pin

EDX75052J

EDX75050
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Farm Animals Counters

EDX13200P, EDX13200C, EDX13200J

Children learn valuable language and classification skills when using these materials.
6 farm animals - chicken, cow, duck, horse, pig, and sheep. 6 colours are red, orange, yellow, green, blue and purple.
Set includes: 6 farm aniamls in 6 different colours.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)31 x (H)21 cm

Wild Animals Counters
EDX13026P/C/J (120pcs)

Children learn valuable language and classification
skills when using these materials. 10 wild
animals - bear, camel, elephant, giraffe, gorilla,
hippopotamus, kangaroo, lion, rhinoceros and
tiger. Set includes: 10 wild animals in 6 different
colours.
- Age: 3 years +

Dinosaur Counters

Aquatic Counters

Children learn valuable language and classification
skills when using these materials. 8 dinosaurs
brachiosaurus, euoplocephalus, parasaurolophus,
pterodactyl, spinosaurus, stegosaurus, triceratops,
tyrannosaurus rex. Set includes: 8 dinosaurs in 6
different colours.
- Age: 3 years +

Children learn valuable language and classification
skills when using these materials.14 creatures
crab, dolphin, frog, lobster, octopus, penguin, seal,
seahorse, shark, starfish, stingray, swordfish, turtle
and whale. Set includes: 14 creatures in 6 different
colours.
- Age: 3 years +

EDX13036P/C/J (128pcs)
EDX13037J (32pcs)

Bug Counters

EDX13180P/C/J (72pcs)

Children learn valuable language and classification
skills when using these materials. 12 different
bugs - ant, butterfly, caterpillar, cockroach,
dragonfly, fly, ladybird, locust, rhinoceros beetle,
scorpion, spider, and stag beetle.
Set includes: 12 different bugs in 6 colours.
- Age: 3 years +
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EDX13150P/C/J
EDX13152J (42pcs)

Fruit Counters
Pet Counters

EDX13205P (72pcs)

Children learn valuable language and classification
skills when using these materials.
6 pet animals - bird, cat, dog, fish, rabbit and turtle.
Set includes: 6 pet animals in 6 different colours.
- Age: 3 years +

EDX13120P/J (108pcs)
EDX13121J (48pcs)

Children learn valuable language and classification
skills when using these materials. 6 different
fruits - apple, banana, orange, blueberry, grape and
strawberry.
Set includes: 6 different fruits in 6 colours.
- Age: 3 years +

Sorting & Counting
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Bear Counters

EDX13100P, EDX13100J (96pcs)

Children learn valuable language and classification skills when using these
materials. 3 different heights. Bears weigh 4g, 8g and 12g.
Set includes: 3 different sized bears, in 6 colours.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)15 x (W)15 x (H)4 cm

Vegetable Counters
EDX13130P, EDX13130J

Children learn valuable language and classification skills when using these
materials. 6 different vegetables - bell pepper, carrot, corn, garlic, eggplant
and cucumber. Set includes: 6 different vegetables in 6 colours.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)1.6 x (W)1.6 x (H)1.6 cm

Transport Counters
EDX13140P/J
EDX13144J (36pcs)

Children learn valuable language and classification skills when using these
materials. 6 shapes - bus, car, helicopter, plane, train and tug boat.
Set includes: 6 different transport shapes in 6 colours.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)10 x (W)10 x (H)10 cm

Large Buttons
EDX13830J

Bright buttons in 8 shapes and 10 colours. Shapes include circle, flower,
heart, hexagon, oval, square, star and triangle.
Set includes: 450 buttons in 10 different colours.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)11 x (W)11 x (H)11 cm

*Pebbles not included

Small Buttons
EDX13820J

Bright buttons in 12 shapes and 10 colours. Shapes include bear, circle,
cloud, face, flower, heart, octagon, rectangle, ribbon, square, star and triangle.
and white. Set includes: 500 buttons in 10 different colours.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)24 x (H)21 cm

Rainbow Blank Cards
EDX24533

Children will learn about the many shades of particular colours. Reverse side
may be used as all purpose blank cards. Set includes: 2 packs of 54 cards.
- Age: 5 years +
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Transparent Counters
Colour Tiles
EDX13290

Children will have fun with this early mathematics
manipulative. Comes with 50 red, transparent
counters, ideal for developing fine motor skills,
counting and sorting.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)1 x (W)10 x (H)1 cm

EDX132302 (Red only, 50pcs)
EDX13230 (4 colours, 1000 pcs)
EDX13430 (6 colours, 250pcs)

Children will have fun with this early mathematics
manipulative. Comes with 50 red, transparent
counters, ideal for developing fine motor skills,
counting and sorting.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)15 x (W)14.5 cm

Transparent Tiles
EDX13440

Transparent tiles are 19mm in diameter and come
in 6 colours.
These colourful and sturdy counters are easy
for small hands to grip for counting, sorting,
patterning, etc. Packed in polybag.
Set includes: 250 Transparent Tiles in 6 different
colours.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)4 x (W)2 cm

1cm Cubes
Foam Cubes
EDX13570

Set of 102, 2.5cm plain foam counting cubes in 6
colours. Teach basic operations, sorting, graphing,
perimeter, area, volume and probability.
Set includes: 102 cubes in 6 different colours.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)1.6 x (W)1.6 x (H)1.6 cm
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EDX13510P/J

These 1cm / 1g cubes come in 10 bright colors.
Each cube displaces 1 cubic centimeter of water.
Teach operations, sorting, graphing, perimeter,
area, volume, patterns, chance, weight and
measurement.
Set includes: 1000 cubes in 6 colours.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)21 x (W)20 x (H)9 cm

Wooden Counting Cubes
EDX13544(102pcs in container),
EDX13564(102pcs),
EDX13548(102pcs + Cards)

Set of 510 wooden, 2cm, cubes in 6 different
colours. Ideal for developing basic operations, fine
motor skills, counting and sorting.
- Age: 3 years +

Sorting & Counting
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Shape Link Activity Set

EDX14124C, EDX14124A (Cards only)

Students develop important skills – sorting and classifying, patterning and sequencing, logical reasoning, creative design and basic numeracy.
Set includes: 360 links in 3 shapes and 6 colours, 20 x double-sided activity cards
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (H)21 cm

Shape Links

Jumbo Links

These links come in 4 bright colours
and are good for sorting, counting and
patterning. The design is suitable for
small hands to connect and separate.
Set includes: 500 shape links.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)1.6 x (W)1.6 x (H)1.6 cm

These jumbo links in 4 bright
colours are good for sorting,
counting and patterning. The
design is suitable for small hands
to connect and separate. Each
link measures 7.3 x 5cm. 200
pieces in a set.
Set includes: 200 links.
- Age: 5 years +

EDX14120(500pcs),
EDX14120A,
GBK-EDX14121 (100pcs)

EDX14110 (200 pcs)
GBK-EDX14010(100pcs)
EDX14110A

Links

Pawn Counters

These links in 6 bright colours are
good for sorting, counting and
patterning. The design is suitable
for small hands to connect and
separate.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)5 x (W)2 x (H)3 cm

2.4cm high. Used to develop basic
mathematical concepts, fine motor
skills, and counting and sorting skills.
Set includes: 48 colourful pawns.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)16 x (W)16 x (H)0.1 cm

GBK-EDX14031P (500 pcs) EDX18510
6 colours, pack of 48 pieces ,
EDX14030 (1000 pcs)

Stacking Counters

Magnetic Foam Numbers

2-Colour Counters

Set of 500 plastic, 20mm diameter counters, in
10 colours. Ideal for developing fine motor skills,
counting and sorting.
Set includes: 500 plastic counters.
- Age: 3 years +

Large magnetic foam numbers 0-9, are essential
resource for the classroom. Made from foam with
thin magnetic sheet backing, each number is 1cm
in height.
- Age: 3 years +

Children will have fun with this early mathematics
manipulative. Comes with 200 plastic counters,
ideal for developing fine motor skills, counting and
sorting. Set includes: 200 counters double-sided in
2 colours (red and yellow).
- Age: 3 years +

EDX13340P, EDX13340J, EDX13340C

EDX39440

EDX13210
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Counting Sticks
EDX13711

Colour Tiles
EDX28020

A4 activity book with 48 pages.

Coloured Sorting Bowls
EDX15510

Set of 6 coloured bowls, made of sturdy plastic. Good for all types of sorting
activities. Measures 15cm diameter and 4cm depth.
Set includes: 6 bowls.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)5 x (W)3 x (H)2 cm

*Counters not included

Floral Sorting Tray
EDX15030

This sturdy tray is ideal for all sorting activities. White tray measures
approximately 37cm in diameter. Set includes: 1 white tray.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)44.2 x (W)10 x (H)10 cm
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A great way to develop children’s skill in counting, sorting, addition,
subtraction and measuring. Comes with 1000, 10cm, sticks in 10 different
colours.
Set includes: 1000 sticks in 10 different colours.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)3 x (W)2 x (H)3 cm

Sorting Bowl and Tweezer Set
GBK-EDX13905

Colourful sorting bowls and tweezers are ideal for all counting and sorting
activities. The tweezers are easy for small hands to use, and improve fine
motor skills. Sorting bowls measure 13cm diameter and 4cm depth with 6
colours. Tweezers are 12cm long with 6 colours.
Set includes: 6 tweezers and 6 bowls
- Age: 3 years +

Round Sorting Tray
EDX15040

This sturdy injection moulded sorting tray is great for all counting, sorting
and classifying activities. Yellow, 32cm diameter.
Set includes: 1 sorting tray.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)11 x (W)11 cm

Counter Activity Cards

Our beautifully designed A4 activity cards bring fun to early learning!
Each card features activities for the corresponding counters. Great to use in the classroom to promote fine motor skills as well as develop fluency in numbers,
counting and sorting.
- Age: 3 years +

Wild Animals

Farm Animals

Set includes: 6 double-sided
cards.

Set includes: 10 double-sided
cards.

EDX13026A

EDX13200A

Aquatic

Teddy Bears

Set includes: 10 double-sided
cards.

Set includes: 10 double-sided
cards.

EDX13150A

EDX13100A

Vegetables

Fruit

Set includes: 6 double-sided
cards.

Set includes: 10 double-sided
cards.

EDX13130A

EDX13120A

Pets

Transport

Set includes: 6 double-sided
cards.

Set includes: 6 double-sided
cards.

EDX13205A

EDX13140A

Bugs

Dinosaurs

Set includes: 10 double-sided
cards.

Set includes: 6 double-sided
cards.

EDX13180A

EDX13036A
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Counting and Sorting Set
EDX15910
GBK-EDX15910
GBL-GB159106

This classroom set of counting and sorting manipulatives comes with a large 8 compartment storage tray, student activity cards and a comprehensive
teacher’s guide. Set includes: 3 overhead spinners, number dice, 6 sorting bowls, colour counters, linking links, pattern blocks, stackable, fruit, transport, farm,
dinosaur, and bug counters EDX15910.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)110 x (W)60.5 x (H)2.5 cm

Attribute Block Spinners
EDX19513

Use 4 words to describe any of the attribute blocks. A great tool to generate attributes. Set includes: 6 pieces.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)29.5 x (H)10 cm

*Lid included

Attribute Blocks

First Sorting Kit

2 sizes, 2 thickness, 3 colours and 5 shapes, 60pcs packaged in a plastic
container with a solid lid, the bottom of tray can be used as a template.
- Age: 6 years +

The First Sorting kit contains basic shapes, bears and fish, total 132
pieces. No small parts! Safe for young children learning early math, colours,
classifing and sorting. Lid included.
Set includes: 132 basic shapes.
- Age: 6 years +

EDX19550 (8.4cm sides), EDX19560 (5.4cm sides),
EDX19570 (3cm sides)
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EDX15912

Attribute Block Activity Cards
EDX19514

Set of activity cards used to assist in developing higher-order thinking and
math skills – sorting, classifying, reasoning, problem solving and logic.
Set includes: 20 x A4 double sided attribute block cards, attribute block
spinner.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (H)37.5 cm
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Relational Attribute Blocks

EDX19520 (Packed in a box), EDX19523 (Packed in a
polybag)

Set of 60 solid plastic pieces in an assortment of 2 sizes , 2 thicknesses,
3 colours and 5 shapes. Including a sorting & storage tray. Large square
measures 7.5cm sides, all small shapes are 1/4 of relative large shapes.
Set includes: 60 solid plastic pieces, sorting & storage tray.
- Age: 3 years +

Desktop Sorting Circles

EDX15720 (15pcs), EDX15710 (6pcs)

Attribute Blocks
EDX28011

Use them singularly or create Venn diagrams for sorting, comparing and
attribute work. 3 colours, 15 pieces. Each ring measures 25cm diameter
Set includes: 15 sorting rings.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)1.6 x (W)1.6 x (H)1.6 cm

A4 activity book with 48 pages.

Attribute Activity Set
EDX19515

Set includes: 1 set of deluxe attribute blocks EDX19560 (large square
measures 7.5cm sides) in a plastic container, 3 x sorting rings EDX15710
(50cm dia), attribute block spinner EDX19513 (29.5cm x 10cm), 20 x double
sided activity cards EDX19514 and an activity guide. All items also sold
individually.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)11 x (H)17 cm

Venn Diagram Boards
EDX90629

A4 Flexible white boards. High quality wipe off plastic. 2 Circles on 1 side, 3
on the other side.
- Age: 5 Years +
- Item Size: (L)2 x (W)2 x (H)2 cm
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Abacus

Abacus
EDX40051

This renerek plastic abacus features 10 rows of 2 different coloured plastic beads that easily slide back and forth on metal rods. The sturdy plastic frame
is designed to add desktop stability for easy student use, and may be used either standing up, or laying flat. An excellent teaching tool for building basic
mathematic skills in counting, addition, and subtraction.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)21 x (W)20 x (H)9cm

Teacher Bead Strings

Demo Abacus

Each string has 5 red beads and 5 white beads. 1.8cm diameter, 1 string in
the set. Set includes: 1 abacus string.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)110 x (W)60.5 x (H)21.5 cm

Wooden frame with 2 rows of 10 beads, each row comprises 5 red and 5
white beads. Whiteboard included.
Set includes: 1 wooden frame with beads, 1 white board
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)66 x (W)18 x (H)11 cm

Rekenrek Counting Frame Student

Student Bead Strings

Wooden frame with 2 rows of 10 beads, each row comprises 5 red and 5
white beads.
Set includes: 20 beads
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)7 x (W)7 x (H)25 cm

10 beads. Each string has 5 red beads and 5 white beads. 1cm diameter, 10
strings in the set. Set includes: 10 beads,10 strings.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)110 x (W)60.5 x (H)21.5 cm

EDX40025 (10 beads), EDX40026 (20 beads),
EDX40027 (100 beads)

EDX40907
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EDX40908

EDX40901 (10 beads), EDX40902 (20 beads),
EDX40903 (100 beads)

Number Concepts
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Jumbo Dominoes
EDX23022

Develop sequencing and problem solving with
these jumbo number dot dominoes.
Set includes: 28 jumbo dominoes.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)10 x (W)10 x (H)10 cm

Ten Frames Activity Set
EDX26201C

Develop understanding of number concepts, basic number facts, number recognition, and subitising.
Activities include recognizing numbers, make to 5, make to 10, addition and subtraction, and practicing
writing numbers. Set includes: 8 x ten frames, 80 x 2-colour counters, 16 activity cards.
- Age: 7 years +

Double 6 Dominoes

EDX23010(Wood), EDX23020(Foam),
EDX23040(Plastic)

Double 6 dominoes with beautiful carved patterns,
in 6 bright colours. Set includes: 168 dominoes.
Double 6 dominoes.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)10 x (W)10 x (H)10 cm

Double 9 Dominoes

Double 9 Dominoes

Develop sequencing, problem solving and critical
thinking with these transparent Orange double 9
dominoes. Set includes: 56 dominoes.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)10 x (W)10 x (H)10 cm

Double 9 dominoes made of high quality wood
with beautiful carved patterns.
Set includes: 56 dominoes.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)10 x (W)10 x (H)10 cm

EDX23030

Ten Frames

Ten Frames Classroom Set

Helps children in visualizing numbers to develop
number sense, and to become proficient in
addition and subtraction. 4pcs in a set with 40
red/blue 2.5cm counters. Frame measures 6.5cm
x 16cm. Set includes: 4 pieces in a set. 40 red/
blue counters.
- Age: 5 years +

Helps children in visualizing numbers to develop
number sense, and to become proficient in addition
and subtraction. Set includes: 16 tens frames. 160
red/blue counters.
- Age: 5 Years +
- Item Size: (L)22 x (W)0.5 x (H)22 cm

EDX26200

EDX23060

EDX26203C, GBK-EDX26203

Teaching With Ten Frames
EDX28018

A4 activity book with 48 pages.
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Number Concepts

Number Track
EDX26945

Ideal activity for children to step along this
colourful number line, and learn their numbers
from 1 to 20, as well as learning the number
sequence and basic counting. Set includes: 1
number track. Made from durable vinyl. measures
500cm x 30cm.
- Age: 3 years +

Number Track (1-20)
EDX26071

Classroom set of desk top number tracks with
1-20 on one side and 0-19 on reverse side.
Write-on wipe-off plastic, 30.5cm x 5.5cm.
Set includes: 15 pieces.
- Age: 8 years +

Number Track (1-120)
EDX26072 (48pcs)

Classroom set of desk top number tracks with
1-120 on one side and 0-119 on reverse side, in
groups of 20. Write-on wipe-off plastic, 30.5cm x
5.5cm, 8 sets, 48 pieces.
- Age: 8 years +

Counter Number Line
EDX26949

The counter number line provides a bridge
between concrete and abstract ways of thinking
about numbers, supporting a direct match
between the length of concrete items (counters)
and position on a number line (building number
value and estimation skills). The back features
a game-style number track which reinforces the
number sequence and number value.
Set includes: 15 sets of number lines (30pcs), 300
counters in 2 colours (red, blue).
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)16 x (H)16 cm

Number Lines (0-120,
0-1000)
EDX26074

Classroom set of desk top number lines with 8
sets of 0-120 in groups of 20 on one number track,
15pcs of 0-120, and 15pcs of 0-1000. All sets
have blank calibration on reverse side. Write-on
wipe-off plastic, 30.5cm x 5.5cm, 78 pieces.
Set includes: 78 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
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Number Lines (0-20)
EDX26073

Number Lines
EDX28019

A4 activity book with 48 pages.

Number Lines (negative
numbers)
EDX26075

Classroom set of desk top number lines with
15pcs -10 to 10, 15pcs of -20 to 0, and 15pcs of 1
to 20. All sets have blank calibration on reverse
side. Write-on wipe-off plastic, 30.5cm x 5.5cm,
45 pieces. Set includes: 45 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +

Classroom set of desk top number lines with 0-20
on side and blank calibrated on reverse side.
Write-on wipe-off plastic.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)30.5 x (W)55cm x (H)0 cm

Number Lines (empty)
EDX26078

Classroom set of empty desk top number lines.
Write-on wipe-off plastic, 30.5cm x 5.5cm, 15
pieces. Set includes: 15 pieces.
- Age: 3 years +

Peg Number Line

Child Friendly Playing Cards

EDX26942C

EDX24526C, EDX24529 (Jumbo)

Deck of 56 child friendly playing cards with 4 coloured shapes set in standard
subitising patterns, and 14 numbers (0 - 13), 8 decks in sturdy plastic
container. Set includes: 56 cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)31 x (H)15 cm

Provides children with a visual image to understand forward and backward
counting sequences, ordering, more and less, in between, missing numbers
and skip counting. Set includes: 32 number cards, 10 write-on/wipe-off cards,
15 pegs, 2 3m laces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)31 x (H)21 cm

Blank Playing Cards

Jumbo Playing Cards

54 blank cards with colour backing, 8 decks in
plastic container. Set includes: 8 packs containing
54 cards in each.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)11 x (H)17 cm

These jumbo size cards are great for children. Also
a handy size for teachers to help students with
recognising numbers. Set includes: 54 cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)11 x (H)17 cm

EDX260409

Child Friendly Cards
EDX28012

Number Concepts
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C= Container

EDX24510

A4 activity book with 48 pages.

*Magnetic Whiteboard not included

Five Frames
EDX26220

Magnetic Five Frames
EDX26221

The five frame highlights number combinations to 5, and helps students in visualising numbers to
develop number sense. Set includes: 4 x 5 frames, 20 x 2-colour counters.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)6 cm

Number Link Set
EDX26204C

Great learning tool to develop number recognition
and subitising skills, and to learn and understand
number order. The manipulation of pegs and links
will improve fine motor skills. Set includes: 6 ten
frames, 60 2-colour counters, 100 links, 8 pegs, 25
activity cards.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)1.8 x (H)1.8cm
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Number Concepts

Missing Number Slider
EDX26064

24 x double-sided number tracks, 8 clear window (16 designs), and 4 x 1-120
number boards. Set includes: 4 number boards.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)37 x (W)12 x (H)14cm

Number Boards
EDX28022

A4 activity book with 48 pages.

Hundred Boards

Number Board 120

Double-sided, write-on, wipe-off. Hundred board- small, 16cm x 14cm, 30
pieces.
Set includes: 30 hundred boards.

1-120 number grid on one side with blank grid on reverse side. Write-on, wipeoff, 21 x 28 cm, 30pcs
- Age: 3 years +

EDX26915(Small), EDX26916(Medium), EDX26917(Large)

EDX26919

Hundreds Pocket Chart
Giant Hundred Boards
EDX26918

Double-sided, write-on, wipe-off, 102cm x 107cm, 1 piece.
Set includes: 1 hundred board.
- Age: 3 years +
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EDX24010

100 clear pockets make this chart perfect for teaching numbers, odds, evens
& operations. Different colours on reverse to highlight number patterns.
Set includes: 1 hundred pocket chart with cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)5 x (W)5 x (H)2 cm
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Number Concepts

120 Pocket Chart
EDX24022

120 clear pockets make this chart ideal for teaching numbers, odds, evens
and operations. Different colours on reverse side to highlight number
patterns, 139 cards.
Set includes: 1 120 pocket chart,139 Cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)55 x (H)30 cm

Number Pads

EDX26952 (11 pads), EDX26954 (21 pads)

Fun activity for children to learn numbers, as well as learning number
sequence and counting. The number pads combine mathematical learning
with physical activity. 20cm square in 2 colours and printed on 1 side.
- Age: 3 years +

Student Maths Balance
EDX25893

Mini Maths Balance
EDX25895

Ideal for students to learn about basic number equivalence and operations.
Classroom set of 10 Number Balances. Set includes: 10 number balances.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)500 x (H)30 cm

Math Balance Activity Set
EDX25897

Ideal for students to learn about basic number equivalence and operations.
Set includes: 10 number balances.
- Age: 3 years +
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Place Value - Base Ten

Counting Sticks
EDX13710

A great way to develop children’s skill in counting,
sorting, addition, subtraction and measuring.
Comes with 1000, 10cm, sticks in 10 different
colours.
Set includes: 1000 sticks in 10 different colours.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)3 x (W)2 x (H)3 cm

Base Ten Set Plastic
4-colour
EDX10510

The colours help emphasise the base ten nature
of the number system and make it simpler for
students and teachers to describe what they are
doing as they can refer to the different colours.
Set includes: 100 yellow cubes, 10 green rods, 10
blue flats, 1 red block.
- Age: 3 years +

Base Ten Student Mat
EDX10922

These practical vinyl mats are convenient for a
variety of base ten activities, such as counting,
place value and more. One side has 3 columnshundreds, tens and units and the reverse side has
4 columns-thousands,hundreds, tens and units.
Base Ten manipulative are not included. *colours
may vary. Set includes: 1 student mat.
- Age: 3 years +
- Each measure 43 cm x 30 cm.

Base Ten Set: Wooden
EDX10010

Base ten blocks are a versatile maths manipulative
to introduce students to basic key maths
concepts. The block represent 1, the rods present
10, the flats present 100 and the cubes represent
1000. Students can use the blocks to practice with
place value. They can also use the blocks to create
different patterns. Set includes: 100 Cubes, 10
rods, 10 flats, 1 block, box.
- Age: 3 years +

Base Ten Magnetic Demo
Set
EDX10810

Base Ten Blocks
EDX28017

A4 activity book with 48 pages.
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Demo-sized magnetic base ten set made from
flexible magnets. Works on any magnetic surface.
Set includes: 100 units, 10 rods, 10 flats, 1 block.
- Age: 3 years +

Connecting Base Ten Set
EDX10552

These interlocking base ten units cubes, rods and
flats are convenient to teach counting, place value,
operation, percentage, measurement and more.
Set includes: interlocking 1 x 1 x 1cm units,
100pcs, 10 x 1 x 1cm rods, 10pcs,
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)10 x (W)10 x (H)10 cm (each)

Transparent Interlocking
EDX10550(100pcs),
EDX10551(250pcs)

Transparent base ten allows the teacher to use the
3D units, rods and flats on the overhead projector.
Students can better understand the decicube
concept as 1000 units. Set includes: 100 units, 30
rods, 15 flats.
- Age: 3 years +

Place Value Discs
EDX26030

These colourful foam discs make learning place
value easy. Place values from 1 to 1,000,000 are
represented in 7 valued chips. Each place value
is a different colour, which makes them easy to
differentiate. Set includes: 140 place value chips.
- Age: 3 years +

Place Value - Support Materials
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C= Container

Place Value Cards

EDX26031 (Hundreds Students)
EDX26032 (Hundreds Demo)
EDX26033 (Thousands Students)
EDX26034 (Thousands Demo)

Plastic place value train cards that are printed on durable polypropylene card
material.
Set includes: 27 place value trains.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)16 x (W)3 x (H)16 cm

Place Value Spinner
EDX26050 (12pcs)

Generate numbers between 0 and 999. Ideally
used with other place value manipulatives.
Combine 2 spinners to generate numbers between
0 and 999,999.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (H)10 cm

Place Value Flip Chart
(Thousands)

EDX26023(Student), EDX26024
(Demo)

Our freestanding flip chart features 4 sets of flips,
each with number 0 - 9, ones to thousands.
Set includes: 10 flip charts.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)21 x (H)9 cm

Place Value Abacus

10-Sided Jumbo Place
Value Dice

EDX16330(Soft Plastic), EDX16321C

EDX26102C

Each set contains 4 different coloured 10-sided
dice representing ones, tens, hundreds and
thousands.
Set includes: 4 dice.
- Age: 5 years +
- Each dice measures 34mm

Place Value Flip Chart
(Millions)

Place Value Cards
(Decimal)

Our freestanding flip chart features 7 sets of flips,
each with number 0 - 9, ones to millions on one
side, thousandths to thousands on the other side.
Set includes: 10 flip charts.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)36 x (H)9 cm

Colour coded decimal train cards, set of 27 printed
on durable polypropylene card material teaches
decimals, contains 0.1 - 0.9, 0.01 - 0.09 & 0.001 0.009. Set includes: 27 place value trains.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (W)31.5 x (H)7 cm

Set comprises of 3 stands, 9 rods, 81 abacus
beads, 9 sets of 0-9 number tiles. Set includes:
3 stands, 9 rods, 81 abacus beads, 9 sets of 0-9
number tiles.
- Age: 3 years +

EDX26021(Student), EDX26022
(Demo)

EDX26037(Student), EDX26038
(Demo)
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Classroom Kits

Base Ten Classroom Set
(4 Colours)
EDX10516C
GBK-EDX10516C

The Base Ten Classroom Set helps illustrate the relationships
between units, tens, hundreds and thousands and can help
children visualise numbers when learning basic addition,
subtraction as well as multiplication and division in 10s. Each
block is marked in centimetre squares to highlight how each
unit relates to it. Set includes: 4 red blocks, 30 blue flats, 50
green rods, 100 yellow cubes, 25 sheet base ten pad, activity
guide.
- Age: 9 years +
- Item Size: (L)15 x (W)0.5 x (H)15 cm

Connecting Base Ten Classroom
Set
EDX10557C

Base Ten materials assist students in understanding the
relationships between units, tens, hundreds and thousands. The
components in this set interlock, making it easy for students to
connect the base ten components. Set includes: 3 blocks, 20
flats, 200 rods, 600 cubes, 25 sheet base ten pad, activity guide.
- Age: 9 years +
- Item Size: (L)15 x (W)0.5 x (H)15 cm

Place Value Classroom Set
EDX10928C
GBK-EDX10928C

Develop an understanding of the place value concept. Dice and
spinners are used to generate numbers, the abacus used to
physically represent numbers, and the flip charts used for the
abstract representation of numbers. Set includes: 6 flip charts,
6 place value abacus, 6 place value dice sets, 6 place value
spinners.
- Age: 5 years +
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Number Stomp
EDX26948

Develop number and addition skills
through this group activity. Generate
any number between 1 and 63.
Rules are one foot, one person, one
number!
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)23 x (W)23 x (H)23 cm

Molded Foam Dice
EDX17153

High quality soft foam dot dice, ideal for group activities. Yellow and orange
dice, 7.5cm. 2 dice.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)46 x (H)15 cm

Number Skittles

Beanbag Target Mat

Develop gross motor skills while at the same time improving basic
mathematics skills. Fun activity for students and teachers.
Set includes: 10 skittles, 2 balls.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)31 x (H)21 cm

Fun game for children to develop fluency in addition. double-sided, allowing
2different levels of skills. Mat folds into A3 wallet.
Set includes: Durable mat, 6 beanbags.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)110 x (W)110 x (H)110 cm

EDX26300

Spinner Darts
EDX260433

Just like real darts, but with a spinner. Fun
game for children to improve their fluency in
multiplication, Designed to be played in pairs, or
threes with one player checking the calculations. 2
levels of difficulty, 8 games, write-on/ write-off, A4
size, packed in a durable vinyl folder.
- Age: 4 years +

EDX26944

Race To Twenty

Astronaut Addition

Spin and be the first player to reach 20. Ideal for
teaching addition. Set includes: 4 x A4 games with
attached spinners, 80 x double-colour counters, 4 x
pawn counters. Packaged in a durable vinyl folder.
- Age: 3 years +

Become fluent with all of the basic facts while
playing this game. Includes a check sheet for
monitoring answers and teaching notes.
Set includes: 4 pieces.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)31 x (H)21 cm

EDX260437

EDX260435
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Rowco Playing
Cards
EDX260407

A card game that involves addition
and subtraction in problem solving
and reasoning to maximize your
total. Introduces children to
negative numbers.
Set includes: 8 Rowco card decks
in plastic storage container. Each
card deck has 54 cards.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)3 x (H)16 cm

Multispin
EDX260431

Spinner games designed to improve fluency in multiplication. Based on the
bingo concept of placing 3 counters in a row, column or diagonal. Pairs of
children may play different games based on different multiplication facts.
Set includes: 8 multiplication table games (2x to 9x), 120 transparent red and
yellow counters.
- Age: 8 years +

Multiplication
Table Cards
EDX39209

Martian Multiplication
EDX260436 (4pcs)

Become fluent with 0x 1x 2x 3x 5x and 10x basic multiplication facts while
playing this game. Includes a check sheet for monitoring answers and
teaching notes.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)15 x (W)0.5 x (H)15 cm

Set of laminated double-sided cards
showing the multiplication tables up
to 10. Demonstrates the commutative
property of multiplication by showing
3x2=6 on one side and 2x3=6 on the
reverse side.
Set includes: 12 cards.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)11 x (H)17 cm

Multiplication Table
- 10 Times
EDX39205 (Small),
EDX39206 (Large),
EDX39207(Teacher)

10x table, double sided, 14cm X 16cm,
30 pieces. Set includes: 30 tables.
Write-on / Wipe-off laminated surface.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)15 x (W)0.5 x (H)3 cm

Mulitiplication Table-12 Times
EDX39360 (Small), EDX39361 (Large),
EDX39362 (Teacher)

12x table, double sided, 14cm X 16cm, 30 pieces. Set includes: 30 tables.
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Multiplication & Division Practice Cards
EDX39208

Improve fluency in multiplication and division. Set of laminated double-sided
cards for practicing multiplication on one side and division on the reverse side.
Set includes: 30 cards.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)11 x (H)17 cm

Multiplication Table Cards
EDX39364 (14pcs)

12x table, double sided, 46cm x 50cm.

Spindiv

EDX260432

Spinner games designed to improve fluency in division. Based on the
bingo concept of placing 3 counters in a row, column or diagonal. Pairs
of children may play different games based on different division facts.
Set includes: 8 division table games (divide by 2 to 9), 120 transparent
red and yellow counters.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)7 x (H)38 cm

Combo Playing Cards
Race Car Rally
EDX260434

A set of games to improve fluency in division.
Children can learn and practice basic division
facts. Set includes: 8 games covering division by 2
to 9 (A3 size), 40 counters.
- Age: 6 years +

EDX260408

A card game for developing fluency in basic
number facts (addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division). Combine two numbers on the card
using the basic number facts to create a third
number. Set includes: 8 Combo card decks in
plastic storage container. Each card deck has 54
cards.
- Age: 6 years +

Fraction of Quantities
EDX19070

A set of hands-on components to enable children
to find the fraction of a given quantity for example
2/5 of 20. It uses foam shapes, pegs, dice and
cards to break down the process into manageable
stages so that children understand exactly what is
happening. The set was produced in conjunction
with practising teachers who developed this highly
successful method in the classroom.
Set includes: Fractions of quantities.
- Age: 6 years +

Fraction Rings
EDX19410 (6pcs)

Number Line - Fractions

Fraction Flip Chart

Classroom set of desk top fraction number lines
with 8 each of 1/16, 1/12, 1/10, 1/8, 1/4, 1\4 to 1
and 1/2, 0.25 (1/4), 0.125 (1/8), and 0.1 (1/10).
Write-on wipe-off plastic, 30.5cm x 5.5cm, 72
pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)5 x (W)5 x (H)2 cm

Our freestanding fraction flip chat features 4 set
of flips, double-sided with 6 ways to teach fraction
concepts. Student size, pack of 10, 25cm x 8cm,
Demo size, single, 45cm x 15cm.
Set includes: 10 fraction flip charts.
- Age: 7 years +

EDX26076 (72pcs)

EDX19420 (Student size)
EDX19421 (Demo size)

6 transparent fraction rings that work with our
51 piece fraction circles set to teach decimals,
percentage, fractions, time, compass degree and
decimal percentage with clear base to hold pieces
in place while moving around. Fits with our plastic
fraction circles - EDX19010, EDX19030, EDX19015,
and EDX19035.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)4.1 x (W)5 cm
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Fractions

Printed Fraction Circles
EDX19035

A set of 51 proportionally-sized pieces representing a whole, halves,
thirds, quarters, fifths, sixths, eighths, tenths & twelfths in 9 distinct
colours with printing on each piece. Packaged in a sturdy plastic case.
- Age: 6 Years +
- A whole measures 8.7cm diameter.

Fraction Circles
EDX19030

A set of 51 proportionally-sized pieces representing a whole, halves, thirds,
quarters, fifths, sixths, eighths, tenths & twelfths in 9 distinct colours.
- Age: 6 years +

Jumbo Magnetic Foam Fraction
EDX19060

- 20cm diameter

Printed Fraction Squares

Foam Magnetic Demo Fraction Tiles

A set of 51 proportionally-sized pieces representing a whole, halves, thirds,
quarters, fifths, sixths, eighths, tenths & twelfths in 9 distinct colours with
printing on each piece. Packaged in a sturdy plastic case. A whole measures
10cm square. Set includes: 51 printed fraction pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)29 x (H)29 cm

A set of 51 proportionally-sized pieces representing a whole, halves, thirds,
quarters, fifths, sixths, eighths, tenths & twelfths in 9 distinct colours.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)20.3 x (H)2.5 cm

EDX19135, EDX19130 (Unprinted Fraction Squares)
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EDX19372 (51pcs)

Tiles

A set of 51 proportionally-sized pieces representing a whole, halves, thirds, quarters, fifths, sixths, eighths, tenths and twelfths. In 9 distinct colours for easy
learning, they are packed in a clear polybag.
Set includes: 51 mini tiles.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)5 x (W)5 x (H)2 cm

Fraction
EDX19220

Decimal
EDX19185

Printed Mini Fraction
EDX19153

Unprinted Mini Fraction
EDX19150

Percentage
EDX19205

Equivalence Tile Set
EDX19156C

A set of 153 proportionally-sized pieces representing a whole, halves, thirds, quarters, fifths, sixths, eighths, tenths & twelfths in 9 distinct colours.
Set includes: Mini fraction tiles, Mini decimal tiles, Mini percentage tiles.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)5 x (W)5 x (H)5 cm
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Equivalence Pocket Chart
EDX24243

Build your own fraction wall using the pocket
chart. Learn about equivalent fractions. Make links
between fractions, decimals and percentages by
swapping the colour coded cards over. Heavy duty
pocket chart complete with 3 sets of colour-coded
cards that work with our fraction tiles, percent tiles
and the decimal tiles.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)50 x (H)70 cm

Peg Eqivalence Line
EDX26943C

Provides children with a visual image to understand the relationship between
fractions, decimals and percentages. 57 cards, 27 write-on/ wipe-off cards,
15 pegs, 2 x 3m laces, in a sturdy storage container.
Set includes: 57 cards, 27 write-on / wipe-off cards,15 pegs, 2 x 3m laces.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)10 x (W)10 x (H)10 cm

Equivalence Dice
EDX16370

Each set contains 6 coloured 10 sided dice (2 of each colour) representing
fractions, decimals and percentages. Made of soft plastic for quiet use. Hard
plastic, 3 designs, 6 pieces.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)10 x (H)10 cm
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Equivalence Flip Chart

EDX19422 (Student size), EDX19423 (Demo size)

Our unique freestanding equivalence flip chart features 4 sets of flips, doublesided to cover equivalent fractions, percentages, decimals and varied graphic
representations. Student size, pack of 10, 25cm x 8cm. Demo size, single,
45cm x 15cm. Chart and print colours may vary.
Set includes: 10 equivalence flip charts.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)20 x (W)20 x (H)29 cm

GeoStix & Pattern Blocks
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C= Container, P=Polybag

GeoStix Math Activity Set

EDX21366P/C(100 Geostix), EDX21362(80 Geostix)

100 Geostix, 6 sizes, 1/4 and 1/2 circles, 2 protractors and 16 activity cards. A set of 8 different length flexible sticks that snap together at multiple points
allowing students to investigate planar geometry. Set includes: 80 flexible sticks and 2x 10.2 cm protractors, an ideal hands on manipulative for students to
explore geometric concepts, 100 Geostix, 16 activity cards. Sizes range from 2.5 cm to 15 cm.
- Age: 5 years +

Solid Plastic Pattern Blocks
EDX22020P/C

Made from solid plastic, these 5mm thick pattern blocks are tough enough to
withstand years of classroom use. 250 pieces in classic shapes & colours.
Set includes: 25 x yellow hexagons, 25 x orange squares, 50 x green
triangles, 50 x red trapezia, 50 x blue rhombi, 50 x tan rhombi.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)5 x (W)5 x (H)2 cm

Pattern Blocks
EDX28016

A4 activity book with 48 pages.

Advanced Pattern Block Cards
Pattern Block Activity Cards
EDX22290

Set of 20 A4 double-sided pattern cards, ideal to practice matching skills and
fitting shapes together. Double-sided provides 2 levels of difficulty. 20 cards in
a zip-lock bag. Set includes: 20 cards in a zip-lock bag.
- Age: 3 Years +

EDX22292

Advanced set of pattern block cards which assist students in developing
an understanding of geometry (shape, symmetry, tessellation and angles),
measurement (area and perimeter), and number (integers and fractions).
Set includes: 16 x A4 double sided pattern cards, with answers to the
problems detailed.
- Age: 3 Years +
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GeoStix & Pattern Blocks

C= Container, P=Polybag

Pattern Blocks Classroom Set
EDX22282C

Set includes 1500 plastic pattern blocks (6 sets of 250 pieces, 5mm thick)
in 6 shapes and 6 colours, 1 set of Basic Pattern Block Cards, 1 set of
advanced pattern block cards and an activity guide, in a durable plastic
container for easy storage. Set includes: 1500 plastic pattern blocks, 1 set
of basic pattern block cards, 1 set of advanced pattern block cards, activity
guide.
- Age: 5 Years +

Plastic Tangrams
EDX23535

and can be used to learn about congruent and
similar shapes, symmetry, angles, area and
fractions. 4 tangrams (28 pieces) in 4 colours.
Set includes: 28 tangrams.
- Item size: 10(L) x 10(W) x 0.5(H) cm

Giant Magnetic Foam
Pattern Blocks
EDX22075

Pattern blocks on a giant scale. Set includes: 49
giant foam pieces in the traditional pattern block
shapes. The sides of each shape are approx. 10cm
in length. Set includes: 49 pattern blocks.

Pentominoes

EDX23230P, EDX23230J

Made from solid plastic, durable for classroom use. Teach perimeter, area,
tessellations as well as traditional pentominoes’ activities. 72 pieces in 6
bright colours. Set includes: 72 pentominoes.
- Age: 5 years +

EDX28015

A4 activity book with 48 pages.

Plastic Ploygons
EDX22601

Different plastic geometric shapes used to investigate geometry - area, and
fraction concepts. Explore the properties of shapes to determine whether 2
shapes are congruent or similar. Set includes: 15 polygons.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)15 x (W)14.5 cm

Geometric Shapes

Count - A - Pillars

Light weight stencils of a variety of geometric. A great way to support
child’s fine motor skills. Colours and insects will vary.
Set includes: 4 geometric Stencil
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)25 cm

Children begin to learn the math skills of counting, sorting and measuring
with these fun Count-a Pillars. Set consists of 8 x 16cm, 16 x 8cm, 24 x 4cm
and 24 x 2cm plastic Count-a-Pillars in 4 colours.
Set includes: 72 count-a-pillars.

EDX74610
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EDX296523
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Geoboards

EDX20230

EDX20140

These double-sided 12.5cm2 geoboards in 6 bright colours. One side with
12-pin circle and reverse side with 5 x 5 pin grid. Each geoboard with wide
easy stand edge. 6 pieces in a set, 120 elastic bands are included.
Set includes: 6 geoboard, shrink wrapped, 120 ealastic bands.
- Age: 3 years +

These colourful double-sided 15cm2 geoboards feature a 24-pin circular
array on one side and a 5 x 5 pin grid array on the other. Set includes: 6
geoboards shrink wrapped, 120 elastic bands. These colourful double-sided
15cm2 geoboards feature a 24-pin circular array on one side and a 5 x 5 pin
grid array on the other.
- Age: 3 years +

EDX20170 (6pcs), EDX201711 (Single Green)

EDX20210

These colourful geoboards are double- sided 17cm2, 7 x 7 square pin on one
side and a 24-circular pin on the opposite side. Set includes: 6 colours, 120
elastic bands.
- Age: 3 years +

A 27cm2 double-sided geoboard with 11 x 11 pin grid arrangement on one
side and a 24-pin circular pattern on the other. 20 elastic bands are included.
Set includes: 1 geoboard, shrink wrapped, 20 elastic bands.
- Age: 3 years +

EDX20050

These double-sided 5” (12.5cm) square geoboards are made of polystyrene
in 6 bright colours. One side with 12-pin circle and reverse side with 5 x 5 pin
grid. Each geoboard with wide easy stand edge, 6pcs in a set, 120 elastic
bands. Set includes: 6 geoboards, 120 elastic bands.
- Age: 3 years +

EDX20040

These colourful isometric 23cm2 geoboards are double-sided with an 11 x 11
pin grid array on one side and an 11 x 11 triangular pin array on the other.
Set includes: 6 geoboards shrink wrapped, 120 elastic bands.
- Age: 3 years +
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Geoboard

A= Activity Cards, B=Bulk

Geoboard Foundation Phase Activity Cards

Geoboard Activity Cards

EDX20140A

EDX20050A

22 activity cards help your child learn about shapes in a practical manner.
Use with Geoboard EDX20050. Set includes: 22 activity cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)12.4 x (W)15.2 x (H)15.2 cm

Geoboard
Transformations Activity
Cards
EDX20140B

22 activity cards to be used with EDX20140
Geoboards. Set includes: 22 activity cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)21 cm

22 Activity Cards to be used with Geo boards EDX20140. These are great
for exploring concepts such as fractions, shapes, area & perimeter, angles,
symmetry and transformation. Set includes: 22 activity cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)12.4 x (W)15.2 x (H)15.2 cm

Geoboard Symmetry &
Shapes Activity Cards
EDX20140C

22 Activity Cards to be used with Geo boards
EDX20140. These are great for exploring concepts
such as fractions, shapes, area & perimeter,
angles, symmetry and transformation.
Set includes: 22 activity cards
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)12.4 x (W)15.2 x (H)15.2 cm

Geoboard Gems
EDX28014

A4 activity book with 48 pages.

Geoboards Activity Cards
Geo George Activity Cards
EDX20301A

Advanced set of geoboard activity cards. Designed
to challenge students in learning about symmetry,
reflection, and regular and irregular shapes. 24 x
2-sided activity cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)15 x (W)15 x (H)0 cm
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EDX20300A

These activity cards are designed to assist
children in learning about parallel and
perpendicular lines, geometric shapes, area,
perimeter, angles, symmetry and irregular shapes.
Made from durable plastic, 12 cards with 24
activities, 0.4mm thick. Use with EDX20210
Geoboard. Set includes: 12 activity cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)15 x (W)15 x (H)0 cm

2D Shapes
EDX21100

4 Packs of 38 2D Shapes & 4 Posters in Vinyl Bag.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)10 x (W)10 cm
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Geometric Solids & Volume

8cm Geometric Solids 12pcs
EDX21317

8cm Geometric Solids 6pcs
EDX21314

Introductory set of 6 geosolids including cube, cylinder, cone, triangular
prism, square pyramid and triangular pyramid. Made of durable plastic, with
rounded corners and edges. 8cm base, 6 solids and 3 colours.
- Age: 3 years +

Advanced set of 12 geosolids including cube, cylinder, cone, triangular prism,
square pyramid, triangular pyramid, sphere, hemisphere, rectangular prism,
pentagonal pyramid, pentagonal prism, and hexagonal prism. Made of
durable plastic, with rounded corners and edges. 8cm base, 12 solids and 6
colours. Set includes: 12 geometric solids in 6 colours.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)31 x (H)21 cm

10cm Geometric Solids

5cm Geometric Solids

EDX21310 (17pcs)

EDX21300 (17pcs)

Plastic, 10cm, 4 colours, 17 solids. Bright large
geometric solids to inspire the learning of
geometric relationships between area, volume,
shape, form and size. Total 17 solids include large
& small cubes, cone, sphere, hemisphere, square/
rectangular/ hexagonal/pentagonal prisms, large
& small triangle prisms, small & large cylinders,
triangular/square/ hexagonal/pentagonal
pyramids. Set includes: 17 geosolids.

25mm Geometric Solids
Set of 10 different geometric solid shapes in
4 colours. (sphere, hemisphere, triangle prism,
rectangular prism, cube, hexagonal prism, triangle
pyramid, pyramid, cone & cylinder).
Set includes: 40 geosolids.
- Age: 3 years +

These bright green geometric solids are used to
inspire the learning of geometric relationships
between area, volume, shape, form and size. Total
17 plastic solids include large & small cubes,
cone, sphere, hemisphere, square/rectangular/
hexagonal/pentagonal prisms, large & small
triangle prisms, small & large cylinders, triangular/
square/ hexagonal/pentagonal pyramids
Set includes: 17 green geosolids.

Basic

Standard

Advanced

6 smooth wooden solids, basic set including cone,
sphere, cube, prism, pyramid and column.
- Age: 3 years +

12pcs, in addition to the 6 solids, this set includes
6 more solids.
- Age: 3 years +

19pcs, in addition to the 12 solids, this set
includes the octagonal, hexagonal, pentagonal and
rectangular pyramids.
- Age: 3 years +

EDX21010

EDX21354 (40pcs)

EDX21020

EDX21050
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Geometric Solids & Volume

8cm 2D3D Geometric
Solids
EDX21347
GBL-GB213471 (12pcs)

Advanced set of 12 folding 2D3D geosolids
including cube, cylinder, cone, triangular prism,
square pyramid, triangular pyramid, rectangular
pyramid, pentagonal pyramid, hexagonal pyramid,
rectangular prism, pentagonal prism, and hexagonal
prism. Ideal for exploring the properties of 3D solids,
relationships between 2D shapes and 3D solids,
volume and capacity, and surface area. Made of
durable plastic with rounded corners and edges, and
12 corresponding folding nets in 6 colours made
from soft plastic. The solids have an 8cm base. Set
includes: 12 folding 2D3D geosolids, activity guide.
- Age: 4 years +

Geometric Solids Activity
Cards
EDX21310A

Our beautifully designed activity cards bring fun to
early learning! Each card features activities for our
geometric solids. Great to use in the classroom
to promote fine motor skills and teach 3D shaped,
volume, area and perimeter. Use with 2D3D
Geometric Solids. Set includes: 10 double-sided
cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)2 x (W)2 x (H)2 cm

2D3D Shape Flip Chart
EDX21272(Demo)
EDX21271(Student)

The 2D/3D Geometry Flip Charts help students
learn about the relationships between 3D objects,
2D nets, vertices, faces and edges. Students can
also learn geometry and measurement topics,
including shape comparison, describing, symmetry,
shapes, area. Ruler’s rule and more. The colours
of 2D nets match our 2D/3D Geometric Solid set
(EDX21341). Set includes: 1 flip chart.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)30.5 x (H)5.5 cm

8cm 2D3D Geometric
Solids with Nets
EDX21348 (6pcs)

Introductory set of 6 folding 2D3D geosolids including cube, cylinder, cone,
triangular prism, square pyramid and triangular pyramid. Ideal for exploring
the properties of 3D solids, relationships between 2D shapes and 3D solids,
volume and capacity, and surface area. Set includes: 6 solids made of
durable plastic with rounded corners and edges, and 6 corresponding folding
nets in 3 colours made from soft plastic. The solids have an 8cm base.
Activity guide included.
- Age: 4 years +
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Skeletal Geo Set
EDX21373C

Make your own 2D figures and skeletal 3D models.
Learn about vertices, faces and edges while
involved in constructing new models. Set includes:
60 white balls, Sticks of 50 each of 3.3cm, 5.3cm,
6.9cm, Sticks of 30 each of 8.2cm, 10.5cm,
12.5cm, 30 x 1/4 circles, 20 2-sided activity cards.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)30 x (H)30 cm

Geometric Volume Set- Red
EDX21330 (17pcs)

Set of 17 Geometric shapes that can be filled to demonstrate geometric
volume relationships. Shapes have red bases that double as lids for the
shape. Largest shape measures 10cm in diameter
Set includes: 17 geoemetric volume set.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)14 x (W)14 x (H)14 cm
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Geometric Solids & Volume

5cm Geometric Volume Set 17pcs
EDX21320

8cm Geometric Volume
EDX21335

Explore geometric relationships and volumes. Set of 14 geosolids with lids
including cube, cylinder, triangular prism, rectangular prism, pentagonal
prism, hexagonal prism, square pyramid, cone, triangular pyramid, rectangular
pyramid, pentagonal pyramid, hexagonal pyramid, sphere and hemisphere.
- Age: 6 years +

Graduated Cylinders
EDX25010

Explore geometric relationships and volumes. Set of 17 solids with lids
including cube, cylinder, triangular prism, rectangular prism, pentagonal
prism, hexagonal prism, square pyramid, cone, triangular pyramid, rectangular
pyramid, pentagonal pyramid, hexagonal pyramid, sphere and hemisphere.
Made of durable plastic, with rounded corners and edges. 5cm base, 17
pieces. Set includes: 17 geometric solids.
- Age: 6 Years +
- Item Size: (L)30.5 x (H)5.5 cm

Litre Cube

A set of 7 cylinders (10ml, 25ml, 50ml, 100ml, 250ml, 500ml & 1000ml),
made of clear polypropylene with easy-to-read graduations, convenient for all
experiments. Set includes: 7 cylinders.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)2.5 x (W)2.5 cm

EDX25050

Graduated Beaker Set

Advanced Geometric Volume Set 8pcs

Made from polypropylene, these graduated beakers can tolerate
temperatures up to 120 degrees celsius. 7 pieces (50ml, 100ml, 200ml,
250ml, 300ml, 500ml & 1000ml).
Set includes: 7 beakers.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)15 x (H)2.5 cm

Explore volume concepts by pouring from 1 container into another. Learn
that the volume of a pyramid is one-third the volume of the associated prism.
10cm base, 8 solids, 8 pieces.
Set includes: 8 geometric solids.
- Age: 3 Years +
- Item Size: (L)2 x (W)2 cm

EDX25022

Use this clear plastic lit box to teach volume concepts.
Set includes: 1 litre cube.
- Age: 3 Years +
- Item Size: (L)10 x (W)10 x (H)10 cm

EDX25040
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Measurement & Balance

White/Chalk Board Demo Set
Transparent
EDX25490

These high quality chalk board measurement instruments, with magnets, are
designed with easy to read graduations, and convinient handles for easy use
on chalk and white boards, 5pcs.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)5 x (W)5 x (H)2 cm

Transparent Geometry Demo Tools

EDX25492(Semi Protractor), EDX25494(Board Compass),
EDX25495(Meter Stick), EDX25491(Triangle set)
These high quality chalk board measurement instruments, with magnets, are
designed with easy to read graduations, and convenient handles for easy use
on chalk and white boards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)10 x (W)10 x (H)10 cm

Windup Tape Measure
Folding Measure Sticks

Retraceable Tape Measure

To teach children to understand the concept of 1
cubic meter and explore the relationship with 1
cubic decimeter, 1 cubic centimeter and volume.
Set includes: 1 cubic meter.
- Age: 3 years +

Ideal for measuring straight lengths and round
objects, graduated in mm and cm. Durable
fiberglass tape, housed in plastic case with
retractable mechanism. 150cm in length.
- Age: 3 years +

EDX25260

EDX25216 (10pcs)

EDX25240 (30m), EDX25230 (20m),
EDX25220 DEMO(10m), EDX25250
(50m),

Marked in centimeters and millimeters on one side
and inches on the reverse. Winds back into sturdy
case. Set includes: 1 tape measure.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)11 x (W)11 cm

Tape Measure

Ruler 30cm

Ruler 30cm (5 colours)

Marked in centimeters and millimeters on one side
and inches on the reverse. Winds back into sturdy
case. Measures 10m long.
Set includes: 1 tape measure.
- Age: 5 years +

Clear shatterproof ruler, graduated in inches and
centimeters. 30cm in length pack of 10 rulers.
- Age: 5 years +

Shatterproof ruler, graduated in inches and
centimeters. 30cm in length, 5 colours, pack of 10.
- Age: 5 years +

EDX25210
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Trundle Wheel

EDX25690 (Blue: With counter), EDX25691 (Blue: Without counter),
EDX25693 (Red: With counter), EDX25694 (Red: Without counter)

Our trundle wheel makes measuring long distances easy with it’s non-slip rubber tire, it’s multiple adjustment length handle and it’s
optional counter. Set includes: 1 Trundle wheel.
- Age: 8 years +

Classroom Thermometer
EDX25965

This oversized thermometer features a large,
accurate 30cm glass magnifying tube, kerosene
filled. Range is -40 degree to 50 degree centigrade
and -40 degree to 120 degree Fahrenheit, 38cm
tall. Set includes: 1 thermometer.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)20 x (H)2.5 cm

*Tug not included

Small Thermometer

Junior Balance

Calibrated in Celsuis and Fahrenheit.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)17.5 x (H)1.2 cm

A great tool to teach young children balancing
concepts. 2 500ml clear buckets carry weights
or counters. There are 2 coloured lids used as
platforms which are easy for children to use.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)37 x (W)12 x (H)14 cm

EDX25925C (12pcs)

EDX25836

*Weights not included

Pan Balance

EDX25192 (500ml pans)
GBL-GB251923 (500ml pans)
EDX25193 (1000ml pans)
GBL-GB251932 (1000ml pans)

This strong and durable pan balance features
translucent graduated pans. Sliding compensator
is for calibration.
Set includes: 1 pan balance.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (W)50 x (H)24 cm

*Weights not included

Bucket Balance

Bucket Balance

This durable plastic balance is designed for
learning weight and hands-on measurement. The
clear removeable graduated buckets are easy for
small hands to pour and measure. Buckets holds
solids or liquids up to 1000ml.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)40 x (W)11 x (H)15 cm

This durable plastic balance is designed for
learning weight and hands-on measurement. The
clear removeable graduated buckets are easy for
small hands to pour and measure. Buckets holds
solids or liquids up to 1000ml.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)47 x (W)13 x (H)17 cm

EDX25201

EDX25205
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Geared Clocks

Time Clock Classroom Set-12hr
EDX25824, GBK-EDX25824

Large classroom clock set, 1 large demonstration clock and
smaller student clocks. Student Clock, 11cm diameter.
Demo clock, 30 diameter.
- Age: 6 years +

Time Clock-12hr

Time Clock-24hr

Made of durable molded plastic with color coded geared hour and minute
hands. Large 12 hour markings make it easy for the student or teacher to
demonstrate time telling. Both the Demo and the Student clocks have built in
stands for desktop use. Teacher’s clock measures 30cm dia., 11cm dia. for
student clock.
- Age: 6 years +

Made of durable moulded plastic with colour coded geared hour and minute
hands. Large 12 hour markings make it easy for the student or teacher to
demonstrate time telling. Both the Demo and the Student clocks have built
in stands for desktop use. 24-hour Student Clock, 11cm diameter, pack of 6.
Set includes: 6 student clocks.
- Age: 6 years +

Magenetic Demo Clock

Demo Write-on/Wipe-off Clock

Easy to read large hour and minute markings, write and wipe digital time
area, and colour coded hour and minute hands that move. This makes our
magnetic demo clock a great time teaching tool. Measures 30cm x 37.5cm.
Set includes: 1 demo clock.
- Age: 8 years +

Made of durable polypropylene, this large write -on/wipe-off clock allows the
teacher to demonstrate relationships between analogue and digital time.
Measures 30cm x 38.4cm.
Set includes: 1 12 hour clock.
- Age: 8 years +

EDX25815 (Student Clock), EDX25822 (Demo Clock)

EDX25800
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EDX25818 (Student Clock), EDX25828 (Demo Clock)

EDX25656 (12 Hour), EDX25658 (24 Hour)
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Dice

Fraction Dice

EDX16130 (6 dice)

A set of fraction dice, white dice features 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/6, 1/8, & 1/12;
green dice features 1/2, 1/4 & 1/8; red dice features 1/3, 1/6 & 1/12.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)1.6 x (W)1.6 x (H)1.6 cm

Wooden Dice

Blank Dice

Positive & Negative Dice

A pack of 50 colourful dice with white dots. 1.6cm
cube, round corners, 5 colours.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)1.6 x (W)1.6 x (H)1.6 cm

3 colours, 36pcs with 240 labels for multiactivities.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)1.6 x (W)1.6 x (H)1.6 cm

Foam, 2.2cm, 12 pieces, features 1 through 5 with
positive and negative signs. Ideal for work with
integers.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)1.6 x (W)1.6 x (H)1.6 cm

EDX17510 (50 dice)

EDX17260 (12pcs)

EDX16103 (36pcs)

Dice

Wooden Dice Number

Plastic, 16mm, dots, white, 12pcs. Ideal for all number, addition, subtraction &
probability activities. White dice with black dots.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)1.6 x (W)1.6 x (H)1.6 cm

A set of 12 colourful wooden dice, numbered 1 to 6. Ideal for all number and
probabilty activities.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)1.8 x (W)1.8 x (H)1.8 cm

EDX16090

EDX17520
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Classroom Dice Sets

Basic Classroom Dice Set
EDX16084C (72 dice)

Every classroom should have this set of dot dice and 10-sided dice. Ideal for
learning basic addition and subtraction. Set includes: 4.8cm x 1.6cm dot dice
in 4 colours, and 24 x 10-sided dice in 2 colours.
- Age: 3 years +

Classroom Dot Dice Set
EDX16077C (72 dice)

Plenty of basic dot dice in 4 colours, great for teaching probability and using
for games. 1.6cm dice set, 4 colours.
- Age: 3 years +

Classroom Dice Set
EDX16076C (56 dice)

This classroom set is a great tool to teach number concepts, place value,
fractions, equivalence, and probability. Set includes: dot dice, place value
dice, equivalence dice, number and operations dice, polyhedral dice, and
fractions dice.
- Age: 3 years +

Jumbo Dice Classroom Set
Jumbo Place Value Dice Set
EDX16321C (24 dice)

Classroom dice set, 24 pieces in sturdy container.
- Age: 3 years +
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EDX16085C (24 dice)

These large dice are ideal for young children. Set includes: 20 x 2.5cm dot
dice in 5 colours, and 4 x 10-sided dice in 1 colour.
- Age: 3 years +

Music

Toucan Piano
CW4030

Your little concert pianists will love playing this 18-key Toucan piano; small
hands and big imaginations create wonderful sounds!
Assists in the development of sensory and creative skills.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)33 x (W)41 x (H)37 cm

Toucan Music Set
CW4032

The beat goes on and on with this fabulous music set!
Invite your friends to be a part of your band and have a
concert!
Set includes: Xylophone, Flute, Tambourine, Castanets
- Age: 18 months +
- Item Size: (L)40 x (W)6.5 x (H)30 cm

Toucan Guitar
CW4027

6 Strings and a scaled-down body
make this wooden toucan guitar the
perfect sing-along instrument.
Rock on!
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)53 x (W)17 x (H)6 cm

Toucan Xylophone
CW4028

Designed and made for small hands and big sounds, your children will
experience hours of fun as they develop their musical talents and creative
skills.
- Age: 18 months +
- Item Size: (L)36 x (W)16 x (H)5 cm
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Music

Star Piano
CW4018

Help develop your child’s sensory and creative skills. Your little
concert pianists will easily play this 18 key red star piano.
Small hands create wonderful sounds.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)33 x (W)41 x (H)37 cm

Star Music Set

Star Tambour

The beat goes on and on with this fabulous
music set! Invite your friends to be a part of
your band and have a concert!
Set includes: Guitar, Maracas, Harmonica,
Tambourine
- Age: 18 months +
- Item Size: (L)40 x (W)6.5 x (H)30 cm

Your child will keep the beat with this red star drum and have fun as they
develop sensory and ceative skills.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)18 x (W)8 cm

CW4024

CW4017

Star Castanets

Star Harmonica

The perfect size for small hands,
playing these castanets is a fun way
to learn rhythm. Simply click the
together just like clapping hands.
- Age: 18 months +
- Item Size: (L)6 x (W)6 x (H)4 cm

Our star harmonica is the perfect size
for tiny hands to play a little tune.
Playing an instrument helps develop
musical talents and creative skills.
- Age: 3 years +
- Size Item: (L)13 x (W)4 x (H)2.5 cm

CW4021 (Set of 12)
CW4021-1 (Singles)

CW4022 (Set of 12)
CW4022-1 (Singles)

Star Tambourine

Star Guitar

Playing the tambourine is a great way to introduce your child to musical beats
and rhythm. Playing an instrument helps develop their musical talents and
creative skills.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)14.5 x (W)14.5 x (H)4.5 cm

Rock & Roll with this 6-string, red star guitar! This scaled down version is
a perfectly sized instrument for your child to play and sing along. Musical
instruments assist in the development of sensory and creative skills.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)51 x (W)17 x (H)6 cm

CW4016

CW4015
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Music

Star Xylophone
CW4025

Play a wonderful tune on this wooden xylophone.
Made for small hands and big sounds, your child will
have fun as they develop their musical talents and
creative skills.
- Age: 18 months +
- Item Size: (L)36 x (W)16W x (H)5 cm

Rainbow
Xylophone
CW4044

This wooden rainbow xylophone
has 8 musical bars and can produce
beautiful melodies. While playing,
children excercise their hand and
eye coordination and develop their
talent in music.
- Age: 18 months +
- Item Size: (L)35 x (W)20 x (H)7 cm

Harmonica

CW2622 (Set of 12), CW2622-1 (Singles)

Our tiny-sized harmonica is the perfect fit for little hands and fingers. Your
child will get in touch with their musical side as they have fun learning to play
their own tunes!
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)13cm x (W)3cm x (H)3cm

Baby Music Set
CW4002

Start your own band with this beautifully made musical set!
Set Includes: Castanets, Maracas, Rattle
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)17 x (W)12.5 x (H)4 cm
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Whistle

CW2802 (Set of 24),
CW2802-1 (Singles)

These beautifully made wooden
whistles are a fantastic way to teach
the foundations of different sounds
and how to make them. Your children
will love to hear the unique sounds
that the different whistles make as
they pipe and pull the wooden pole to
change the sound as they blow.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)3cm x (W)3cm x (H)17cm

Click Maker

CW2623 (Set of 24), CW2623-1 (Singles)

These castanets are perfect for parties! Fun to play with, and help teach an
understanding of rhythm.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)13 x (W)16 x (H)3 cm

Small Maraca

CW4007 (Set of 24), CW4007-1 (Singles)

The maracas produce a “cha-cha” sound when they are shaken. Playing with
maracas helps nurture listening & gross motor skills and helps teach a basic
sense of rhythm.
- Age: 10 months +
- Item Size: (L)16 x (W)4.5 x (H)4.5 cm

Forest Baby Walker

Baby Walker with Blocks

When pushing the cart, the rabbit and
squirrel will go up and down chasing
after their food and making a wood
knocking sound that will keep your baby
running around joyfully.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)42 x (W)29.5 x (H)44 cm

Introduce numbers, letters, logical
and critical thinking, along with problem
solving and colour recognition. Helps
develop coordination, balance & dexterity.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)31.4 x (W)26.7 x (H)40 cm

CW5006
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Push & Pull

CW3306

Rolling Snail
CW3311

Pull Dog

The Pull Crocodile

Push and pull this adorable dog. Encourages
imitative and imaginery play. Stimulates early
walking and promotes role play and creativity.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)17 x (W)8 x (H)14 cm

The pull crocodile is cute, colourful and wiggles
when it walks. Encourages imitative & imaginative
play and stimulates early walking skills.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)26 x (W)8 x (H)10 cm

This sweet snail comes with a colourful removable
shell, which rattles when pulled. Helps develop
natural observation, listening and gross motor
skills. This adorable snail is perfect for children
who have just started walking.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)15 x (W)9.2 x (H)11.5 cm

Push Rainbow

Rainbow Roll

Push Duck

Push the rainbow flower and watch the dancing
petals open, bloom and spin. Helps develop your
toddlers coordination and balance.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)16 x (W)16 x (H)48 cm

When your little one rolls the rainbow along
the ground the colourful balls inside create an
amusing sound that will fill them with delight.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)15 x (W)12 x (H)53 cm

Push foward or pull back. Wheels roll and feet flap
as the little duck moves its wings. Helps develop
your toddlers coordination & balance.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)38 x (W)18.5 x (H)4.3 cm

CW3300

CW3305

CW3301

CW2216

CW3320
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Pull Train

Geometric Blocks

CW2558

All aboard, the Choo Choo train is coming!
Removable blocks and shapes stimulate creativity
and enhance motor skills.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)40 x (W)7.5 x (H)13 cm

CW3538

This geometric shape sorter encourages counting,
sorting, and colour and shape identification. The
pieces can also be used as building blocks!
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)22.5 x (W)22.5 x (H)6 cm

Pattern Mosaic
CW2559

Wooden pattern blocks in various colours and
shapes will stretch your child’s imagination! When
playing, children will develop a basic understanding
of shapes and geometrical rules.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)34 x (W)34 x (H)47 cm

Mandala Blocks
CW3727

Triangle Mosaic
CW3729

Create different patterns with colourful triangular
blocks while at the same time cultivating creativity
and exercising flexibility.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)19 x (W)22 x (H)1.5 cm

With these colourful shapes, children create their
own unique mandala, or use the cards to follow
our suggested patterns. Helps develop movement
coordination & concentration skills. Ideal for early
learning & encourages creativity!
- Age: 3 year +
- Item Size: (L)22 x (W)22 x (H)1.5 cm

3D Puzzle
CW3728

Discover the relationship between triangles and
rhombuses. Children use their imagination to
create colourful 3D-effect patterns.
- Age: 3 year +
- Item Size: (L)19 x (W)22 x (H)1.5 cm

Uni Blocks

The Uni Blocks Sets come in a variety of themes and can be assembled in different ways to create imaginative animals, objects and patterns. The sets
contain 14 blocks, a wooden base with 4 sticks and 5 double-sided instruction cards demonstrating creative ways in which to assemble the blocks. The Uni
Blocks Sets improve hand-eye coordination, concentration and problem solving skills.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)21 x (W)6 x (H)16 cm

Owl Blocks Set
CW3708
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Lion Uni Blocks
CW5106

Frog Uni Blocks
CW5017

Fox Blocks Set
CW3709
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City Blocks

Intelligent Track Blocks

CW5005

This wooden, Eco-friendly blocks set is a great way to stimulate your child’s curiosity while improving
hand-eye coordination at the same time. Set Includes: 20 puzzle pieces, 100 blocks combining ABC,
numbers, mathematical symbols, and people images into the city buildings images.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)63 x (W)43 x (H)15.5 cm

CW3734

Match the same colour and build a cube. Stretch
your brain with this game.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)6.5 x (W)6.5 x (H)6.5 cm

Ocean Blocks

Junior Blocks

This block game set is for the real sea explorer ready for new challenges.
With a mix of different skills this game will challenge your children.
Set includes: Colourful blocks, balance game, memory game, blocks puzzle,
alphabet and number attributes.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)63 x (W)43 x (H)15.5 cm

Your little one will form a love of building with the Junior Wooden Block Set!
Building with blocks will assist your child in the development of motor skills,
problem solving abilities, imagination and creativity. Building with others also
teaches cooperation and develops social skills. Set includes: 50 Blocks in
assorted colours & shapes
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)17 x (W)17 x (H)17 cm

CW5055

CW2073

Multi-Activity Blocks

100 Blocks

Adorable zoo themed stacking blocks provide your child hours of creative
educational fun! Building blocks with letters, numbers and pictures will
inspire your toddler to create and spell. Enhances problem solving and motor
skills. Building with others will teach coorperation and develop social skills.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)20 x (H)25 cm

Building with blocks will assist your child to develop motor skills and enhance
problem solving, imagination and creativity. Building with others will also
teach cooperation & develop social skills. Set Includes: 100 assorted blocks
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)23 x (W)23 x (H)23 cm

CW3556

CW3642

100 Building Planks

Blocks Balance

Blocks Clock

This set of 100 colourful building planks will assist
your child in the development of motor skills while
at the same time enhancing problem solving skills,
and imagination and creativity stimulation.
- Age: 18 months +
- Item Size: (L)80 x (W)2.4 x (H)12 cm

The aim of the game is for children to stack the
shaped blocks on to the circular platform without
it toppling over! Each block has a different weight
which affects the balance of the platform.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)23 x (W)23 x (H)8.5 cm

The Blocks Clock requires children to build the
clock face completely by themselves therefore
teaching them the operation of clocks and the
sequence of time demonstrated on a normal clock
face.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)28 x (W)28 x (H)4 cm

CW3529

CW5090

CW5041
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Balance Stacking Game

Crocodile Balancing

The unique stack and sort balancing rocker is both fun and challenging!
Your child will develop problem solving and logic skills as they follow the
activity cards to sort and stack the colourful discs in the correct order.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)7 x (H)11 cm

Use the colourful wooden blocks
to correctly balance the friendly
crocodile. A great teaching tool to
enhance hand-eye coordination, fine
motor skills and shape recognition.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)23 x (W)3 x (H)11 cm

CW3537

Mini Beads Coaster
CW3647

Children will learn to identify colours
and objects as they loop and twist the
beads along the rails. The Mini Beads
Coaster assists in training hand-eye
coordination and muscle flexibility.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)9 x (W)9 x (H)12 cm

CW3523

Highways and Byways
CW4123

Highways & Byways is a sensory
delight. From its dazzling colours to
its highly tactile design, children can’t
resist the imaginative possibilities of
this pint-sized roller coaster.
Guide the shapes along the twisted rails
for hours of educational entertainment.
- Age: 18 months +
- Item Size: (L)28 x (W)20 x (H)26.5 cm

Magnetic Puzzle Box

Farm Magnetic Activity Box

This multi-functional block puzzle activity set assists in the learning
of colours and shapes. It also focuses on the development of spatial
intelligence. The magnetic pieces allow children to create various images and
patterns by either following the activity cards or using their imaginations.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)25 x (H)1.2 cm

This challenging magnetic puzzle game provides hours of endless fun as
your child uses the shapes to create a variety of images. Playing with the
puzzle while telling a story contributes to the cultivation of your child’s
imagination. Activity cards included.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)25 x (H)1.2 cm

CW3534

CW3535

3D Tetris Game
CW5043

Assemble the blocks into various, creative shapes
or build up different 3D constructions. Each piece
is divided into smaller units and demonstrates
geometric concepts. Set includes: 20 pieces and
instruction cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)29 x (W)20 x (H)2.5 cm
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F1 Racing Track
CW3570

This sturdy and durable race track is the perfect addition to any child’s playroom! Start your engines &
study cause and effect as the speedy little cars race down the track. Who’s going to win?
- Age: 18 months +
- Item Size: (L)36.5 x (W)12.5 x (H)31 cm

CLASSIC WORLD
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Mix & Match

In these fun domino games, players try to match the relevant
imagery on each end. Both challenging and fun, children learn
to recognize and identify different objects based on the theme.
Comes in a wooden storage box.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)17 x (W)10 x (H)4 cm

Traffic

Animal
CW3561

CW3656

Bear’s Dominoes

My Learning Puzzle

The aim of the game is for children to stack
the domino blocks with the objective of
helping the bear send out his message
of friendship. To build a complete set of
domino blocks without it toppling over can
be very challenging! Working with domino
blocks helps children improve their ability
to focus. Hand-eye coordination is also
strengthened as they space the domino
blocks to form a complete set.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)18 x (W)18 x (H)15 cm

Make learning the alphabet, numbers
and shapes fun with this learning
puzzle and also develop children’s
imagination and creativity. Learning is
easy when done through play.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)22 x (W)22 x (H)3 cm

CW3531

CW3721

Noah’s Ark
CW4160

Children can re-create the famous bible story of Noah and the Ark as they
help Noah herd the animals through the different shapes into the ark. Sorting
shapes teaches children problem solving and stimulates their imagination.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)26 x (W)14 x (H)20 cm

Gears

CW3585

Challenge the imagination and have fun too!
Create a variety of different actions and designs
when putting together the different gear parts
using the activity cards. The Gears set develops
hand and finger dexterity and visual perception of
colour and size.
Set Includes: 7 gears and 5 activity cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)22 x (W)22 x (H)3 cm

Pegs

Mosaic

Pegs is an exciting, educational
game that develops fine motor skills,
hand-eye coordination, and critical
thinking. Using the cards as a guide,
children place the pegs over the
appropriate colour and “draw” the
picture underneath.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)22 x (W)22 x (H)3 cm

Let your child’s imagination run wild
with this fun and educational colour
matching, ball stacking checkers
game! The Mosaic set assists in the
development of fine motor skills and
colour identification.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)22 x (W)22 x (H)3.5 cm

CW3586

CW3597
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Bear Tower
CW3520

The Bear Tower has 4 colourful
stacking circles in a variety of colours
and sizes. Your toddler will learn
to recognize their colours, size and
shapes. Encourages dexterity and fine
motor skills.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)8.5 x (W)8.5 x (H)13 cm

My First Calendar
CW3657

My First Calendar is an exceptional learning tool. Record the weather,
seasons, months and days of the week. Learn about hours and minutes, dates
and months.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)34 x (W)39 x (H)4 cm

Animal Sorting Truck Fishing Game
CW4155

Playing with our adorable Animal
Sorting Truck is a fun way for your child
to learn role play, sorting and shape
association, while identifying animals.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)27 x (W)12.5 x (H)16 cm

CW2579

Go fish! Use the magnetic hook to
catch and place the numbered fish
on the wooden piece. Great tool for
developing hand-eye coordination
and patience. Set includes: 2 rods, 9
colourful fish, and a fishing pond.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)25 x (H)22 cm

Tic Tac

Gear Game

This multi-functional activity clock teaches numerous aspects of early learning.
The bright colours and shapes make learning fun and stimulating.
This product teaches children colour recognition, numbers, hours, minutes,
telling the time.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)22 x (W)22 x (H)3.5 cm

The perfect product for all those budding engineers!
This fantastic educational toy teaches complex concepts using a simple
design. The colourful wooden gears can be arranged and re-arranged so that
they move together when spinning just one.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)27 x (W)27 x (H)4 cm

CW3655

CW2806

2 in 1 Pound & Tap Bench
CW3515

As your child hits the ball through the hole, this colourful 2-in-1 toy develops
hand-eye coordination while at the same time playing different sounds. Turn
it over to play it like a xylophone and create sweet melodies!
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)29 x (W)18.5 x (H)10 cm

Caterpillar
CW3505

Our cute caterpillar is just the right size for your toddler’s small hands. Fun to
twist and bend; made of durable wooden balls on a thick elastic band.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)4 x (W)4 x (H)24.5 cm
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Beads

Lacing is fun! Arrange and recognize various
elements including numbers, animals, shapes and
objects depending on which theme you choose!
Lacing beads on to the cord included assists in the
development of coordination, dexterity and fine
motor skills.

Number Beads
CW3637

- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)40.5 x (W)4.5 x (H)2 cm

Blocks Beads

Zoo Beads

- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)57.5 x (W)3 x (H)3 cm

- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)6 x (H)2 cm

CW3631

CW3632

Traffic Beads
CW3635

- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)47 x (W)3 x (H)2 cm

Farm Beads
CW3633

- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)45 x (W)4 x (H)2 cm

Gears Game Box

Pegs Game Box

Challenge the imagination and have fun too! Create a variety of different
actions and designs. Develop hand and finger dexterity along with visual
perception of colour and size. Set Includes: 9 gears, 5 cards, and a handy
storage box.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)30 x (H)4.5 cm

Fun and educational pegs inspire creativity and play, and help develop fine
motor skills! Place the colourful card on the board and place the clear cover
on top. Using the colourful card as a guide, place the pegs and draw!
Set Includes: a storage box for safe keeping.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)30 x (H)4.5 cm

CW8009

CW8010

Mosaic Game Box

Beads Game Box

Let your child’s imagination run wild with this fun and educational colourmatching, ball-stacking checkers game. Helps develop fine motor skills and
colour identification. Set Includes: a box for travel and storage.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)30 x (H)4.5 cm

You child will learn to identify colours and shapes as they follow the
sequence on the cards and stack the beads as shown. A basic fun activity
with storage box for easy travel.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)30 x (H)4.5 cm

CW8011

CW8012
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Alphabet Abacus

Super Construction Set

With this colourful and image driven Alphabet
Abacus children are able to learn to spell words,
recognize letters and objects, and count. It
encourages early learning and development and
enhances identification and matching skills.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)23.5 x (W)10 x (H)26.5 cm

Every home needs a little builder!
Your child will use their imagination to build their
own unique designs using the multi-coloured
wooden nuts, bolts and natural braces. The
possibilities are limitless and building is great for
hand-eye coordination and critical thinking. The
sturdy wood ensures this set withstands the test
of time.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)45 x (W)11.8 x (H)1.2 cm

CW3539

Small Carpenter Set
CW3511

CW3513

Carpenters Set
CW3643

This easy-to-store wooden box set comes with
Help your child develop concentration and fine
all of the tools your child needs to create a world
motor skills with this ‘On-the-Go’ set. Your child will of imaginative play and learning. Pretend to build
learn to identify tools and how to use them, create and repair an endless array of objects, from door
seperate structures or attach pieces to the side of knobs, to drawers, to tables - the possibilities are
the toolbox.
endless. Prepare to build and repair an endless
- Age: 3 years +
array of objects!
- Item Size: (L)24 x (W)13 x (H)14 cm
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)40 x (W)31 x (H)5 cm
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Tool Belt
CW2758

This tool belt is great for any beginner builder. It
contains a number of different tools including a
hammer, wrench and screw driver which can all
pack away into the belt, making it convenient for
children to carry around.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)12 x (H)2 cm

Tool Bench
CW3646

Our tool bench is the perfect size for your
little carpenter! Set includes a variety of tools:
hammers, wrench, pliers, etc. Children will
practice and learn building skills as they develop
concentration and fine motor skills.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)40 x (W)30 x (H)56 cm
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Pink Kitchen
CW4119

Your little chef will have everything they need to create their next culinary masterpiece. Comes complete with pots and pans, utensils, sink, refrigerator,
microwave, stove, clock and window to observe the neighborhood! Plenty of cupboard space for storage when play time is over. All wood construction. Easy
assembly.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)80 x (W)30.5 x (H)90.9 cm

Afternoon Tea Set
CW2807

Toaster Set
CW4115

Surprise your parents and serve them
afternoon tea! This adorable 15-piece
tea set enhances imagination and
encourages creativity. Set includes:
Teapot, Teacup, Sugar Pot, Spoons,
Tea Bags, Dessert , Plates, Tray.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)23 x (H)9.5 cm

This toaster set is complete with
toast, butter, plates, wooden knives,
and yogurt. Remember breakfast is
the most important meal of the day!
Promotes imagination and
encourages imitative and imaginary
play.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)18 x (W)7 x (H)11 cm

Mixer

Cupcake Stand

Why not prepare a little dessert for
your mom and dad to enjoy? It’s
possible with this pretty mixer. This
mixer promotes imagination and
encourages imitative and imaginery
play.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)23 x (W)9 x (H)26 cm

Our pretty pink cupcake stand
includes 6 wooden cakes and
treats with interchangeable tops
and bottoms. Make your own
combinations! Promotes imagination
and encourages imitative and
imaginary play.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)19 x (W)19 x (H)24 cm

CW2815

CW4113

Biscuit Baking Set

Apron Set

Something smells delicious! Everthing
you need to bake biscuits for mom and
dad. Set Includes: 6 sliceable biscuits,
6 toppings, gloves, a cutter, rolling pin,
wooden knife and baking sheet.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)21 x (W)15 x (H)2 cm

Your little one will feel like a real chef,
once they put on this adorable apron
and hat. Easy to put on and take off &
easy to wash. Encourages role play.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)74 x (H)50 cm

CW4110

CW4111
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Happy Villa
CW4152

Perfect for role play, our villa resembles a miniture version of an actual modern house. Set Includes: 6 rooms, a garage and a balcony.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)60 x (W)30 x (H)72 cm

Baby Walker

Doll Cradle

Your little one will enjoy pretend play
and role play for hours on end with
this beautifully designed baby walker
as she pushes her favourite baby doll
around. The baby walker stimulates
the imagination while also encouraging
physical movement and coordination.
- Age: 1 years +
- Item Size: (L)49 x (W)28 x (H)47 cm

Children can pretend play with this
precious rocking cradle. Just add
their favourite doll and let their
imaginations go!
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)46 x (W)27 x (H)22 cm

CW2812

Princess Dream
House
CW4156

This adorable dollhouse is just
perfect for your little princess and her
royal family. Set includes: A doll and
furnishings. Portable for travel and
storage. Encourages imitative and
imaginary role play.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)40 x (W)30 x (H)40 cm

CW2808

Makeup - Set
CW4167

Eye shadow, pressed powder, lipstick,
perfume, comb, mirror and hairdryer.
Learn how to apply make up and be
a beauty like mom. Encourages role
play.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)23 x (W)15 x (H)14 cm

Doctor Case
CW4161

Doctors still make house calls!
Children have all the equipment needed to make you better
with this toy set.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)31 x (W)25 x (H)7 cm
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Grocery Store

Retro Tabletop Kitchen

Our wooden grocery store makes buying or selling fun and features fresh
vegetables, fruit, milk, and handmade cookies.Your child will learn to identify
produce and other foods as they enhance role play and creativity.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)28 x (H)77 cm

This compact mini table top kitchen
is great for small spaces. It packs
multiple play points in to a small toy.
This toy can be played double sided
and can fold flat for easy storage or
taking along. Set Includes: 2 burners,
1 grill, clock, hooks for hanging tools,
a chalkboard, a pot, a pan and 2
cooking tools.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)24 x (H)25 cm

CW4151
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CW5036

Cutting Vegetable
CW2825

Cutting Fruit
CW2824

- Item Size: (L)21.5 x (W)15 x (H)25 cm - Item Size: (L)30 x (W)24 x (H)25 cm
These vibrant products helps children with recognition and identification of
different fruits and vegetables. Using the toy knife teaches early safety in
the kitchen along with strengthening fine motor skills and dexterity. Cultivate
social skills through encouraging children to share the fruits and vegetables.
- Age: 2 years +

Breakfast Set

Blue Kitchen

Promote story-telling, role-play, and creativity with our breakfast time playset.
Children will learn to eat healthy foods as they play!
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)28 x (W)18.5 x (H)8 cm

Help develop your child’s natural observation and social skills with our multifunctional modern kitchen. What a great space for your budding little chef to
practice cooking!
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)55 x (W)30 x (H)75 cm

CW3598

CW4157

Breakfast Tray
CW3659

Children can learn about a healthy breakfast with this set. Promotes role play
and creativity while having fun.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)35 x (W)25 x (H)5 cm
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Parking Garage
CW4170

This 4-level parking garage features a petrol pump and landing pad at the
top. Busy drivers can come and go in every direction. Encourages role play
and imagination, and helps develop fine motor skills.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)62.5 x (W)30 x (H)37 cm

110 Train Set
CW4164

This 110-piece train set includes a variety of accessories including a rotating
crane and a tower crane. Children will have fun moving the cargo from the
port, through the busy towns, and into the city. This set helps children to
develop their coordination and problem-solving skills as they move the train
through the imaginary world of commerce.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)105 x (W)69 x (H)12 cm

CW4148

The car park features solar panels, a water collection system, and a two
story parking lot. Encourage your child’s development of social and problem
solving skills with this environmentally-friendly playset. Constructed from
durable wood. Set includes: the garage, 3 cars and a helicopter.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)67.5 x (W)30 x (H)34 cm

Bear Bowling

Bear Skipping Rope

This lovely Bear Bowling set is especially designed for children. Bowling is a
great group activity! Encourages active play and engagement.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)4.5 x (W)4.5 x (H)12.5 cm

Oh what fun your child will have with this Bear Skipping Rope. Jumping rope
helps boost balance, coordination and physical strength.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)10.5 x (W)4.5 x (H)4.5 cm

CW4125
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Eco-Friendly Garage

CW4610

Growth Chart

Our adorable growth charts are a fun way to measure your growing family! Using a permanent marker, you can record your measurements and also personlize
by adding names.
- Age: Gift
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)86 x (H)2 cm

Forest
CW4812

Forest Bookends
CW4813

Forest Coat-Rack
CW4814

Forest Mobile
CW4429

Zoo

CW4815

Zoo Bookends

Bookends

These adorable themed bookends create an element of fun in any
child’s room!
- Age: Gift
- Item Size: (L)22 x (W)11 x (H)11.5 cm

Coat-Racks

Hanging up clothes can be fun for children when their friends help
hold each item.
- Age: Gift
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)11 x (H)6 cm

Mobiles

Adorable addtions for any child’s bedroom, your little
one will have sweet dreams, as they enjoy falling asleep
to the motion of these precious themed mobiles.
- Age: Gift
- Item Size: (L)35 x (W)35 x (H)40 cm

CW4816

Zoo Coat-Rack
CW4817

Zoo Mobile
CW4430
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Table & 4 Chairs

GBK-CW001 (table & 4 chairs)
GBK-CW002 (table & 2 chairs)

Cute bear table and chairs set with a simple and attractive design. The
smooth and curved edges ensure your child’s safety. Perfect for children
of pre-school age.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size (Table): (L)78 x (W)78 x (H)43 cm
- Item Size (Chair): (L)28 x (W)28 x (H)54 cm

CW4802

CW4804

CW4803

CW4801
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CW4805

Building Blocks

Bristle Animal Blocks
TB120347

The Bristle Animal Blocks are a house-hold favourite. In a colourful, animal
theme, the blocks feature bristles therefore allowing children to clasp the
blocks together to make imaginative scenes. Bristle blocks are fantastic
for fine motor skills along with that of strengthening your little one’s creative
skills.
So much can be learnt through play with this bright and colourful product.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)20 x (W)20 x (H)36 cm

Forest Animal Building Blocks
TB120156

This building blocks set is ‘forest’ themed and reveals a reality of nature
that children are able to experience and explore at home. The building
blocks are easy to insert together as well as to pull apart. Colour and shape
identification are a key learning skill for this set. Learning letters and the way
in which to use letters becomes of focus. Creative skills are also encouraged
as children assemble and build models freely therefore motivating the
imagination.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)24.5 x (W)25 x (H)14.5 cm

City Building Blocks
TB120114 (84pcs)

This building blocks set is themed on a complete metropolis scene enabling
children to apply their intelligence fully in terms of day to day applications.
The building blocks are easy to insert as well as pull out making this set
perfect for children of ages 1 year and older. Not only is this building blocks
set fun and entertaining, children learn words while rotating the letters hundreds of words can change freely. With the combination of playing and
learning, children are able to accomplish an initiation of maths and letters as
well as cultivating creativity during the process.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)62 x (W)52 x (H)22 cm
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Frog Domino
TB7122

Dominoes is a wonderful game to test one’s patience. Children enjoy hours of
fun as they build the domino blocks up and then knock them down.
Learning Skills: Problem solving skills, hand-eye coordination.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)18 x (W)18 x (H)18 cm

TOP BRIGHT

Fine Motor

2 in 1 Racing Track & Pounding Bench

Mega Car Carrier

Twice the fun, this 2 in 1 Racing Track and Pounding Bench Set allows
children to glide cars across the tracks and ramps, and because it includes a
hammer and a ball, the traditional pounding game applies too!
Learning Skills: Fine motor skills, hand-eye coordination
- Age: 18 months +
- Item Size: (L)30.6 x (W)30.6 x (H)10.5 cm

A fun and colourful mega car carrier truck, complete with 4 wooden cars
creates a setting for fun and creative play!
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)45.5 x (W)43 x (H)43 cm

TB150168

Car Track Sloping Tower with Parking
TB120272

This wooden racing track toy is one of our most popular! The little cars
(included) are designed in such a way that they speed effortlessly down
the ramps. The colourful arc-shaped tracks and parking garage provide the
perfect setting for imaginative play. Visual persuit and concentration are
encouraged as children speed the cars from side to side.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)29 x (W)25 x (H)10 cm

TB120372

Caterpillar Lacing Blocks
TB120306

Enabling children to learn through play, these lacing beads are a fun and
entertaining way to teach children the principles of shapes, sizes, colours and
numbers. Hand-eye coordination is also of focus as children either thread the
beads on to the lace, or stack them in various combinations.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)30.6 x (W)21.6 x (H)4.2 cm

5 in 1 Garden
Activity Cube
TB120326

This fabulous 5 in 1 activity cube will
provide hours of fun as it creates a
stimulating setting for play as toddlers
explore the variety of activities
that this product provides. With its
5 different sides, this toy is multifunctional in terms of its various
areas of learning. To name but a few;
the labyrinth and maze improves
fine motor skills, the shape sorter
developes shape recognition and
familiarization and overall a sense of
colour identification is key.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)16 x (W)37 x (H)16 cm

Frog Xylophone Green
TB7136

Enjoy the magic of the classic xylophone which has been transformed into
this unique frog design. This excellent quality product will keep budding
musicians busy for hours on end! Great for the development of sensory
principles, fine motor skills, coordination and basic music ability.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)25.4 x (W)13.8 x (H)12.3 cm
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My First School Bus

Count & Match

TB150185

TB6540

Learn to count with this fun yet educational toy! 10 wooden tiles representing
actual numbers 1 to 10 as well as 10 wooden tiles with dots representing
numbers 1 to 10. The pegs with coloured wooden rings also form part of the
counting activities and techniques as children learn various ways in which to
count and identify with numbers.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)33 x (W)41 x (H)37 cm

Mixer Truck With Shape Sorter
TB120308

The Mixer Truck which includes a shape sorter provides hours of fun as
children zoom the truck around while at the same time becoming familiar
with shapes and colours with the shape sorter that forms part of the truck. A
multi-functional product that features learning elements as well - what more
could you ask for!
- Age: 18 months +
- Item Size: (L)31.4 x (W)15.6 x (H)21.3 cm

An exciting, new and multi-functional product, My First School Bus teaches a
whole realm of important developmental areas including shape sorting and
recognition, colour identification, fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination
as your child swivels the gears, counting skills and many more. A colourful
product that will keep your child entertained for hours while teaching him/her
some important skills at the same time!
- Age: 18 months +
- Item Size: (L)28.3 x (W)22.2 x (H)19.8 cm

Elephant Shape Sorter
TB8598

Let your little ones learn shapes and colours with this wonderful, creative
wooden box encompassing various activities which in turn assist with
important skill development.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)16.5 x (W)15.5 x (H)15 cm

Animal Stacking
TB120322

A colourful stacking tower made with
a combination of wood and plastic.
An early development product which
enhances and improves fine motor skills
and colour recognition.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)10.5 x (W)24 x (H)10.5 cm

Foldable Workbench Truck
TB120312
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A work bench and truck combined - what fun! The truck has a foldable
compartment that when opened forms a work bench with tools so that your
budding engineer or mechanic is able to play and recognise various tools and
their respective functions. Not only is this a hugely entertaining product, but
core learning principles are developed through play including fine motor skills,
hand-eye coordination, dexterity and creative skills.
-Age: 3 years +
-Item Size: (L)31.4 x (W)15.6 x (H)21.3 cm

TOP BRIGHT

Roleplay & Games

Wooden Parking Garage
TB150154

Animal Jenga Game
TB120314

Ideal for group or individual play, this parking garage is beautifully made and
allows plenty of room for all of your toy cars. Zoom the cars up to the top and
then let them roll down the ramps! Providing hours of entertainment while at
the same time promoting social interactions and hand-eye coordination.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)47 x (W)31 x (H)12 cm

A household favourite for the whole family, Animal Jenga follows the
usual game objectives whereby you are to remove puzzle pieces from the
tower without it toppling over! This particular version of Jenga features an
animal theme therefore bringing in even more elements of fun and learning
whereby children form a sense of animal recognition and matching skills.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)8.4 x (W)8.4 x (H)28.6 cm

Portable Chick Easel

Mouse Tossing Game

A blackboard and a whiteboard in one! But what’s more is that it looks like a
chicken! Made from the highest quality wood, the whiteboard is also magnetic
and the set comes complete with a whiteboard marker, chalk and a duster to
fulfill all its purposes! Large in size, it is highly mobile and sports a trendy red
carry handle allowing you to take it wherever you go!
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)36 x (W)45 x (H)23 cm

This fast, fun and active game is a hit with kids of all ages. An excellent
game for developing fine motor skills as it’s requires each player to use their
fingers to launch their mice by pressing on the launching board. Each player
has 4 mice that must land in the 4 corresponding coloured holes in the game
board. First to get all their mice in, WINS!
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)21 x (W)4.5 x (H)21 cm

TB120300

TB120173
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2 in 1 Workbench & Desk
TB150181

A household favourite for the whole family, Animal Jenga follows the usual
game objectives whereby you are to remove puzzle pieces from the tower
without it toppling over! This particular version of Jenga features an animal
theme therefore bringing in even more elements of fun and learning whereby
children form a sense of animal recognition and matching skills.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)50 x (W)13 x (H)43.5 cm

Classic Kitchen Set
TB120323

Assist in the development of your child’s natural observation and social skills
with this Retro Kitchen! What a wonderful setting for your budding little chef
to practive their cooking!
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)72 x (W)46.5 x (H)22.6 cm

Double Plate Chalkboard

2 in 1 Convertible Easel

This adjustable easel with single and double boards makes painting even
more fun for your child. The design of 1 board with 2 panels enables children
to paint anywhere they want. This portable easel is the perfect accessory to
your child’s creativity.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)69.3 x (W)15 x (H)86.5 cm

A multi-purpose set which doubles as a blackboard and a whiteboard and can
also be transformed into a table.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)90 x (W)56.7 x (H)18.8 cm

TB120087
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First Years

Snap-n-Learn Colour Caterpillars
LER6701

Features chunky, snap-together pieces that are easy for little hands to
manage as they build adorable caterpillar friends and fine motor skills
simultaneously. Set includes: resealable plastic storage bucket with carrying
handle for easy clean up and play on the go and 15 pieces that make 3
caterpillars (head, tail and 3 body pieces each).
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)15 x (W)15 x (H)19 cm

Snap-n-Learn Rhyming Pups
LER6705

Encourage young children to master early learning skills in a snap with these
colourful, 2-piece plastic dogs. Printed pups are easy for little hands to
snap together and pull apart. The set features 5 different colours therefore
reinforcing colour recognition too. Colourful puppy dog heads feature
beginning letters. Plastic puppy dog tails feature 2-letter word endings. Heads
and tails can be mixed and matched to create over 55 rhyming words.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)15 x (W)15 x (H)19 cm

Snap-n-Learn Counting Cows
Snap-n-Learn Matching Dinos
LER6708

Perfect for little hands. Set includes: 3 of each Brachiosaurua, Stegosaurus
and Triceratops (18 pieces: 9 2-piece dinos).
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)9.5 x (W)4.5 x (H)5 cm

Snap-n-Learn Shape
Butterflies
LER6702

Helps children practice shape recognition (circle,
star, heart, square, triangle), colours and fine motor
skills as they match up the shapes and snap on
the wings. Set includes: five 3-piece butterflies
(heads, wings, bodies).
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)15 x (W)15 x (H)19 cm
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LER6707

Printed cows are easy for little hands to snap together and pull apart. Activity
set encourages a variety of early numeracy skills, counting (numbers 1-10),
number recognition, colour recognition and matching. Set includes: 10 cow
heads, 10 cow tails, colourful pets come in a useful storage bucket.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)9.5 x (W)4.5 x (H)5 cm

Snap-n-Learn Counting
Elephants

Smart Snacks Stack ‘em
Up Doughnuts

Reinforces number recognition (1–10),
sequencing, colour matching and fine motor skills.
Set includes: 5 small and 5 large elephants, which
store in a bucket.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)14 x (W)14 x (H)19 cm

Great for fine-motor stacking skills too! Includes
stand and 5 colourful doughnuts, the largest
measuring 12.7 cm in diameter.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)25.4 x (W)25.4 x (H)11.4 cm

LER6703

LER7352
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Smart Snacks Alpha Pops
LER7345

Pop together these frozen treats to match uppercase and lowercase letters.
Each pop is double-sided so all letters of the alphabet are included. Pops
are self checking by colour. They are also great for fine motor practice and
imaginative play! Set includes: • 26 Alpha Pops.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)10 x (W)3 x (H)10 cm

Smart Snacks Counting Cookies Game
LER7410

Each game offers 2 levels of play to build social skills and direction following
and lasts ten minutes. Perfect for early learners. For 2-4 players.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)10 x (W)3 x (H)10 cm

Smart Snacks Stack &
Count Layer Cake

Smart Snacks Counting
Cookies

Features chocolate and vanilla cake to sort
odd and even numbers. Builds motor skills with
stacking layers. Set Includes: numbers 1-10 with
coloured frosting and decorations to count.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)25.4 x (W)25.4 x (H)10.7 cm

Cookies are numbered 0-10 on one side and the
corresponding number of chocolate chips on the
opposite side. Set Includes: 11 plastic cookies
marked 0-10.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)25.4 x (W)25.4 x (H)10.7 cm

LER7312

LER7348

Smart Snacks Number Pops
LER7344

Number pops are printed with numbers 1-10 to
reinforce early counting skills. Colourful number
pops pull apart to reveal the corresponding number
of dots. Coloured dots match the colour of the shell,
developing colour recognition.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)10.5 x (W)5 x (H)10.5 cm

Smart Splash Number Fun
Ducks

Smart Splash Colour Play
Penguins

Smart Splash Sail Away
Shapes

Ducks feature dots on their backs and the
matching number on their bellies (odd in blue,
even in orange). Includes handy mesh storage
bag.
- Age: 18 months +
- Item size: (L)11.5 x (H)7 cm

These 6 dapper penguins need help finding their
rubber rings. Match the pattern found on their top
hats to the pattern on the rings.
- Age: 18 months +
- Item size: (L)11.5 x (H)7 cm

Bath time has never been so full of shape learning
fun! These 8 little linking ships have detachable,
uniquely shaped masts that fit only in the boat of
the matching colour. Includes handy mesh storage
bag.
- Age: 18 months +
- Item size: (L)11.5 x (H)7 cm

LER7301

LER7308

LER7307
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P= Polybag

Pretend & Play Calculator Cash
Register
LER-LSP2629-UK (with UK currency)
LER-LSP2629-EUR (with Euro currency)
LER-LSP2690-USA (with USA currency)

This cash register develops maths skills, money recognition and
encourages role playing. Features a solar powered calculator,
digital display, large keypad buttons and cash drawer that
makes a ‘cha-ching’ sound when used.
Set includes: Play money, pretend credit card, note pad and
activity guide.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (W)26 x (H)24 cm

Pretend & Play Animal
Hospital
LER2660

Encourage imaginative play with this vet play set!
This appealing play set will engage young learners
in imaginative play activities based on first hand
experiences. Set includes: Tri-fold vet office,
stethoscope, syringe, thermometer, 8 medicine &
pet cards, bandage, head collar and many more.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)96.5 x (W)95 x (H)40 cm

Playfoam Combo 8-Pack
Teaching ATM Bank

LER2625(Red), LER2625P (Pink)

Perfect for building money recognition and
equivalency skills, this set of 100 mixed realistic
Euro coins support any hands-on money maths
activities and role play.
- Age: 3 years +

LER-EI1906

The mess-free creative play resource. Playfoam
may have a different look, but rest assured the
product inside provides the same creative play fun
for children. Playfoam never dries out so can be
used time and time again. Use straight from the
box for immediate creative play opportunities.
- Age: 3 years +

Playfoam Glow-in-the-Dark

LER-EI1908 (4-pack)
LER-EI1909 (8-pack)

Brighten up sculpting play with
Glow-in-dark Playfoam! Turn on their
imagination then turn off the light to
see their creations glow!
- Age: 3 years +

Primary Science Five Senses Activity Set
LER0827 (29 piece set)
LER2445 (Sensory Tubes only Set of 4)

Stimulate your senses with hands-on learning! Encourage scientific exploration
while developing understanding of all 5 senses with this multi-purpose activity
set.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (W)5 x (H)30.5 cm (sensory tubes)
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Ruff’s House Teaching Tactile Set
LER9079

A fetching way to stimulate children’s sense of touch! Help the fluffy dog sort
through a variety of textured rubber and cloth bones: smooth, silky, scratchy,
bumpy, ribbed and more. Hide them in the kennel for a fun “search and find”
game.
- Age: 3 years +
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Hide-n-Go Fish
LER8921

Enhance tactile awareness and sensory skills! Set includes: fish in 3 different
colours and sizes that snap together.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (W)15 x (H)17 cm
- Largest fish measures (L)5.5cm . Smallest fish measures (L)4cm.

Hide-n-Go Moo

Teachable Touchables Texture Squares

Feel around in the barn to enhance tactile and sensory awareness! Children
reach around in the barn to pick out characters before matching mothers and
babies. Ideal for enhancing: Tactile awareness, sensory skills, matching.
Set includes: 8 animals: mother and baby cows, ducks, horses and pigs,
Sturdy plastic barn.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (W)15 x (H)17 cm

Children can explore 10 different textures with these engaging tactile
squares. Scratchy, slippery, silky or soft? Young learners build tactile
awareness, vocabulary, matching and communication skills as they interact
with these 20 texture squares (10 different pairs). Each textured pillow
or patch measures approximately 6cm, perfect for small hands! Cloth
drawstring storage bag and activity guide included.
- Age: 3 years +

LER8922

LER-EI3049

Teaching Tac-Tiles

All About Me Family Counter Activity Cards

Encourages tactile awareness through touch alone. Young children will
develop their tactile awareness with this selection of colourful textured tiles.
This colourful set is ideal for solo or group play. Encourages tactile
awareness through easy to follow game play. Reinforces shape identification
through touch. Develops fine motor skills. Textured tiles remain in the tote
bag and are found by touch alone.
- Age: 3 years +

Promote social and emotional development. Use these colourful activity cards
with our “All About Me Family” Counters to reinforce maths themes and social
development. Attractive activity cards represent people and pets in all families.
Activities can be used to teach a variety of early maths skills.
Set includes: 21 Double-sided activity cards
- Age: 3 years +

LER9075

LER-LSP3377-UK
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All About Me Family Counters
LER3372 (72pcs)
LER3660 (24pcs)

This multi-tasking family helps reinforce maths themes and social and
emotional development. Characters include: Mum, Dad, Brother, Sister, Baby
and Pet. 72 counters in 6 colours (red, yellow, green, blue, purple and orange).
- Age: 3 years +

All About Me 2-in-1 Mirrors
LER3371

Help young children learn all about themselves with easy-to-hold, doublesided mirrors! One side is a regular mirror. The other side is a “fun mirror” that
warps reflections. Use to teach body awareness, talk about emotions and
much more. Set includes: 6 unbreakable, non glass mirrors.
- Age: 18 months +
- Item size: (L)15 x (W)5 x (H)10 cm

All About Me Double-Sided
Mirror Boards
GeoSafari Jr. Talking
LER3373
Microscope
Build self-awareness with these double-sided
mirror boards. Promote social and emotional
development with the All About Me range. Doublesided mirror boards feature a regular mirror on
one side and a wipe-clean panel on the reverse.
Children study themselves and their emotions in
the mirror before drawing the facial features on
the reverse.
- Age: 3 years +

Primary Science Colour
Mixing Glasses
LER2446

The glasses are the ideal size for children and the
slots in plastic glasses allow coloured lenses to
be easily changed. Children can insert 2 lenses per
eye for colour mixing activities making this a fun
way to encourage early learners to explore primary
and secondary colours.
Set includes: 8 lenses - 2 of each colour.
- Age: 3 years +
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LER-EI8801

It’s the only talking microscope for preschool
scientists! Introduces more animals, plants and
hoousehold items with 60 images to view on 20
prepared slides. Multilingual audio.
Requires 3 AAA batteries, not included.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)23 cm

GeoSafari Jr. BugBright
LER-EI5089

Children can observe through a 5x magnification
spot. Container features bright LED spotlight for
observing in the dark.
Requires button cell battery (included).
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (D)15 x (H)16.25 cm

Primary Science Jumbo
Magnifiers
LER2774 (Set of 6)
LER2775 (Set of 12)

Give your children hours of garden exploration with
these colourful Jumbo Magnifiers!
Extra-large jumbo magnifiers, perfect for small
hands, 4.5x magnification. Perfect for taking a
closer look at plants, animals and insects.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)20 cm

Primary Science Solar
Lantern
LER2763

Encourage little ones to explore their world!
The bright colours and functional nature of
GeoSafari Jr products encourage children to
get outside and explore the world around them.
Features multilingual packaging and activity guide.
No batteries required!
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (H)17.5 cm
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Building Sets

LER9148 (60pcs), LER9162 (100pcs), LER9164 (15pcs)

Pet Playland

Sets will help develop fine motor skills as young learners piece the cogs and
gears together. Helps the understanding of cause and effect. Pieces will mix
& match to create endless combinations, preventing boredom. Ideal as a solo
or group activity
- Age: 3 years +

LER9216 (83pcs)

Movin’ Monkey Set

Sweet Shop

Little monkeys won’t be able to keep their hands off this 136-piece jungle
themed building set. Crank-operated set features monkeys that twist and turn,
palm trees and enough colourful gears to create a lively gears jungle.
Set can be used alone or combined with any of our other Gears! Gears! Gears!
products for hours of fun!
- Age: 4 years +

Let their imaginations roll! Get your spinning and swirling treats here!
Encourage critical thinking and problem solving with this tasty, colourful
construction set. Set includes: 28 sturdy plastic gears, 5 base pieces, 3
plastic cupcakes, 2 play ice cream cones, 3 toy lollipops, 1 sheet of treatthemed stickers.
- Age: 4 years +

LER9119

Space Explorers Building Set
LER9217

Gear up some intergalactic fun with this colourful 77 piece set! Watch as the
astronauts fly through space with a simple twist of the gear handle. Perfect
for young space enthusiasts!
- Age: 4 years +

Mix and match the pieces to create your very own spinning pet playland!
Set includes: Gears, bases, ferris wheel , aeroplane, spinning tea cup, 4
adorable pet characters and more!
- Age: 4 years +

LER9215

Robot Factory Building Set
LER9225

Encourage critical thinking and problem solving with this colourful
construction set. This set will help develop fine motor skills as young learners
piece the cogs and gears together. Set includes: Sturdy plastic gears, base
pieces, robot figures, plastic cranes, springs, 1 sheet of robot themed stickers
and 79 pieces.
- Age: 4 years +
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Gears! Gears! Gears! Sets
LER9231 (CycleGears 30 piece),
LER9232 (RoversGears 43 piece),
LER9233 (CastleGears 38 piece)

*LER9233

*LER9231
*LER9232

Machines in Motion

Lights & Action

Support and build STEM skills with this colourful,
open-ended building set.
Encourages creative thinking as children mix and
match the interchangeable parts. This set will
develop fine motor skills as young learners piece
the cogs and gears together. Set includes: Sturdy
plastic gears, propellers, wrecking ball, chains,
pulleys, wheels and axles.
- Age: 5 years +

Creative construction has no boundaries with this
set that lights up! Includes flashing lights, glow-inthe-dark stickers, springs and gears all in a handy
giant storage tub. Requires 3 AA batteries (not
included.) Set can be used alone or combined with
any of our other Gears! Gears! Gears! products for
hours of fun!
- Age: 5 years +

LER9227 (114pcs)

LER9209 (121pcs)

These gear sets have popular themes inspiring
children to construct a variety of creative
designs! They develop motor skills, critical
thinking and improve STEM learning. CycleGears
includes 30 pieces (built motorcycle measures
30cm). RoversGears includes 43 pieces (built
car measures (L)22 x (H)17.5 cm). CastleGears
has 38 pieces and spins (constructed castle
measures (L)22 x (H)25 cm).
- Age: 3 years +

Dizzy Fun Land
LER9199 (120pcs)

What’s more fun than going to the fairground?
Building your own!
This set features an exciting colourful fairground
with a merry-go-round, a big wheel, bumper cars
and a roller coaster! This set also includes a handheld motor. Motor requires 2 AA batteries (not
included). Set can be used alone or combined with
any of our other Gears! Gears! Gears! products for
hours of fun!
- Age: 5 years +

Design & Drill BrightWorks

Design & Drill SparkleWorks

Now your designs will light up in the dark!
Play set encourages construction through colour and light. Set Includes:
Light-up black activity board, 80 bolts in 5 colours, translucent power drill,
multilingual activity guide.
-Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)23 x (H)23 cm

Bolts come in 5 different shapes to develop shape recognition. Play tools
are ideal for developing motor skills. Encourage children’s creativity as they
create colourful patterns. Includes 12 pattern cards. Plastic activity board is
sound activated, lights dance to music and voices!
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)23 x (H)23 cm

LER-EI4122
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Design & Drill Robot

Design & Drill Classroom Activity Set

LER-EI4127

Encourage children’s creativity as they secure the colourful bolts and stickers
onto the robot model. Set includes: Sturdy, free-standing robot model, 15
plastic bolts in a variety of colours, toy screwdriver, sheet of full-colour
stickers for customisation.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (H)20.2 cm

Design & Drill Take-Along
Toolkit
LER-EI4117

Take the fun of Design & Drill anywhere with this
portable, compact version of our popular activity
centre. A great way to keep little hands engaged
and learning on the go! Set includes: 60 regular
bolts, electronic screwdriver, 3 screw bits and
activity board that doubles as a carrying case.
- Age: 3 years +

A great value class set of ever-popular products. The classroom set features
enough pieces to enable 4 children to play at one time. Set includes: 2 power
drills, 2 power screwdrivers, 12 drill bits, 4 screwdriver handles, 400 plastic
bolts, 4 activity boards, 10 activity cards and a multilingual activity guide.
- Age: 3 years +

Design & Drill Flower Power

Design & Drill Power Play
Vehicles Helicopter
LER-EI4130 (23pcs)

This helicopter offers children endless creative
play possibilities as they build their vehicle before
Learning fun blossoms with this colourful design
playing with it. Children snap together the plastic
studio, especially for girls. Encourages hand-eye
pieces to construct this colourful helicopter.
coordination, patterning and problem solving skills
Transparent plastic bolts fit to the helicopter’s
Set includes: Power drill, 2 drill bits, 60 bolts in 5
frame. Set includes: 4 snap on body parts to
brilliant colours, 6 designer plates and a multilingual create the helicopter, 15 clear plastic bolts,
activity guide, All the above are stored neatly in the
decorative stickers, motorised mini drill with
flower-shaped “take-along” activity board.
socket bit.
- Age: 3 years +
- Age: 3 years +

LER-EI4123

Design & Drill See -Through Creative
Workshop
LER-EI4114

LER-EI9020 (436pcs)

Play tools are ideal for developing motor skills. Encourage children’s creativity
as they create colourful patterns. Set includes: 120 plastic bolts in 5 colours,
electronic play drill and 3 drill bits, toy hand screwdriver and more!
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)30 x (W)30 x (H)30 cm

Design & Drill My First Workbench
LER-EI4171

Power up imaginations with this creative construction set! Realistic tools
encourage a variety of early skills including: colour recognition, patterning &
following direction. Set includes: Plastic My First Workbench with storage
drawer, electric toy bolt driver, toy hammer, 60 colourful bolts, 60 nails.
Play hammer measures (L)15 cm.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)35 x (W)32 x (H)35 cm
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Squeezy Tweezers
LER5963

Avalanche Fruit Salad

Colourful tools will develop handeye coordination which prepares
the muscles and brain for writing.
The brain coordinates movement
and tactile sensations as a child is
writing, which allows them to make
changes as needed to maintain
muscle control. Unique tweezers
have scoops on the end to allow for
collection of small objects.
Set includes: 6 tweezers in 6
different colours. Tweezers come in
a re-sealable storage bucket.
- Age: 3 years +

LER5070

It takes a steady hand to keep the fruit
on this stand! Players spin the spinner
then use the Jumbo Tweezers to carefully
select one of each fruit to win the game
while at the same time developing fine
motor skills, building vocabulary and
counting practice. Set includes: 40 fruity
fun counters, 2 pairs of jumbo tweezers,
spinner, adjustable cardboard fruit stand.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (W)24 x (H)34 cm

Gator Grabber Tweezers
LER2963 (12pcs)

Themed alligator tweezers offer
sorting fun for little hands.
Great for developing the pincer grasp,
this set is the key to fine motor skills!
Adorable tweezers comes in
6 colours and stored in handy,
resealable bucket.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)10 cm

Jumbo Tweezers
LER1963

Help children get a grip on early
learning skills. Perfect tool for
Primary Science lessons, early
science explorations and sorting
activities. Tweezers feature
ergonomic depressions to guide a
proper grip. Develop important fine
motor control to build handwriting
skills. Sturdy tweezers store in a
resealable bucket.
Set included. 12 tweezers in 6 vibrant
colours and an activity guide.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)15 cm

Twisty Droppers
LER3963 (4pcs)

Handy Scoopers

Curly liquid droppers are ideal for developing
hand strength and fine motor skills. Each
pipette features a soft, durable bulb and
translucent tube. Set includes: the following
attractive colour combinations: orange & blue
and purple & green.
Comes in a handy storage bucket.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)15 cm

Sand & Water Fine Motor Tool Set
LER5559

Encourage early learners to
develop their fine motors skills
through fun water play with
this 4-piece activity set. Keep
children entertained as they use
these handy tools to move water
and sand. Each tool focuses on
strengthening core muscles in the
hands and arm.
Set includes: Squeezy bottle
(9cm), Spinner (15cm), Wavy
dropper (15cm)
Scooper (15cm).
- Age: 3 years +
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LER4963 (4pcs)

Handy Scoopers are ideal for
developing hand strength and fine
motor skills. Holes in the scoops
allow for catch-and-release fun at
water tables. Each handy scooper
features translucent scoops and
easy-grip handles.
Includes a handy storage bucket
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)15 cm

Helping Hands Fine
Motor Tool Set
LER5558

Get a grip on fine motor skills! Keep
your young learners entertained
with these 4 handy tools. Use of
early learning tools will strengthen
fine motor skills. Set includes: 1 of
each of the following: ator Grabber
Tweezers, Handy Scoopers, Twisty
Droppers, Squeezy Tweezers.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)15 cm
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Peg Friends Stacking Farm
LER3376

Early learners will create their very own farmyard
with this engaging activity set. Friendly farm
animals and pegboard provide imaginative play
opportunities, developing early vocabulary skills.
Builds fine motor skills as little hands connect
and pull apart the pieces. Set includes: 24
individual pegs. 12 common farm animals for easy
recognition including: sheep, duck, cat, goat, horse,
rabbit, cow, dog, goose, pig, chick and donkey
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)25 x (W)25 x (H)25 cm

Candy Construction
Building Set
LER5020 (92pcs)

Encourage critical thinking in young learners!
Children follow the step-by-step building directions
to create sturdy structures. Easy-to-follow
instructions help develop colour recognition skills
as children put the candy themed building pieces
together. Children can also create their own candy
themed structures to develop creative thinking.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)17 cm (largest piece)

Count & Build TotBot
LER7734

This friendly robot will support early learners in the
hands-on development of key skills from an early
age. Completed robot is ideal for imaginative play
opportunities to extend the learning
Robot comes with a easy-to-hold pretend wrench
to help tighten the nuts and develop fine motor
skills. Set includes: 2-piece TotBot robot, 5 plastic
nuts, detachable bolt and toy wrench.
- Age: 18 months +
- Item size: (H)20 cm

Latch & Learn School
House
LER7736

Develop curiosity with this engaging early skills
activity set. It is ideal for developing a range of key
skills from an early age. Its interactive nature will
keep little ones entertained while encouraging their
curiosity too. Sturdy plastic activity set is perfectly
sized for little hands. Set includes: Plastic school
house, 1 teacher counter, 4 student counters,
School house features carrying handle for easy
transportation.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)25.5 x (H)30 cm
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All Around Learning Circle Time Activity Set
LER1049

Gather around for circle time fun! Help develop high self-esteem and positive
attitudes as well as sharpening early maths skills and colour recognition.
Play reinforces gross motor skills and encourages group co-operation.
Set includes: 5 inflatable dice, 5 canvas bean bags and multilingual activity guide.
Lightweight, wipe-clean vinyl mat folds easily for storage.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (D)20 cm

Pancake Pile-Up! Relay Race Game
LER-EI3025

Pile up your pancakes in this relay race game! Set includes: 2 plastic
spatulas, 10 soft, plastic pancakes (6.5cm diameter, 5 flavours), 2 plastic
pieces of butter, 10 challenge cards, 2 cardboard plates, instruction guide.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)18.5 cm

Ready, Set, Move Classroom Activity Set
LER1883

Get your class ready for some fitness fun! Encourage children to get active
with this fast-paced activity set! Each child stands on one of the coloured
foam circle mats. Roll the jumbo inflatable dice to select an exercise and how
many times to do it. Each activity will get the children moving.
Set includes: 25 x 25cm foam circle mats in 5 bright colours: blue, red, green,
yellow and purple, 3 x 12cm inflatable cubes depicting exercises, colours and
numbers, activity guide.
- Age: 4 years +

Crocodile Hop Early
Skills Maths Activity Set
LER9544

Cross the river by hopping from number to
colour to shape. Children hop down the river to
learn colours, shapes and numbers 1-10. Also
improves problem solving skills, turn taking and
direction following as children play together.
Oversized mat is perfect for individual, small
group or whole-class play.
Set includes: colourful vinyl floor mat, 2
inflatable 12cm cubes, 40 animal markers and
activity guide.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)25 x (W)75 cm
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Frida’s Fruit Fiesta Alphabet Game
LER-EI3412

Letter reinforcement for young learners! Encourage letter recognition
with this attractive, bingo-style alphabet game. Use of the toucan-themed
tweezers will develop fine motor skills. Alphabet fruits are on “weeble
wobble” style bases to add to the challenge.
- Age: 4 years +
- Box measures (H)33 cm

Bright Basics Sorting Tree
LER-EI3626

Encourage critical thinking skills as
early learners place their shapes into the
tree-shaped sorter. Sturdy Sorting Tree
will develop early sorting and matching
skills. If a shape is placed in the correct
hole, learners can push it through and
watch it slide down the tree trunk
Shape pieces include: leaf, flower,
woodpecker, chipmunk, blueberry and
mulberry. Set includes: 6 sorting shapes,
3D Sorting Tree.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (W)20 x (H)29 cm

Bright Basic Shape-Sorting Popper

Hoppy Floppy’s Happy Hunt Game

Sophie’s Seashell Scramble Game

LER-EI3413

Hoppy Floppy rabbit needs your help finding his carrots!
This attractive family fun game will keep early learners engaged as they
develop a variety of key skills through play.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (D)7.5 x (W)5 x (H)21 cm

LER-EI3623

Specifically designed for little hands, this animal-themed shape sorter will
keep early learners engaged. Attractive shape sorting game will introduce
early shape recognition skills. Toddlers will have great fun matching their
shape pieces to the cut outs in the base. Once all pieces are successfully
placed, press a button and they’ll all “pop” out. Shape pieces include: circle,
square, triangle, star, heart and pentagon.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (W)23 x (H)23 cm

LER-EI3418

Help Sophie pick up her shells to win. Children spin the spinner, squeeze the
shells with the Sophie Squeezers and place them on their snack mat to win
the game. Set includes: Sophie the Otter Squeezer, 20 shell counters in 5
patterns, 4 shell snack mats, multilingual instructions.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)30 x (W)5 x (H)33.4 cm
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Robot Face Race Attribute Game
LER-EI2889

It’s a race to find the matching robot head!
Players race to find the correct robot head in this fast-paced game for the
whole family! Reinforce colour recognition as players hunt out the correct
robot head. Set includes: game board featuring 120 robot heads, randomiser,
20 scoring tokens and instructions.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)22 x (W)22 x (H)7 cm

Raccoon Rumpus Colour Game
LER-EI1734

An imaginative and fun game of costumes, creatures, memory and matching!
Children match colours and attributes to select clothing for their raccoons.
The “Clothing” and “Colour” disc dictate which clothing cards children should
select. Set includes: 4 raccoon cards, 20 costume cards, 2 dice.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)20 x (W)13 x (H)5 cm

Ready, Set, Woof!
LER-EI2888

Early learners will love feeding the puppy dogs as they play this engaging
game. Children shake the dog bowl-themed randomiser to find out which dog
should get the next bone. Game play promotes matching and observation
skills as children find the dog that matches the randomiser’s colours.
Set includes: Dog bowl randomiser featuring 6 different colours, game
board featuring 30 different puppies, 20 bone-shaped counters, multilingual
instructions.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)20 x (W)13 x (H)5 cm

Wiggle Waggle Whiskers
LER-EI2886

Encourage problem solving skills in young children as they race to fence
in their plastic pets with this engaging strategy game. Players take turns
to build their animal pens piece by piece. Place the last piece of the pen to
claim it as yours!
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)22 x (W)22 x (H)7 cm

POP For Letters Game
LER8431

Practise alphabet recognition with this entertaining grab-and-go game!
Watch out for the ‘POP’ pieces in this fast-paced early literacy game! Children
take a piece of popcorn from the box to begin word building. Ideal for letter
recognition and sound practice. Covers upper and lowercase letters.
Set includes: spinner, 92 game cards and 8 POP cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (W)8 x (H)15 cm
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1-10 Counting Owls Activity Set
1 to 10 Counting Cans
LER6800

Introduce counting, number sense and sorting as children sort the
realistically detailed fruit & vegetables into the corresponding cans. Cans are
labelled with numeral, word and picture for guidance and reinforcement.
Set includes: 55 foods, 10 durable cardboard cans and activity guide.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (W)8 x (H)10 cm

Alphabet Island
LER5022

Reinforce early literacy skills with this easy-to-play, alphabet-themed board
game for young children. Young learners race to match upper and lowercase
letters. Set includes: 2 levels of play: letter recognition and beginning sounds
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)40.5 x (H)40.5 cm.

Tactile Letters

LER-LSP0191-UK (Classroom Set)
LER-LSP0192-UK (Starter Set)

Practise letter recognition and formation. Trace the shape with a finger by
starting at the dot and following the arrows; go wrong and the rough texture
provides sensory input for self-checking. Sturdy plastic letters can be used
in all types of messy play. Set includes: 124 pieces and a multilingual activity
guide.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)7 x (H)10 cm

LER7732

Build counting skills and one-to-one correspondence with these colourful
owls. Children will love developing their early numeracy skills with these
friendly owl counters. Children match the number of owl counters with
the number printed on the plastic branch base. Develops counting skills
with numbers 1-10. Set includes: Plastic branch base 25 owl counters in 5
different colours spinner, 10 activity cards, multilingual activity guide.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)19 x (W)35 x (H)5 cm

Alphabet Soup Sorter
LER6801

Support phoneme, grapheme and alphabet awareness whilst building early
vocabulary, sorting and fine motor skills. Each can holds one upper and one
lowercase letter, plus 5 object cards featuring real-life photos on 1 side and
corresponding words on the reverse. Set includes: 26 durable cardboard
cans and activity guide.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)8 x (H)10 cm

Tactile Numbers & Operations

LER-LSP0193-UK (142pcs), LER-LSP0194-UK (37pcs)

Primary learners will develop their number recognition and formation skills
with this tactile set that includes enough pieces for whole class participation.
Tactile numbers and operations will help to develop a variety of primary
numeracy skills: Number recognition, number formation awareness, counting
and number order, maths sentences: addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division. Set includes: 128 textured tactile numbers, 14 textured tactile
operations signs, multilingual activity guide.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)7 x (H)10 cm
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Math Marks The Spot Activity Set

Mini Motor Math Activity Set

Get children thinking on their feet with this early maths game. Encourage
physical activity as children roll the dice, solve the equation, then hop on
the answer. Mat features all possible answers to addition and subtraction
problems that use numbers 1-6. Set includes: 2 number dice, 1 operation die
and 28 game markers.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)122 x (H)152 cm

Primary learners will enjoy developing their numeracy skills with this racethemed counting game. 2 pieces of track are numbered 1-10 and 11-20 for
2 levels of play. Set includes: 5 soft rubber mini motor car counters in 5
colours, 2 pieces of plastic track that can be joined together, 1 colour dice, 2
numbered dice, finish line, multilingual activity guide.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)19 x (W)35 x (H)5 cm

LER0383

LER7731

Take 10! Count em’
Up Family Fun
LER9442-D

Colourful family counters represent
people and pets that can be found in all
families; Mummy, Daddy, Son, Daughter,
Baby and Cat. Counters feature 6
different colours: orange, blue, green,
yellow, purple and red. Children roll the
dice to complete the selected activity.
Set includes: A coloured cube, a
numbered cube, colourful counters.
Suitable travel game.
- Age: 3 years +

Cuisenaire Jr. Ants On A Log
LER7478

March your way to early maths fun with colourful counting ants on soft
plastic logs! Provide a colourful and fun introduction to Cuisenaire Rods with
these friendly ants, while introducing numeracy skills! Rods feature a digit on
a leaf on 1 side and the corresponding number of ants on the other.
Set includes: 20 rods; 2 of each number, plastic storage tray, activity guide for
download.
- Age: 4 years +

1-20 Number Line Floor Mat
LER0420

Get children on their feet and learning with this fun walk-on mat! Made of durable, wipe-clean vinyl, the number line develops gross motor skills and
physically reinforces numbers from 1-20.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)30 x (H)305 cm
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Veggie Farm Sorting Set
LER5553

Introduce basic maths concepts to your early learners with this engaging
garden-themed maths activity set. Appealing maths set will keep early
learners engaged in activities. Set includes: 46 pieces: 10 garden signs
featuring colours, numbers and vegetables, 5 different vegetables in 5 colours
(orange, green, purple, yellow and red), 5 sign holders, 5 mini plastic bushels,
‘vegetable patch’ mat.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)27.5 x (W)20 cm

Smart Scoops Maths Activity Set
LER6315

Early learners will love developing their maths skills with this tasty treatthemed activity set. Attractive set combines imaginative play and maths
development. Develops early vocabulary skills through imaginative play
activities. Activities will help build fine motor skills as young learners scoop
up the ice cream. Set includes: 4 coloured bowls, 4 plastic ice cream cones,
20 scoops of ice cream (5 each of 4 colours), 3 double-sided activity cards,
ice cream scooper, activity spinner.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (D)8.75 x (W)10 x (H)13.75 cm

Mini Muffin Match Up Maths Activity Set Splash of Colour Magnetic Sorting Set
LER5556

Reinforce a variety of early maths skills with this engaging cake themed
activity set! The set provides a variety of games to help reinforce early years
maths skills. Choose from a selection of sorting activity inserts that fit into
the bottom of each pan. Set includes: 60 mini muffin counters in 6 colours, 12
double-sided sorting inserts, 1x 6-cup muffin tray, 1 pair of squeezy tweezers,
1 colour foam dice, 1 number foam dice, activity guide.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)25 x (H)14 cm W

LER9590

Brighten up learning with these colour paint pots and sorting objects. Make a
colour splash on any magnetic surface as children sort and count the objects
into the cans. Perfect for developing colour recognition, vocabulary and early
maths skills or for creating an interactive display.
Set includes: 8 colour frames, 40 sorting magnets and activity guide.
- Age: 3 years +
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Counters

Unique, attractive counters combine modern design and colours for early maths fun, keeping young children engaged in their learning. Counters are ideal
for a variety of early maths activities, including: counting, sorting and patterning. Counters come in 6 different colours: Blue, Red, Orange, Yellow, Green and
Purple and are packed in a useful storage bucket.

All About Me Family Counters

Under The Sea Ocean Counters

In The Barn Farm Counters

Around The Town Vehicle Counters

In The Garden Bug Counters

Back In Time Dinosaur Counters

LER3372 (Tub), LER3660 (Smart Pack),
LER-LSP3377-UK (Activity Cards)

LER4461

LER3381
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Time Activity Mat
LER2981

Children can jump on this gigantic time mat
and show the time using the clock hands. This
engaging activity mat reinforces time-telling skills
kinesthetically. The mat features colour-coded
plastic clock hands and comes with 4 inflatable
dice (red for hours and blue for minutes). Students
roll the dice, then place the plastic hands on the
mat to show the time rolled.
- Age: 5 years +

Shapes Up Tangram Game
LER-EI3106

Think carefully, but think fast! This exciting
strategy game will have students racing to fit
shapes together and cover their boards, the first
to do so wins! Role the die and select the shape
it shows. Role the hand symbol and take a piece
from another players board! For 2-4 players.
- Age: 7 years +

Mental Blox 360

Mental Blox Critical
Thinking Game

Players build critical thinking skills as they
complete point-of-view challenges
Game cards show different visual perspectives
that players use to create 3D puzzles, reinforcing
spatial skills. Game play builds problem solving
skills.
- Age: 5 years +

Encourage critical thinking with this colourful,
challenging game. Children recreate the
structures from memory or via clues from other
players. Activity cards show a variety of different
constructions. Develops strategic thinking as
players consider shapes and attributes.
- Age: 5 years +

LER9284

LER9280

Mental Blox Jr.
LER9285

Colourful activity cards show a variety of different constructions
Children try to recreate the structures with the cubes and shapes.
Point-of-view, 3D puzzles develop early critical thinking skills.
Game play incorporates block-stacking play to strengthen hand-eye
coordination.
- Age: 5 years +

Daily Schedule Pocket
Chart
LER2504

Demonstrate time management and display the
daily schedule for all to see! Includes 14 rows
with 3 pockets each, 48 wipe-clean cards (15
blank clock faces, 20 digital time cards and 13
activity name cards) and 3 handy storage pockets.
Grommeted for hanging, activity guide included.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)32.5 x (H)106.5 cm

Mental Blox Go!
LER9286

The perfect travel companion for holidays and long car journeys. Critical
thinking game play will encourage problem solving skills. Set includes:
20 double-sided puzzle cards, 16 puzzle pieces in 4 shapes, colours and
patterns.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)16 x (W)16 x (H)16 cm
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Giant Magnetic Array Demonstration Set

Magnetic Ten Frame Answer Boards

Easily demonstrate multiplication on the whiteboard! Giant magnetic arrays
and colourful discs allow students and teachers to explore multiplication
as repeated addition. Ideal for number concepts, counting, building number
sets, multiplication, operations.
Set includes: 2 magnetic 5x5 arrays, 50 discs, multilingual guide.
- Age: 7 years +

Reinforce early maths skills! These answer boards will encourage shy
learners to participate in class activities. Double-sided boards feature a ten
frame on one side and a double-ten frame on the reverse. Set includes: 4
wipe clean boards, 100 foam magnetic counters.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)18 x (H)16 cm

LER6648

LER6645, LER6647 (Array Answer Boards)

Ten-Frame Stamp

Ten-Frame Dice

Number Bonds Answer
Boards

Create your own activity sheets and help primary
learners visualise their maths activities as they
develop a variety of mathematical skills.
Set includes: 2-piece ten-frame stamp. Stamp’s
handle doubles-up as a “counter” stamp to print in
the ten-frame.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)15 x (H)6 cm

Represent numbers as Ten-Frames! These soft
foam dice show primary learners how numbers
can be illustrated in a ten-frame format. Soft foam
dice feature ten-frame representations of numbers
0 – 20. Dice have rounded corners for easy rolling.
Comes with plastic jar for easy storage.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)5 x (W)5 x (H)5 cm

Sturdy answer boards are ideal for small group
or whole class number bond activities. Answer
boards are an ideal way to get shy children
involved in classroom activities. Hand-held boards
are double-sided: Blank number bond on one side
and space to write fact families on the reverse.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (W)16 x (H)16 cm

LER6652

Giant Magnetic Number
Bonds
LER5214

Over-sized magnets are perfect for getting the
whole class involved in number bond activities.
Whiteboard demonstration tools are ideal for
whole class activities. Magnetic resources can be
used time and time again.
Set includes: 55 magnets, 3 demonstration
circles, 3 demonstration squares, 4 connecting
lines, 45 discs, multilingual activity guide.
- Age: 5 years +
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Wipe Clean Fact Family
Boards
LER3799

Build number fact fluency with boards designed
in the familiar triangle format. Double-sided, wipeclean boards focus on addition/subtraction on one
side and multiplication/division on the reverse.
Support algebraic skills such as equations, the
commutative property and problem solving.
Set of 5.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (H)25 cm

LER5213

Magnetic Addition
Machine
LER6368

This magnetic activity set is an ideal front of class
teaching resource for demonstrations of simple
addition equations. Magnetic components will
attach securely to your whiteboard. Set can be
used to demonstrate a variety of early maths skills
Set includes: 2 cups (blue and green), addition
funnel, numbered counting tray and 20 balls (10
green and 10 blue).
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)28 cm

Under the Sea Shells Word Problem Activity Set
LER1770

This versatile activity set includes everything you need to support early maths skills development.
Bring word problems to life (and make them concrete!) with clam shells and fun little crab and sea-star
counters! Perfect way to practice addition, subtraction, and finding the missing number. Set includes: 40
double-sided word problem cards (80 word problems), 4 clam shells, and 80 counters (40 crabs and 40
sea stars both in 2 colours).
- Age: 1 years +
- Item size: (L)12.5 x (W)10.16 x (H)3.81 cm

Sum Swamp Addition &
Subtraction Game
LER5052

Venture over the crocodile shortcut and through
the endless loop by adding and subtracting
numbers on the dice. Set includes: game board,
4 animal game pieces, 2 number dice and an
operations die. For 2-4 players.
- Age: 1 years +
- Item size: (L)43 x (H)30.5 cm

Riddle Cube The Game
LER-EI2904

Engage young learners in geometry with this
challenging, fun-filled game. Players race to be the
first to bend their Riddle Cube into the shape on
the challenge card and win the round!
Set includes: 4 Riddle Cubes, 100 doublesided challenge cards, 60-second sand timer,
multilingual instructions.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)7.5 cm

10 On The Spot! Making

I Sea 10! Maths Game

Encourage children to make 10 in this bingo-style
game. Game cards feature ten-frames on 1 side
and numbers only on the other for 2-levels of play.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (W)15 x (H)20 cm

Develop number sense by catching combinations
of 10! The whole family can develop their number
sense as they fish for 10!
Set includes: 90 number cards, 10 shark cards and
instructions. For 2-4 players.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (D)4 cm

LER1764

POP For Addition &
Subtraction
LER8441

Watch out for the ‘POP’ pieces in this fast-paced,
language-free, maths practice game! Children
take a bubblegum ball from the box and solve the
equation to keep their piece. Uses numbers 1-10.
Set includes: spinner, 90 maths fact cards and 10
POP cards.
Box measures (W)8cm x (H)15cm .
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (W)8 x (H)15 cm

LER1771

Secret Dice Tower
LER-LSP6371-UK

Engage children and build anticipation in a variety
of dice games as they wait for the dice to tumble
through the tower before being able to see the
numbers they land on! Set includes: Secret Dice
Tower, 6 different polyhedral dice.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)6.5 x (W)26 x (H)26 cm
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Tri-Facta

LER3039 (Multiplication & Division)
LER3038 (Addition & Subtraction)

Reinforce numeracy with this fun game! Children play cards to create true
fact triangles before spinning the board round to the next player. Familiar
fact family triangle provides a visual clue while reinforcing addition and
subtraction or multiplication and division skills. Set includes: Triangular
board game, 100 number cards, 4 plastic trays.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)35 x (W)5.5 X (H)31 cm

Even Steven’s Odd! Dice Rolling Challenge
LER-EI3415

Roll the dice to complete this fun challenge and win Steven.
Players take turns turning over a challenge card before all rolling their dice.
The first player to complete the challenge grabs Steven. The winner is the first
player to win 10 challenges. Develops addition and subtraction skills while
promoting quick thinking. Set includes: 24 dice, 4 dice holders, 40 levelled
challenges, ‘Even Steven’ character.
- Age: 7 years +

0-30 Number Line Floor Mat
LER0935

Reinforce number sense, counting, addition and subtraction whilst getting
children thinking on their feet! Features left-to-right representation and
includes numbers 0 to 30. Numerals are colour-coded (blue evens, red odds
and black zero). Set includes: Activity guide.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)7 x (H)30 cm

Hip Hoppin Hundred Mat
LER1100

Have children hopping around about hundreds! This versatile floor mat
reinforces counting, number patterns, place value, operations, problem
solving and more. Number frames let you mark different kinds of numbers
such as odd and even. Set includes: 2 x 12cm inflatable cubes, 54 frames
and activity guide.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)120 x (W)120 x (H)120 cm
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Ten-Frame Floor Mat Activity Set
LER6651

These oversized floor mats will help primary learners visualise their maths
activities as they develop a variety of mathematical skills: Counting, 1-to-1
correspondence, number patterns, arithmetic, addition, subtraction and
multiplication, Set includes: 2 vinyl ten-frame floor mats, 20 x double-sided
discs.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)152 x (W)71 cm

Mathlink Cubes Activity Set
LER-LSP4286-UK

This versatile activity set includes everything you need to support early
maths skills development. Visually appealing cards provide engaging,
hands-on activities to keep young learners interested. Encourages positional
language and direction.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)2 x (W)2 X (H)2 cm per cube

Make a Splash 120 Maths Activity Mat
LER1772

Dive into this game and practice number concepts up to 120! This attractive
sea-themed number floor mat develops a variety of primary maths skills.
Set includes: 64 square frames, 64 square marker cards, 4 T-shaped frames,
2 inflatable number cubes, 1 inflatable number cube for +1-, -10, +1 and -1
and instructions.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)120 x (H)140 cm
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Giant Magnetic Cuisenaire Rods
Demonstration Set
LER7708

Large Magnetic Cuisenaire Rods are ideal for front of class demonstrations.
Magnetic backing allows rods to stick to whiteboards and other magnetic
surfaces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)25 x (W)2.5 cm

Counting & Place Value Pocket Chart

Math Whiz

LER2416

LER-EI8899

Stimulating maths practice on the go. This fast-paced, handheld game
includes 8 skill levels to master addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division. Features a big digit display and sounds for instant feedback.
Requires 2 AAA batteries (not included.)
- Age: 6 years +

Teach counting, sorting, place value and grouping with this durable chart.
Includes a set of 20 double-sided number cards, 3 double-sided title cards,
200 blue plastic counting straws, pockets to store everything and activity
guide.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)33 x (H)46 cm

Fraction Tower Cubes:
Equivalency Set
LER2509

Help students visualise and understand fraction
concepts in different contexts with these colourcoded hands-on resources. Durable, interlocking
cubes help students visualise fractions concepts
by building simple, visual mathematical models.
Cubes are marked with respective fractions,
percentages and decimals.
- Age: 6 years +

Great Value Rainbow Fraction Teaching System Kit
LER2088

Everything you need to teach and reinforce fractions! Students manipulate colour-coded
representational cubes, tiles and shapes and work independently with flash cards and engaging activity
cards. Set includes: 11 kinds of manipulatives plus convenient storage bucket and comprehensive
teaching guide.
- Age: 6 years +
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Maths Comprehension Cards

Encourage students to put their math skills to use by solving real-life problems presented in engaging fiction and non-fiction passages. Students simply read
the story before flipping over the card for 6 multiple-choice comprehension questions. Passages progress in difficulty both within and between sets. Cards
are colour-coded by topic; perfect for specific skill focus. Each set includes: 60 double-sided full colour cards and teacher’s guide.
- Age: 7 - 11 years +
- Item size: (W)21 x (H)13 cm

Year Group 3
LER-LSP0161-UK

Year Group 4
LER-LSP0162-UK

Year Group 5
LER-LSP0163-UK

Year Group 6
LER-LSP0164-UK

Year Group 7
LER-LSP0165-UK

*Maths Comprehension Cards Complete Set of All 5
LER-LSP0161-5UK

Kanoodle Duplexity
LER-EI3022

These 200 logic puzzles have been designed to put brain power to the test!
Simply select a challenge card, place it in the case and play! Game play
encourages spatial reasoning and problem solving skills. Set includes: 200
puzzles (100 double-sided puzzle cards), 28 two-colour magnetic pieces,
carry case and multilingual instructions.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (W)18 x (D)4 x (H)23 cm

Kanoodle Head-to-Head
LER-EI3036

2 players go head to head in the ultimate Kanoodle challenge. Simply place a
challenge card in the centre of the board, fit the pieces shown and race to fit
the remaining pieces before your opponent does. Improves critical thinking
and spatial reasoning skills. Set includes: puzzle board, 12 puzzle pieces, 40
reversible challenge cards (80 puzzles).
- Age: 8 years +

Kanoodle Jr.

LER-EI3078, LER-EI3079 (point of sale display set of 10)

Players improve their spatial reasoning and critical thinking skills as they
rearrange the colourful pieces to solve 2D puzzles. Featuring 60 brain
boosting challenges, players simply pick a challenge from the book, set it up,
then place the remaining plastic game pieces to solve the puzzle. Includes
6 colourful puzzle pieces, 72-page challenge booklet (including 60 puzzles)
and sturdy carry case. Challenges progress in difficulty within each game.
Perfect for individual play.
- Age: 4 years +

Kanoodle
LER-EI2978

Players use coloured, connected beads to complete over 100 brain-building
puzzles. Puzzles are in 2 formats: 2D rectangular or 3D triangular. Can be
simple or mind-boggling depending on the level of play.
Set includes: 48-page illustrated puzzle book.
- Age: 4 years +
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Colour Cubed Strategy
Game

LER9283

A colour matching, critical thinking game!
Children will get addicted to this puzzle game as
they develop their colour recognition and matching
skills.
Players need to match as many colours as
they can when placing their game tiles. Game
play reinforces a variety of skills: Critical
thinking, Problem solving, Matching, Addition
and Observation. Set includes: 40 colour tiles,
multilingual instructions, For 2-6 players. Features
multilingual packaging.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)11.5 x (W)11.5 x (H)11.5 cm

Create-a-Maze
LER2823

Build a maze by plugging curvy, colourful pieces
into the board, following one of the many designs
from the activity cards. Guide the ball through the
wobbly maze filled with obstacles designed to
challenge critical thinking skills. Use engineering
know-how to tilt and guide the marble around the
maze into the cup.
- Age: 5 years +

iTrax Critical Thinking
Game
LER9279

A game of tactical tracking and speed!
iTrax, the problem solving strategy game is great
as an activity for children either in or out of the
classroom. Players look at the game card and
determine the path between the 2 blocks.
Each player must then create the same path with
the game pieces. The first one to do so correctly
wins the round. Set includes: 44 game pieces and
25 double-sided game cards.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)20 x (W)20 x (H)20 cm

Trumble Trax Magnetic
Marble Run
LER2821

Arrange the magnetic pieces by following designs
from the activity cards to create a marble run
Drop the marble at the top and see if your design
works. Great for: Engineering, problem solving,
critical thinking. Set includes: 14 magnetic pieces
1 goal, 4 marbles, 15 double-sided multilingual
activity cards, multilingual guide.
- Age: 5 years +
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Coding

Code & Go Robot Mouse Activity Set
LER2831

Develop critical thinking skills as children program the mouse to find the
chees. Designed to engage children in STEM concepts, This set is the
epitomy of learning through play. Set includes: 16 plastic base pieces,
22 plastic maze walls, 3 tunnel pieces, 30 double-sided coding cards, 20
sequence cards, multilingual activity guide. Mouse requires 3 AAA batteries
(not included).
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)10 cm

Botley The Coding Robot Activity Set
LER2935

Engage and inspire young learners in STEM with our next generation of
coding robot, Botley! 100% screen-free, Botley is the ideal introduction to
coding. This comprehensive kit provides you with countless ways to program
and use this coding robot; no smartphone or tablets required!
- Age: 5 years +

Let’s Go Code! Activity Set
LER2835

This non-digital coding activity set provides a basic introduction to
programming and engineering. It promotes critical thinking skills, develops
gross motor skills and encourages teamwork and cooperative play.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)23 x (W)23 x (H)23 cm

Code & Go Mouse Mania
LER2863

A screen-free way to introduce coding!
Game play provides real STEM learning for young children while providing a basic
introduction to early coding concepts: Step coding & Logic.
Develops critical thinking skills. Encourages problem solving skills.
Set includes: Colourful game board, 90 coding cards: 40 forward, 20 right turn, 20 left
turn, 10 reverse and 12 cheese wedges, 8 game cards: 4 “super mouse” and 4 “warp
zones”, 8 maze walls and stands, 4 robot mice models, 1 die.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)40.5 x (H)40.5 cm
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Crashapult STEM Challenge
LER9287

Crashapult STEM challenge provides an early introduction to angles,
trajectories and distances. Game-like challenges have been designed
specifically to engage and inspire primary children in science, technology,
engineering and maths (STEM) lessons, developing enthusiasm from a
young age. Set includes: 2-piece catapult, 2-piece target hoop, 2-piece target
funnel, 2 launch balls, goal cup, decorative stickers for customisation and 5
challenge cards. Launcher is completely kid-powered: no batteries, springs
or rubber bands.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (H)30 cm

Wacky Wheels STEM Challenge
LER9289

Wacky wheels STEM challenge provides an early introduction to speed,
angles and distances. Game-like challenges have been designed specifically
to engage and inspire primary children in science, technology, engineering
and maths (STEM) lessons. Set includes: 2 piece paddlewheel launcher,
2 piece target hoop, 5 blocks, 2 launch balls, ramp, goal cup, decorative
stickers for customisation, 5 challenge cards. Launcher is completely kidpowered: no batteries, springs or rubber bands..
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (H)30 cm

STEM Force & Motion Activity Set
LER2822

This hands-on activity set allows children to complete investigations and
record data in order to find the optimum situation for each activity. Concepts
covered includes gravity, inertia, friction and push and pull prinples. Set
includes: pendulum with frame, trellis, 2 plastic tracks featuring different
textures, 2 miniature cars, 2 weighted blocks, 10 activity cards, multilingual
activity guide. trellis measures (H)23.5cm.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)30 x (H)7 cm

STEM Simple Machines Activity Set
LER2824

This colourful set engages primary learners in the understanding of key
physics concepts. It introduces primary learners to all 6 simple machines:
pulley, lever, wheel & axle, Inclined plane, screw and wedge. Children conduct
investigations and record data to find the optimum situation for each activity.
Set includes: 6 plastic simple machines, 10 activity cards, multilingual activity
guide.
- Age: 5 years +
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Primary Science Wow & Wonder Set
LER2825

Real science tools perfectly sized for little hands! Making science accessible to everyone, the Primary Science products have been designed with young
scientists in mind. The bright colours will keep young learners engaged while the chunky tools are perfect for little hands to manage. Easy-to-use science
set will develop a love of science from an early age. Suggested experiments will help young scientists develop their understanding of: colour identification,
properties of magnetisms, conducting experiments and investigations. Set includes: Bubble blowing wand, 2 test tubes in a stand featuring on/off caps,
horseshoe magnet, twisty dropper, colour mixing glasses and 6 lenses, 10 easy-to-follow wipe clean activity cards, multilingual guide.
- Age: 3 years +

Primary Science Sensory
Tubes
LER2445

Primary Science Colour
Mixing Lenses
LER2768

Fill with handy everyday items to enhance sensory
experiences. These Sensory Tubes are great to
help children develop sensory awareness whilst
they enjoy scientific exploration!
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (H)30 cm

Provide colour-mixing fun with this sturdy frame
and lenses. Chunky Colour Mixing Lenses help
children to explore colour properties at primary
science level. Set includes: 3 lenses: 1 each of red,
yellow and blue, lense frame.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)20 cm

Jumbo Eyedroppers with
Stand

Jumbo Test Tubes with
Stand

Extra large droppers sized perfectly for little hands
and are ideal for developing fine motor skills while
learning primary science.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)11 x (H)11 cm

Big science for little hands! Durable plastic test
tubes made specifically for hands-on learning.
Features sturdy stand, 6x 100ml tubes with
different coloured screw lids and Activity Guide.
- Age: 3 years +

LER2779
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LER2788

Primary Science Colour
Mixer
LER2769

Mix up some colour for your next science
experiment! Scientist’s plastic flask is divided into
2. Add a different colour of liquid to each chamber.
When children pour, the 2 colours mix.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)11 x (H) 12.5 cm

Plastic Test Tubes with
Caps
LER2454

These durable test tubes with caps are perfect for
young explorers. Set of 12.
- Age: 8 years +
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Nancy B’s Science Club Reflection
Kaleidoscope
LER-EI5363

Super Magnet Lab Kit
LER2064

Everyone gets hands-on exploration with this complete 119-piece classroom
set for 25 students.
- Age: 5 years +

Encourage children to feel comfortable about science with hands-on tools
and real-life journaling activities! 22-page activity journal encourages creative
thinking and features a selection of investigations with room to record
results. The kaleidoscope features fully adjustable mirrors and a degree
gauge. Set includes: colourful beads, craft mirror and ball for extended
experimentation.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)28.5 cm

Giant Magnetic

Make your whiteboard come alive with science!
Realistically detailed jumbo magnets bring life cycle demonstration to life! Pieces are wipe-clean for labelling. Activity guide included.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)20 x (H)20 cm

Plant Life Cycle

Water Cycle

LER6045

LER-LSP6047-UK

Frog Life Cycle

Butterfly Life Cycle

LER6041

LER6043

Soft Foam Cross-Section Models

Learn the parts of a cell with these tactile soft foam models. One half is labelled with the parts, while the other half is labelled with letters for assessment
activities.
- Age: 7 years +

LER1901

- Item size: (L)14 x (W)15.5 x (H)14 cm

LER1905

- Item size: (L)14 x (W)8 x (H)19 cm

LER1900

- Item size: (L)14 x (W)15.5 x (H)14 cm
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Giant Inflatable Solar System Set
LER2434

Turn your young astronaut’s bedroom into an intergalactic experience with
these jumbo inflatable planets! 9 colourful planets, sun and moon which
inflate easily. Set includes: foot pump, hang tags, repair kit and Activity
Guide. Measurements are Sun 58cm, Jupiter 36cm, Saturn 28cm (with rings),
Neptune 23cm, Uranus 23cm, Venus 19cm, Earth 19cm, Mars 15cm, Mercury
15cm, Pluto 13cm, Moon 13cm.
- Age: 5 years +

Giant Magnetic Solar System Demo Set

GeoSafari Motorised Solar System

Make your whiteboard come alive with science!
Full-colour, realistically detailed magnets capture students’ attention.
Set includes: 8 planets, Pluto (dwarf planet), Sun, Earth’s moon, asteroid belt
and activity guide.
Largest (Sun) measures 25cm in diameter.
- Age: 5 years +

Create the wonder of the solar system within any room with this motorised
model. Young learners can view the workings of the solar system or create
their very own planetarium! Requires 4 AA batteries (not included). The Sun
doubles up as a night-light with auto shut off!
- Age: 8 years +

LER6040

LER-EI5287

Puzzle Globe

Pumping Heart Model

LER7735

LER3535

Create a memorable exploration of how the heart
and lungs work together for oxygen exchange by
adding coloured liquid to the unit. Includes clearly
labelled heart chambers, main artery, veins and
lungs, 10 packs of dye and activity guide.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)30 x (W)27 cm
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Durable 5cm Compass
LER2589

Hand-held compass is portable and includes
lanyard, protective cover and instructions.
- Age: 6 years +

This brightly coloured globe encourages an
interest in geography from an early age as little
hands fit and remove the colourful continents
to the earth. Set includes: Globe, 6 continents,
6 continent labels, customisable labels. Globe
rotates for easy 360° access.
- Age: 3 years +
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Conversation Cubes
LER7300

Get your child talking by rolling the cubes!
Colourful 4cm soft foam cubes feature 36
engaging questions about student experiences
and perspectives, including “Who is the bravest
person you know?” and “What foods do you
like?” Use in character development activities,
brainstorming before writing, and to build oral
language, social and listening skills.
Activity guide included.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)4 x (W)4 x (H)4 cm

Soft Foam Emoji Cubes
LER7289

Develop social and emotional skills with these
brightly coloured cubes. Images and prompts
will encourage young children to think about how
they’re feeling and to talk about their emotions.
Set of 4 cubes: 2 featuring emoji faces and 2
featuring written prompts.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)4 x (W)4 x (H)4 cm

Letters & Sounds-Phase 2
Cubes
LER-LSP0586-UK

Soft foam cubes have been specifically designed
in line with the Letters & Sounds Phase 2 Phonics
framework. Cubes feature individual letter
progression sets for this phase. Ideal for individual
or small group learning. Set of 6 cubes.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)4 x (W)4 x (H)4 cm

Retell A Story Cubes
LER7233

Boost reading and listening comprehension
with these 6 foam cubes while encouraging
creativity and storytelling skills. With a unique
story-retelling suggestion on each side, cubes
feature 36 different activities, including “Tell what
might happen next” and “From the photos and
illustrations I learned”. Activity guide included.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)4 x (W)4 x (H)4 cm

Soft Foam Phonics Cubes
LER0589

Learning to read becomes an appealing game
with these 4cm soft foam phonics cubes! Set can
be used individually to reinforce specific phonics
skills or together in language games. Includes
18 colour-coded cubes (6 lowercase alphabet, 6
blends and 6 word families) and an activity guide.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)4 x (W)4 x (H)4 cm

Story Starter Cubes
Writing Prompt Cubes
LER7232

Students can use these foam cubes in both
creative storytelling and non-fiction writing
activities. The cubes feature different writing
prompts on every side (36 prompts in total).
Activity guide included.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)4 x (W)4 x (H)4 cm

Letters & Sounds-Phase 3
Cubes
LER-LSP0587-UK

Teach the Letters & Sounds phonics framework
with these popular soft foam cubes. Cubes can be
used to introduce the framework’s phase 3 letter
progression sets. Trickier phase 3 letter sets are
repeated for additional reinforcement. Ideal for
individual or small group learning.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)4 x (W)4 x (H)4 cm

LER7020 (Word Cubes)
LER7021 (Picture Cubes)

Roll these soft foam cubes to get creative story
writing started! Each set includes 2 character
cubes, 2 setting cubes and 2 situation cubes. To
get a story started have students roll the cubes,
then mix and match characters, settings and
situations. Includes instruction booklet.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)4 x (W)4 x (H)4 cm

Reading Comprehension
Cubes
LER7022

Ask your child questions before, during and after
reading a story with these soft foam cubes.
Set of 6 cubes. Ideal for individual or group use.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)4 x (W)4 x (H)4 cm
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Vowel Owls Sorting Set
LER5460

Fun sorting activities for reinforcing literacy skills
at home. Owl themed literacy sorting set will
engage children in distinguishing short vowels
from long vowels. Children sort the picture cards
into the owls labelled with the correct letter vowel.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)10 x (H)7.5 cm

Double Duel: A SoundAlike Word Game
LER3773

Knead or need? Tea or tee? Hone in on
homophone identification with this high speed
game. Requiring sharp listening and vocabulary
skills. 2 levels of play allow for differentiated
learning. Includes 200 double-sided, self-checking
clue cards, Activity Guide and 4x 8cm buzzers.
Each buzzer makes a different sound and requires
2 AAA batteries, not included. For 2-4 players.
- Age: 7 years +

Word Building Dominoes
LER-EI2944

Reinforce children’s phonics learning with fun
domino game play. Word Building becomes
a game for the whole family with this set of
dominoes! Encourage word building skills with this
fun family game. Traditional domino game play is
used as each player adds their domino to create
a word.
- Age: 6 years +
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Sight Word Swat

Sight Word Bingo

This easy-to-play game is perfect for reinforcing
what children have been learning during lessons –
ideal for family fun at home or as an end of lesson
activity! ‘Tricky’ words are highlighted for easy
identification to remind children that they can’t
sound out these words phonetically.Set includes:
4 plastic fly swatters, 150 double-sided flies and
instructions.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)23

Familiar game play to reinforce sight words! Bingo!
This easy-to-play game is perfect for reinforcing
what children have been learning during lessons
– ideal for family fun at home or as an end of
lesson activity! Set includes: Spinner, 4 doublesided game cards (bingo game cards on one side
and caption cards on the reverse), 36 disks and
multilingual instructions.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)17.5 x (W)22 x (H)2.5 cm

LER-LSP8598-UK

Word For Word
LER7180

Players hurry to build words using all sides of their
Reading Rods® within the 2-minute time limit.
Fast-paced game can be played at multiple levels
and customised to practise specific reading and
word building skills. Includes 112 colour-coded
Reading Rods, 2 minute timer, 4 pencils, score pad
and instructions. For 2-4 players.
- Age: 7 years +

Phonics & Word Building
Dominoes
LER-EI2940(Short vowels),
LER-EI2941(Long vowels),
LER-EI2942(Blends & Digraphs),
LER-EI2943(Sentence building)

Reinforce children’s phonics learning with fun
domino game play. Develop an understanding of
short vowels with this fun family game. Traditional
domino game play is used as each player adds
their domino to create short words.
- Age: 6 years +

LER-LSP2193-UK

POP For Games

LER8430 (Sight Words),
LER8470 (Word Families),
LER8471 (Blends)

Practise key word recognition with this
entertaining grab-and-go game!
Ideal for reinforcing high frequency words and
improving fluency.
Set includes: 92 game cards and 8 POP cards.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (W)8 x (H)15 cm

Plot Blocks

LER-LSP7328-UK

Children will never get bored with this engaging
literacy activity set as every roll of the dice creates
a different story. Easy-to-use activity set uses
colourful imagery to engage young learners.
Attractive set combines different settings,
characters, objects and actions for creative writing
activities.
- Age: 4 years +

Hot Dots Let’s Learn Jolly Phonics Set
LER-EI9289

Give children a thorough foundation in reading and writing with Jolly Phonics
and the self-checking Hot Dots system. Children select an answer against the
multiple choice questions with the Talking Pen. The pen shows a green or red
light for immediate feedback. Pens can also be set to an audio setting or fun
sound effects - or both for extra reinforcement.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (W)20 x (H)13 cm

Word on the Street Junior
LER-EI2831

Get in the fast lane for some primary literacy fun!
Learners will love racing along this board game as
they develop a variety of literacy skills, collecting
letters as they go! Encourage players to play in
teams to develop an understanding of teamwork.
Teams select categories to start collecting letter
tiles. Move 8 letters to your side to win!
- Age: 7 years +
- Item size: (L)72.5 x (W)19.5 cm

LER3201

Engage early learners with this interactive activity set as they follow
activities to develop an awareness of different positions and corresponding
vocabulary. Children follow the instructions on the activity cards or spinner
to place the picture cards with the correct plastic model. Set includes: Plastic
models of a hat, box, tree and chair, 16 picture cards, 40 activity cards,
double-sided spinner.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (H)7.5 cm

Word Construction

Speaker’s Box

Build basic word building skills in young learners!
An engaging way to help develop word building
with your early literacy class! Start by creating a
consonant, vowel, consonant (C-V-C) word with
the nuts and bolts. Turn any nut piece to create
a new word. Set includes: 6 chunky plastic bolts
measuring 12.5cm L, 30 printed letter nuts,
measuring 5cm D x 1.5cm.
- Age: 5 years +

Build oral language, critical-thinking skills and
confidence as students reach into the box, pick
a prompt card, then get talking! Colour-coded
prompt cards feature real-life photographs on
the front and written prompts on the reverse that
focus on decision making, things you like best,
describing a picture or giving instructions.
- Age: 6 years +
- Sturdy cardboard cube measures 12.5cm.

LER5044

Creative Writing Flip Chart
LER-LSP3037-UK

Fox in the Box Positional Words Activity
Set

This easy-to-use flipchart is perfect for reinforcing what children have been
learning during lessons – ideal for independent learning at home or as an
end of lesson activity! Colourful story writing chart features 15 prompts for
all key elements of storytelling: Who, What, Where, When and How. Endless
combinations encourage children to write a new story every time!
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)47 x (H)15 cm

LER3034

Magnetic Vowel Owls
LER5459

Encourage vowel identification and early literacy skills with these friendly
owls. Simple owl-themed magnets can be used on any magnetic surface.
Plastic magnets are wipe-clean. Set includes: a blank owl for customisation.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (W)12 x (H)18 cm
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Idiom of the Week Pocket Chart
LER-EI1753

The mysteries of idioms become
child’s play when you explore a new
one each week. A light-hearted way
to tackle the differences between
literal and figurative language,
enrich vocabulary and improve
comprehension. and features metal
grommets for hanging. Includes
activity guide and 20 double-sided
cards with storage pouch.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (W)33 x (H)70 cm

Reading Comprehension Cards

LER-LSP5500-6UK, LER-LSP5499-UK, LER-LSP5500-UK,
LER-LSP5501-UK, LER-LSP5502-UK, LER-LSP5503-UK,
LER-LSP5504-UK

Engage learners in reading comprehension activities with these entertaining
fiction & non-fiction stories. Cards feature a story on one side & multiplechoice comprehension questions on the reverse. Covers a variety of subjects
including maths, science & social studies.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (W)21 x (H)13 cm

Photo Cards

Critical thinking meets visual literacy in this brain-teasing, eye-sharpening card set that tests children’s communication skills! Cards feature themed
photography on one side and 4 thought-provoking questions on the other. Children answer the questions to promote: Speaking skills, listening skills, writing
skills, critical thinking.
Set includes: 40 double-sided cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)20 x (H)20 cm

Snapshots Critical Thinking Wild About Animals
Basic Vocabulary
LER9281
Snapshots Critical Thinking LER6079
LER3362
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Puzzle Play

Transport Puzzles

A Series of 4 wooden puzzles with theme ‘Transport’. The puzzles have an increase in difficulty with 16, 25, 36 and 49 pieces.
Avaliable separately or as a set of 4. Printed directly on 0.4 cm birch plywood pieces in a beech varnished frame.

- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)34 x (W)34 cm

Airport

Station

Ferry

Traffic

H522067 (16pcs)

H522069 (36pcs)

H522068 (25pcs)

H522070 (49pcs)

Street Action Puzzles
A Series of 4 wooden puzzles with theme ‘Street action’. The puzzles have an increase in difficulty with 16, 25, 36 and 49 pieces. Avaliable separately or as a
set of 4. Printed directly on 0.4 cm birch plywood pieces in a beech varnished frame.

- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)34 x (W)34 cm

Fire

H522073 (25pcs)

Trash Collection
H522075 (49pcs)
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Accident

H522072 (16pcs)

Construction
H522074 (36pcs)

Puzzle Play

EDUCO

Shopping Puzzles

Full of detail and taking points, these 4 wooden puzzles depict several shops. All puzzles contain 81 pieces.
Avaliable separately or as a set of 4. Printed directly on 0.4 cm birch plywood pieces in a beech varnished frame.

- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)40 x (W)40 cm

Ice Cream Parlour

My Shop

The Bakery

Supermarket

H522163 (81pcs)

H522165 (81pcs)

H522164 (81pcs)

H522162 (81pcs)

Health Puzzles

This range shows children situations relating to health in daliy life. Wooden puzzle with 16 pieces.
Avaliable separately or as a set of 4. Printed directly on 0.4 cm birch plywood pieces in a beech varnished frame.

- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)34 x (W)34 cm

Dentist

Doctor

Vet

Hospital

H522551 (16pcs)

H522553 (16pcs)

H522552 (16pcs)

H522554 (16pcs)
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Recreation Puzzles

Set of 4 wodden puzzles regrading several recreative activities. All puzzles contain 64 pieces. Avaliable separately or as a set 4. Printed directly on 0.4 cm
birch plywood pieces in a beech varnished frame.

- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)40 x (W)40 cm

Children’s Farm

Zoo

Amusement Park

Swimming Pool

H522615 (64pcs)

H522617 (64pcs

H522616 (64pcs)

H522618 (64pcs)

Children’s Activities Puzzles

The range shows children’s activities with 4 different situations. The wooden puzzles contain 24 pieces. Avaliable separately or as a set of 4. Printed directly
on 0.4 cm birch plywood pieces in a beech varnished frame.

- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)40 x (W)28 cm

Picnic

The Playground

H522572 (24pcs)

H522573 (24pcs)

Birthday Party

Farm Visit

H522570 (24pcs)
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H522571 (24pcs)

Hygiene Puzzles

The series of 4 wooden puzzles with theme “Personal hygiene’. The puzzles contain either 16 or 25 wooden pieces. Available separately or as a set of 4.
Printed directly on 0.4 cm birch plywood pieces in a beech varnished frame.

- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)34 x (W)34 cm

Washing Hands
H522590 (16pcs)

Dressing

H522592 (25pcs)

Bathing

H522591 (16pcs)

Brushing Teeth
H522593 (25pcs)

Seasons Puzzles 1

Every season is featured in this series of 4 puzzles. The pictures show scenes outside the small house but at diffrent times of the year. One season per
puzzle. The set has an increase in difficulty with 2x 9 and 2x 16 pieces. Avaliable separately or as a set of 4. Printed directly on 0.4 cm birch plywood pieces in
a beech varnished frame.

- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)34 x (W)34 cm

Spring

Summer

Autumn

Winter

H522855 (9pcs)

H522857 (9pcs)

H522856 (16pcs)

H522858 (16pcs)
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Baby Puzzles

Wooden puzzles with theme ‘Baby’. The set contains 4 themes with themes with situations that show life with a new baby in the house. The puzzles vary from
9 to 12 piecse. Avaliable separately or as a set of 4. Printed directly on 0.4 cm birch plywood pieces in a beech varnished frame.

- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)24 x (W)24 cm

Baby Bathing

Baby Eating

Baby Playing

Baby Sleeping

H522677 (12pcs)

H522679 (9pcs)

H522678 (9pcs)

H522676 (12pcs)

Above and Under Puzzles

What is going on above and beneath the ground and water? This set of 4 advanced puzzles with 120 pieces each contain: ocean, lake, woods and city.
Printed directly on 0.4 cm birch plywood pieces in a beech varnished frame.

- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)40 x (W)50 cm

The Ocean

H522851 (120pcs)

The Woods

H522853 (120pcs)
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The Lake

H522852 (120pcs)

The City

H522854 (120pcs)

Seasons Puzzles 2

Every season is featured in this series of 4 puzzles. The pictures show scenes outside the smae house but at different times of the year. One season per
puzzle. The set has an increase in difficulty with 25, 36, 49 and 64 pieces. Avaliable separately or as a set of 4. Printed directly on 0.4 cm birch plywood pieces
in a beech varnished frame.

- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)40 x (W)40 cm

Spring

Summer

Winter

Autumn

H522623 (25pcs)

H522626 (49pcs)

H522624 (25pcs)

H522625 (36pcs)

Above and Beneath Puzzles

What is going on above and beneath the ground and water? Set of 4 wooden puzzles with 28 or 35 pieces. Avaliable separately or as a set of 4. The set
contains: into the woods, the jungle, the garden and the sea. Printed directly on 0.4 cm birch plywood pieces in a beech varnished frame.

- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)40 x (W)28 cm

Into the Woods

Into the Jungle

Into The Garden

Into The Sea

H522851 (35pcs)

H522853 (28pcs)

H522852 (35pcs)

H522854 (28pcs)
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Sports Puzzles

This wonderful series of 4, framed jigsaw puzzles shows pictures of swimming, horse riding, soccer and ballet. The beautifully illustrated scenes are rich in
detail and fun to put together. Available individually or as a complete set of 4. Printed directly on 0.4 cm birch plywood pieces in a beech varnished frame.

- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)40 x (W)40 cm

Horse Riding

Soccer

Swimming Pool

Ballet

H522878 (64pcs)

H522877 (64pcs)

H522879 (64pcs)

H522880 (64pcs)

Astronautics Puzzles

A series of wooden puzzles with theme ‘Astronautics’. The diversity within this series makes it suitable for introducing science instruction and class
discussion. All puzzles contain 30 pieces. Avaliable separately or as a set of 4. Printed directly on 0.4 cm birch plywood pieces in a beech varnished frame.

- Age: 4 Years +
- Item Size: (L)40 x (W)50 cm

Rocket

Stars And Planets

Earth

Astronaut

H523229 (30pcs)

H523231 (30pcs)
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H523232(30pcs)

H523230 (30pcs)

Power Puzzles - Augmented Reality

The AR-apps contain a series of educational exercises to extend vocabulary (stories, rhymes and songs), but also exercises to stimulate motor skills
(preparatory writing skills) and exercises with shapes and colours. Contents: Power puzzle - set of 4. With all 4 puzzles you can download an AR-app from the
app-store. Printed directly on 0.4 cm birch plywood pieces in a beech varnished frame.

- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)40 x (W)28 cm

Power Boat Race

Air show

Power Motocross

Formula 1

H523302 (35pcs)

H523303 (24pcs)

H523302 (35pcs)

H523301 (24pcs)

Technique Puzzles

Set of 4 wooden puzzles with images of different technique situations: garage, airdock, workshop and shipyard. The set has an increase in difficulty with 2 x
24 and 2 x 35 pieces. Printed directly on 0.4 cm birch plywood pieces in a beech varnished frame.

- Age: 4 Years +
- Item Size: (L)40 x (W)28 cm

Garage

Airplane

Workshop

Shipyard

H523294 (24pcs))

H523296 (35pcs)

H523295 (24pcs)

H523297 (35pcs)
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Holiday Puzzle

Wooden puzzles with with appealing holiday activties. Beautifully drawn pictures of camping and game drive. The puzzle increase in difficulty with 49 pieces.
Printed directly on 0.4 cm birch plywood pieces in a beech varnished frame.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)40 x (W)40 cm

Camping

H523269 (49pcs)

Game Drive

H523270 (49pcs)

Counting Games
Beetle

H522102 (36pcs)

Match sets of beetle wings featuring dots and numbers. Combine dots
with dots and numbers with numbers or both for more difficulty. Develop
counting skills and number recognition up to 12. Self-checking. Printed
directly on 0.4 cm birch plywood pieces in a beech varnished frame.
Set includes: wooden frame (40 x 40 cm) 50 plastic image cards manual.

- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)34 x (W)34 cm

Counting Street
H522882 (130pcs)

Deliver mail and learn to count to 10. Find the missing number in a series,
addition and subtraction and number correspondence. Build teamwork by
pairing up children to take turns delivering letters based on verbal directions
and cues. Children can also work individually and deliver a number of
envelopes to each house based on colour and numerals. Self- checking.
Set Includes: 2 stands, 2 rows of houses, 16 assignment cards,10 house
numbers (numbers and dots) 100 multi-coloured, envelopes, manual.
partitions and lid.

- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L) 36 x (W) 14 x (H) 10.5 cm
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Find and Count
H522884 (112pcs)

Look and explore the highly detailed theme board scenes. Count the
assigned images. Children keep track of each image found by placing a bead
on the stand. Flip the game strip over for the answers shown in both dots
and numbers. Set includes: 6 Theme board, 6 Assignment strips, 50 Beads
wooden stand, manual.

- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L) 34 x (W) 24 x (H) 8.5 cm

Puzzles

Match & Mix: Animals

Match & Mix: Transport

This sweet animal puzzle let’s kids mix and match
different parts of animals - either making animals
as they should be or creating weird and funky new
animals (they can even name the new creations like “liozebradile” - lion, zebra and crocodile!).
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)33.6 x (W)28.9 x (H)0.9 cm

This puzzle let’s kids mix and match different parts
of the vehicle - either matching pieces correctly
or creating weird and funky new vehicles. As your
child get older, the puzzle pieces can be flipped
over to play vehicle memory matching games.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)33.6 x (W)28.9 x (H)0.9 cm

B11006

B11007

Match & Mix: Kids
B11130

The children are puzzled according to their
characteristics. However, funny fantasy kids can
be created, as well. Children with a good memory
can test themselves in a memo version, in which
the three-part combination of one child needs to
be found.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)28.9 x (W)33.6 x (H)0.9 cm

Frame Puzzle

Each puzzle in the series is illustrated with images of daily situations. These scenes invite children to talk and exchange their experiences thereby encouraging speech development, assignment skills, hand-eye coordination, fine motor skills, social behaviour. The wooden frame is provided so that the young child
can position the puzzle pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)40.5 x (W)28.3 x (H)0.8 cm

Town

Kindergarten

Market

Birthday

Zoo

Construction Site

B12000

B12003
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B12001

B12010

B12002

B12020
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BELEDUC

Sorting Sets

Beleduc’s 24pc Attribute Sorting Puzzles.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)26 x (W)26 x (H)0.8 cm

Savannah
B11060

Seasons
B11030

Environments
B11050

Jungle
B11070

Our House
B11040

Matching Boards

These 10 pc colourful Matching Puzzles are beautifully designed to encourage young children to make their first attempt at learning the basics of maths and
geometry. Children will soon become famliar with 1-10 while playing!
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)37.5 x (W)16 x (H)1.6 cm

Caterpillar Puzzle

Train Puzzle

Duck Family

Young Animals

B11008

B11100

B11009

B11110
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Layer-Puzzle “Accident”

Layer-Puzzle “Weather”

B17023

This puzzle shows what can happen in an accident and makes it clear how
important it is to heed the warnings and watch out for cars. Puzzle contains
5 layers with 66 pieces in total.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)37.5 x (W)16 x (H)1.6 cm

B17047

The weather is an exciting phenomenon. This puzzle shows different
weather situations.5 layer puzzle, with 52 pieces in total.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)32.5 x (W)25.9 x (H)2.3 cm

Layer-Puzzle “Garage”

Layer-Puzzle “Fire Brigade”

B17046

B17035

This puzzle is a child-oriented way of showing the fire brigade in action when
a house is on fire. The layers start with the alarm going off and finish with the
fire brigade returning to the fire station. This item is puzzled not only side by
side but also on top of each other. That means the puzzle is arranged in tiers
whereas each layer is marked by a stair.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)32.5 x (W)25.9 x (H)2.3 cm

This puzzle shows a car accident and various scenes in a garage from the
accident-damaged car to the repaired car. Oh no! A tyre burst and the car
skidded into the crash barrier. Fortunately no one is injured but the car has
to be repaired. The tow-away lorry arrives quickly and everything is fixed in
the repair shop. Luckily the car is ready soon and the drive to the hoilday
destination can continue...
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)32.5 x (W)25.9 x (H)2.3 cm

Discovery Puzzle: Garden

Discovery Puzzle: Woods

Discovery Puzzle: Meadow

Discover happy garden dwellers in this 2 layered
puzzle . An opening on the top layer helps children
guess the scene below. This encourages the
children‘s curiosity and stimulates them to think
further and talk about the scene and more.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)20.6 x (W)20.6 x (H)1 cm

Discover happy forest dwellers in this 2 layered
puzzle . An opening on the top layer helps children
guess the scene below. This encourages the
children‘s curiosity and stimulates them to think
further and talk about the scene.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)20.6 x (W)20.6 x (H)1 cm

Discover happy meadow dwellers in this 2 layered
puzzle . An opening on the top layer helps children
guess the scene below. This encourages the
children‘s curiosity and stimulates them to think
further and talk about the scene.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)20.6 x (W)20.6 x (H)1 cm

B17500
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B17510

B17520

5 in 1 LAYER Puzzles

Every Layer - a whole story ! These puzzles can be puzzled side by side and also on top of each other. The layers include a skeleton, organs, muscles, skin
and clothing. Add layers or take layers off with these puzzles to reveal different body sections. These puzzles is great for encouraging discussion of a healthy
body.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)14.5 x (W)29.5 x (H)2 cm

“Your Body” GIRL
B17128 (28 pcs)

“Your Body” BOY
B17129 (28 pcs)

Floor Puzzle “Dino”
B16207

This puzzle not only impresses with particularly large puzzle pieces, but also
with a total length of 1.20 meters. Millions of years ago, dinosaurs have lost
none of their fascination. The giants of prehistoric times simply belong to
every child’s room! A wonderfully colourful, lovingly designed puzzle that, by
recognizing and naming details, stimulates the memory and speech.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)30 x (W)10 x (H)21 cm

Grandpa & Grandma
B17052 (40pcs)

Floor Puzzle “Pony Farm”
B16208

Join us on the farm, where there is a lot to discover, with this pony farm floor
puzzle from Beleduc! This is a wooden floor puzzle, depicting a scene of a
beautiful day full of activities in the stable. Enjoy a busy but happy life on the
countryside by completing this puzzle game. Set includes: 45 pieces in a
handy storage box.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)30 x (W)10 x (H)21 cm
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Angling fever

Pizza Fiesta

Players use their colour coded rods to pick up fish of the same colour and put
them over the angling stand that matches their rod and fish colour (example:
a red rod will be used to pick up the red fish and put them over the red angling
stand). Each player needs to run around as fast as they can to collect their 3
coloured fish. The first person to put all 3 of their fish onto their angling stand
wins the game! Set includes: 4 angling rods, 4 angling stands, 12 fish.
- Age: 1 years +
- Item size: (L)22.61 x (W)5.08 x (H)22.61 cm

The aim of this game is to top your pizza base with all the right ingredients
first or to collect four pizza cards as quickly as possible. There are various
ways to play ‘pizza fiesta’, all of them requiring concentrated attention
and responsiveness. Set includes: 4 pizza bases, 6 fish, 6 hot peppers, 6
mushrooms, 6 salami slices, 6 cheese slices, 14 pizza cards, 1 die.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)31.7 x (W)23.8 x (H)5 cm

B22364

B22705

1,2,3...Stop
B22750

A Beleduc Safety Awareness Game. Players need to decide which routes to
take to their destinations. They can either take the shorter more dangerous
route or the slightly longer but safer route. ‘1, 2, 3 ... STOP’ teaches children
the importance of road safety as well as making sure they get to their
destination safely rather than quickly. Set includes: 1 wooden game board, 4
wooden playing figures, 2 die.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)24 x (W)24 x (H)5.5 cm

Whatzizz

Cumulo

Casa Banana

Culumo increases awareness of geometrical shapes using cloud formations.
Dexterity, perception and imagination are needed to reproduce the different
shapes with the chain. Set includes: 24 wooden cards, 24 cardboard cards, 1
card holder, 1 chain.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)30.7 x (W)30.7 x (H)5.9 cm

A Beleduc Fine Motor Animal Stacking Game. Players need to stack animal
figures on top of the wooden house without making the whole tower fall
down. Set includes: 20 Wooden Animals, 63 Banana Chips, 5 Treehouse
Boards and 3 Pillars, 1 Number Dice, 3 Pillars, 1 Symbol Dice, 1 Bag
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)24 x (W)24 x (H)5.5 cm

B22325
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B22310

Place cards face down onto the mirror and guess the card using the mirror’s
reflection. The player to choose correctly may take the card.
Set includes: 1 mirror, 60 activity cards, 5 blank for individual creation.
- Age: 1 years +
- Item size: (L)22.61 x (W)5.08 x (H)22.61 cm

B22500

BELEDUC
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Tell Me! What To Do: Situation Cards
B11080

Discovering, learning and telling – our Story cards contain 6 different topics.
The topic cards can be easily differentiated by the unique colour of the frame.
There are 5 cards for each topic, which need to be arranged in the proper
order. A self-check mechanism on the back helps to find the solution. With
the puzzle, the children can familiarise themselves with various everyday
situations. In addition, the picture cards foster language development.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)28 x (W)20 x (H)5 cm

Tell Me! What To Do: Responsibility
Situation Cards
B11090

The topic cards can be easily differentiated by the unique colour of the frame.
There are 5 cards for each topic, which need to be arranged in the proper
order. A self-check mechanism on the back helps with finding the solution.
With this puzzle, children can familiarise themselves with various everyday
situations. In addition, the picture cards foster language development.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)28 x (W)20 x (H)5 cm

Imita

B22720

Happy Farm
B22710

A Beleduc Counting and Exchanging game. On their way over the course the
players collect animals depending on which space they land on - once they
reach the farm house the players can exchange animals.
Set includes: 1 board, 4 playing figure, 20 roosters, 15 sheep, 5 cows, 1
tractor, 3 animal signs, 3 displays and 1 dice.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)37.7 x (W)27.7 x (H)5 cm

The players throw the dice and move to the colour shown on the dice. Now
they have various ways to explain the illustration to the other players. They
can mime it, imitate the sound or explain the illustration without calling it by
name. The first one to reach the goal wins the game. Set includes: 1 wooden
game board (37 x 37 x 1 cm), 6 playing figures, 1 colour dice, 1 symbol dice.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)39 x (W)39 x (H)64 cm

XXL Learning Puzzles

Beleduc’s XXL Learning Puzzles. These large puzzles invites you to have fun playing and discovering the secrets to learn about. These puzzles provides an
opportunity to recognise and name familiar procedures.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)49 x (W)0.6 cm

Planets
B11020

My Day
B11012

My Life
B11120
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Fine/Gross Motor

Trikes

With our range of outdoor and sports items, we offer products, with which children can develop their locomotor system and their cognitive abilities. Physical
activity is an important aspect of the overall development of the child and has become more significant than ever in our modern times. By playing with our
outdoor and sports items, children can move around freely, and in doing so, develop in a healthy and balanced way. Not only is motor activity fostered, but
children can develop through role-play and social interaction, as well. Playing with trikes and scooters enables them to take on various roles of their adult role
models, such as bus driver or policeman.

Scooter Big w brake
B64010

Small Trike

Scooter Small w brake
B64020

B64050

Luopo
B23650

A Beleduc Balance and Coordination Game. 2 players face each other and
guide the ball though the labyrinth moving the chords up and down to tilt the
suspended maze. In order to increase the level of difficulty, several balls can
be used and navigated through the labyrinth in a row. Set includes: 1 wooden
game board with ropes, 2 glass balls, 2 wooden balls, 2 metal balls .
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)24 x (W)24 x (H)5.5 cm

Orienting Shooter
B67020

With the Orienting Shooter children
learn how to aim and throw a ball. It
helps to develop gross motor skills
and hand-eye coordination. It is
especially practical in that the ball
automatically rolls back to the player
when they have scored.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)74 x (W)76 x (H)88 cm

Tunnel - Clear
B67010

Crawling is easy with the sturdy Clear Tunnel! It is a great activity for nursery
and Pre-School children. Thanks to its transparency, there is no fear of
darkness or narrow spaces for the children to worry about, which motivates
them to observe their environment as well.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item size: (L)200 x (W)60 x (H)0 cm
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Shapy
B22470

The players throw 3 colour dice and need to find the sweet that matches the
colour combination thrown. Set includes: 41 wooden tiles, 3 Wooden dice
with shapes and game mat.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)20 x (W)28 x (H)5 cm

Doodle Monster
B22704

Players pick up cards with “doodle monsters” represented on the cards - they
then draw the monsters they see on the cards. Once they are confident with
drawing the given “doodle monsters” they can create their own! A mysterious
book is found in a castle library, it tells of the strange “doodle monsters.”
Set includes: 7 wax crayons, 4 green monster templates (1x head, 1x body,
1x arm, 1x leg), 1 monster card and more.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)31.2 x (W)23.3 x (H)5.5 cm

Logikit

LogiPic

Whether in the kindergarten, in the waiting room or while travelling – LogiKit
is a versatile “playfellow”. Especially suitable for children ages 3 to 8. As
no verbal explanation is necessarily required, it can already be used in early
learning. The game combines a wide range of different developmental areas
such as visual perception, fine motor skills, speech development, vocabulary
and creativity.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)32 x (W)23 x (H)4 cm

LogiPic is a magnetic game with different patterns on the task cards that
need to be copied onto the board. LogiPic is always at hand and ideal for
spontaneous play situations. Thanks to its easy use design, the game is
self-explanatory and perfectly suitable for independent play. A great travel
companion. Develops recognition and naming of colours and objects,
assignment skills, fine motor skills, hand-eye coordination and creativity.
Set includes: 1 wooden frame with magnetic pen .
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)30 x (W)19x (H)3 cm

B21005

B21020
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Tabaluga Game Set
B19003

This game set includes 2 different games that help children develop different social skills: Who Do You Help? and Show Your Emotion!
Set includes: 1 game board, 5 wooden playing figures, 1 snowman, 28 necklace cards, 18 emotion cards, 1 colour die, 1 die with dots,1 mirror.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)38 x (W)28 x (H)6.5 cm

Right or Wrong
B19002

Playing cards demonstrate the essential themes of social competence
including; helping each other, empathy, consideration, sharing, playing by the
rules, respect, politeness, patience and inclusion.
Set includes: 32 cards for 16 situations.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)38 x (W)28 x (H)6.5 cm

Move & Twist
B22421

A jolly action game. The little ladybird wants to go up, along the blossom
stem, to the wonderful flower. But it cant do it without the help of the players
and all sorts of flying and crawling exercises. Be the first to complete a
flower by collecting stem cards and a blossom card.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)22.3 x (W)22.3 x (H)7.9 cm
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Find Monty!
B22420

Findy Monty helps develop spatial perception and nurtures language
development and communication. Also a great tool for the development of
memory. Set includes: 1 cat, 1 bed, 1 pillow, 1 blanket, 34 photos cards, 1
wooden board, 1 symbol die.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)24.5 x (W)24.5 x (H)6 cm

Spiky

B22430

Roll the dice to decide how many spikes you need to feel on the hidden
dragons in the bag, once you feel the dragon with the correct number of
spikes pull him out to check if you were right. For each correct attempt you
receive a flint stone, collect 5 flint stones to win the game.
Set includes: 5 dragons, 1 dragon egg, 20 flintstones, 1 number & symbol
dice, 1 bag.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)28 x (W)20 x (H)50 cm

BELEDUC
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Torreta (Metal Box)
B22450

The children use either the dice with colours or the
dice with dots. Depending on the colour or number
of dots that come up when the dice is thrown, the
children build towers and the winner is the one
who stacks the bricks skilfully and produces the
highest tower.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)20.07 x (W)14.73 x (H)7.11 cm

Witches Kitchen
B22701

The little potion brewing experts search under
mushrooms for dots in the same colour that
comes up on the die. If the colour under the
mushrooms is the same as that shown by the
thrown die, the player may put the mushroom into
his/her own cauldron. The first player to fill his/her
cauldron with the 7 mushrooms is the champion
potion brewer. Set includes: 1 cardboard game
board, 1 turntable, 28 wooden mushrooms, 1 die
with colours.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)37.8 x (W)27.5 x (H)5 cm

One World : Travellino Kids

One World Animal Trip

Accompany the 6 “One World Kids” Mai-Lin, Finn, Ami, Pepe, Leila and Jamal
on their trip around the world. On their travels, the children meet new friends,
discover all continents together and in this way learn about sights, animals and
vegetation all over the world. Encourages social skills
and speech development.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)37.8 x (W)27.5 x (H)5 cm

Each player picks a character and starts on any continent of their choosing.
Each player draws 4 different animals out of a bag that they need to take
back to their home, they spin the compass wheel to determine where they
must move on the map. Once the player has
landed on the coloured continent
they must check if any of their 4
animals match the colour of the
continent they are on, if they do
they can drop the animal/s off
on their home continent.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)37.1 x (W)23.8 x (H)5 cm

B22703

Smart Builders
B22520

Collect 6 house parts and assemble them correctly
to win the game. The players each turn over one
tool chip, if the tool chip matches the tools that are
shown on a house part they can start assembling
their house, the tool chip then goes back into the
pool facing down and the play starts again until
the first house is complete.
Set Includes: 24 house plates, 12 tool chips.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)5 x (W)32 x (H)24 cm

B22730

Read My Mind
B22740

Ask the right questions in order to find out
whic, plant, animal, person or vehicle is on your
opponents hidden card. With close observation,
clever questioning and associative skills you might
be able to “read their minds!” Set includes: 40 cards
with frame, 40 cards for “thought reading.”
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)9 x (W)6 x (H)0.1 cm

FrogDog
B22760

Birdfant, froghound or catmouse? Who heard
these funny animal names before? Let funny
fantasies arise, which can provide for one or the
other laugh. This facilitates the rapid identification
and naming of animals, as well as the imitation of
animal sounds.
- Age: 4 years +
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Games

Friendly Animals
B18009

Game with Safari animals! Building
towers is always fun for children
especially with 10 colourful savannah
animals! A game of skill that
particularly promotes fine motor skills.
Small children can initially play with the
characters and to become familiar with
them. In the next step they practice how
to stack the animals.
Set includes: 10 wooden animals, 1
dice with colours and symbols.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)28 x (W)20 x (H)5 cm

ToPoLoGo “Visio”
B21006

Two-dimensional images can be copied into a three-dimensional space, and
spatial positions can be understood easily.
The cards are assigned to three levels of difficulty and show scenes and
figures in different positions, which need to be copied on the grid board.
Set includes: 1 wooden box (with a mirror side and a magnetic side), 52
building blocks, 1 card holder, 2 blind holders, 30 picture cards (3 difficulty
levels), 1 base board (with grooved slits/ grooved grid), 36 wooden figures
(20 wooden figures and 9 half-figures to stand in, grooves, 7 magnetic
wooden pieces).
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)24.9 x (W)24.9 x (H)12.2 cm

ToPoLoGo “Geo”
B21007

The child copies the activity card and describes the components and their
positions to another child. He/she tries to understand the description and
build accordingly. Communication and speech development are important.
Set includes: 1 wooden box, 52 building blocks, 1 card holder, 2 screen
holders, 30 picture cards (3 levels of difficulty).
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)24.9 x (W)24.9 x (H)12.2 cm

Papilio

Moziblox Nature

B22440

B21030

Take a journey with a caterpillar as you travel to the biggest flower in the
meadow to finally get your butterfly wings. Roll the die to match the colours
and shapes as you move. Once you reach the big flower you need to
assemble the right coloured wings on your butterfly to win the game.
Set includes: 4 caterpillars, 8 flower petals, 15 flower chips, 1 pistil, 1 leaf, 5
dice with colour & symbol dice.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)28 x (W)20 x (H)50 cm
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With 30 cubes in 6 colours hundreds of different patterns can be created
horizontally and also vertically. Have fun recreating the templates or make up
totally new combinations and figures. Infinite combinations can be done by
turning the cubes with no limit to the imagination. Arrange your pattern mix
again and again!
Set includes: 10 task cards.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)20 x (W)20 x (H)20 cm

Games

BELEDUC

Rondo Vario
B22391

The players need to throw 2 dice. The one dice shows a colour and the other
shows a 2-dimensional shape. The 3-dimensional piece then needs to be
found amongst all the wooden pieces. The piece then needs to be threaded
onto the caterpillar. Whoever gets 6 wooden pieces onto their caterpillar wins
In addition to young children practising fine motor skills and older kids learning
to react quickly, this game promotes colour and shape recognition.
Set includes: 4 caterpillars, 42 wooden shapes, 1 symbol die,1 colour die.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)20 x (W)14.5 x (H)7 cm

XXL Candy

Candy (Metal Box)

A Beleduc Colour Matching Game. This is the XXL version of the smaller
Candy game. Bigger pieces allow younger children to join in the fun! The
sweets have different colour combinations with up to 3 colours. The
youngest child begins and throws all 3 dice together. The aim now is to find
the sweet that matches the colour combination on the dice. This exciting
game promotes powers of observation, visual discrimination, sorting and
colour combination recognition. 1-8 players.
Set includes: 41 wooden sweets 3 colour dice, 1 mat .
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)24 x (W)24 x (H)5.5 cm

The sweets have different colour combinations with up to three colours. The
youngest child begins and throws all three dice together. The aim now is to
find the sweet that matches the colour combination on the dice.
Concentration & quick reactions are needed here. This exciting game
promotes powers of observation, visual discrimination, sorting and colour
combination recognition. 1-8 players. Packed in a metal box.
Set includes: 41 wooden sweets (7x2.5cm), 3 colour dice, 1 mat (45 cm dia).
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)20.07 x (W)14.73 x (H)7.1 cm

B25511

B22460

Torreta
B22303

The children use either the colour die or the die with dots. Depending on the
colour or number of dots that come up when the die is thrown, the children
build towers and the winner is the one who stacks the bricks skilfully and
produces the highest tower.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)33.8 x (W)32.8 x (H)9.6 cm
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Furniture/ Storage

Paint Stand

Metal Trolley

The Paint Stand includes 10 paintbrush cups in four colours (3 red, 3 yellow,
2 blue and 2 green). The height of the paint brush stand has been designed
so that children can take and bring back the paintbrush cups independently.
It also includes a shelf space for papers, craft cartons, and paints.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)56 x (W)25 x (H)50 cm

This Metal Trolley is great for keeping your classroom perfectly organised!
It offers 16 storage trays for art and crafts items, stationery and toys.
Additionally, the Metal Trolley has 2 castors for easy mobility that can also be
locked if you want it to stand in one place.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)83 x (W)64 x (H)80 cm

B68110

B68100

Transport Cage
B68041

The sturdy Transport Cage is perfect for storing sand and water toys as well as balls and other sports equipment. With its lockable wheels the transport cage
can be easily moved from the gym or classroom to outdoor areas. Toys not included.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)112 x (W)70.6 x (H)83 cm
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Hand Puppets

The Beleduc range of puppets (for small hands only) is a must for role play. They are lovely listeners and storytellers and are perfectly suited for teaching
about emotions and social behaviour through role play.
PLEASE NOTE: PUPPETS ARE MADE FOR CHILDREN’S HANDS. Please take note of the measurement provided as the puppets may not fit comfortably on an
adult sized hand.
Puppet measures 19.5(H) cm from wrist to tip of the middle finger.

Rabbit

Cat

B40093

B40081

Hen

B40084

Pig

Duck

B40085

B40094

Sheep

Horse

B40096

B40095

Cow

Greenbean Kits
Insect Puppet Set		
GBK-B001			

B40097
“On the Farm” Puppet set		
GBK-B002				

“In the Jungle” Puppet Set		
GBK-B003				

“My Pets” Puppet Set
GBK-B004
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BELEDUC

Hand Puppets

Hand Puppets

Mouse

Fox

B40251

B40030

B40032

Ladybird

Bee

B40034

B40036

Elephant

Dog

B40039

B40080

Hedgehog
B40250
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Caterpillar

BELEDUC

Hand Puppets

Rooster

Giraffe
B40103

B40102

Tabaluga
B19001

Owl

B40254

T-Rex
B40105

Turtle
B40257

Spider
B40255

Crocodile
B40259
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Hand Puppets

Monkey
B40260

Lion

B40262

Butterfly
B40280
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Frog

B40277

Parrot
B40289

Ryan’s Room

Floor Puzzle

A giant floor puzzle, within another puzzle! You might be asking how 1 puzzle fits into another puzzle? 12 smaller puzzle pieces are included and these fit into
the 12 larger puzzle pieces for twice the fun! These durable and sturdy conversational puzzles feature engaging illustrations focusing on a specific theme and
allows your child to engage in not only puzzle building but conversational activities based on the theme itself.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)29 x (W)20.6 x (H)8.6 cm

In The City

CT-RR1015 (24pcs)

Numbers 1- 10
CT-RR1020 (20pcs)

In The Country’s
CT-RR1016 (24pcs)

Wildlife

CT-RR1028 (30pcs)

What’s In The Square - Logic & Matrix
Game
CT-OR2140001

In The Jungle

CT-RR1018 (24pcs)

Barnyard Life

CT-RR1031 (24pcs)

Animals A-Z

CT-RR1022 (26pcs)

What Else Is In The Square

CT-OR2200039 - This game follows on from ‘What’s in the square’.

The jewel in the crown of all matrix games. These games for teaching categorisation of items by their properties. What’s In The Square Set includes: 10
graded games. 4X4 matrix board with space outside matrix for a row and column of tiles on the outside edge of the matrix. 10 sets of tiles with each set
containing margin ‘category’ tiles and intersection ‘instance’ tiles. Rule Book: 38 pgs.
What’s Else Is In The Square Set includes: 1 board, 354 cards divided into 10 sets, and instruction book.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)48.5 x (W)24.5 x (H)8 cm
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CREATIVE TOYS

Ryan’s Room

Fun Shape Pictures

Jumbo Fun Shape a Picture

Make a Discovery! Create colourful designs using the plastic hexagon pieces.
Set includes: 60 assorted, colourful, plastic hexagon shapes, 8 double-sided
image cards, work board.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)31 x (W)31 x (H)5.5 cm

With Jumbo Fun Shape a Picture you can create imaginative pictures using
colourful plastic hexagons. Set Includes: 100 assorted plastic hexagon
shapes, 14 double-sided image cards, work board.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)31 x (W)31 x (H)5.5 cm

CT-RR9154

CT-RR9156

Creative Peg-a-Picture

What Comes First

Creative Peg-a-Picture allows you to create larger pictures, letters and
numbers using the colourful pegs. Set Includes: 96 colourful pegs, 8 doublesided image cards, work board.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)38.1 x (W)30.5 x (H)5.1 cm

What happens first, next and last? ‘What Comes First?’ is a fun game which
teaches typical sequencing techniques using 12 x 3-step picture stories to
develop a sense of progression. Set includes: 12 x 3 piece puzzles.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)6.1 x (W)24.9 x (H)24.9 cm

CT-RR9222

CT-RR5278

Rhyming Words

Big Box Thistle Blocks

Rhyming and matching - 2 fun and entertaining elements of learning! Match
2 words that rhyme to complete the puzzle - the puzzle pieces are selfcorrecting. Set Includes: 27 x 2-piece puzzles with images & words.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)6.1 x (W)24.9 x (H)24.9 cm

Thistle Blocks are a household favourite! Just press the construction blocks
together to build any 3D shapes or objects! Set includes: 66 plastic pieces,
large plastic work surface.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)29 x (W)24.9 x (H)7.9 cm

CT-RR5369

Before & After
CT-RR5252

Don’t we all just love story telling! Learn simple sequencing while completing
the 3-piece puzzle. Puzzle pieces have bright, whimsical illustrations
portraying various daily activies including: washing clothes, preparing food,
getting dressed, and many more.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)5.1 x (W)27.9 x (H)27.9 cm

CT-RR5229

Build-A-Word
CT-RR5261

Compound Wording! Match 2 words in order to come up with a compound
word, and the new word doesn’t even have to be related to the 2 single words
you started with. Set Includes: 36 brightly illustrated game cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)24.9 x (W)24.9 x (H)24.9 cm
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Ryan’s Room & Small World Learning

What Doesn’t Belong

Match The Opposites

CT-RR2121

CT-RR2007

1 of our best sellers, Let’s Learn Kidz presents ‘Match the Opposites!’ Learn
about opposites by matching the 10 sets of photos - simple opposites are to
pair with their corresponding photo. This wonderful game set develops handeye coordination as well as that of encouraging thought process skills.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)25.4 x (W)21.1 x (H)4.6 cm

A game of concentration while at the same time building and developing
math skills.The problem cards featuring addition, subtraction, division and
multiplication are used to build your memory while strengthening important
math concepts. To play the game, turn over an equation and then search for
the correct answer. Set includes: 70 problem cards, 70 answer cards.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)6.1 x (W)24.9 x (H)24.9 cm

Jumbo Building Bricks
CT-RR9105 - with activity cards

The Jumbo Building Bricks set allows your imagination to run wild as you
interlock the plastic bricks into creative objects and designs. The Jumbo
Building Bricks aid in the development of fine motor coordination and
imagination and creativity enhancement. Set Includes: 104 plastic bricks in
assorted colours & shapes, 8 double-sided pattern cards.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)34.3 x (W)27.9 x (H)12.7 cm

Super Thistle Blocks
CT-RR9324

Thistle Blocks are a household favourite! Just press the construction blocks
together to build any 3D shapes or objects! Set includes: over 210 pieces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)12.7 x (W)23 x (H)12.7 cm

Small World Learning

Math Lotto

Spin-A-Shape

Have fun playing a matching game while learning important math concepts
at the same time! Math concepts include addition, subtraction and
multiplication. How do you know if you got the answer right? The magic math
decoder will reveal the answer for you!
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)5.1 x (W)27.9 x (H)27.9 cm

1 of our best sellers, Spin-A-Shape is fun and educational as you identify
the geometric shapes and place them on the game boards in the correctly
shaped ‘windows’ to complete the pictures. Set includes: 4 game boards, 1 x
shape spinner, 32 plastic geometric shapes, 32 game cards
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)6.1 x (W)24.9 x (H)24.9 cm

CT-SWL5232
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CT-SWL5334

CREATIVE TOYS

Small World Learning

Hammer & Nails

Brainy Blocks Deluxe

Brainy Blocks

The game that builds stronger minds! Create
beautiful geometric pictures as you match the
plastic tiles to 36 different activity cards.
Set includes: 18 double-sided activity cards, 32
plastic tiles in assorted shapes, colours & sizes.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)23.9 x (H)4.6 cm

This game is an excellent way to develop your
child’s shape and colour recognition; improve
hand-to-eye coordination, plus encourage logical
thinking.

CT-SWL2004

CT-SWL2099

CT-SWL2066

- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)23.9 x (H)4.6 cm

World of Thinking

This fun and challenging game allows children
the opportunity to create pictures from their
imaginations or to create pictures according to
the activity cards provided. Hammers, nails and
geometric shapes are the focus in this competitive
game which is full of surprises!
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)28 x (W)6 x (H)28 cm

World of Learning

CT-SWL6027

CT-SWL6028

World of Animals

World of Words

Learn all about where things come from, how they are made and sequences
in 3 fun-filled matching games. Use your imagination to figure out the relation
between the product and where it came from, identify the developing stages
of things in nature, and see familiar things and the everyday processes
that cause them to change and develop. Learning Skills: Coordination
development, visual & fine motor skills, vocabulary enrichment, increase
general knowledge. Set Includes: 96 self-correcting game cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)33 x (W)33 x (H)17.8 cm

CT-SWL6025

Learn about animals; what they eat, where they live, and the names of their
young! With the ‘World of Animals’ 3-in-1 puzzle matching game, you can
learn about and become familiar with the names of various animals as well
as the habitat in which they live. Increase fine motor dexterity by connecting
the puzzle cards while also enhancing language development through playing
the game. Set Includes: 72 self-correcting game cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)33 x (W)33 x (H)17.8 cm

Learn all about numbers, colours and geometric shapes in 3 fun-filled
matching games! The ‘World of Learning’ game focuses on the following:
Identify 12 numbers and their quantities, Identify the various colours by
name and match them to the composite photograph, Identify the geometric
shapes and see how objects are composed of these shapes. Learning Skills:
Coordination development, visual & fine motor skills, vocabulary enrichment,
increase general knowledge. Set Includes: 132 self-correcting game cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)33 x (W)33 x (H)17.8 cm

CT-SWL6026

Learn all about rhyming words, opposites and compound words in 3 fun-filled
matching games! Learn how to identify words that rhyme according to their
sound, develop your imagination and discover items that are opposites and
obtain an understanding as to how you can combine 2 words to form a 3rd
word. Learning Skills: Coordination, visual & fine motor skills, vocabulary
enrichment, increasing general knowledge.
Set Includes: 144 self-correcting games cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)33 x (W)33 x (H)17.8 cm
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Small World Learning

Match The Numbers

5 Senses Lotto

Learn to count and recognize numbers from 1 to 10 by pairing numbers with
the correct number of objects on the corresponding puzzle piece. Learning
Skills: Number recognition, hand-eye coordination.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)4.5 x (H)21 cm

Play a classic matching game while learning about our 5 senses: taste, sight,
hearing, touch and smell. Set includes: 4 illustrated game boards
24 game cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)6.1 x (W)24.9 x (H)24.9 cm

CT-SWL2009

CT-SWL2012

Number Rings

Match N Turn

This is a strategic game using a combination of
numbers, calculations and judgement - a game
of arithmetic for the whole family! The object of
the game is to capture the 18 posts with rings
by calculating the values on the 3 dice: Addition,
Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, and more.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)33 x (W)33 x (H)7.1 cm

Sharpen visual perception and enrich vocabulary
with this entertaining and educational game. The
object of the game is to match 48 double-sided
cards to the 4 game boards. As you match the
card on the game board, a new picture is revealed
to be matched and the whole game changes!
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)23.9 x (W)30 x (H)4.6 cm

CT-SWL2024

1,2,3 Go!

CT-SWL2056

Form a chain of numbered game pieces from the
beginning to the end of a path, while learning to
identify numbers, their value and their quantity.
For example - 3 is a combination of 1 and 2
therefore teaching the components of numbers
and quantities. Set includes: game board, 2 dice,
12 number cylinders.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)35.1 x (W)27.9 x (H)5.1 cm
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CT-SWL2042

Word Magic Mixer
CT-SWL2063

Can you list the most words using the 7 letters?
Roll the mixer in the palm of your ahnd, place it on
the table and list the words using the letters on the
dice. This great game is educational, challenging
and fun! Set includes: magic word mixer with
lettered dice, game pad.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)18 x (W)18 x (H)4.1 cm

Triple Try
CT-SWL2054

This clever game of matching geometrical objects
on the game board assists in the development of
3D perception. Simply roll the dice to begin the
challenge! Learning Skills: Hand-eye coordination,
fine motor skills, 3D perception.
Set includes: 24 game pieces (red, blue, yellow &
green)
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)27.9 x (W)35.1 x (H)5.1 cm

Math Magic Mixer
CT-SWL2064

Calling all Mathematicians!
Roll the magic number mixer on the palm of your
hand, place it on the table and note the sum of
the 2 black dice. Then use all the numbers on
the coloured dice in any mathematical equation
to arrive at this sum. Set includes: magic math
mixer, game pad.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)18 x (W)18 x (H)4.1 cm

CREATIVE TOYS

Small World Learning

Tangram

CT-SWL5627

Tangram is an ancient Chinese game for solving imaginative, geometrically
shaped puzzles. Tangram is great fun for the whole family and enhances
the ability to differentiate shapes and creates an understanding that a
combination of several geometric shapes creates another shape altogether.
Set Includes: 70 double-sided example/solution cards, 7 plastic shapes.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)25.5 x (W)5.1 x (H)25.5cm

Counting Bears
CT-SWL5341

1 bear, 2 bears, red bear, blue bears! Join the bears and add them up!
The Counting Bears game teaches the basics of counting, addition and
sorting. Set includes: game board, 30 colourful bears, 16 activity cards
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)24.9 x (W)24.9 x (H)6.1 cm

Colour Clowns

The Memory Game

A superb game that demostrates how
colours blend. Translucent coloured,
geometrical shaped pieces change the
colours of the clown when laid upon the
game board. Play the game and if you
know how to mix colours, you may be
able to win the game first!
Set includes: 4 game boards, 36
translucent shapes, 1 shape dice, 1
colour dice.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)23.9 x (W)30 x (H)4.6 cm

This is a classic memory game - turn
over the cards and start picking with the
objective of trying to find the matching
card.The Memory Game assists in
the development on memory, creating
verbal associations, combining names
of picures and positions or forming a
sequence of pictures.
Set includes: 54 brightly illustrated
memory cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)23.9 x (W)30 x (H)4.6 cm

CT-SWL2067

Take Ten

CT-SWL2074

Take 10 - a game focused on perfecting
your addition skills! A set of 4 cards
must be placed on the game board
from left to right, top to bottom, or
across, so that the total result equals
10. Learning Skills: Visual memory,
spatial perception, problem solving.
Set includes: game board, 66 game
cards.
- Age: years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)23.9 x (H)4.6 cm

CT-SWL2070

Sort ‘N’ Shapes
CT-SWL5342

A colour and geometric shape sorting
game! Stack the shapes according to the
pictures on the activity cards and develop
a sense of colour and number recognition
at the same time. Set Includes: plastic
sorting board, 50 shapes, 16 activity cards
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)25.7 x (W)6.4 x (H)25.4
cm

Math Memory
Sudoku Family
CT-SWL2137

A new way to play a household favourite
game! Line up the faces to complete the
Sudoku Family! Set includes: 16 large
character pieces, 36 small character
pieces, instructions, puzzle solutions.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)6.1 x (W)27.9 x (H)27.9 cm

CT-SWL5219

A game of concentration while at the same
time building and developing math skills.
The problem cards featuring addition,
subtraction, division and multiplication
are used to build your memory while
strengthening important math concepts.
To play the game, turn over an equation
and then search for the correct answer.
Set includes: 70 problem cards, 70
answer cards.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)6.1 x (W)24.9 x (H)24.9 cm
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Creative Toys - Puzzles

Cassandra the Cow 25-Piece Puzzle

Spotted Mushroom 16-Piece Puzzle

CT-RR6032

CT-RR6029

A big puzzle in a small box! 48-piece puzzle. This fantastic puzzle brings
together a beautifully crafted farmyard themed puzzle with Cassandra
the Cow in centre focus. All young learners will love helping put together
Cassandra from this compact and helpfully storable box.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)10.5 x (W)10.5 x (H)10.5 cm

This beautifully illustrated 16-piece puzzle is themed around colourful
spotted mushrooms! Allowing childen hours of entertainment, puzzle
building also strengthens fundamental learning areas such as fine-motor
skills, creativity, problem solving, story telling and sequential thinking.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)10.5 x (W)10.5 x (H)10.5 cm

Sammy the Snail 16-Piece Puzzle

Freddie the Fish 25-Piece Puzzle

This beautifully illustrated 16-piece puzzle is themed around Sammy the Snail
- a delightfully friendly and colourful garden snail! Allowing childen hours
of entertainment, puzzle building also strengthens fundamental learning
areas such as fine-motor skills, creativity, problem solving, story telling and
sequential thinking.

Freddie the Fish is an adventurous little fellow! This colourful 25-piece
puzzle is themed around a fish named Freddie who explores his under water
surroundings! Allowing children hours of entertainment, puzzle building also
strengthens fundamental learning areas such as fine-motor skills, creativity,
problem solving, story telling and sequential thinking.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)10.5 x (W)10.5 x (H)10.5 cm

CT-RR6030

- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)10.5 x (W)10.5 x (H)10.5 cm

CT-RR6031

Henry & Chicks 48-Piece Puzzle

Toy Land 48-Piece Puzzle

This colourful and friendly themed puzzle has been proven a household
favourite amongst boys and girls alike! Puzzle building also strengthens
fundamental learning areas such as fine-motor skills, creativity, problem
solving, story telling and sequential thinking.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)10.5 x (W)10.5 x (H)10.5 cm

Featuring your household favourite children’s toys including a ball, a teddy,
a train and a clown, all situated in a fun and playful environment! Puzzle
building also strengthens fundamental learning areas such as fine-motor
skills, creativity, problem solving, story telling and sequential thinking.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)10.5 x (W)10.5 x (H)10.5 cm

CT-RR6033
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CT-RR6034

Super Washable

Have you ever thought about it? A paint that is washable results in saving money whereby you won’t find
yourselves having to throw away your children’s clothes due to stains. And what’s more - children are free to enjoy
their painting!

Safety

All products are made with selected raw materials and fully comply with the strictest relevant EU
requirements and regulations.

Baby World

Both the packaging and the content of the 2+ products have been carried out and tested inorder
to make them fit for very little children.

Research & Development

Our suppliers checks the quality of the raw materials, and makes sure that the characteristics of each
finished batch corresponds to the standard criteria. Our suppliers attend regular courses to keep
themselves up-to-date about EC demanding regulations, and offer our customers a consulence service
about proper labeling of their items. They have the difficult task of turning an idea into a real product,
with the right performance, and the necessary safety criteria.

- DIRECTIVE 2009/48/EC ON THE SAFETY OF TOYS
- NORMATIVE ON TOYS EN 71/1-2... 13-14
- REGULATION 1907/2006/EC CONCERING
- REGISTRATION, EVALUATIN, AUTHORISATION AND

RESTRICTION OF CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES (REACH)

- REGULATION 1272/2008/EC ON CLASSIFICATION
- U.S CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSON (CPSC) GUIDELINES FOR AGE DETERMINATION
- EUROPEAN GUIDELINES
- EUROPEAN DECISIONS
- BS 7272 part 1 & part 2
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Finger Paint

TC738/03

TOY COLOR

Please note: Colours can be purchased separately. Eg.

Finger Paint Bulk Bottle: 6 Colours

Finger Paint Bulk Jars: 6 Colours

TC939 (1000ml)
TC738/

01

03

18

12

10

TC937 (180ml)

24

Finger Paint Pots: 4 Colours

Finger Paint Pots: 6 Colours

TC507(80ml Retail Packaging)

TC734 (80ml Retail Packaging)

- Yellow, Carmine red, Bright green, Cyan blue.

Finger Paint Bottles

Violet

TC738/19

Skin Pink

Orange

TC738/27

TC738/05

FIT FOR
SCHOOL

Burnt Sienna
TC738/22

Shelf Life: 24 months, Intact package
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Fibre Pens

Jumbo Fibre Pens

Fibre pen jumbo conical tip, diameter 5 mm, with super washable water based ink, washable from hands and from most of textiles. Safety ventilated cap and
security end plug. Available in 24 intense and brilliant colours.
Shelf Life: 12 months, Intact package

TC043 (48 Colours)

TC041 (12pcs)

TC019 (144pcs)

TCO42 (24pcs)

FIT FOR
SCHOOL

10 Double-Sided Fibre Pens Box
TC035

2 different strokes available in the same fibre-pen! Toy Color Doppiobello
have a thin tip (2 mm) on one side and a larger conical tip (4,5 mm) on the
other side. Fixed tips. The water-based ink guarantees high washability from
skin with water and soap, and from most of textiles through a 40° washing
cycle. Safety ventilated cap, that allows air to flow if the cap edge lays
against the windpipe.
Shelf Life: 12 months, Intact package
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Fabric Pens

TC048 (12 Colours)

Fibre pen with brush tip suitable for decorating all textiles. Colours resist
to washing machine up to 40°. Safety ventilated cap and security end plug.
Water-based ink. To fix the colour on the textile: iron the design
with a warm iron. Available in 6 different colours.
Shelf Life: 12 months, Intact package

03

Wooden & Wax Pencils + Glue

TC771/03

TOY COLOR

Please note: Colours can be purchased separately. Eg.

Jumbo Wooden Pencil Jar
TC065 (6pcs)
TC066 (48pcs)

Hexagonal standard wooden pencils 3 mm, easy
to grab and to sharpen. Varnishing of the body in
the same colour of the lead.
Shelf Life: 60 months, Intact package

Wax Crayons Jumbo
Jumbo Pencils
TC063 (12pcs)

Hexagonal jumbo wooden pencils with a soft lead
5mm, long lasting and easy to grab. Varnishing of
the body in the same colour of the lead.
Shelf Life: 60 months, Intact package

TC097 (12pcs) Box
TC098 (50pcs) Jar
TC099 (72pcs) Jar

Round wax crayon, Jumbo size. Bright and
covering colours. Washable from hands and
fabrics with water and soap.
Shelf Life: 60 months, Intact package

Marwin Vinyl Superglue
TC865 (500ml)
TC864 (1000ml)

A fantastic PVA based glue (Polivinylic Acetate). Once dry, it turns almost
transparent and very flexible. Ideal to be mixed with Ready Tempera. It can be
used on paper, cardboard, leather, wood, porcelain.
Shelf Life: 12 months, Intact package

PVA Vinyl Glue
TC763 (1000ml)

Vinyl glue usable for paper, cardboard and wood. After a few minutes, it
turns perfectly transparent. Ideal product for kindergardens.
Shelf Life: 12 months, Intact package

Magic Glitter

TC787 (250ml) 6 Colours
TC835 (250ml) 4 Colours
TC537 (6 Jars 25ml)

Clear Kids Glue

TC975 (1000ml), TC988 (100ml)

It is washable, safe and clear, which means it is perfect for little children. Use
on paper and cardboard.
- Age: 2 years+
Shelf Life: 36 months, Intact package

Glitter glue ready to use with sparkling effect. It adheres to any surface. It
is innocuous and washable from hands with water and soap. Avaliable in 6
primary colours in bottles.
Shelf Life: 36 months, Intact package

TC771/

25

26

12

18
FIT FOR
SCHOOL
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08
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Please note: Colours can be purchased separately. Eg.

Tempera Paint - Superwashable

03

TC740/03

Pastel Shades

TC561(500ml Bottles, 8 colours)
TC532(6 Jars 25ml)

Product created for childrens’ use, washable with soap and water from skin
and from most clothes.

TC563/

93

90

97

91

92

95

96

94

Super Washable Paint

TC940 (150ml) 4 Squeezy Bottles
TC943 (150ml) 18 Squeezy Bottles
TC943/ 01

03

18

12

08

24

22

05

19

This paint is fluid enough as to be used with a brush and safe enough as to
be used with one’s finger.

Super Washable Paint

Metalic Paint

TC829 (10 Colours 250ml)
TC740/ 01

03

18

12

08

24

22

05

08

24

22

05

09

19

TC553 (8 Colours 500ml)
TC551/ 01

03

18

12

TC993/ 47

TC556 (6 Colours 1000ml)
TC554/ 01

03

18

12

TC554/25 (1000ml)
TC409 (4 Bottles 250ml)

08

66

26

25

TC531 (6 Jars 25ml)

Metallic shades for your special effects! Golden, silver, copper and bronze
guarantee precious reflections. Bottles super washable tempera.

24

Ready-to-use tempera paint. Product created for childrens’ use, washable
with soap and water from skin and from most clothes.

Fluorescent Paint
TC958 (250ml) 4 Bottles
TC931/ 35

34

33

TC534 (25ml) 6 Jars

37

Fluorescent superwashable paint in
spectacular shades, to create hypnotic
drawings which will surely attract anyone’s
attention. Non-intermixable.

182

Sensorial Paint

TC889 (6 Colours 180ml) Jars
TC533 (25ml) 6 Jars

Once dry, this tempera will have a special texture
which can be not only be seen but also “felt”.
This makes it an ideal learning instrument for
“feeling” exercises on geometrical shapes, letters,
numbers, etc. Lay down with a brush. Use on
paper, cardboard, canvas, wood. Mixable colours.
Shelf Life: 24 months, Intact package

FIT FOR
SCHOOL

Pearly Paint

TC408 (250ml) 4 Bottles
TC770/ 01

03

09

TC535 (25ml) 6 Jars

18

Super washable ready tempera with pearlescent
reflections. Avaliable in primary colours in bottles
andjars, to allow the creation of many other shades.

Shelf Life: 36 months, Intact package

TOY COLOR

Tempera Paint & Combi - Superwashable

Brown-Burnt Sienna Carmine Red
TC551/22 (500ml)

TC551/10 (500ml)

Light Green

Emerald Green

Cobalt Blue

Yellow Ochre

Peach Pink

Sun Yellow

TC551/27 (500ml)

TC551/80 (500ml)

Metalic Bronze

Metalic Gold

Metalic Copper

Pink Super

TC551/16 (500ml)

TC551/66 (500ml)

TC551/20 (500ml)

TC551/26 (500ml)

TC551/11 (500ml)

TC551/47 (500ml)

Super washable, luminescent, “glows-in-the-dark”
tempera. This fantastic paint catches the light in
the environment and slowly releases it once in the
dark.

TC554/06 (1000ml)

Pearl Combinations
Paint

Neon Paint

TC512 (250ml)
TC513 (25ml Squeeze Bottle)

TC551/14 (500ml)

Combination Paint Pack
TC312 (250ml)

Everything you need to create: Textile paint /
glitterized paint / Pearly paint / acrylic paint.
Shelf Life: 12 months, Intact package
FIT FOR
SCHOOL

TC309 (1000ml)
TC304 (250ml)

Combi pearl is a medium which can add sweet
pearly reflections to Ready Tempera Toy Color. It
can also be used alone as a beautiful mother-pearl
colour.

Shelf Life: 36 months, Intact package
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Combi, Paint & Modelling Dough

FIT FOR
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FIT FOR
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FIT FOR
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Glitter Combinations Paint Textile Combination Paint
TC311 (1000ml)
TC305 (250ml)

TC307 (1000ml), TC302 (250ml)

Combi glitter is a medium which can be mixed with
Toy Color paints. Proportions are free and depend
on the desired effect. The product is washable of
hands and most clothes.
Shelf Life: 36 months, Intact package

Combi tex is a colourless medium through which
Toy Color tempera can be turned into real textile
paint. Instructions: mix 3 parts of Combitex with
1 part tempera. Drying time: 24 h. Once dry, iron
the fabric on the inner side at 180° for 5 minutes.
Machinewashing at maximum 40°. Washable until
wet. Solvent free.
Shelf Life: 12 months, Intact package

Tempera Tubes 12pcs Box
TC728 (12ml)

Poster Colour Paint Set
TC536 (6 Jars 25ml)

Shelf Life: 36 months, Intact package

Metal tubes 12 ml thick and matt tempera.
Colours can be mixed in order to widen the range
according to one’s taste. Aluminiums tubes,
Superwashable.
Shelf Life: 12 months, Intact package

Acrylic Combination Paint
TC308 (1000ml), TC303 (250ml)

Acryl combi is a medium which can turn Toy Color
tempera into acrylic paint, fit for painting on any
surface. Instructions: mix 1 part Acrylcombi to 1
part tempera to get matt acrylic paint; mix 3 parts
Acrylcombi to 1 part tempera to get shiny acrylic
paint. Drying times: 30’ on wood, 90’ on glass
(average temperature and humidity). Not washable
from clothes. Solvent-free. Clean with a wet rag.
Shelf Life: 12 months, Intact package

Paint Pack Jars

TC653 (8 colours 25ml)
TC655 (12 colours 25ml)

Toy Colour tempera is superwashable. Bright,
thick, mixable colours. Each pot is characterized by
a different drawing! Available in a range of 6, 8 or
12 pots of 25 ml. The bus version includes 1 brush
and several trays to intermix colours.
Shelf Life: 36 months, Intact package

Watercolours

Well suited for hobby and school. An unevenness of the product surface testifies to the company’s original patented manufacturing processes, which allows
the tablets to dry naturally so as not to alter the qualities of the materials used in the manufacture.
- Item size: (D)3 cm
Shelf Life: 60 months, Intact package

12 Pearly + 12 Normal

12 Tablets

Pearly Watercolours 12
Tablets

Comes with a brush.

Comes with a brush.

Comes with a brush.

TC800

TC767

TC704

Modelling Dough

TC616 (400g) White
TC609 (500g) Terracotta

KREA is a modeling dough which does not need to be baked. It
can be shaped both by hand or with fun moulds. Colors: white and
terracotta. Suggestions: let your object dry naturally (ventilation
might cause cracking). Drying time changes according to
thickness and climatic conditions. After decorating your object,
we recommend to varnish it over with Krea varnish to improve
brightness and protection.
Shelf Life: 36 months, Intact package
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Games

First Games

The object of each of these “First” games is to look at and talk about a card, then turn it over and try to remember the colour/letter/number of each image. If
the images are named correctly, the card is kept, and the person with the most number of cards after 5 or 10 minutes is the winner.

First Letters

First Colours
GBG90070

First Numbers

GBG90072

Each sturdy double-sided card shows 3 coloured
images on one side and the outline images on the
other, with the question, “What colour?”
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

Each sturdy double-sided card shows 3 images
with their initial letters on 1 side and just the
images on the other, with the question, ‘What
letter?’
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)12x (W)12x (H)18 cm

GBG90071

This preschool games helps develop number
recognition and reinforces the skill of counting
1 - 10.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)12x (W)12x (H)18 cm

First Animals

First Animal Homes

Each sturdy double-sided card shows 3 animal images on one side and just
part of each image on the other, such as ears or a tail, with the question,
‘What animal?’.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)24 x (W)12.7 x (H)12.7 cm

Each sturdy double-sided card shows 3 animals with their homes on 1 side
and just the homes on the other, with the question, ‘Who lives here?’.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)12x (W)12x (H)6 cm

GBG90073

GBG90074

Jigsaw

A game and jigsaw in 1! Each card shows an illustrated letter, with 3 questions on the back about the image shown. 25 large jigsaw pieces build up the whole
alphabet (x and y share a piece!) with children answering a question in order to put each card in place.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)4 x (H)19.5 cm

Numbers
GBG91002
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Rainbow
GBG91004

Opposites
GBG91003

Alphabet
GBG91001

BRAINBOX
BRAINBOX

Games

Peppa Pig
GBG91021

Under The Sea
GBG91024

Not only can you colour in the cards, you can write
your own question on every card! In association
with Mister Maker and his crafty team, create a
masterpiece of your own on every card.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

Transport

People At Work
GBG91023

What would you like to be when you grow up? This
brilliant BrainBox introduces young children to a
whole range of exciting possibilities, actor to an
astronaut, a dancer to a designer and firefighter to
a footballer.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

Pictures
GBG90010

Improve your children’s observation and memory
skills with help from Peppa Pig and her friends.
These cards show Peppa and her little brother
George in a whole variety of situations with their
family at home and their friends at playgroup.
From playing in the rain to riding in a hot air
balloon, dressing up to washing the car, Peppa Pig
will provide hours of learning fun for all the family.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

On The Farm

This fabulous game allows children from an early
However you like to get around, this BrainBox is
age to recognise items from everyday scenes,
for you. From a camel to a canoe, a glider to a
including different places, such as the park or the
go-kart, a milk float to a monster truck, this brilliant street, rooms in the house and seasons of the year,
BrainBox travels by land, air and sea for fantastic
creating the perfect early learners’ educational
family fun. All aboard!
game.
- Age: 4 years +
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

GBG90047

Marvin’s Magic

Dinosaurs

Once A Upon Time

Amaze your friends with this great new
collaboration between Green Board Games and
Marvin’s Magic. As well as 40 BrainBox cards
about famous magicians and classic instructions
for simple magic tricks that you can learn to
perform.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

For young dinosaur-lovers everywhere, this exciting
BrainBox, developed specifically with younger
children in mind, introduces a world of prehistoric
creatures, from favourites such as Tyrannosaurus
and Triceratops to less familiar dinosaurs such as
Giraffatitan and Zalmoxes.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

Do you know how the Gingerbread Man crossed
the river? Or how many bears lived in the house
Goldilocks found in the woods? Find out in our
BrainBox Once Upon A Time, containing 55
beautifully-illustrated cards showing scenes from
some of the best loved children’s stories.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

GBG90058

GBG91022

GBG90038

All the fun of the farm is presented in this
BrainBox. Each card shows a different aspect of
farm life, including animals, buildings, vehicles and
crops. So let’s go down to the farm and see what
we can find!
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

GBG90027
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My First Maths

Maths

GBG90039

BrainBox My First Maths is a fun way to help younger children engage with
basic mathematical concepts, including numbers, shapes and measurement.
Designed for children in foundation phase, this game has been developed by
an experienced primary school teacher, is suitable for all ability levels and is
great fun!
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

My First Science
GBG90040

GBG90018

Do you know your percentages from your pie charts? BrainBox Maths is
crammed full of concepts taught in Key Stage 2 in England and Wales.
Developed by a ‘primary school’ teacher with 30 years teaching experience,
BrainBox Maths strikes a great balance between learning and fun.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

Science

ABC

GBG90020

BrainBox My First Science is a fun way to help
younger children with early science concepts,
covering areas such as plants, animals, habitats
and materials. Designed for children aged 5 to 7, it
is suitable for all ability levels and is great fun!
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

GBG90046

Science is cool, and this brilliant BrainBox covers
important topics taught to children aged 7 to
11, from life cycles to light, healthy plants to the
human body, magnets to materials.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

As easy as 1,2,3, BrainBox ABC covers each letter
of the alphabet as well as the more common letter
blends. Showing letters in upper and lower case
and images beginning with each letter, this is a
great game for children learning the alphabet.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

English

Myths & Monsters

Predators

Grammar, punctuation and spelling: let’s face it,
important though they are, these have never been
the easiest topics to make fun – until now!
Let BrainBox English come to the rescue, helping
you sort out pronouns from prepositions, adverbs
from apostrophes and synonyms from syllables.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)37 x (W)25 x (H)14 cm

Explore myths and legends from around the
world in this exciting BrainBox. Featuring scenes
from some of the world’s best-loved stories, with
captions summarising the action, this BrainBox
will help improve observation and memory skills
for all the family.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)14.5 x (W)3 x (H)20.8 cm

Beware! Some of the deadliest creatures on the
planet are lurking inside this BrainBox. From the
grey wolf to the great white shark, this brilliant
BrainBox features the fiercest and most fearsome
members of the animal kingdom. Do you dare to
open the box?
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)27.4 x (W)23.8 x (H)5.2 cm

GBG90045
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Cities Of The World

Inventions

In which city could you cross the Bosphorus bridge linking Europe and Asia?
Ride a cable car to Table Mountain? Or visit the Spanish Riding School?
BrainBox Cities is designed to play with family and friends, helping you to
improve observation and memory skills as well as knowledge about some of
the most iconic cities in the world!
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

Where would we be without the light bulb, telephones, the world wide web
or even tea bags and sliced bread? Developed in conjunction with London’s
world-famous Science Museum, BrainBox Inventions is packed full of
beautifully-illustrated cards showing when, where and by whom these
everyday items were invented.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

GBG90044

GBG90015

Sport

Space

Did you know table tennis has 300 million players worldwide? Or that the
first Rugby World Cup was won by New Zealand? This BrainBox includes
fascinating facts about almost every sport you have heard of and maybe a
few you haven’t!
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)6 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

Designed for all budding astronauts, this great game contains a galaxy of
images and information for you to explore, from constellations to comets,
meteors to moon landings, as well as equipment, people and space
exploration. Start the countdown for a game that is out of this world!
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

Let’s Learn Spanish

Let’s Learn French

Learn the Spanish vocabulary associated with a variety of everyday
situations, from sunny days to seaside holidays to sporting activities.
Bilingual captions and questions at 2 levels make this a great game for
beginners and more experienced Spanish speakers alike.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

Learn the French vocabulary associated with a variety of topics, from rooms
in the home to telling the time to seasons of the year. Bilingual captions
and questions at 2 levels make this a great game for beginners and more
experienced French speakers alike.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

GBG90041

GBG90057

GBG90048

GBG90055
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Nature

The World

Did you know that the giant sequoia is the tallest tree on Earth or that clouds
are formed by billions of tiny ice crystals? BrainBox Nature is packed full of
interesting facts about nature in 70 beautifully-illustrated cards.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)12.2 x (W)12.2 x (H)12.1 cm

Do you know where Machu Picchu is? Or what bird New Zealanders are
named after? BrainBox World contains 71 beautifully-illustrated cards
showing the very best this world has to offer, and then some!
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

GBG90001

GBG90003

Animals
GBG90002

Art

GBG90014

Masterpieces from Monet, Van Gogh, Picasso and
many more fill this beautiful BrainBox, developed
in conjunction with London’s National Gallery.
Enjoy your own art gallery in a box!
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)17 x (W)17 x (H)17 cm

Did you know that a male kangaroo is called a
boomer? Or that the okapi is only found in Africa
and can lick its own ears? In BrainBox Animals 70
beautifully-illustrated cards show interesting facts
about animals from around the world, including
where they live, what they eat, whether they are
endangered, how large they grow and how long
they live.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

World History
GBG90017

Did you know that, during the first moon landing, the astronauts spent 21
hours on the surface of the moon? Or that the Berlin Wall was 87 miles long?
From the Stone Age to the Space Age, BrainBox World History highlights
some of the world’s greatest and most significant historical events.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm
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Animal Families
GBG40018

Designed for parents to play with their children,
this great game will improve observation and
memory skills as well as helping children learn
animal names from around the world.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)15 x (W)9 x (H)1.6 cm

Brainbox 4 In 1
GBG91011

Designed for families to play together, this BrainBox will improve observation
and memory skills for keen travellers, would be astronauts, sports fans and
nature lovers alike. Cards are included from the following BrainBoxes: Cities,
Space, Sport and Nature.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

Story Cards

These cards will help you and your child to tell stories together. They are full of characters, places and things that may happen in your story, making each
one a different adventure. With young children you can pick 2 cards and use them to make simple sentences together. Try giving the characters and animals
names. To develop the game, shuffle the cards and take 3 cards, each from a different colour set. Use these cards to tell a short story.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)19 x (W)14.2 x (H)5 cm

Original
GBG44502

Fantasy

Adventure

GBG44503

GBG44504

Spot The Difference

These brand-new BrainBox games are Spot the Difference with a twist, as players must not just find the the 6 differences between 2 versions of a scene, but
also recall a number of them, determined by the roll of die, from memory. To add to the fun, there are 4 versions of each scene, with 6 differences between
any 2 cards.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

Holiday

GBG91016

Wildlife

GBG91017

Bounce

BrainBox Bounce is a brand new BrainBox with a twist. In this game, all players pick a card at the same time, study the front until the youngest player shouts
‘Stop!’ and then pass the card to the next player. Play is then ‘bounced’ from player to player as they take it in turns to answer question 1 on their card. Any
incorrectly answered cards must be placed in a pile, then each player in turn must answer question 2, and so on, until only 1 player remains, who collects all
the cards from that round. If there is a tie, cards are shared out as far as possible. The winner is the player with the most cards at the end of the game.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

Animals
GBG90088

Dinosaurs
GBG90089
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Board Games

Brainbox Board Game
GBG90098

Take BrainBox to a whole new level with the BrainBox Board Game! Lift the lid off the box to make the playing board magically appear, then move around the
board collecting cards from each of 8 subject categories, including Food and Drink, People and Places and Entertainment. Special squares allow you to pick
your own subject category, battle against another player or gamble the cards you hold already in order to win the game.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

Name 5
GBG10013

Name 5 is the quick - thinking, team trivia game where teams must name 5
things fast, before time runs
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)53 x (W)27 x (H)19 cm

Shaperise
GBG10018

Designed by an 11 year old, it is a game of visual memory and speed. Each
player has a set of 10 coloured blocks and races to recreate, from memory, a
patten shown on a card at 1 of 3 levels of difficulty.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)53.5 x (W)27 x (H)18.5 cm

Square Up!
GBG20007

Simply shake the shaker, slide the sliders, flip the frame and win the game.
Square Up! is the furiously fast family game that will have you racing each
other to re-create the shaker image within the 9 inner tiles.The aim of the
game is to re-create the image shaken within the inner 9 tiles by sliding all 24
tiles around the board as fast as you can!
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)45 x (H)30cm
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Corner’d
GBG10014

Beneath its playful exterior, Corner’d is a fiendishly strategic game of pattern,
perception and discovery. Be the first to match all of your coloured tiles with
pattern on the board to win.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

BRAINBOX
BRAINBOX

Family & Travel Games

Word Bits
GBG40024

Word Bits is a great game. It is easy to understand and can be played by
anyone. Pick a card and roll the number of dice shown on the chosen card.
The first player to shout a word from the category including all the letters
shown keeps the card. The player with the most cards wins.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)25 x (H)14 cm

Line Links
GBG40023

This great game was created by renowned German games inventor Reiner
Knizia. Simply take turns to make as many links
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)25 x (H)14 cm

Fast Flags

10 Up!

GBG40022

GBG40033

Get rid of your cards first by putting down cards where 2 or more flags match
the flags on the card on the table.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)25 x (H)14 cm

Stack them if you can! A clever game of quick thinking with numbers. Race to
be the first to stack all your number tiles in sequence.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)25 x (H)14 cm

Froggy

Catch A Roo

Froggy is a lovely game which is easy to play and fun for everyone. Place
the frogs onto the stones in the lily pond and try to remember which frog’s
coloured base matches the one on the chosen water lily. Its trickier than you
think.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)25 x (H)14 cm

The kangaroos are jumping all over the place in this fast-paced game. Play
your coloured kangaroo cards either to catch a new kangaroo or defend 1 you
already have. Watch out though, everyone will be trying to steal yours from
you.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)17.8 x (W)2.8 x (H)1.2 cm

GBG40040

GBG40041
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Snap!

My First Addition Snap
GBG44036

Adding up to a success! Help the little ones build up their early years number
concepts through playing Snap and Pairs in this great deck. When playing
Snap with this fantastic deck of cards, you are trying to snap image cards
with numbers. For example, 3 or three would snap with an image of 3 socks.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

This unique deck of cards lets you play two family favourites, Snap and Pairs,
using addition facts to 10. When playing Snap with this delightful deck of
cards you are trying to snap equivalents. For example 4 + 5 and 2 + 7 would
snap with each other. To play Pairs, simply turn all the cards upside down
and turn 2 over to see if they match. If so, then you keep them; if not, you turn
them back face down.The aim is to collect all the cards. 2 fun games in 1
that help children learn fundamental maths concepts. Helping children gain a
head start and confidence at school in an essential subject
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

My First Subtraction Snap

My First Division Snap

My First Number Snap
GBG44010

GBG44037

This unique deck of cards lets you play 2 family favourites, Snap and Pairs,
using subtraction facts within 10. When playing Snap with this delightful deck
of cards you are trying to snap equivalents. For example 9 - 6 and 4 - 1 would
snap with each other.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

GBG44062

This new Snap and Pairs title will help reinforce your pupils knowledge
of division facts with the more challenging times tables. Children match
equivalents such as 49 7 and 63 9.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

My First Colour & Shape
Snap
My First Times Table Snap
GBG44012

This unique deck of cards lets you play 2 family
favourites, Snap and Pairs, using the 5 and
10 times tables. When playing Snap with this
delightful deck of cards you are trying to snap
equivalents. For example 4 x 5 and 2 x 10 would
snap with each other.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm
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GBG44011ED

Enhance memory and observational skills through
this delightful deck of cards. Play 2 family
favourites, Snap and Pairs using early years
recognition concepts. When playing Snap with
this fantastic deck of cards you are trying to snap
cards with either the same colour or shape on
them. For example, a pink and orange circle would
snap with each other, or a red square and a red
triangle.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

My First Making Words
Snap
GBG44013

Master early years language concepts, whilst
having lots of fun with this deck, through either
Snap or Pairs. For example, playing Snap with this
fantastic deck of cards, you are trying to snap
sections of words together, such as ‘c’ and ‘at’ to
form ‘cat’.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

BRAINBOX
BRAINBOX

Snap!

My First Sound Snap Pack 1
GBG44029

Why not play 2 fabulous family favourites using early
years reading strategies? When playing snap letters
with images of items that begin with that letter; the
letter ‘A’ would snap with an image of an apple and
an ant. This Pack includes A-M.
- Age: 5 Years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

My First Dinosaur Snap
My First Sound Snap Pack 2
GBG44030

Practice makes perfect! This learning tool enhances
word recognition when playing 2 family favourites;
Snap and Pairs. Early years reading strategies are
used when playing.
- Age: 5 Years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

GBG44018

With a little help from the Natural History Museum,
here is a great way to play Snap and Pairs. For
example, when playing Snap with this fantastic
deck of cards, you would be trying to snap cards
that show a dinosaur’s name, its appearance, its
skeleton and whether it was a meat-eater, planteater or both.
- Age: 5 Years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

Life Cycle Snap
Food Snap
GBG44019

This Snap pack is a great resource to help
children to learn about all of the different foods
and food groups.The food groups included are
fruits, vegetables, fish, meats, fats, dairy and
carbohydrates. A fun way to support the teaching
of healthy eating and nutrition.
- Age: 5 years +

Tell The Time Snap
GBG44006ED

What time is it? This great deck of cards will help
to understand time concepts through playing
Snap and Pairs. For example, when playing Snap
with this fantastic deck of cards, you would be
trying to snap cards that equal the same time
value, such as 18:00 and 6pm.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

My First Animal Snap

GBG44057ED

Life Cycles Snap will help children to understand
a variety of different life cycles of both animals
What noise does a dog make? What is a baby cat
and plants. It could be especially useful in year
called? Help the little ones make early associations 2, both in the ‘Plants’ topic, where children need
with this fabulous deck. Using pictures of animals, to observe and describe how seeds and bulbs
the names of their young as well as the sounds
grow, and in ‘Animals, including humans’, in which
they make, play both Snap and Pairs for fab family different life cycles are studied, including chicken,
fun. For example dog, puppy and ‘woof’ would all
butterfly, frog and human. All of these, and more,
snap with each other.
are included in this pack.
- Age: 5 years +
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

GBG44023

Fraction Action Snap
Maths Plus Snap
GBG44003

Maths Snap Plus lets you play 2 classic family
favourites, Snap and Pairs, by matching
equivalents using all 4 rules of number plus
indices and square roots. For example 50 - 38
snaps with 4 x 3.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

GBG44001ED

Time to get into Fraction Action! Play 2 fab
family favourites, Snap and Pairs, using fraction
concepts. For example, in order to play Snap with
this fantastic deck of cards, you would be trying
to snap cards that equal the same value. For
example, 50% and 0.50 or 1/4 and 25% would snap
with each other.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm
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Snap!

Four Function Snap

Times Table Snap

Times Tables Plus Snap

Feel superior in an essential school subject with
4 Function Snap. This is a brilliant way to enjoy 2
family favourites, Snap and Pairs, using addition,
subtraction, division and multiplication concepts.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

Time to tune your times tables! This learning
device enables you to play 2 family favourites,
Snap and Pairs using times tables.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

These cards work with times tables right through
to 12, asking them to snap 12 x 6 with 9 x 8 or
72. Brightly coloured Time Tables cards set Math
game ideal for home and school use.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

GBG44021

GBG44002ED

GBG44061ED

Making Words Snap
GBG44014

Division Snap
GBG44063

This new Snap and Pairs title will help reiforce
division facts, which children often find the most
challenging of the four rules of numbers. Children
match equivalents such 8 4 and 12 6.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

Syllable Snap
GBG44027

Syllable Snap is a great way to learn about
syllables and the English lanaguage.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

Around The World Snap
Where In The World? Snap

GBG44015

The sequel pack to Around the World Snap, with
GBG44035
13 new countries to add to Pack 1. Both Snap
Learn what you might see if you travel the world,
and Pairs can be played using this delightful deck
with these cool cards. For example, when playing
of cards. To play Snap, the aim is to snap cards
Snap with this fantastic deck of cards, you would be featuring the same country such as Kenya and
trying to snap cards that show features of the same Nairobi. Countries featured in this deck include the
country, such as a gondola and a pizza from Italy, or Bahamas, Japan, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela, to
a map of Australia with the Sydney Opera House.
name but a few.
- Age: 7 years +
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)12.1 x (W)12.1x (H)12.1cm
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm
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Here is a fab learning device ideal for young
minds to learn words and understand phonics.
This unique deck of cards lets you play 2 family
favourites, Snap and Pairs using language
concepts. For example, when playing Snap with
this fantastic deck of cards, you would be trying to
snap cards that create words such as ‘br’ and ‘ain’.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

Anatomix
GBG11000

A multi-level, multi-lingual game that helps
children to learn about human anatomy. Younger
players spin the spinner and collect body parts
to complete their skeleton, organs, nerves or
muscles and the added challenge for older players
is to answer multiple choice questions to earn the
parts they need.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)21 x (W)5.x (H)41.5 cm

BRAINBOX
BRAINBOX

Snap!

Tell the Time Lotto
GBG40006

A great game that will aid players in learning to tell
the time.Tell The Time Lotto can also be played as
a memory game with all of the cards placed face
down, spread over the floor.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)19 x (W)25.4 x (H)22.9 cm

Trilemma
GBG40016

A multi-level Maths game to challenge and
entertain. Test your knowledge of the times tables,
factors, multiples and square numbers, etc. nonsequentially in this game of chance and skill.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

Snap Christianity
Education
GBG44047ED

These cards depict important images
from different Christian festivals,
practices, beliefs and saints amongst
many more.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

Islam Snap
GBG44052ED

The information on the cards
includes features of a mosque, the
5 pillars of Islam, clothing, food and
drink and other important elements
of the Islamic faith.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

Fraction Action Lotto
GBG40007

The aim is to collect all the cards. 2 fun games
in one that help children learn important maths
concepts. Helping children gain a head start at
school in a challenging subject, Fraction Action
Snap is the smarter way to play Snap and Pairs.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)5.5 x (H)25 cm

Irregular Shapes Snap
GBG44058ED

Supports pupils in Y4 to distinguish between
regular and irregular shapes. The card deck
includes triangles, quadrilaterals, pentagons,
hexagons, heptagons, octagons, nonagons and
decagons.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

Times Tables Lotto
GBG40005

A unique lotto game that uses a 4x4 grid and 64
playing pieces.Times Tables Lotto gives children of
different ages and abilities the opportunity to play
together on an even playing field.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)5.5 x (H)25 cm

3D Shapes Snap
GBG44059ED

This unique deck of cards lets you play 2 family
favourites, Snap and Pairs, using 3-D shapes.
When playing Snap with this delightful deck of
cards you are trying to snap equivalents.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

Bible Stories Snap
GBG44045ED

This double pack of cards is a great
way of helping children to learn about
Old and New Testament Bible stories.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm

Judaism Education
Snap
GBG44046ED

The images include different Jewish
symbols, ceremonies, festivals and
other important elements of the
Jewish religion.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)2 x (H)6 cm
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Educational Packs

BrainBox Science Years 1 & 2
GBG90062

The cards can be used to help with focus and concentration at the beginning
of a lesson or as a valuable resource to assess how much children have
learned at the end. Set includes: 120 BrainBox cards, 1 x 30 second sand
timer, 1 x 10 second sand timer, 2 x 6-sided dice.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)27.6 x (W)24 x (H)5.2 cm

Maths Pack Years 1 & 2
GBG90060

Taking children on a maths journey from early
number recognition to number bonds and place
value these 120 BrainBox cards work through
every element of the maths curriculum for years 1
and 2. Colour-coded so that the teacher can easily
recognise and select the appropriate set of cards
for the particular topic they are teaching. Also
included are 2 mini sand timers and 2 dice.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)27.6 x (W)24 x (H)5.2 cm

BrainBox Science Years 3 & 6
GBG90063

Continuing the journey through the current science curriculum, this BrainBox
Science Pack will become an invaluable resource in any classroom. The 120
colour-coded cards cover every aspect of science.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)27.6 x (W)24 x (H)5.2 cm

Maths Pack Years 3 & 4
GBG90061

Continuing their journey through maths at lower
key stage 2 this BrainBox pack will help children
to become increasingly fluent with whole numbers
and the 4 operations. As they progress they will
further develop their problem solving skills and
become more confident with their work with
fractions and decimals.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)27.6 x (W)24 x (H)5.2 cm

Maths Pack Years 5 & 6
GBG90064

Introducing new maths concepts including
decimals and percentages, line graphs, square and
cube numbers and working step by step through
the maths curriculum this BrainBox Maths Pack
is a great resource to support teaching maths at
upper Key Stage 2. Set includes: 120 BrainBox
cards, 1 x 30 second sand timer, 1 x 10 second
sand times, 2 x 8 sided dice.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)6 x (W)12 x (H)12 cm

Recycle
Reduce

GBG40025

Children need to learn that they cannot continue
to create landfill at the current levels and that
there are many different ways that they can help
in all of the places that they go. The first game
teaches children about things that are and are not
environmentally friendly in different parts of their
house, their garden and their wider community and
the second game concentrates just on the home.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)6 cm
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Reuse

GBG40026

It is important that we reuse as many items
as possible to reduce waste and decrease the
amount of landfill that we produce each year,
polluting our environment. The first game teaches
children about the different ways that everyday
items can be reused and the second game helps
them to understand that there are people, all over
the world, who can reuse many different items in
their jobs.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)6 cm

GBG40027

Children need to understand that, by recycling as
much of the waste that they generate as possible,
they will be able to protect the Earth’s natural
resources for future generations. The first game
rewards them with a Top Recycler award when
they recycle enough waste into recycling lorries
collecting glass, paper and plastic and the second
game teaches them where items made from
different materials can be recycled. They must
make sure that they get rid of the bad item cards
that cannot be recycled or there is a penalty.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)6 cm

Stencils

Transport

Emergency Services

- Item Size: (L)14.5 x (H)15.5 cm

- Item Size: (L)14.5 x (H)15.5 cm

RE/036/WST (6pcs)

RE/073/WSES (6pcs)

Dinosaur

Bugs

- Item Size: (L)14.5 x (H)15.5 cm

- Item Size: (L)14.5 x (H)15.5 cm

RE/038/WSD (6pcs)

Space

RE/2334/SS (6pcs)

- Item Size: (L)14.5 x (H)15.5 cm
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RE/030/WSB (6pcs)

Giant Stencils - People
RE/160/GSP (12pcs)

- Item Size: (L)19.5 x (H)20.5 cm

Alphabet Stencils - Lower
Case
RE/2166/ASL (26pcs)

- Item Size: (L)14.5 x (H)15.5 cm

ANTHONY PETERS

Paint Accessories

Glue Spreaders
RE/405/GS (12pcs)

- Item Size: (L)14 x (H)1 cm

Paint Saver Tray

RE/2095/PSTC (set of 4 colours)
- Item Size: (L)16 x (W)4 x (H)12 cm

Paint Dip Bowls
RE/350/SDB (10pcs)
RE/140/SDB (4pcs)

- Item Size: (D)12.5 x (W)3 cm

Paint Picture Rollers: Country

Paint Picture Rollers: Sea Life

- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)16 cm

- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)16 cm

RE/729/FPRC (5pcs)

Paint Picture Rollers:
Jungle
RE/813/PRJ (5pcs)
- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)16 cm

RE/730/FPRS (5pcs)

Paint Paint & Dough
Explorers Set 1
RE/705/PE

- Item Size: (L)12 x (W)12 x (H)16 cm

Paint Creative Brushes
RE/882/CB (4pcs)

- Item Size: (D)5 x (H)10.5 cm
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Paint Accessories

Chunky Rollers Set 2 3pcs Multi Pattern Roller Set 1

Strip Dough Cutters 3pcs

- Item Size: (L)16 x (W)6 x (H)12.5 cm

- Item Size: (L)16 x (W)6 x (H)12.5 cm

RE/2142/EGCR2

RE/2143/EGMPR1

- Item Size: (L)16 x (W)6 x (H)12.5 cm

Chunky Rollers Set 1 3pcs Sponge Paint Brushes
RE/2141/EGCR1

RE/123/SBR (3pcs)

RE/2279/EGSDC

Dabbers 3pcs
RE/125/DS

- Item Size: (L)16 x (W)6 x (H)12.5 cm

- Item Size: (L)5.3 x (W)1.5 x (H)15 cm

Paint Effect Stampers

Finger Painters 24pcs

Mini Brushes

- Item Size: (L)6 x (H)6 cm

- Item Size: (D)1 x (H)2.5 cm

- Item Size: (D)4.5 x (H)6 cm

RE/300/SES (6pcs)
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RE/640/FP

- Item Size: (L)2.5 x (W)2 x (H)13 cm

RE/2320/MB (3pcs)

ANTHONY PETERS

Paint Accessories

Palm Printers: Retro

Palm Printers: Texture

Palm Printers: Jungle

- Item Size: (L)18 x (W)5 x (H)8.5 cm

- Item Size: (L)18 x (W)5 x (H)8.5 cm

- Item Size: (D)8.5 x (W)1 cm

RE/875/PRP (3pcs)

Brush

RE/2056/EB18 (size 18)
RE/2057/EB14 (size 14)
RE/2058/EB10 (size 10)

RE/861/PPT (4pcs)

RE/833/PPJ (6pcs)

Modelling Pack

Clay & Paint Pattern Rollers

- Item Size: (H)8 x (D)2.5 cm

- Item Size: (L)14 x (W)3 x (H)4.5 cm

RE/327/MAP (6pcs)

RE/379/CPR (4pcs)

- Item Size: (H)17 x (W)2 cm

Twirl-a-Pattern Making
Tool
RE/432/PPMT (4pcs)
- Item Size: (H)11 cm

Special Paint Effect Tools

Sand & Paint Pattern Tools

- Item Size: (L)3.5 x (H)13 cm

- Item Size: (L)9 x (W)5.5 x (H)2 cm

RE/433/SPET (4pcs)

RE/634/SPT (6pcs)
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Paint Accessories

Giant Triangular Pastels

Roller Assortment

RE/2147/GTP(6pcs)

- Item Size: (L)9.5 x (W)3 x (H)14 cm

Self-fill Brushes

RE/2097/SFB (3 sizes)
- Item Size: (H)17 x (W)2 cm

Soft Grip Pattern Stampers
RE/2089/GPS (4pcs)

- Item Size: (H)17 x (W)2 cm
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RE/657/RA

Sponge Rollers

Roller (Single)

- Item Size: (L)16 x (W)6 x (H)12.5 cm

- Item Size: (L)16 x (W)6 x (H)12.5 cm

RE/211/SR (4pcs)

RE/354/R

Animal Pattern Rocker Stampers
RE/2090/APRS (set of 4)

- Item Size: (L)18 x (W)5 x (H)8.5 cm

ANTHONY PETERS

Glitter

Glitter Gold (100g)
RE/091/GTG

Assorted Glitter Pack: 6 Tubes (8g)
RE/891/SGA

Glitter Silver (100g)

Glitter Blue (250g)

Glitter Red (250g)

Glitter Green (250g)

Glitter Gold (250g)

Glitter Silver (250g)

RE/092/GTS

RE/100/GSG

RE/098/GSB

RE/102/GSG

RE/099/GSR

RE/101/GSS
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Easi Grip

Pencil Sharpener Holder

Pencil Grips

- Item Size: (L)3.5 x (W)2 x (H)4 cm

- Item Size: (D)2.5 x (H)4 cm

RE/2094/EGPS (3pcs)

RE/2116/PG (12 Colours)

Mini Texture Wands Set 1

Double Ended Brushes

- Item Size: (H)17 x (W)2 cm

- Item Size: (H)17 x (W)2 cm

Texture Wands - Set 1

Texture Wands - Set 2

RE/2137/EGMTW1 (4pcs)

RE/2025/TW1(4pcs)

- Item Size: (D)5 x (H)8.5 cm
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RE/2136/EGDEB (3pcs)

RE/2026/TW2 (4pcs)

- Item Size: (D)5 x (H)8.5 cm

Double Ended Dough &
Paint Tools
RE/2139/EGDPT (3pcs)

- Item Size: (L)2.5 x (W)2.5 x (H)16cm

Mini Texture Wands Set 2
RE/2138/EGMTW2 (4pcs)
- Item Size: (H)17 x (W)2 cm

Giant Brush
RE/2140/EGGB

- Item Size: (D)3.5 x (H)7.5 cm

ANTHONY PETERS

Easi Grip

Giant Crayon Pattern
Marker
RE/2060/GCPM

- Item Size: (D)14.5 cm

Giant Crayon Refills 8pcs

Easy Grip Chalk

- Item Size: (L)7.5 x (W)6 x (H)12 cm

- Item Size: (D)4 x (H)4.5 cm

RE/2086/RCR

RE/2082/EGC (6pcs)

Easy Grip Brushes

Easy Grip Pattern Markers Easy Grip Crayons 6pcs

- Item Size: (L)4 x (H)4.5 cm

- Item Size: (L)4 x (H)4.5 cm

RE/2021/EGB (4pcs)

Mark Making Set 6pcs
RE/2335/EMM

- Item Size: (L)4 x (H)4.5 cm

RE/2022/EGPM (4pcs)

Letter Stampers Lower
Case
RE/2332/EGLS (26pcs)

RE/2023/EGC

- Item Size: (L)4 x (H)4.5 cm

Number Stampers 0-9
RE/2336/EGN (10pcs)
- Item Size: (L)4 x (H)4.5 cm

- Item Size: (L)4 x (H)4.5 cm
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Paint Pads

Multi-colour 15cm
RE/639/GIPM

Blue 15cm
RE/488/GIPB

Purple 15cm
RE/490/GIPP

Brown

RE/735/GIPB

Vivid - Lime Green
RE/670/GVL
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Orange 15cm

Gold 15cm

RE/493/GIPG

RE/489/GIPO

Red 15cm

Pink 15cm

Vivid - Orange

RE/494/GIPR

RE/492/GIPP

Yellow 15cm

Black 15cm

Vivid - Yellow 15cm

Green 15cm

RE/495/GIPY

Silver 15cm
RE/497/GIPS

RE/615/GIPB

RE/496/GIPG

RE/667/GVO

RE/668/GVY

Vivid Colours - Pink 4 Part Paint Pad Set
RE/669/GVP

RE/2285/GIP4

Foam Pack

RE/185/FP (200pcs)

- Item Size: (L)12.5 x (H)15 cm per pack

A4Foam Sheets
RE/066/FS (10 pcs)

Coloured Lolly
Natural Lolly Sticks Sticks

A5 Foam Sheets
RE/806/FS (40pcs)

- Item Size: (L)4.8 x (H)23.5 cm

Dough Scissors

Collage Feathers

- Item Size: (L)7 x (W)3.5 x (H)11 cm

- Item Size: (L)7 x (W)3.5 x (H)11 cm

RE/2115/DS

Fabric Petals
RE/714/P

- Item Size: (L)23 x (H)30 cm per pack

RE/718/WPH (5pcs)

Bright Craft Buttons
RE/818/BCB

Coloured Eye Stickers Black & White Eye
RE/2165/ESC (2000pcs)
Stickers
RE/2049/SCE (500pcs)

RE/2048/SBWE (500pcs)

- Item Size: (H)5 cm

- Item Size: (D)3 x (H)6cm

Wooden Pattern
Hammers

- Item Size: (L)0.5 x (H)11.5 cm

RE/408/CM (1000 pcs)

Wooden Eggs

RE/409/NLS (1000pcs)

- Item Size: (L)0.5 x (H)11.5 cm

Coloured
Matchsticks

Wooden Spoons
Pack

RE/410/CLS (1000pcs)

RE/781/WE

RE/138/CF (20g)

Rhinestones Large
RE/880/RL

- Item Size: (L)14.5 x (H)14 cm per
pack

Nose Stickers

RE/2323/NS (600pcs)

ANTHONY PETERS

Arts & Crafts

RE/766/WS (24pcs)

Giant Feathers
RE/629/CGF

Rhinestones Small
RE/881/RS

- Item Size: (L)14.5 x (H)14 cm per pack

Mouth Stickers
RE/2324/MS
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Arts & Crafts

Skeleton Leaves
RE/2015/SL

- Item Size: (H)20cm

Animal Skins Paper A4
RE/829/AS

Polystyrene Shapes: Spheres
RE/695/PSE (50mm)
RE/695/PSG (70mm)
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Paper Face Packs 50pcs
RE/831/PFP

- Item Size: (L)15.5 x (H)17.5 cm

Glitter Pipe (4m x 5 Colours)
RE/2322/GP

- Item Size: (L)27.5 x (H)40 cm per pack

ANTHONY PETERS

Cutters

Animal Cutters 6pcs

Jungle Cutters 6pcs

- Item Size: (L)15 x (H)15 cm per pack

- Item Size: (L)15 x (H)15 cm per pack

RE/025/AC

RE/075/JC

Giant Bug Cutters 4pcs

Fruit Cutters 6pcs

- Item Size: (L)15 x (H)15 cm per pack

- Item Size: (L)15 x (H)15 cm per pack

RE/074/BC

RE/746/FC

Vegetable Cutters 6pcs

Fractions Set (25 Cutters, 1 Rolling Pin)

- Item Size: (L)15 x (H)15 cm per pack

- Item Size: (L)26.5 x (H)25 cm per pack

RE/747/VC

RE/2333/FC
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Sponges

Painting Set - Transport 5pcs
RE/012/SPT

- Item Size: (L)20 x (H)21 cm per pack

Painting Set - Animal

Painting - People

- Item Size: (L)20 x (H)21 cm per pack

- Item Size: (L)26.5 x (H)25 cm per pack

RE/013/SPA

Painting Set - Alphabet Lower Case 26
RE/796/SSLC

- Item Size: (L)21 x (H)30 cm per pack
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RE/148/SPP

*If there is no stock is available for the educational range, lead time is 1-2 weeks.

Stem Kits

Simple Machines

Introduction To Everyday Engineering!
FT-E533506

The Simple Machines Set offers topics relevant to STEM
subject area curricula such as physics, technology, and
the natural sciences, and helps students gain a basic
knowledge of mechanical and technical principles. 40
different models are used to cover topics like pulleys and
hoists, gears, steering, statics, and much more. Simple
Machines can be used in supervised and unsupervised
learning, and is already a popular and classic choice in
many schools.
- Main Subjects: Transmissions, Block & Tackle, Steering,
Centrifugal Govenor, Cable Winch, Structural Steering.
- Ideal Additions: Motor Set XS, Motor Set XM, Power Set
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)31.5 x (H)15 cm
- Weight: 2832g

40

500

Models

6+

Mechanics (2.0)

Principles Of Mechanical and Structural Engineering
FT-E538423

This educational construction set is ideal for future machinists, technicians,
and engineers: How does a drive shaft or a manual transmission work? What
is a planetary gear? How do you construct a stable bridge? Our educational
construction set answers these and other basic questions using 30 different
models. The set offers topics relevant to STEM subject area curricula such
as physics, technology, and the natural sciences, and helps students gain a
basic knowledge of mechanical and technical principles. Mechanics 2.0 can
be used in supervised and unsupervised learning, and is already being used
at many schools.
- Main Subjects: Mechanical, Structural Engineering, Effect of Forces on
Bodies and Objects, and many more.
- Ideal Additions: Instructural Activity Information (free download), XS Motor,
Battery Tray For 9V Block (Battery Not Included), Accu Set.
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)31.5 x (H)15 cm
- Weight: 2910g

500

30

Models

214

6+
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Pneumatics: Beginner
Fundamentals Of Pneumatics
FT-E540946

This beginner educational construction set can be used to
introduce and familiarize students with the topic of pneumatics.
True-to life models are used to visualize how pneumatic valves
and cylinders work, helping them understand their function.
Air is pumped into an air cell manually. Activating the hand
valve sends the compressed air through the hoses and into
the pneumatic cylinder. The set offers topics relevant to STEM
subject area curricula such as physics, technology, and the
natural sciences, and helps students gain a basic knowledge
of technical principles. Pneumatics Beginner can be used in
supervised and unsupervised learning.
- Main Subjects: Generation and Distribution of Compressed
Air and Control of Pneumatic Cylinders, and many more.
- Ideal Additions: Instructional Activity Information (free
download), 2x Pneumatic Cylinders, Pump Cylinder, 2x Hand
Valves, Compressed Air Resevoir.
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)31.5 x (H)8 cm
- Weight: 1500g

200

5

Models

6+

Pneumatics

Fundamentals Of Pneumatics
FT-E533013

This industry-oriented educational construction set teaches
basic principles of pneumatics and uses true-to-life models to
illustrate how compressors, pneumatic valves, and pneumatic
cylinders work. The powerful, compact compressor guarantees
the model has a reliable supply of compressed air. Students can
build a total of 8 learning models, providing them with extensive
knowledge and skills on the topic of pneumatics in combination
with the accompanying didactic information. The set offers
topics relevant to STEM subject area curricula such as physics,
technology, and the natural sciences, and helps students gain
a basic knowledge of technical principles. Pneumatics can be
used in supervised and unsupervised learning, and has been 1
of our most popular topics for many years.
- Main Subjects: Generation and Distribution of Compressed Air
and Control of Pneumatic Cylinders, and many more.
- Ideal Additions: Instructional Activity Information (free
download), 4x Pneumatic Cylinders, Compressor, 4x 4/3-Way
Manual Valves, Battery Tray for 9V Block (battery not included),
Accu Set.
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)31.5 x(H)15 cm
- Weight: 2991g

440

8

Models

6+
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Optics & Lights

Principles of Optics and Light
FT-E533037

Research optical phenomena and experiment with light! The
planetary model provides a visual explanation of the phases
of the moon as well as solar and lunar eclipses. Optical lenses
with different focal lengths, mirrors, lens tip lamps, and a
large number of parts allow students to build a microscope,
magnifying glass, telescope, and periscope. The sundial can
be used to tell the time. The model uses fiber optics to explain
what a total reflection is, and how light can be used to transmit
data. This educational construction set gives students an indepth look at the world of optics and light. Optics & Lights can
be used in both supervised and unsupervised learning, and is
part of the basic equipment at many schools.
- Main Subjects: Refraction, Reflection of Light, Light and
Shadow, Fiber-optic and Cable, Optic Illusions, and many more.
- Ideal Additions: Instructional Activity Booklet, 3x Optical
Lenses (two focal lengths), Rainbow LED, Mirror, Fiber-optic
Cable, 2x Lens Tip Lamps, Batter Tray For 9V Block (battery not
included), Power Setor Accu Set.
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)31.5 x (H)8 cm
- Weight: 2262g

270

15

Models

6+

Drive Systems

Principles Of Drive Technology
FT-E533028

How does a reaction or a flexible shaft drive work? What’s
the difference between a friction motor and a rubber motor
drive? How can wind be used for propulsion? This educational
construction set gives students insight into how different types
of drives work. Drive Systems can be used in supervised and
unsupervised learning, and is used at many schools.
- Main Subjects: Wind Propulsion, Bending Rod Drive, Recoil
Drive, Rubber Band and Friction Motors.
- Ideal Additions: Instructural Activity Information, Friction
Motor.
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)31.5 x (H)8 cm
- Weight: 1045g

280

8

Models

216

6+
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Solar: Beginner

Principle Of Solar Power
FT-E540947

Renewable energy is an important source of power today,
and will become even more important in the future. This
educational construction set is perfectly designed to help
students understand the possibilities of solar energy. They
can make solar-powered boats and cars run by generating
electricity from the sun using a solar module. Solar
Beginner can be used in supervised and unsupervised
learning, and is one of the most popular sets in many
schools.
- Main Subjects: Generation, Storage and Use of Electrical
Power From Water, Wind and Sun, Other Energy Sources:
Fuel Cell.
- Ideal Additions: Instructional Activity Information (free
download), Solar Module (2V...;200mA), Solar Motor (2V...),
Boat Hull.
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)31.5 x(H)8 cm
- Weight: 1500g

160

4

Models

6+

Green Energy

Principles Of Regenerative Power
FT-E533022

What are environmentally-friendly ways to generate electricity?
How does a fuel cell work, and how can you use one to produce
hydrogen? In the future, renewables will become our most
important sources of energy. This set illustrates the generation,
storage, and use of electricity produced from natural sources
like water, wind, and the sun using different models and a
wide variety of experiments. The powerful solar module can
be attached in many different ways for flexible use in the
models. The included Gold Cap is used for energy storage,
and can slowly emit the stored energy. The fuel cell vividly
shows how water is split into its two components: hydrogen
and oxygen. This awakens students’ interest in future energy
forms and trains them on key skills. Green Energy can be used
in supervised and unsupervised learning, and sets the standard
at many schools for how to approach the topic of renewable
energies.
- Main Subjects: Generation, Storage and Use of Electrical
Power From Water, Wind and Sun, Other Energy Sources: Fuel
Cell.
- Ideal Additions: Instructional Activity Information, Solar Motor
(2V...), 3x Solar Modules (1V; 400mA), Gold Cap Power Storage
Device, LED, O/OFF Switch
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)31.5 x(H)15 cm
- Weight: 3278g

390

19

Models

6+
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Physics I (2.0) Science Kits
Introduction Into Physics
FT-E538424

The didactic experimental model included in this physics
educational construction set is a great way to explain the
effects of physical phenomena (acceleration, inertia, equilibrium
of forces, the principle of linear motion, the laws of motion).
The individual physical effects are illustrated through a variety
of experiments to make them easy to understand. Suddenly,
physics instruction is fun! Physics I 2.0 can be used in both
supervised and unsupervised learning.
- Main Subjects: Centrifugal Force, Force of Grvity, Acceleration,
Law of Conservation of Energy, Pulses.
- Ideal Additions: Instructional Activity Booklet (free download),
XS Motor, 4x High-Speed Curves, 17x Flex-rails 180, 8x Felx-rails
90, 10x Balls, 3x 180 Curves, 4x 90 Curves, Cross-Over, Catch
Funnel, Battery Tray for 9V Block (battery not included), Sound +
Lights, LED Set, Accu Set or Power Set.
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)31.5 x(H)15 cm
- Weight: 3334g

780

7

Models

6+

Electronics

Principles Of Electronics
FT-E533029

Simple electrical circuits, series and parallel circuits, electronic
circuits with transistors, capacitors, resistors, and LEDs. This
educational construction set teaches students the basic
principles of electronics step by step. The Electronics Module, a
controller with 16 set programs, has 2 motor outputs, 3 analog
inputs for sensors and a potentiometer to control the speed
of a motor. From a simple flashlight to a swinging boat ride,
a flashing blinker and a controllable fan, this construction set
uses lots of exciting working models to teach students the
basic principles of electronics in a competent, lasting way. Just
like all Fischertechnik Education construction sets, Electronics
can be used in supervised or unsupervised learning.
- Main Subjects: Electtrical Circuits, Series, Parallel and Threeway, Four-way Circuits, Electronic Components and Circuits, and
many more.
- Ideal Additions: Instructural Activity Information (free
download, Electronics Module, XS Motor, 2x Transistors, 2x
Capacitors, 3x Resistors, 2x Push Buttons, Phototransistor,
Temperature Sensor, Lens Tip Lamp, 2x LED’s Battery Tray for
9V Block (battery not included).
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)31.5 x (H)8 cm
- Weight: 2191g

280

8

Models

218

6+
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Robotics Mini Bots

From Electronics To Robotics
FT-E533923

Mini Bots are an ideal way to get started with the Fischertechnik
Education robotics line. Students can build 5 agile driving robots
using actuators and sensors, like motor, IR trail sensors, and
push buttons. The sophisticated model robots can follow lines
and avoid obstacles. A parcours template lets students test their
models directly. The Mini Bots’ programs are permanently saved
on the ROBOTICS module, and can simply be selected using the
DIP switch. Selecting pre-set programs makes it easy to discover
the world of robotics without having to understand programming.
ROBOTICS Mini Bots can be used in supervised and unsupervised
learning, making it easy for teachers to get young students
interested in and excited about the topic.
- Main Subjects: Electronic Parts, Controlling and Regulating, Use
of Acutators and Sensors
- Ideal Additions: Instructional Activity Information (free
download), Robotics Module, IR Trail Sensor, 2x Push Buttons
(limit switch), 2x XS Motors, Battery Tray for 9V Block (battery not
included)
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)31.5 x(H)8 cm
- Weight: 1505g

145

5

Models

6+

Robotics BT Beginner

Instrumentation and Control (I&C)
FT-E540587

An easy way to get started with programming! Robotics BT Beginner explains
the basic principles of programming to students based on the ROBO Pro
Light graphical programming software, which is used to control stationary
and mobile Fischertechnik models. Students can use sensors and actuators
to build and then control easy-to-understand models like hand dryers, a
carousel, barriers, a conveyor belt with die-cutting machine, or mobile tracked
vehicles. The »BT Smart Controller«, with 4 inputs for sensors and 2 outputs
for motors or lights, has a USB interface and a Bluetooth 4.0 interface.
The software »ROBO Pro Light« (available for free download) allows even
young students to quickly and simply get a handle on easy-to-understand
programming. In addition, all models can also be controlled and programmed
with a tablet (iOS/Android) using a free app. ROBOTICS BT Beginner can be
used in supervised and unsupervised learning, and is an ideal and easy-tounderstand way for young students to get their first taste of the world of
programming.
- Main Subjects: Instrumentation and Control, Programming, Interaction
Between Hardware and Software, Use of Actuators and Sensors
- Ideal Additions: Instructural Activity Information (free download), Bt Smart
Controller (USB Port/ Bluetooth 4.0 LE Port), Control Software ROBO Pro
Light (System: Windows 7*, 8, 10/ Tablet: Android and IOS) 2x XS Motors, 2x
LED Lights Barriers, 2x Photo Transistors, 2x Push Buttons, Battery Tray for
9V Block (battery not included)
*Selected Bluetooth 4.0 LE Sticks are Required for Windows 7
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)31.5 x (H)8 cm

Simple
Programming

- Weight: 2000g

380
6+

12

Models
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Robotics Advanced

Instrumentation and Control (I&C)
FT-E533018

Professional and complete learning set on the topic of robotics for advanced
schools, universities, vocational schools, colleges, and for continued education or
training. With over 300 parts, the ROBOTICS Set offers everything your spectrum
of teaching and learning demands: from simple models to highly complex, drivable
robots with integrated cameras. Includes the high powered TXT Controller,
graphical programming software ROBO Pro to control mobile and stationary model
robots, a camera for image transmission via USB or WiFi, colour recognition, line
tracking, and movement recognition. The TXT Controller has multiple powerful
and unique features: Dual processor ARM Cortex A8 (32bit/600MHz) + Cortex
M3, colour 2.4” touch display, combined WiFi/Bluetooth module, micro SD card
slot for memory expansion, IR receiver diode, integrated speaker, 4 motor outputs,
8 digital/analog inputs for sensors and 4 fast counting inputs. Multiple TXT
controllers can be linked. Beginners can quickly and easily start with complete
programming modules, while advanced students and experts can use the wide
range of applications and expansion options that make Fischertechnik almost
unmatched in teaching, research, and industry. Additional didactic information
supports users in constructing, programming, and teaching. Additional sensors
and actuators like encoder motors, XS motors, push buttons, NTC resistors,
phototransistors, and LEDs allow users to build mobile exploratory robots, soccer
robots, temperature controllers, and much more! The set is compatible with other
ROBOTICS sets.
- Main Subjects: Instrumentation and Control, Programming, Interaction between
Hardware and Software, Use of Actuators and Sensors.
- Ideal Additions: Instructional Activity Booklet (free download), *Robotics
TXT Controller, *CD With ROBO Pro Control Software and Related Instructional
(interactive) Material, USB Camera (1MP), 2x Encoder Motors, XS Motor, 2x LED’S,
2x Push Buttons, Phototransistor, NTC Resistor, *Accu Set.

(*highly reccommended)
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)31.5 x(H)15 cm
- Weight: 3050g

310

14

Models

13+

Robotics & Electropneumatics
Instrumentation and Control (I&C)
FT-E533019

Ideal educational construction set for constructing and programming
true-to-life electropneumatic machines and robots. The topics
electropneumatics and vacuum technology are illustrated using
exciting compressed air motor, colour sorting robot, and flipper models
for coloured work pieces, as well as ball obstacle course robots. The
powerful, yet compact compressor guarantees the model has a reliable
supply of compressed air. The included electromagnetic valves allow
models to be controlled using a PC. ROBOTICS & Electropneumatics is
used in supervised and unsupervised learning, and has been a classic
in STEM fields for many years.
- Main Subjects: Instrumentation and Control, Programming,
Interaction between Hardware and Software, Use of Actuators and
Sensors.
- Ideal Additions: Instructural Activity Information (free download,
Compressor, Mini Motor, 2x Solenoid Valves, Optical Colour Sensor,
Vacuum Suction Device, 3x Cylinders with Spring, 2x Photosistors, 2x
Lens Tip Lamp, 11x Flex-rails 180 , *Robotics TXT Controller, *CD With
ROBO Pro Control Software and Related Instructional (interactive)
Material.

(*highly reccommended)
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)31.5 x (H)15 cm
- Weight: 3162g
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440
13+

4

Models
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Robotics In Industry

Instrumentation and Control (I&C)
FT-E533020

This Robotics educational construction set is focused
on constructing and programming robotics for true-tolife industrial applications. 4 real-life, fully functional
industrial robots: A high-bay shelving system, 3-axis robot,
and 2 additional gripper arm robots can be built and
programmed. Sturdy fischertechnik aluminum profiles are
used in all of the models. ROBOTICS in Industry can be
used in supervised and unsupervised learning.
- Main Subjects: Instrumentation and Control,
Programming, Interaction between Hardware and
Software, Use of Actutators and Sensors.
- Ideal Additions: Instructional Activity Information
(free download), 2x Encoder Motors, 2x XS Motors,
6x Push buttons, *Robotics TXT Controller, *ROBO
Pro Software and 9V/1A Power Pack (Accu Set or
Power Set)

(*highly reccommended)
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)31.5 x(H)15 cm
- Weight: 3328g

510

4

Models

13+

Robotics Competition Set
Focus on Robotics Competitions
FT-E519143

The Fischertechnik Robotics Competition Set has been developed for
schools, universities, educational institutions, and research groups that want
to further develop or improve their student robotics competitions. It includes
models like tracking robots, exploratory robots, soccer-playing robots,
obstacle recognition robots with cameras, and much more. The models
are ideal for a RoboCup competition (Junior category) and various other
competitions on a state or national level, or even internationally. The Robotics
Competition Set helps school and university students discover robotics and
key STEM learning principles with project-based learning. The set includes
670 parts, along with all current Fischertechnik sensors. These include
structural parts, gears, drives, wheels, DC motors, motors with integrated
encoders, USB camera, gyro sensors, and many other Fischertechnik
sensors. It includes ROBOTCS TXT Controller and ROBO Pro Software with
options for programming on 5 levels. From the beginner level to professional
programming, with objects, sub-routines, variables, and user-defined
commands. In addition, parcours templates are included for testing models
and preparing for robotics competitions.
- Main Subjects: Robotics Competitions
- Ideal Additions: Printed Assembly and Instructional Activity Information
on CD, Robotics TXT Controller, CD with Contoller Software ROBO Pro, USB
Camera, 2x Encoder Motors, XS Motor, Lens Tip Lamp, 3x LED’s, Combisensor
(gyro, accerlarometer, compass), 3x Ultrasonic Distance Sensors, IR Trail
Sensor, Optical Colour Sensor, Photo Resistor, Phototransistor, NTC Resistor,
Magnetic Sensor (reed contact), Accu Set (battery charger with rechargeable
NIMH battery)
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)31.5 x(H)15 cm
- Weight: 3760g

670

20

Models

13+
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Stem Prep

Physics, Robotics, Energy & Power
Project-based learning in STEM fields
FT-E519340

The Fischertechnik STEM program by Tom White combines
mathematical, reading, and writing standards with the American
National Science Education Standards, Technology and
Information Technology (“ISTE” and “ITEEA”). The program can
easily be completed within a school semester, and helps students
understand applied automation technology by systematically
introducing them to electronics sensors, and control technology.
- Main Subjects: Physics, Robotics, Energy, Power, Simple
Machines, Mechanical systems
Structures, Forces, Pneumatics, Potential and Kinetic Energy,
Energy Conservation, Energy Conversion and Storage, Electricity,
Electronics, Optics, Digital Communication and Control
Programming
- Ideal Additions: ROBOTICS LT Controller, CD with controller
software ROBO Pro Light, electronics module, XS motor, mini
motor, solar motor, pull-back motor, compressor, 2x solar
modules, „Gold Cap“ energy storage device, LED, 2x rainbow
LED´s, phototransistor, NTC resistor, 2x push buttons.
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)31.5 x(H)23 cm
- Weight: 6577g

2110

118
Models

STEM

Tutorial

13+

Engineering

Project-based Learning with a Focus on Standards
FT-E519341

The Fischertechnik STEM program by Tom White combines mathematical,
reading, and writing standards with the American National Science Education
Standards, Technology and Information Technology (“ISTE” and “ITEEA”).
The program can easily be completed within a school semester, and helps
students understand applied automation technology by systematically
introducing them to electronics sensors, and control technology.

- Main Subjects: Robotics, Cybernetics, Mechatronics, Automation Control
- Ideal Additions: ROBOTICS TXT Controller, CD with controller software
ROBO Pro, USB camera, 2x encoder motors, 2x XS motors, mini motor,
compressor, 2x LEDs, 2x solenoid valves, vacuum suction device, optical
colour sensor, 2x phototransistors, NTC resistor, 6x push buttons (limit
switch), Accu Set (battery charger with rechargeable NiMH battery
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)31.5 x (H)15 cm
- Weight: 5450g

890

22

Models
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STEM

Tutorial

13+

3D Printer

Build, Plug & Print!
FT-E536624

Build, design, and print! This 3D printer build-it-yourself kit provides users easy access to the forward-thinking and fascinating technology of 3D printing.
Print parts yourself anytime – customized, simple, and totally flexible! Whether you use the supplied printing examples, the new supplied printing examples
uploaded to the eLearning portal (fischertechnik-elearning.com), or printing data you create yourself. The easy-to-build and sturdy Fischertechnik 3D printer
allows you to print many different parts. Users learn the basic principles of 3D printing and get an insight into this revolutionary technology with major
potential for the future. PC software to control the printer via USB interface.
- Main Subjects: Basic Knowledge of 3D Printing, Interaction between Hardware and Software, Robotics, Control.
- Ideal Additions: - 3D controller with Atmel microcontroller, USB interface for PC (Micro B USB port, incl. interface cable), 4 step motor drivers (for x, y and
z axes and extruder), one power output (MOS-FET) for the extruder nozzle (hot end), connections for 3 limit switches and a temperature sensor, DC port for
voltage supply 19V, 6.3A. Dimensions: 150mm x 90mm x 25mm.
- 3D Print Control Software, with slicer and printer control, specially adapted to Fischertechnik 3D printers (Windows 7, 8, 10). Numerous finished printing
examples included as G-codes and STL files. Also works with Mac OS X and Linux with the software RepetierHost: www.fischertechnik.de/3DPrinter-FAQ
- 4 high-torque step motors (x-, y- and z-axes, extruder), 3 mini push-buttons (as limit switches for x-, y- and z-axes), heated nozzle (for 1.75 mm diameter
filament) with temperature monitoring, printing bed with removable printing plate.
- Incl. power unit (AC input 100-240V, DC output 19V, 6.3A, 50-60Hz).
- Incl. high quality filament (50 g roll, PLA, 1.75mm diameter). Premium filament in special Fischertechnik colours (50g roll or 500g coil) can be ordered
separately.
- Item Size: (L)46.5 x (W)16 x(H)39 cm
- Weight: 6320g

890
13+
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3D Printer

3D Printer

3D Printer Refills

The high quality Fischertechnik filament (PLA, 1.75
mm in diameter), for true to size and precise print
results, is available in a variety of fischertechnik
colours. 50g roll of non-toxic bioplastic material
free of heavy metals. Recommended for
fischertechnik 3D printers.
- Item Size: (L)29 x (W)19 x (H)29 cm
- Weight: 72

Blue

Black

White

Silver

Transparent

Red

Yellow

Green

13+

FT-E539126 (Polybag)-50g
FT-E539139 (Coil)-500g

FT-E539131 (Polybag)-50g
FT-E539143 (Coil)-500g
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FT-E539123 (Polybag)-50g
FT-E539137 (Coil)-500g

FT-E539127 (Polybag)-50g
FT-E539141 (Coil)-500g

FT-E539133 (Polybag)-50g
FT-E539144 (Coil)-500g

FT-E539124 (Polybag)-50g
FT-E539138 (Coil)-500g

FT-E539129 (Polybag)-50g
FT-E539142 (Coil)-500g

FT-E539121 (Polybag)-50g
FT-E539136 (Coil)-500g
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Construction

Gliders

FT-R540581

With turning jets and new design parts, the 3 buildable gliders promise
great fun and lots of different building options – and all at a great price.
Besides the 3 models, which can be constructed with the help of the
instructions, there are no limits on the spacecrafts, jet planes and other
creations that you can build.

60

- Item Size: (L)22.5 x (W)6.5 x (H)15 cm
- Weight: 200g

3

Models

7+

Racers

FT-R540580

The speedy and attractively priced Racers with their functional steering
bring guaranteed action to a child‘s bedroom. The new design parts give
you lots of options for customising the little speedsters.
- Item Size: (L)22.5 x (W)6.5 x (H)15 cm
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- Weight: 220g

3

Models

7+

Solar

FT-R544616

With this construction set, children can receive their first experiences
with renewable energy in a fun way. The solar rotor, a combination of solar
panels and a motor, is the key component of the three models and uses
the power of the sun to rotate the propeller. The model helicopter, air boat
and fan use solar energy to move. The play figure included in the kit brings
even more fun to the playroom.
- Item Size: (L)22.5 x (W)6.5 x (H)18 cm
- Weight: 250g

80

3

Models
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Tractor

FT-R544617

3 different tractor models can be built from over 130 components. The 3
farm vehicles bring plenty of family fun to the playroom, and they all have
realistic axle pivot steering. The play figure included increases the play
value of this construction kit.
- Item Size: (L)22.5 x (W)6.5 x (H)18 cm

130

- Weight: 400g

3

Models

7+

Cable Railway
FT-R41859

Glide down the slope on a 6-meter long cable with the gondola clear up at
the top and then with the freight elevator clear down to the bottom. Have
fun!
- Item Size: (L)32 x (W)8 x (H)23 cm
- Weight: 606g

130
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Construction

Creative Starter set
FT-R536618

Models such as the crane with cable winch and worm gear, racing car
with steering, teeter-totter with 4-bar linkage teach children a basic
understanding for technology. Other creative, mechanical models can be
made from the gears, basic building blocks, static parts, wheels and many
other parts. This construction set helps children to understand everyday
technology by playing.
- Ideal Additions: Motor Set XS, LED Set, Power Set
- Item Size: (L)32 x (W)8 x (H)23 cm
- Weight: 938g

255
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Models

7+

Creative Set 3
FT-R511931

40 models, such as vehicles with steering, bulldozer with tracks, crane
with cable winch, and windmill with reduction gear allow children a
fascinating glimpse into the worlds, of technology while playing. The
construction site and fair grounds play worlds, with a number of models
which can be built simultaneously, guarantee a great deal of fun while
building and playing. The large number of parts leaves maximum leeway
for creativity.
- Ideal Additions: Ideal additions: Motor Set XS, Motor Set XM,
Sound+Lights, LED Set, Power Set
- Item Size: (L)46.5 x (W)8 x (H)32 cm
- Weight: 1812g

500

40

Models

7+

Truck

FT-R540582

Powerful trucks like a dumper truck, articulated vehicle, HGV with crane,
a container truck or a recovery vehicle can all be built with this box. The
new Fischertechnik design parts give the models a new, modern look.
Children can turn their bedrooms into building yards with all the features
like a winch, functional steering, tipping function, removable container and
a crane arm. The various models are a perfect match for the Motor Set XM,
the Bluetooth Control Set and the Accu Set.
- Ideal Additions: Incl. play figure, Ideal additions: Motor Set XS, Motor Set
XM
- Item Size: (L)46.5 x (W)8 x (H)32 cm
- Weight: 1467g

390
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Bluetooth Racing Set
8+

FT-R540584

The Bluetooth Racing Set is a complete set for building 3 innovative
vehicles in the new Fischertechnik design. The set contains over 360 pieces
for building a racetrack, a roadster or a wheelie vehicle, which travels on its
back wheels. The suspension system on the vehicles makes them suitable
for any terrain. The vehicles can be operated by remote control or by
smartphone/tablet – with a range of up to 10 metres. The RPM of the gear
motor and the servo steering angle can be freely adjusted from a distance.
- Ideal Additions: Play figure, Bluetooth remote control, receiver, servo,
XM motor, battery holder for 9V block, (2x 9V block batteries necessary –
batteries not included)
- Item Size: (L)46.5 x (W)8 x (H)39 cm
- Weight: 1897g

360
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Theme Park
FT-R508775

Complete construction set with motor and battery holder. With over 660
components, you can build a motorized Ferris wheel or a merry-go-round.
The Ferris wheel has a diameter of over 50 cm and is equipped with 6
gondolas – a model that creates a real fair atmosphere.
- Ideal Additions: Incl. XS motor, battery holder for 9V block
(battery not included)
- Item Size: (L)46.5 x (W)8 x (H)39 cm
- Weight: 1893g
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Dynamic

Dynamic XS Marble Run
FT-R536619

Low-cost ball obstacle course by Fischertechnik! The ball accelerates,
picks up speed in the jump and flies through the fire ring - it‘s action
time! 70 parts can be used step-by-step to make 3 exciting models: ball
obstacle course, jump and dexterity game. Go to www.fischertechnik.de/
Dynamic-XS to find templates for various games that can be downloaded
free of charge: goal-shooting, balls and fire ring“. The construction set can
be combined and augmented with other construction sets in the PROFI
Dynamic Line. Get the balls moving!
- Ideal Additions:90° curve, 2x balls, 6x flex-rails 90
- Item Size: (L)22.5 x (W)6.5 x (H)15cm
- Weight: 294g

70
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Dynamic S Marble Run
FT-R536620

The ball starts in the obstacle course and accelerates until it reaches the
cross-over, where it drops further before racing down 2 different tracks –
to the left and to the right! In the title model, the ball flies through several
90° curves and over a teeter-totter before brushing against the sound
tube – BING“! The balls are collected at the end of the course and can be
easily removed again. 3 impressive obstacle courses can be made with
the assembly instructions from more than 140 parts. 3 models: simple
obstacle course, action obstacle course and obstacle course with twin
tracks! Get completely immersed in the fascinating, creative world of the
Fischertechnik ball obstacle course for heaps of action!
- Ideal Additions: Sound tube, 4x 90° curves, 3x balls, 6x flex-rails 90, 3x
flex-rails 180, All construction sets in the Dynamic Line, Sound+Lights, LED
Set
- Item Size: (L)23 x (W)8 x (H)32 cm
- Weight: 656g

140
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Dynamic

Dynamic XXL Marble Run
FT-R544619

Nearly a metre tall, with a track length of up to 5.60m, with many features, new pieces and track crossings,
this marble run promises unlimited fun. The new flex-tubes enable fast, new routes. The marbles whiz over a
mechanical cross-over into different track circuits. Then, on their way down, they shoot through the loop, across
the quarter pipe, through the jumping loop, towards more mischief. Even more interaction is possible, as the user
can intervene in the marble’s route. With a mechanical track crossing, the layout of the flex-rails can be shifted
and the route can be determined at another crossing with a switch lever. Additionally, the marbles can be stopped
or released at a stop point. Once they get to the bottom, the marbles are transported right back to the top via
the motor-powered chain lift. 3 different marble runs can be constructed, and offer various opportunities for
modification. By expanding the marble run with the PLUS sets: Bluetooth Control Set and Motor Set XS (up to 2)
can control chicanes.

1310
9+
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- Ideal Additions: XS motor, 2x rainbow LED, 2x flex-tubes 360, 7x 90°curves, 5x 180°curves, 7x high-speed flex-rails,
8x flex-rails 90, 16x flex-rails 180, 8x balls, 2x cross-over, 2x rotary funnels, battery holder for 9V block (battery not
included), All construction sets in the Dynamic Line, Motor Set XS, Bluetooth Control Set, Sound+Lights, LED Set.
- Item Size: (L)46.5 x (W)8 x (H)39 cm
- Weight: 3400g

Dynamic L 2 Marble Run
FT-R536621

The complete Dynamic L 2 set guarantees even more fun with action
models and the three 180° curves. The 4 high-speed flex-rails with raised
side edge let the balls roll at full speed through the curve! The balls simply
race through the mechanical cross-over into various tracks. After passing
through the loops and other obstacles, the ball finally returns to the elevator
waiting point. The balls are then brought back up to the top again by the
elevator which is operated by an XS motor. The 3 different action courses
with a length of up to 4.50 m offer unlimited fun on the ball obstacle course.
- Ideal Additions: XS motor, 4x 90° curves, 3x 180° curves, 8x balls, 4x highspeed flex-rails, 8x flex-rails 90, 17x flex-rails 180, cross-over, rotary funnel,
battery holder for 9V block (battery not included), All construction sets in the
Dynamic Line, Sound+Lights,
- Item Size: (L)46.5 x (W)8 x (H)39 cm
- Weight: 2456g

780
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Dynamic High Speed Expansion
FT-R544622

With the Dynamic High Speed Expansion set, every Fischertechnik marble
run can be creatively built and customised to be even faster and more full
of twists and turns, with additional high-speed flex-rails, 180° curves and
attachment pieces. The high speed flex-rails with raised edges grants
maximal marble speed in the curves. The 180° curve allows the direction of
the marble to be changed even in the narrowest spaces. With the Dynamic
High Speed Expansion Set, there are no limits on creativity, to bring even
more action and speed to the Fischertechnik marble runs.
- Ideal Additions: 3x 180° curves, 7x high-speed flex-rails, various
add-on elements (angular blocks, building bricks etc.)
- Item Size: (L)22.5 x (W)6.5 x (H)15cm
- Weight: 190g

30
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Dynamic Tuning Expansion Set
FT-R533873

The Dynamic Tuning Expansion Set is ideal for making all Fischertechnik
obstacle courses even bigger and faster with additional obstacle course
parts and add-on elements. Many special parts such as 90° curves,
cross-overs, catch funnels, short and long flex-rails promise even more
excitement.
The Dynamic Tuning Expansion Set gives free rein to the imagination of
young obstacle course engineers.
- Ideal Additions: 2x cross-overs, 2x catch funnels, 4x 90° curves, 2x
magnet holders, 8x balls, 4x flex-rails 90, 10x flex-rails 180, various add-on
elements (angular blocks, angular girders etc.)
- Item Size: (L)22.5 x (W)6.5 x (H)15cm
- Weight: 334g
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Dynamic

Dynamic Looping
FT-R544620

With the Dynamic Looping Set, a loop point can be built, with the guidance
of building instructions, and creatively integrated into many Fischertechnik
marble runs. With the mechanical track crossing, the route can be shifted
so that the marbles either shoot through the loop or follow another route.
With this set, avid Fischertechnik Dynamic fans can expand and enhance
their own marble run with a new action element.
- Ideal Additions: 90° curve, high-speed flex-rail, flex-rail 90, 3x flex-rails 180,
various add-on elements (angular blocks, angular girders etc), Ideal addition
to any construction sets in the Dynamic Line.
- Item Size: (L)22.5 x (W)6.5 x (H)15 cm
- Weight: 200g
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Dynamic Stop & Go
FT-R544621

Stop & Go - a short pause, and the marbles already can be released again to
zoom through the marble run. With this expansion set, 2 stop points can be
constructed, with the guidance of the building instructions. The stop points
can be operated manually, and can be creatively integrated into the pre-built
Fischertechnik marble run. With this set, the existing marble runs can be
enhanced and the play value increased.
- Ideal Additions: 4x flex-rails 90, various add-on elements, (angular blocks,
angular girders etc.), Ideal addition to any construction sets in the Dynamic
Line
- Item Size: (L)22.5 x (W)6.5 x (H)15 cm
- Weight: 170g

45
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Learners Kit

Pneumatic 3 Learners Kit
FT-R516185

This play-and-learn construction set helps children learn the principles of
pneumatics and uses realistic models to demonstrate how compressors,
pneumatic valves and cylinders work. The powerful and compact
compressor guarantees a reliable supply of compressed air to the
models. In addition to vehicles such as front loaders, hay bale pickers and
tree trunk grips, other educational models provide young inventors with
background knowledge on the subject of pneumatics in combination with
the didactic activity information in the eLearning portal (Fischertechnikelearning.com).
- Ideal Additions: compressor, 4x pneumatic cylinder, 4x 4/3-way manual
valve, battery holder for 9V block (battery not included)
- Item Size: (L)46.5 x (W)8 x (H)32 cm
- Weight: 1925g

440

8

Models
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Car & Drives
FT-R516184

How does a balloon drive or a bending rod drive work? What is the
difference between a friction drive and a rubber-band drive? How can wind
be used as a drive? This set provides a glimpse into how different types
of drives work. The brawny offroad vehicle with functioning steering and
suspension can also be combined perfectly with the Motor Set XM and
Bluetooth Control Set for remote control. The instructional activity booklet
provides a great deal of interesting information.
- Ideal Additions: didactic activity booklet, friction motor, Motor Set XM,
Bluetooth Control Set, Sound+Lights, LED Set, Accu Set
- Item Size: (L)46,5 x (W)8 x (H)32 cm
- Weight: 2150g
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Pneumatic Power
FT-R533874

The low-cost Pneumatic Power construction set takes a learning-by-playing
approach to the principles of pneumatics, with realistic models to show
how pneumatic valves and cylinders work. The air is pumped manually
into an air chamber. Pressing the hand valves conveys the compressed
air through the hoses into the pneumatic cylinder. An excavator and four
other models can be constructed. The didactic activity information for
pneumatics is available online for the young engineers.
- Ideal Additions: 2x pneumatic cylinders, pump cylinder, 2x hand valve,
compressed air reservoir
- Item Size: (L)32 x (W)8 x (H)23 cm
- Weight: 632g

5
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Solar Power
FT-R533875

Renewable energy sources will play an increasingly significant role in
future. A solar module generates electricity from the energy of the sun
to move the solar boats and the solar car. Whether on water or land, the
construction set is a learning-by-playing approach to solar power. Water fun
is guaranteed with the floating Solar Catamaran“ and Paddle Steamer“. The
solar module and solar motor can also be used to make a solar vehicle and
a ventilating fan.
- Ideal Additions: solar module (2V; 200mA), solar motor (2V), boat hull
- Item Size: (L)32 x (W)8 x (H)23 cm
- Weight: 490g

4
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Optics Learners Kit
FT-R520399

The planetary model clearly demonstrates why the moon has phases
or why solar and lunar eclipses occur. Optical lenses with various
focal lengths, mirror, lens tip lamps and a variety of other parts allow
construction of a microscope, magnifier, telescope and periscope. With
the periscope you can look around corners and the microscope makes tiny
objects really big! With the sun dial you can determine the time of day, and
the model with optical fiber demonstrates what total reflection is and how
data can be transferred using light.
- Ideal Additions: didactic activity booklet, 3x optical lenses (two focal
lengths), rainbow LED, mirror, optical, fiber, 2x LED light barrier, battery
holder for 9V block (battery not included), Accu Set or Power Set
- Item Size: (L)46.5 x (W)8 x (H)32 cm
- Weight: 1710g

15
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Eco Energy Kit
FT-R520400

How can ecological electric power be produced? “Renewable energies” will become our most important suppliers
of energy in the future. Production, storage and use of electricity from natural energy sources such as water,
wind and the sun are graphically illustrated using various models and numerous experiments. These two new
solar modules not only guarantee more power; the many new attachment possibilities ensure flexible use in
the models. The Gold Cap included for power storage can release the stored power at a slower rate. This helps
children understand energy forms of the future. The “Fuel Cell Kit“ (Item No.: 520401) offers an ideal addition.
With this expansion construction set, you can build other models and operate them with a fuel cell.

370
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- Ideal Additions: solar motor (2V), 2x solar modules (1V; 400 mA), Gold Cap power storage device, LED, ON/OFF
switch), Fuel Cell Kit (Item No. 520401)
- Item Size: (L)46.5 x (W)8 x (H)32 cm
- Weight: 1900g

Fuel Cell Kit
FT-R520401

The Fuel Cell Kit brings this technology of the future directly into the child’s
play room and provides answers to these and other questions! With the
fuel cell and the additional solar module, interesting additional models
can be built in connection with the “Oeco Energy” construction set. The
instructional activity booklet offers assistance. (CAUTION: Absolutely
necessary for operation is Eco Energy - Item No.: 520400 or Eco Tech –
Item No.: 505284).
- Ideal Additions: didactic activity booklet, reversible fuel cell with
integrated hydrogen,storage unit, solar module (1V; 400 mA)
- Item Size: (L)22.5 x (W)65 x (H)15 cm
- Weight: 400g

20
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Learners KIt

Mechanic + Static
FT-R536622

The definitive technical construction set for all future engineers and technicians: How does a shaft drive or manual
transmission work? What is a planetary gear? How do you design a stable bridge? The answers to these and other
elementary questions from the subject areas of mechanics and statistics are found in this construction set with 30
different models. Discover the principles of technology by playing! The eLearning portal (Fischertechnik-elearning.
com) offers exciting, instructional activity information, animations and videos all about mechanics and statics.
- Ideal Additions: XS motor, battery holder for 9V block, (battery not included)
- Item Size: (L)46.5 x (W)8 x (H)32cm
- Weight: 1850g

500
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Mini Bots
FT-R533876

The Mini Bots have their own special approach to robots and make it easy for children to discover this special world.
The clever robot models can follow lines and avoid hindrances.5 nimble action robots can be made from actuators
and sensors, such as IR trail sensor and push buttons. The Mini Bot programs are saved on the Fischertechnik
ROBOTICS module and can be adjusted with the DIP switches. The eLearning portal (Fischertechnik-elearning.com)
offers exciting, instructional activity information, animations and videos.
- Ideal Additions: ROBOTICS module, IR trail sensor, 2x push button, 2x XS motor, battery holder for 9V block (battery
not included
- Item Size: (L)32 x (W)8 x (H)23cm
145
- Weight: 686g
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BT Smart Learners Beginner Set
FT-R540586

The complete beginner set for children of 8 years and over. Over 380 pieces for children to combine with sensors
(photo transistors, buttons) and actuators (XS motors, LED light barriers) to create 12 easy-to-follow models
including a hand dryer, carousel, level crossing, conveyor belt with stamping machine and mobile caterpillar
machine. The BT Smart Controller with 4 inputs for sensors and 2 outputs for motors and lamps features a USB port
and a Bluetooth 4.0 LE port. The ROBO Pro Light software (available for download) makes it possible to program the
models quickly, easily and in a way that is easy to follow. In addition, it is also possible to program the models using
a tablet (Android and iOS) via an app. Comprehensive instructions are provided on the Fischertechnik eLearning
portal (Fischertechnik-elearning.com) to support the child‘s learning process and to explain the programming in an
easy-to-follow way.
- Ideal Additions: BT Smart Controller (USB port/Bluetooth 4.0 LE port), Control software ROBO Pro Light (System:
Windows 7*, 8, 10/tablet: Android and iOS), 2x XS motor, 2x LED light barrier, 2x photo transistor, 2x push button,
battery holder for 9V block (battery not included)
		

* Selected Bluetooth 4.0 LE sticks are required for Windows 7

- Item Size: (L)46.5 x (W)8 x (H)32cm
- Weight: 1457g

380
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Robotics

Inclusive:

USB
camera

TXT Discovery Set
FT-R524328

Complete Robotics Set with 310 parts, ROBOTICS TXT Controller and extended ROBO Pro software for control of mobile and stationary robot models.
A camera allows images to be transferred via USB or WiFi, colour recognition, line tracking and motion recognition. The controller has the following features:
Colour 2.4“ touch display, combined WLAN/Bluetooth module, Micro SD card slot for additional memory space, IR receiver diode, integrated loud speaker, 4 motor
outputs, 8 digital/analog inputs for sensors and 4 high speed numerical inputs. Additional sensors and actuators such as encoder motors, XS motor, push buttons,
NTC resistors, phototransistors and LED‘s allow construction of mobile rover vehicle, surveillance stations, alarm centers, etc! Preprogrammed modules are also
provided for beginners. This set is compatible with other ROBOTICS construction sets. The eLearning portal (Fischertechnik-elearning.com) offers
exciting, instructional activity information, animations and videos. System: Windows® 7, 8 or 10.
- Ideal Additions: ROBOTICS TXT Controller, Software ROBO Pro, USB camera (1 MP), 2x encoder motor, XS motor, 2x LED, 2x push button, phototransistor, NTC
resistor, Accu Set
- Item Size: (L)46.5 x (W)8 x (H)32cm
- Weight: 1943g

310
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Robotics

TXT Controller
FT-522429

The compact ROBOTICS TXT Controller (90x90x25 mm) can be controlled easily with the colour 2.4“ touch display. The
combined Bluetooth/WiFi RF module provides the perfect, wireless interface for numerous applications. The numerous
interfaces also include a USB host port for USB sticks and other components such as the Fischertechnik USB camera.
The integrated Micro SD card slot allows expansion of the memory capacity. 2 Controllers can be coupled.

› Processor: Dual core, main processor ARM Cortex A8 (32bit/600MHz) +
Cortex M3
› Memory capacity: 256 MB DDR3 RAM, 128 MB Flash
› Memory expansion Micro SD card slot
› Display: Color 2.4“ touch display (320x240 pixels)
› 8 Universal inputs: Digital/analog 0-9VDC, analog 0-5 kΩ
› 4 high speed numerical inputs: Digital, frequency up to 1kHz
› 4 Motor outputs 9V/250mA (max.: 800 mA): speed infinitely controllable, short
circuit proof, alternative 8 single outputs for components such as lights, etc.
› Combined Bluetooth/WiFi RF module: BT 2.1 EDR + 4.0, WLAN 802.11
› Infrared receiver diode: for Fischertechnik Control Set transmitter
› USB 2.0 Client: Mini USB port for connection to PC
› USB Host interface: USB A port for fischertechnik USB camera, USB sticks, etc.
- Ideal Additions: Accu Set or Power Set
- Item Size: (L)22.5 x (W)6.5 x (H)15 cm
- Weight: 350g

› Camera interface: over USB Host, Linux camera driver integrated into
operating system
› 10-pin male connector for additional inputs and outputs as well as I2C
interface
› Integrated real time clock with exchangeable buffer battery: for capturing
measured values within a defined period of time
› Linux-based open source operating system
› Programming possible with ROBO Pro, C-Compiler, PC-Library and many
others
› Link to smartphones/tablet PC‘s via Bluetooth or WLAN, allowing them to
be
used as terminals for the controller
› Dimensions: 90x90x25 mm
› Power supply: 9V DC 3.45 mm socket, or 2.5 mm Fischertechnik sockets
(for Accu Pack)

ROBO Pro Software
FT-E93296

Simple entry for beginners through programing of flow charts consisting of various software building blocks. The
exchange of the data between the software building blocks and the subprograms can be done through
variables and graphical connections as well. This allows the programs functions to be shown in an understandable
manner. There are no problems with the preparation of teach-in programs or data exchange with other Windows
software.
- Item Size: (L)21 x (W)2.5 x (H)15 cm
- System: Windows 7, 8 10
- Weight: 85g
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Smart Home
FT-R544624

Smart Home, the latest trend, that can now be experienced through play, with the Fischertechnik product ROBOTICS TXT Smart Home. The stationary sensor
station with a moving camera, new environmental sensor and other sensors, enables the measurement of air temperature, humidity, air pressure, air quality,
volume and brightness. The camera monitors the room and triggers an alarm, e.g. when there is movement in the room, and can create snapshots. The
model can be programmed and controlled with ROBO Pro software and the ROBOTICS TXT Controller. The sensors’ data can be collected and plotted on a
graph. In addition, the model can connect to a WiFi network, so that the camera can also be controlled from a distance. Beyond that, the TXT Controller can
be connected to a cloud server, in which the sensors’ data is saved, and can be retrieved from anywhere in the world. So using a user interface, a so-called
“dashboard”, the various sensor data can be permanently monitored, and the movement of the camera can be controlled. Further models and applications
of this kit are: barometer (measures air pressure), damp monitor (measures humidity and air temperature), environmental wellness sensor (measures the air
quality, temperature, humidity) with LED display, noise sensor (measures volume) and frost monitor (tests temperature against the freezing point). When the
pre-set limit values are exceeded and, for example, the room needs to be ventilated because the air quality has fallen below the lower limit value, the system
alerts the user via an LED display or with an alarm tone. There are many more possible applications. The accompanying activity information (eLearning portal)
provides helpful background information, projects and programmer tips.
- Ideal Additions: Environmental sensor, brightness sensor, USB camera (1 MP), 2x encoder motor, 2x push button, LEDs, Additionally required: ROBOTICS TXT
Controller, Software ROBO Pro, Accu Set or Power Set
- Item Size: (L)46.5 x (W)8 x (H)32cm
- Weight: 1700g
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Electropneumatic
FT-R516186

The subjects of electro-pneumatics and vacuum technology are demonstrated clearly with the aid of fascinating models such as the pneumatic motor,
colour sorting robot for coloured parts, ball obstacle course and pinball machine. The powerful and compact compressor guarantees a reliable supply of
compressed air to the models. The electro-magnetic valves included allow remote control of the models with a PC. The accompanying activity information
(eLearning portal) provides helpful background information, projects and programmer tips.
- Ideal Additions: Compressor, Mini motor, 2x solenoid valve, optical colour sensor, vacuum exhauster, 3x cylinder with spring, 2x photo transistor, 2x LED light
barrier, 11x flex-rail 180, *ROBOTICS TXT Controller, *Software ROBO Pro, *Accu Set or Power Set.

(*highly reccommended)
- Item Size: (L)46.5 x (W)8 x (H)32cm
- Weight: 2150g

510
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Automation Robots
FT-R511933

Four reality-based and fully functional industrial robots: High-rack storage, 3-axis robot and 2 other grappler robots. Sturdy fischertechnik aluminum profiles
used in all models. The instructional activity booklet provides support in the form of background information, projects and programming tips.
For programmers and designers from age 10.
- Ideal Additions: Related didactic material on CD, 2x Encoder motor, 2x XS motor, 6x push button, *ROBOTICS TXT Controller,
*Software ROBO Pro, *Accu Set or Power Set

(*highly reccommended)
- Item Size: (L)46.5 x (W)8 x (H)32cm
- Weight: 2252g
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LED Set
FT-533877

The LED Set is just the right solution for more light! The construction sets can now be
upgraded even further with more luster and additional light effects. The set contains 2
Rainbow LED‘s that flash in different colours and frequencies, together with 2 white LED‘s
and a battery holder.
- Ideal Additions: 2x Rainbow LED, 2x white LED, battery holder for 9V block (battery not
included), Accu Set or Power Set
- Item Size: (L)22.5 x (W)6.5 x (H)15 cm
- Weight: 175g

Sound + Lights
FT-500880

If you want to breathe still more „life“ into the Fischertechnik models using sounds and
lights then the Sound+Lights Set“ is the ideal solution! Up to three different sounds,
which can be activated with push buttons or automatically with digital inputs, can be
placed on the sound module. Depending on the requirement, the sounds can be replaced
very simply per USB. The blink connection, which is also included, allows the operation
of up to eight indicator lights as blinking lights. The set contains a sound module with
blink electronics, a USB cable, 2 indicator lights with various coloured luminous caps
and a battery holder for a 9V block (battery not included).
- Ideal Additions: Only Windows® compatible, Accu Set or Power Set
- Item Size: (L)22.5 x (W)6.5 x (H)15 cm
- Weight: 270g

Motor Set XS
FT-505281

Thanks to the compact measurements, this motor can be installed almost anyplace. In
addition to the building blocks, gearbox parts and toothed gears, the set also contains
a safety battery holder with integrated pole-reversing switch for 9V block (battery not
included).
- Ideal Additions: Performance data: Voltage 9V–
..., max. output 1.0 W at 6000 RPM
- Item Size: (L)22.5 x (W)6.5 x (H)15 cm
- Weight: 201g

Accu Charger Set
FT-34969

Charger, which is controlled by a microcontroller and provides reliable protection against
overcharging. Very short charging time, max. 2 hours, powerful NiMH rechargeable
battery pack with fuse for protection against a short circuit, 8.4V, 1500mAh.
- Ideal Additions: Charger + pack in one
- Item Size: (L)22.5 x (W)6.5 x (H)15 cm
- Weight: 490g

Power Set Plus
FT-505283

Power pack and infinite Power Controller. The power supply from the electrical socket for
all Fischertechnik models.
- Ideal Additions: Power Pack Performance Data: Voltage 9V–
.../2,5 A, Power Controller
Performance Data: Regulated output 1A max., additional output with 9V–
.../1 A max. (not
regulated), both outputs short circuit-proof with overload protection
- Item Size: (L)22.5 x (W)6.5 x (H)15 cm
- Weight: 490g
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Junior Engineer-Gears

Gear Up

GIG7333P (110pcs)

Machine recognition for children from basic gear knowledge to senior gear
knowledge. Gear Up develops self learning as well as logical and technical
thinking.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)41 x (H)27 cm

Vehicles

Construction Machine

Sea, land and air vehicle recognition. Explore the basic concept of 3D
construction by building houses. Basic knowledge of using wheels to
transmit.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)37 x (W)23 x (H)16 cm

A combination toy set of vehicles, animals, furniture, buildings and
construction machines. Practice using tools and stimulate your child’s
imagination by block building with different shapes.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)41 x (H)27 cm

GIG7330P (79pcs)

Crazy Monsters

Crazy Cars

Strengthen manual dexterity and improve
children’s familiarity of shapes and colours
with the Crazy Monsters Set. 3 beginner model
instructions are included to immediately start
enjoying and learning! Hand-eye coordination
is also encouraged while stimulating children’s
brains with basic knowledge of recognizing
animals through assembly and play.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)8 x (H)13 cm

Creatively combine components to build dynamic
models such as a sports car, herbie or mouth car,
while obtaining a basic knowledge of using wheels
to transmit and improving skills such as shape
and colour recognition and hand-eye coordination.
3 beginner model instructions are provided to
immediately start enjoying and learning.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)8 x (H)13 cm

GIG7261 (15pcs

Tools

GIG7334 (32pcs)

A combination toy set of vehicles, animals, furniture, buildings and construction machines.
Practice using tools and stimulate your child’s
imagination by block building with different
shapes.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)41 x (H)27 cm
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GIG7331P (100pcs)

GIG7262 (14pcs)
GIG7266 (Crazy Crafts - 28pcs)

GIGO

Technology & Basic Programming

Space Machines

Remote Control Machines

GIG7337 (255pcs)

The use of gear combinations allows you to complete 10 galactic-themed
models. The 4 independent channels of the infrared remote control
allow multiple simultaneous players. The all-new infrared controller can
independently control the forward/backward movement of 3 motors. 3 high
capacity motors greatly increases torque.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)42x (W)8 x (H)30 cm

GIG7335R (151pcs)

Remote Control Race Car

Animal Machines

Unique gearing system for easy shift of speed and torque, from fast drifting
racing car to powerful off road truck. A total 10 cars to build. New steering
motor gives full control over the car through a hand-held IR control box, which
helps children to learn about driving science. Gigo’s shape design system
makes it possible to make realistic models.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)42x (W)8 x (H)30 cm

8 different animal models with transparent PP material make it easier
to observe how the gears and machinery operate as children mimic the
movement of real animals. The 4 independent channels of the infrared
remote control allow multiple simultaneous players. The all-new 80x motor
increases torque.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)37x (W)8 x (H)29 cm

GIG7336 (89pcs)

GIG7407 (260pcs)

Jungle Fever

GIG7126 (190pcs)

Children develop fine motor skills, spatial sense,
symmetry, logical thinking and creativity by
building more than 30 animal models, with these
patented connecting cubes. Each set of 150
pieces comes with a 60 page instruction booklet.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)42x (W)8 x (H)30 cm

20 models to assemble: robot, race car, crane, bulldozer etc. Infraredoperated technology. Infrared and touch-sensitive remote control with 6 keys
allows you to control the machines’ movements and direction. 3 electric
motors and full colour instruction sheet (explanation of principles + models).
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)48x (W)9 x (H)33 cm

Speed Chaser
GIG7127 (161 pcs)

Develop fine motor, special sense, symmetry,
logical thinking, imagination and creativity skills
with this patented set of Connect-a-Cubes. A 60
page colourful instruction leaflet included.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)42x (W)8 x (H)30 cm

Speed Chaser
GIG7426 (120pcs)

Build 10 different models with this new version of
Speed Chaser. Instruction manual included.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)15 x (W)15 x (H)29.5 cm
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Electricity Discovery 2.0
Electricity & Magnetism
GIG7065 (137pcs)

10 models plus 7 experiments encourage children to apply basic concepts
to mechanical devices demonstrating the magical world of electricity and
magnetism. Fun, hands-on building experiences inspire children and their
learning of basic concepts in terms of mechanical devices. The full-colour 52
page manual offers illustrated instructions for assembly steps and concept
explanation.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)42 x (W)8 x (H)30 cm

GIG7059R (110pcs)

6 experiments plus 8 models to learn about parallel connections and
electricity applications. 110-piece set to discover the basic notions of
electricity. Full colour 28-page manual with explanation of concept and
models. This science experiment kit offers an exploration of basics of electric
current by building 6 simple circuits and 8 fun models with patented wire
connectors, light, motor and battery holders. The components are specially
designed to make learning fun and accessible. With this kit, the complex
world of electricity becomes more tangible!
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)37 x (W)8 x (H)29 cm

Physics Workshops
GIG7441(306pcs)

37 experiments allow children to learn the fundametal laws of mechnical
physics, gravity, simple machines, acceleration, momentum and more. Entry
level introduction kit to learn real-world physics applications. Die cut cards
make the models more realistic. The motor box increases the torque driving
power by 28 times and runs all models smoothly. Required 2 AA/LR06
batteries- not inclued
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)37 x (W)8 x (H)29 cm

Ultra Light Airplane
GIG7402 (44pcs)

Build 5 gliders that really fly! Learn all about wings and how airplanes fly
with the 5 experiments and alternative models included. The Ultra Light
Airplane consists of a number of bamboo dowel rods, multi connectors, wing
profile components, light weight airfoil ribs and specially designed tail wing
stabilizers.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)33 x (W)6.5 x (H)23.45 cm
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Sail Car

GIG7401 (40pcs)

Build 6 wind-powered models including sail boats and sail cars while at the
same time creating an understanding of the principles of kinetic energy.
Set includes: Specially designed sail, low friction wheels, curved c-block
beam and tube rods.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)33 x (W)6.5 x (H)22.5 cm

Ornithopter

GIG7405 (49pcs)

Where nature meets technology! By using the Gigo Ultra Light System you
can build ornithopters that really do fly! Build the 4 models including a bird,
butterfly, bat and dragonfly in order to create an understanding of the way in
which they use their wings to generate airflow and consequently lift off into
flight.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)41 x (H)27 cm

GIGO
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Crossbows & Catapults
GIG7406 (110pcs)

Learn the ancient mechanism of siege weapons.
Understand basic concepts of physics: force, energy and motion. The safety
designed bolt powered by a rubber band makes it safe to launch. Observe
how the designs and power output have evolved and improved.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)33 x (W)6.5 x (H)22.5 cm

Wind Turbine
GIG7400 (77pcs)

5 different models built easily one after another – windmill, electric car,
airplane, helicopter and truck. Windmill blades designed to emulate real form.
Two assembly blade angles; children can see which one is more efficient.
Specially designed 4X motor. Requires 1 AA/LR6 battery or a rechargeable
battery – not included.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)37x (W)8 x (H)29 cm

Scientific Tour
GIG1261(256pcs)

This kit is a perfect tool for hands-on experiments and STEAM learning.
Various models to build, each model is designed as an application of simple
machines that demonstrate different physics principles or engineering
knowledge. Course Period : 1 hr/ course, 40 courses with various subjects.
Colourful 68pg manual included. Digital handouts available for download.
Additional extended 6 creative topics.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)37 x (W)23 x (H)16 cm

Geckobot

GIG7409 (176pcs)

Build your own Geckobot that can climb on smooth surface like windows!
Learn the physics of pneumatics and suction, and observe the bionic
outcome. Explore the tricky design of mechanical timing control and its
application. Requires 2 AAA/LR03 batteries-not included.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)29 x (W)8 x (H)37 cm

Water Power Mini
GIG7389 (60pcs)

The hydro power in this set utilizes the principles of air and water pressure so
that once children have completed their models, they can play freely inside or
outdoors. The all new nozzle design allows angle adjustments to change the
movement and direction of models. There are 6 models so that children can
learn the basic concepts of air pressure and hydro kinetics through play.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)33 x (W)6.5 x (H)22.5 cm

Electricity Kit
GIG1262 (22pcs)

This supplementary kit contains key parts for exploring electricity and
electromagnetism, and it needs to work with #GIG1261 for framework.
Gigo patented electricity blocks are made easy and safe for connection
and observation, which makes the magic of electricity feasible and even
more interesting when competing the hands-on experiments. Build your
own circuits and observe how series and parallel connections generate
different voltages and duration. See how an electromagnet is made and learn
natural examples and technological applications through playing with fun
mechanism games.
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Motion and Mechanism

Vibro and Gyro

Explore the topics of levers, pendulums and object displacement, etc.
Build practical machines used in daily life. Set includes: Student workbook,
teacher guidebook (digital file available only), Gigo e-learning service, Smart
manual APP.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)21 x (H)24 cm

Explore the knowledge of the gyroscope and actually make the application
device! Children will learn the theories of energy transformation and inertia.
Set includes: Student workbook, teacher guidebook (digital file available
only), Gigo e-learning service, smart manual APP.
- Age: 10 years +
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)21 x (H)24 cm

GIG1235R (325pcs)

Force & Simple Machine
GIG1234R (268pcs)

Study force and simple machines by understanding gears and transmission
Children can combine theory with practical experiments.
Set includes: Student workbook, teacher guidebook (digital file available
only), Gigo e-learning service, smart manual APP.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)21 x (H)24 cm

Gas and Pneumatics
GIG1238R (121pcs)

Utilize the power of the air and let children experience the acting force and
reacting force. Learn the change of airflow and develop an interesting gadget.
Set includes: Student workbook, teacher guidebook (digital file available
only), Gigo e-learning service, requires 6 AA/LR06 batteries – not included.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)21 x (H)24 cm
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GIG1245 (181pcs)

Electricity and Circuit
GIG1236R (156pcs)

Combine electricity and magnetism to generate force.
Children can make powerful vehicles by harnassing the power of
electromagnetism. Set includes: Student workbook, teacher guidebook
(digital file available only), Gigo e-learning service, smart manual APP.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)21 x (H)24 cm

Wind Power

GIG1239R (144pcs)

Explore the concept and principles of wind power as well as how to utilize
wind power in terms of functionality. Children will come to understand
green energy and energy conservation when building and playing with the
16 models and 4 creative works included in this kit. Set includes: Student
workbook, teacher guidebook (digital file available only), Gigo e-learning
service, requires 2 AA/LR06 batteries – not included.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)21 x (H)24 cm

GIGO
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Smart Machines
GIG7416 (230pcs)

Light and Solar Energy
GIG1240R (237pcs)

Study the theory of solar energy with the help of our solar panels.
Educate childen on the importance of energy and how to use solar energy
effectively. Set includes: Student workbook, teacher guidebook (digital file
available only), Gigo e-learning service, Smart manual APP.
- Age: 7 years +
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)41 x (H)27 cm

8 robotic models with related applications introduce children to the world
of robots. An app-driven ultrasonic sensor commands the robots to perfom
specific actions in response to their surroundings. The child-friendly app
interface includes 8 built-in programs to learn basic programming logic. It
also gives you the option to create your own programs. 2 DC motors and
Bluetooth(TM) battery box included. Required 3AA/LR06 batteries - not
included.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)48 x (W)9 x (H)33 cm

Robotics Workshop
GIG1246R (306pcs)

The smart controller includes a Bluetooth chip module (CB1) that works
with the ‘GigoBlockly’ visual block-based programming app that uses a
drag and drop function for easy programming on your tablet. Based on the
open source coding language ‘GoogleBlockly’, children can learn practical
programming skills by building 10 models with the CB1 GigoBlockly. The
simplified programming language is Java-based and can be converted to
JavaScript. Children can create their own robots (with motors and sensors)
and command them using ‘GigoBlockly’. Cultivates logical thinking and
creativity through building different types of robots
- Age: 10 years +
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)21 x (H)24 cm

S4A Programming Bricks
GIG1247R (304pcs)

The Gigo Maker Control Box is composed of the mainboard, the extended
board with sensor and motor ports and the UI ‘S4A (Scratch for Adruino)’ for
PC. It’s multifunctional and reprogrammable based on your needs. Children
can learn practical programming skills by building 40 models with S4A
(Scratch for Adruino). Children can make animals, vehicles, machines and
even a cuckoo clock (with motors and sensors) and command them using
‘S4A’. Easy to learn, easy to build. Cultivates logical thinking and creativity
through building different types of models
- Age: 10 years +
- Item Size: (L)44 x (W)21 x (H)24 cm
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Storage & Play

My Play Gym (Double Slides)
GIG3604

Child-safe and sturdy (up to 25kgs per child), this patented, snap together
play gym system provides hours of fun while strengthening coordination and
fitness. Assembly and dissembly are quick and easy - in fact you can even
rebuild the structure into a new configuration to accommodate your child. All
connectors and tubes are made from durable ABS plastic. The slide is made
from durable PP plastic. All parts are secured with screws and 2 x U-clamp
wall attachments.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)39 x (W)39 x (H)81 cm

*Toys not included

*Books not included

5 Pocket Clear Book Display
GIG905052

Gigo’s bight quality, tubular plastic frame book display features 5 deep rows
to accommodate many books and comes with clear, plastic pockets and a
sturdy frame. The book display is a useful organizational tool for posters,
magazines, readers and artwork and the patented snap together system
allows for easy assembly.
- Item Size: (L)76.2 x (W)40.6 x (H)73.7 cm

*Toys not included

Puppet Stage W/Cubbies In Back

Market Stall

A hit with children, this high quality tubular plastic frame features 6 storage
bin holders, curtains and a table top. Patented snap together system.
Assembly and disassembly is quick and easy. Safe & Tough! One tool needed!
All connectors and tubes are tough ABS plastic.
- Item Size: (L)180 x (W)61.5 x (H)154.5 cm
- Size of Bin: (L)31.5 x (W)26.5 x (H)21.5 cm

This popular high quality tubular plastic frame features 6 storage bin holders
and a market type roof cover. Patented snap together system. Assembly
and disassembly is quick and easy. Safe & Tough! One tool needed! All
connectors and tubes are tough ABS plastic.
- Item Size: (L)180 x (W)38.5 x (H)31 cm
- Size of Bin: (L)31.5 x (W)26.5 x (H)21.5 cm

GIG905103FB
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*Toys not included

20 Bin Tilted Storage Bins
GIG905010FB

A set of 20 storage bins fits into this sturdy, high quality tubular plastic frame
which tilts the bins forward, for easy accessibility. Patented snap together
system. Assembly and disassembly quick and easy. Safe & Tough! One tool
needed! All connectors and tubes are tough ABS plastic.
- Item Size: (L)110.5 x (W)38.1 x (H)139.7 cm

*Toys not included

9 Bin Tilted Storage Bins
GIG905007FB

Child-safe and sturdy. Patented snap together system: assembly and
disassembly is quick and easy. Only one tool needed. All connectors and
tubes are made from durable ABS plastic.
- Item Size: (L)83.8 x (W)38.1 x (H)83.8 cm

*Toys not included

15 Bin Tilted Storage Bins
GIG905009FB

A set of 15 storage bins fits into this sturdy, high quality tubular plastic frame
which tilts the bins forward, for easy accessibility. Patented snap together
system. Assembly and disassembly quick and easy. Safe & Tough! One tool
needed! All connectors and tubes are tough ABS plastic.
- Item Size: (L)137.2 x (W)38.1 x (H)83.8 cm

*Toys not included

12 Bin Tilted Storage Bins
GIG905008FB

A set of 12 storage bins fits into this sturdy, high quality tubular plastic frame
which tilts the bins forward, for easy accessibility. Patented snap together
system. Assembly and disassembly quick and easy. Safe & Tough! One tool
needed! All connectors and tubes are tough ABS plastic.
- Item Size: (L)110.5 x (W)38.1 x (H)83.8 cm
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Mathematics

C= Container, P= Polybag

Peg Board Set
GIG1045

Use peg boards to increase and improve the fine motor skills and dexterity
of your students one perfectly-placed peg at a time. Hand-eye coordination,
counting, sequencing and patterning. Set includes: 120 pegs in 6 colours and
4 black strings are packed in a plastic box with lock. 4 EVA peg boards in a
polybag. 16 work cards in another polybag. The whole set is then packed in a
master polybag, heat-sealed.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)24 x (W)24 x (H)11 cm

Linking Base Ten Material

GIG1002121C(121pcs), GIG1002121P(121pcs),
GIG1002161C(161pcs), GIG1002161P(161pcs)

Understand the relationships from the unit to the cube. Used to teach
decimal systems, area and volume. Units are connectable; rods and flats are
stackable.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)28 x (W)17 x (H)10.5 cm

Cube Activity Board

Connect-A-Cube (2cm Cube)

High-density EVA board printed with 1-100 numbered squares (2x2cm)
on one side and a multiplication square on the other. Counting, sorting,
sequencing, graphing, patterning, measuring and basic mathematics.
Enhances spatial awareness, creativity, problem solving and fine motor
skills.
Set includes: 1 x Foam board
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)21 x (W)21 x (H)1 cm

These patented connecting cubes are virtually indestructible and can be
built in all directions. Children can use these 2cm cubes to develop counting,
sorting, sequencing, graphing, patterning, measuring and basic maths skills
as well as to enhance their spacial awareness, problem solving, creativity and
fine motor skills.These cubes can be used on their own or with the activity
board (#GIG1163) and activity cards (#GB1017A and #GB1017B).
Set includes: Set of 100 pieces, in 10 colours, Packed in a container.
- Age: 3 years +

GIG1163

GIG1017C

Number Rods
Linkable Abacus
GIG1127

Build your very own abacus! Set includes: 5 bases, 5 rods, 75 cubes, and 54
cards. Each set packed in a plastic bin with lock.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)28 x (W)17 x (H)10.5 cm
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GIG1028250P(250pcs), GIG1028250C (250pcs),
GIG1028080P(80pcs)

Develops counting, sorting, sequencing, graphing, patterning, measuring and
basic mathematics. Each unit is 1 cm. The number sticks (from 1 to 10 cm)
are represented in different colours. Set includes: 1x 100 pcs in white, 2x 30
pcs in red, 3x 20 pcs in grey, 4x 20 pcs in pink, 5x 20 pcs in yellow, 6x 15 pcs
in green, 7x 12 pcs in black, 8x 12pcs in brown, 9x 11 pcs in blue, 10x 10 pcs
in orange.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)19 x (W)15 x (H)7 cm

GIGO
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Math Balance
GIG1603

Math Balance is an educational mechanism whereby children play the
game on the basis of keeping in balance with the Math Balance.
By using the balance beam, children become familiar with addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division. Math Balance also displays
the relevance and meaning behind; “greater than, less than and equal
to.” In this way children discover the wonders and delights of numbers.
Curiosity for the knowledge and concept of numbers is promoted
through this maths teaching aid, creating an understanding and
therefore laying a foundation for general arithmetic. Math Balance
allows for the development of a number-friendly environment through
early exposure and experience with the concept and understanding of
numbers.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)34 x (W)6 x (H)27 cm

Measuring Balance
GIG1054

Take measurment to the next level with this measurment set. Comparison
and measurement of weight and volume, solid or liquid. Built-in weight
storage compartments. Plastic and metal weights. Set includes: 1 balance,
2 clear buckets with lids, 14 stackable plastic weights and 11 metal weights
(total: 246g) Each set is packed in a colourful box, instructions booklet
included.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)46 x (W)17 x (H)17 cm

Number Equalizer Balance
GIG1026

A fun and simple teaching tool to help children visualise addition and
subtraction. Display relationships of equal to (=), greater than (->), less than
(<-). Addition and subtraction by placing weights on balance beam.
Set includes: 1 balance, 20 pcs of 10g weights, A guide. Each set is packed
in a colourful box.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)66 x (W)7 x (H)7.5 cm

Double-Sided Geoboard
Double-Sided Isometric Geoboard
GIG1602

Each set is packed in a colourful box. Made of durable polypropylene. One
side has 11X11 pins on 2cm raised grid, other side pins are in an isometric
array to allow work with isosceles triangles. 8 Boards, 200 colourful rubber
bands and a guide/set
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)2.50 x (W)21 x (H)21 cm

GIG1601

Explore, compare, make geometric shapes and designs; compare similarities,
differences of shape and size; count and work with symmetry, congruence,
perimeter, area, fractions and angles. Made of durable polypropylene. One
side has 5 x 5 pin array, other side has 12 pin circular arrangment. 8 Boards,
200 colourful rubber bands and a guide per set.
Each set is packed in a colourful box.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)2.50 x (W)18.5 x (H)18.5 cm
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Standing Magnetic Teaching Clock
GIG1014
GBL-GB1014 (Greenbean Branded)

Strong, durable non-toxic plastic 40cm (diameter) clock. 4 magnets on back
for fixing and a hook for hanging. A guide is included. The two hands move as
punctually as a real clock when you turn its knob. Shows 12 & 24 hours and
60 minutes with numbers and graduations. Simple to use and easy to read.
Perfect for classroom demonstrations. Works interactively with #GIG1190P 4
Magnets on the back for fixing and a hook for hanging.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)41 x (W)6 x (H)43 cm

Plastic Tangram
GIG1043C, GIG1043P

Student Clock
GIG1190P

Geared student clock with stand. Shows 12 & 24 hours and 60 minutes
with numbers and graduations. Can stand with a fixed support at the back
The hour and minute hands are geared. Use with #GIG1014 DEMO Magnetic
Teaching Clock.
Set includes: 1 x Student clock 13cm in diameter Packed in a retail box.
- Age: 3+
- Item Size: (L)14.5 x (W)2.5 x (H)14 cm

Plastic Pattern Blocks
GIG1042

The ancient Chinese art of tangram puzzles is a popular mathematical
problem solving activity, finely tuned to bring out the best in pupils. An
understanding of geo shapes and their relationship to each other. Problem
solving by matching. Set includes: 105 tangrams per set in 5 colours. Each
set is packed in a container box with lock.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)19 x (W)15 x (H)7 cm

A teaching aid that’s stood the test of time. Classify geo shapes and
understand their relationship to each other. Develops patterning, symmetry
and problem solving. Develops a concept of fractions and relationship
between divisions. Set includes: 25 x Yellow Hexagons, 50 x Red Trapezoids,
50 x Blue Rhombus, 50 x Green Triangles, 25 x Orange Squares, 50 x Beige
Rhombus. Each set is packed in a plastic box with lock.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)19 x (W)15 x (H)7 cm

X Geo-Solids Kit

Math Mirror

X Geo is a versatile geometric building system designed to help learning
skills. Follow the exercises in the instruction manual to transform 2-D nets
into 3-D solids. Easily snapped together, edge to edge, with patented hinge.
Easy to dissemble. 240 pcs per set. Set includes: 7 different X Geo (opaque
or transparent) shapes with a solid opening tool.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)37 x (W)23 x (H)16 cm

Transform and mirror your way to learning success. Analysing geometric
shapes and congruence, similarity and symmetry of shapes. Plastic-sheet
support, acts as a real mirror. Metric and imperial markings make for
excellent drawing and measuring.
Set includes: 1 mirror and 1 plastic sheet.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.50 x (W)5 x (H)15 cm

GIG1216
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GIG1062P

Microscope, Binoculars & The Magnifier

Starter Microscope
SCI-MS060

Part of the “Optical Science - Microscope Series.” Optical Lenses Rescission
& LED Lighting. Set Includes: 2 prepared slides, 6 blank slides, 12 slide
covers, 12 slide labels, 2 collecting vials, petri dish with magnifier, magnifying
glass (3-6x), needle/probe, tweezers and an instruction manual.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)17 x (W)15 x (H)25 cm

1000x Optical
Microscope with Dual Lights
SCI-MS083

Part of the “Optical Science Microscope Series.”
Set includes: Eyepieces 10x and 25x,
6 specimen slides, 12 blank slides, 1
petri dish, 1 micro-slicer, 1 needle, 1
scalpel, 1 pair of tweezers, 1 spatula,
1 stirring rod, 4 small bottles, 12 cover
slips and 12 labels.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)17 x (W)15 x (H)25 cm

Senior Microscope Kit
SCI-MS029

Part of the “Optical Science - Microscope
Series.” Set includes: 30cm (12”) die-cast
body microscope with LED twin lights
and colour filters, micro hatchery, petri
dish with magnifier, 6 prepared slides, 6
blank slides, 12 cover glasses, 12 statical
slide covers, 12 blank labels, 4 collecting
vials, dropper, scalpel, dissecting needle,
tweezers and an instruction manual.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)17 x (W)15 x (H)25 cm

My First Dual Eyes Microscope
SCI-JS012 (10x Magnification)

Set includes: Microscope, dropper, tweezers, petri dish, instruction manual
and an activity book. Requires 3 x AAA batteries, (Batteries not included).
- Age: 3 years +

My First Microscope

SCI-JS003 (30x Magnification)

Set includes: Microscope, dropper, tweezers, 2 x prepared slides, , 3 x
experiment cards, 3 x worksheets and a user manual. Requires 2 x AAA
batteries (Batteries not included).
- Age: 3 years +
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My First Telescope

SCI-JS005 (15x Magnification)

Set includes: 15x telescope, tripod, user manual, 3 x experiment cards, 3 x
worksheets.
- Age: 3 years +

EDU-SCIENCE

My First Science

My First Separator

My First Weight Scale

SCI-JS001

SCI-JS002

Set includes: Separator, funnel, 3 test tubes, dropper, test tube stand, 3 x
experiment cards, 3 x worksheets and a user manual.
- Age: 3 years +

Set includes: Weight scale, beakers, funnel, dropper, test tubes, test tube
stand, user manual, 3 x experiment cards and 3 x worksheets.
- Age: 3 years +

My First Sand Timer

My First Bunsen Burner

Set includes: 2 big cap, 2 main body, test tube holder, small filter, small
connector, 2 small cap, big connector, big filter, net filter, 2 test tube convertor,
shovel, long test tube, short test tube, user manual and an activity book.
- Age: 3 years +

Set includes: Bunsen burner, tweezers, flasks, tripod, dropper , 3 x experiment
cards 3 x worksheets and a instruction manual. Requires 2 x AA batteries
(Batteries not included).
- Age: 3 years +

SCI-JS007

SCI-JS004

32mm Binoculars

SCI-BN009 (4x Magnification)

Set includes: Coated glass lenses, sensitive focus knob, body with rubber
cover, carrying pouch, safety neck strap, lint-free cloth, 2 assorted colours:
blue & red.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)15 x (W)16.2 x (H)55 cm

My First Binoculars

SCI-JS006 (3x Magnification)

For the young outdoor explorer. Set includes: 3x binoculars and a safety neck
strap.
- Age: 3 years +
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My First Science

My First Magnet Set

Magnifier 100mm

Set includes: 10 various shapes of ring magnets, 2 bumper cars, 2 wand
magnets, stand, 3 x experiment cards, 3 x worksheets and an instruction
manual.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)27 x (W)39.5x (H)3.8 cm

Part of the “Magnifier Series.” Set includes: 100mm magnifier with 2x
magnification, 20mm mini magnifier with 3x magnification, 20mm mini
magnifier with 4x magnification.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)22.2 x (W)13.2 x (H)3 cm

SCI-JS009

SCI-MG234

My First Magnifier

My First Giant Bug Viewer

My First Bug Viewer

For the young explorer.
- Age: 3 years +

5x Giant Bug Viewer
- Age: 3 years +

Set includes: 6x Bug Viewer, Display Set (12pcs).
- Age: 3 years +

SCI-JS008

SCI-JS010 (5x Magnification)

Nature Exploring Kit
SCI-BL029

Part of the “Nature Science Series” designed for a wide age group.
Set includes: 1 bug jar with magnifier, 1 creature net with 2-piece handle, 1
magnifier, 1 tweezers, 1 12” (30cm) bug jar and an instruction manual.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)29.7 x (W)15.5 x (H)15.5 cm
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SCI-JS011 (6x Magnification)

3 In 1 Nature Survival Kit
SCI-BL019

For the young outdoor explorer, our nature survival kit contains a fully
functional compass watch, quality torch and binoculars with pouch.
Set includes: 4X 32mm binocular, coated glass lenses, sensitive focus knob,
body with rubber cover, carrying pouch, safety neck strap, wrist compass,
pocket torch and a handy wrist strap.
- Age: 8 years +

EDU-SCIENCE

Space & Nature Science

Solar System
SCI-GE045

Set includes: Illuminated Sun, 8 Planets including: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune. Requires 4 AA batteries (Batteries not
included).
- Age: 8 years +

2x 3.5x Bug Viewer

Pocket Torch

SCI-BL028

Part of the “Nature Science Series” designed for a wide age group. This
bug viewer with base grid magnifies any bug of interest. Set includes: 2x
magnification lid, additional power at 3.5x magnification, micro ruler, spider.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)7 x (W)7 x (H)7.5 cm

SCI-HL003

Palm size torch with a handy wrist strap and accompanying instruction
manual.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)19 x (W)13.7 cm

Sport Timer
SCI-SP007

Wrist Compass
SCI-PH004

Part of the “Nature Science Series” designed for a
wide age group. Precise bearing reading.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)27.8 x (W)15.8 x (H)2 cm

Our fun and functional sports stop watch has
accurate time keeping. A safety neck strap allows
for easy use and the stop watch supports the
following: 1/100 the stop watch, split / lap timer,
normal timer, alarm function.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)13.7 x (W)19 x (H)5 cm

Ruler Compass
SCI-PH005

Part of the “Nature Science Series” designed for
a wide age group. Set includes: Precise bearing
reading compass, map ruler with precise and
handy scale, safety neck strap.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)22.8 x (W)12.9 x (H)2.3 cm
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Eco-Science & Globe

My First DIY LED Greenhouse
SCI-BL161 (Single)
SCI-BL151 (Double)

This incredible miniature greenhouse kit is a functional starter for everyone.
A great all-around expandable greenhouse ideal for planting small flowers
while learning how to care for plants. Set includes: LED light tray, irrigation
tray, 6 x brace, 12 x crossbar, 8 x end cap, 8 x section joint, 3 x brown tray, 3 x
green base tray, 2 x end window, 3 x rectangular window, dropper, gardening
tools, 3 x cocopeat brick, USB cable and an instruction manual.
- Age: 5 years +

6 In 1 Solar Kit
SCI-EL315

Build 6 different models with this DIY Solar Power Kit. The 6 motor driven
models including a robot, wheeler, windmill, plane, helicopter and airboat are
set in motion with solar power. Set includes: 1 mini motor, 1 solar panel, 44
pcs of plastic components and an instruction manual.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)28.5 x (W)28.5 x (H)30.5 cm

Political Globe
SCI-G2807

Colour My World Globe
SCI-G2828

Teaching globe with land mass and ocean outlines.
Set includes: 4 erasable markers, static stickers (country flags and animals),
globe in 2-piece construction with a sturdy base.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)28.5 x (W)28.5 x (H)30.5 cm
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Part of the “Globe Series.” Political World Globes are designed to display not
only the geographic characteristics of our earth but detailed political
boundaries as well. Nothing provides such a comprehensive and detailed
view of our world’s political composition in such a concise manner. Take the
first step into a lifetime of stimulating learning with this easy to assemble
28cm diameter globe!
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)28.5 x (W)28.5 x (H)30.5 cm

EDU-SCIENCE

Education

4 In 1 Anatomy Model
SCI-SK011

Highly detailed finish. Collectible quality. Set includes: Eyeball, Heart, Human Body, & Craniel Nerve Skull and a Display stand.

Human Anatomy Model
SCI-MK050

Explore the human anatomy through this model
that’s actually an easy-to-assemble puzzle. The
organs fit nicely into the body torso and are
secured in place with the rib cage.
Set Includes: Facts and assembly instructions.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)26.8 x (W)13.3 x (H)59.7 cm

Mini Skeleton
SCI-SK046

Part of the “Education Series.” Real life model,
durable parts, a unique design with sturdy stand.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)48.3 x (W)10.8 x (H)6.4 cm

Pumping Heart
SCI-MK019

A 3D working, plastic heart model with clear
chambers. Squeeze bulb pumps simulate blood
through the heart chambers.
Set includes: Complete heart model with display
stand, instruction manual.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)30.2 x (W)24.6 x (H)6.5 cm

Stethescope
SCI-MI001

Part of the “Education Series”.Real working
Stethoscope - just like the one your doctor uses.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)17 x (W)3 x (H)27 cm

Skeleton with Stand
SCI-SK160

Part of the “Education Series.” Real life skeleton
model. Durable parts including metal stand with
wheels.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)37 x (W)51 x (H)26 cm
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Education

Ear Anatomy Model

Dental Model

This 3 dimensional model of the human ear can be
constructed by hand and assembled onto a display
stand. It comprises of 14 pieces.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)23 x (W)18 x (H)5.2 cm

Giant Dental Model demonstrates the human
gums and teeth. Ideal for educators teaching
proper brushing techniques. Realisticdetails.
Set includes: 1.5x Model with Hinge.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)12 x (W)9.5 x (H)8 cm

Powerful Horseshoe
Magnet

Magnet Wand with 12
Magnetic Marbles

Horseshoe Magnet with 12
Magnetic Marbles

Extra strong large horseshoe magnets designed to
be the first magnets for younger children.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)22 x (W)18 x (H)4 cm

Part of the “Education Series.” Magnet Wand with
12 Magnetic Marbles.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)26.7 x (W)15.2 x (H)2 cm

Part of the “Education Series.” Horseshoe Magnet
with 12 Magnetic Marbles.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)22 x (W)18.5 x (H)4 cm

Magnet Set

Sand Timer Teachers Pack

Part of the “Education Series.”
Set includes: Horseshoe magnet, 10 magnetic
marbles, 2 magnetic wands, 4 magnet rings, 4
magnetic blocks, 2 u-shape magnets and an
instruction manual.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)27 x (W)39.5 x (H)3.8 cm

A set of 5 timers to coordinate with the student’s
timer set which will be visible around the
classroom.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)34.5 x (W)28 x (H)7 cm

Eyeball Anatomy Model
SCI-SK007

This 3 dimensional model of the human eye can
be constructed by hand and assembled onto a
display stand.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)23 x (W)18 x (H)5.2 cm

SCI-MA001

SCI-MA009
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SCI-SK012

SCI-MA004

SCI-GM194 (5pcs)

SCI-TH002

SCI-MA005

1L Measuring Cup
SCI-CM108

Translucent containers hold 1 litre of fluid
respectively. Fill container to the specially
designed fill line. Made from tough, resilient
material.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)13.5 x (W)17 x (H)12 cm

EDU-SCIENCE

Education

Comprehensive Polyhedra Dice Set
SCI-GM051

A really big set of dice, enough to keep a whole class busy.
Set includes: Number dice, dot dice, polyhedral and operational dice, Comes
packed in a plastic storage case.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)34.5 x (W)28 x (H)7 cm

100 Spot Dice Assorted Colours
SCI-GM056

Jar of spot dice in assorted colours. Set includes: 100pcs in 1.5L Jar.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)11.5 x (W)9 x (H)17 cm

100 Number Dice
Assorted Colours

Pack Of 100 Ten Sided 0-9 Pack Of 100 Ten Sided
Dice
1-10 Dice

Our useful storage jar contains 100 number dice
(1 to 6), in an assortment of 3 colours.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)11.5 x (W)9 x (H)17 cm

Our convenient storage jar contains 100 white tensided number dice, numbered from 0 to 9.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)11.5 x (W)9 x (H)17 cm

SCI-GM057

SCI-GM058

SCI-GM059

Our storage jar contains 100 black ten-sided
number dice, numbered from 1 to 10.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)11.5 x (W)9 x (H)17 cm

Jumbo Spot Dice

1000 Translucent Counters

Our colourful 25mm dot dice are conveniently packed in a storage jar which
contains 100 pieces.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)14.5 x (W)14.5 x (H)23 cm

Our colourful translucent counters are conveniently packed in a storage jar
which contains 1000 pieces.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)11.5 x (W)9 x (H)17 cm

SCI-GM060

SCI-GM192
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Game Sets & Science Series

Water Rocket

Super Chem

SCI-GK014

SCI-8350

Fun science and kitchen chemistry! Make 3D soap bubble sculptures and
monster dough, grow crystals, prepare your own fun shaped soap and so much
more. A full colour simple to read instruction manual is included in this kit.
- Age: 8 years +

Using water and compressed air, Water Rocket flies with the same basic
concept as real rockets.By adjusting the amount of air and water, the
distance of flight can be varied. Let’s learn about air pressure and how it
works! Set includes: Science guide (68 colour pages)
- Age: 8 years +

Battleship
SCI-GM007

Who’s Who
SCI-GM005

A game of hidden identity. Set includes: 2 Play units, set of 24 character
cards, rules of Who’s Who?
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)32.5 x (W)29.5 x (H)5 cm

Do you have what it takes to command your own fleet of 5 ships? Can you
survive thrilling, ruthless combat on the high seas? Find out with this classic
Battleship game, a test of strategy, determination and luck! Stalk your
enemy and plan your attack, even as the enemy is stalking you! Keep track
of your hits and misses so you never waste a shot! Try to sink all five of your
opponent’s ships before your own are found and sunk.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)24 x (W)24 x (H)11 cm

Robotics
Magnets
SCI-7082

A fun magnet kit for the whole family! Amaze your
friends with a variety of magnetic tricks, create
faces and make an electromagnet. See and feel
magnetic forces, make a compass and play
magnetic football billiards.
- Age: 6 years +
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SCI-7090

Join forces with the world of robotics and
assemble 3 fantastic robots. 1 robot detects
objects using infrared rays, the wake-up robot is
sensitive to light and the third robot is operated
by any tv romote control. A seperate circuit and
body are supplied for each robot. Requires 2x AA
batteries, not included.
- Age: 8 years +

Bubbles
SCI-7084

Learn about Bubbleology! This fascinating kit
deals with all aspects of bubble science. Make
giant bubbles, 3-D bubbles and bubble tricks.
- Age: 10 years +

Creative Blocks

Mosaic Board Set

GBL-Q010E (92pcs) Jumbo Grid
GBL-Q010D (490pcs) Small Grid

Help your child learn to match shape and acquire many basic school readiness skills. Create your own interesting designs. The shape grid ensures that the
shapes stay firmly in position.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)25.5 x (W)25.5 x (H)7 cm

Construct-A-Board Set
GBL-Q010C

Children love to play with their parents’
tools, in the Tecno carry-case they
find all the most common tools, very
realistic, perfectly working and totally
safe. They also find all types of screws,
nuts, bolts and washers that they need
to match to the correct tools to be able
to insert them in the threaded holes
of the board. In this way they become
familiar with basic mechanical skills
and practice their manual dexterity.
They can attach the enclosed shapes
to create great technical compositions,
either flat or 3D giving full expression to
their fantasy and creativity.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)32.3 x (W)25 x (H)5.5 cm

Lacing Board Set
GBL-Q017

Create beautiful designs and then undo them to start over again. All you need
to do is slide a lace into the special lacing pen, press it into the self-locking
slot on the board. Instruction leaflet included
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)32 x (W)25 x (H)5.5 cm

Pegboard Jumbo Set

Squiggle Board Set

This portable peg board set is great for little hands. The jumbo pegs fit easily
into the peg board, which can be used flat or tilted.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)61 x (W)43 x (H)6 cm

This fun Velcro board holds laces in place allowing children to create their
own masterpieces while coordinating the threading pen.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)61 x (W)43 x (H)6 cm

GBL-Q010F-3 (48pcs)
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GBL-Q010G

Building Blocks

GBL-Q020-1-J40(40pcs) Large - Jar
GBL-Q020-1-C80 (80pcs) Large - Container
GBL-Q020-1-P80 (80pcs) Large - Poly bag
GBL-Q020-2-J100(100pcs) Small - Jar
GBL-Q020-2-P200 (200pcs) Small - Poly Bag
GBL-Q020-2-C200 (200pcs) Small - Container

A choice of both small and large sized bricks in 4 colours. Lego and Dupla
compatible.
- Age: 3 years +
20

28

CM

CM

19 CM

19 CM

12.5 CM
28 CM

41 CM

14 CM

Constructors

20
12.5 CM

GBL-Q030A-P56 (56pcs) Large-Poly Bag
GBL-Q030A-C56 (56pcs) Large-Container
GBL-Q030C-C80 (80pcs) Large & Small-Container
GBL-Q030B-P100 (100pcs) Poly bag
GBL-Q030B-J100 (100pcs) Jar
GBL-Q030B-C200 (200pcs) Small-Container
GBL-Q030B-P200 (200pcs) Small-Poly Bag

28 CM
28
C

M

19 CM
41 CM

19 CM

A construction set is a set of standardized pieces that allow for
the construction of a variety of different models. The pieces avoid the
lead time of manufacturing custom pieces, and of requiring special
training or design time to construct complex systems. This makes
them suitable for temporary structures, or for use as children’s toys.
- Age: 4 years +

14 CM

Unifix Cubes

20

28 CM

20

19 CM

Unifix cubes are colourful, interlocking cubes that help children
ages 4 and up learn early math and reading concepts. The
smooth feel and great fit gives students hands-on experiences
to develop these critical skills.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)29.5 x (W)20 x (H)11.8 cm

CM

12.5 CM

GBL-Q015C-P50BL (50pcs) Poly Bag
GBL-Q015C-P100 (100pcs) Poly Bag
GBL-Q015C-J150 (150pcs) Jar
GBL-Q015C-C300 (300pcs) Container
GBL-Q015C-P300 (300pcs) Poly Bag
GBL-Q015C-P500 (500pcs) Poly Bag

CM

14 CM

CM

12.5 CM
28 CM

Little Engineer

GBL-Q033-C88 (88pcs)

The Junior Engineer kit is a fun, learning, toy experiment kit aimed for the
little ones interested in constructing and assembling simple and easy models
with 45 different models to build. This kit allows children to develop fine
motor skills, eye-hand coordination, shape recognition and spatial sense.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)27.7 x (W)20 x (H)11.8cm

Gears

GBL-Q033-P88 (88pcs)

The set contains 88 sturdy pieces that snap together. Boost fine motor
skills and encourage engineering skills and reasoning as children create
moving experiments with spinning, colourful action. All pieces in the set are
compatible with all GEARS! GEARS! GEARS! building sets, allowing you to
easily add on for your child over time.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)34.5 x (W)30 x (H)5.5 cm
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Build & Play

Build & Play

20
CM

12.5 CM

Suction Construction
GBL-Q026-C42

Crystal Rainbow Cube Set
GBL-Q026-C36 (36pcs)

28 CM

28 CM

These translucent 2 blocks illuminate the brilliant hues of yellow, blue, green,
and magenta. An ideal 3D building manipulative perfect for the light table.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)28 x (W)20 x (H)12 cm

A construction toy that works with suction caps! Great for little hands.
- Age: 18 months+
- Item Size: (L)57.4 x (W)43 x (H)5 cm
20

CM

12.5 CM

20

CM

12.5 CM
28 CM

Daisy Stacking Tray Set

Pipes

GBL- Q012-P19 (19pcs)

GBL-Q021A-C64 (64pcs)

Our daisy shaped sorting tray with colourful jumbo pegs that stack on top of
each other. Designed for early developmental skills such as visual perception
and hand-eye coordination.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)35 x (W)25 x (H)6 cm

Development potential building blocks assembled plastic plumbing pipes
nursery fight inserted toys children’s educational toys.
- Age: 3+
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)20 x (H)12cm

Lacing Beads

GBL-Q011A-J36 (36pcs) Small Jar
GBL-Q011A-P36 (36pcs) Small Poly bag
GBL-Q011A-C90 (90pcs) Jumbo Container
GBL-Q011A-P90 (90pcs) Jumbo Poly bag

20
12.5 CM

Plastic beads in 6 vibrant colours and 5 distinct shapes combine with 2 extralong laces for many activities. Stringing the easily grasped beads promotes
eye-hand coordination, fine motor, cognitive and visual perception skills.
20
- Age: 3 years +
C

28 CM

M

12.5 CM
19 CM

28 CM

14 CM
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Lacing Shapes

GBL-Q054-C48 (32pcs) Container

32pc plastic shapes and 16 laces packed in a plastic container.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)29.5 x (W)20 x (H)11.8 cm

CM

14 CM

20

CM

12.5 CM
28 CM

20
11.8 CM

Happy Rabbits

CM

GBL-Q006-C32 (32pcs)

29.5 CM

Promote fine motor skills, colour recognition, sorting and creativity with these
connecting rabbits.
- Age: 18 months +
- Item Size: (L)29.5 x (W)20 x (H)11 cm

Pyramid People

GBL-Q013A-J25 (25pcs) Jar
GBL-Q013A-C50 (50pcs) Container
GBL-Q013A-P50 (50pcs) Poly Bag

Our rubberised plastic grooved people interconnect for building pleasure.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)29.5 x (W)20 x (H)11.8 cm
20

CM

19 CM

12.5 CM
28 CM

Waffle Bricks

CM

12.5 CM

GBL-Q061-J36 (36pcs) Jar
GBL-Q061-P36 (36pcs) Poly Bag
GBL-Q061-C72 (72pcs) Container
GBL-Q061-P72 (72pcs) Poly Bag

20

19 CM

14 CM

Snowflakes

GBL-Q005-3-P77 (60mm) Small
GBL-Q005-3-P28 (80mm) Medium

28 CM

Waffle Blocks are designed for building reasoning, creative and discovery
skills. Your children will not believe all of the great things that they can create.
- Age: 3 years +

14 CM

These large brightly coloured plastic snowflakes can be put together from all
directions. 5 colours.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)34.5 x (W)30 x (H)5.5 cm

Groovy Toys

Let your little treasures have fun with our cute and colourful set of assorted rubberized animals, which have been designed with tongue and groove
connectors. Great for developing fine motor skills, colour recognition, sorting and creativity.
- Age: 3 years +

20

CM

12.5 CM
28 CM

- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)20 x (H)12 cm

12.5 CM

GBL-Q013C-P36 (36pcs) Poly Bag
GBL-Q013C-C72(72pcs) Container
GBL-Q013C-P72 (72pcs) Poly Bag

20

28 CM

CM

Flowers

GBL-Q008F-J90 (90pcs) Jar
GBL-Q008F-P90 (90pcs) Poly Bag
GBL-Q008F-C180 (180pcs) Container
- Item Size: (L)34.5 x (W)30 x (H)5.5 cm

19 CM

Animals

14 CM
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19 CM

Build & Play

Build & Play
20

CM

12.5 CM
28 CM

20

CM

Soft Connectors Construction
GBL-Q008A-C160 (160pcs) Container
GBL-Q008A-P160 (160pcs) Poly Bag

28 CM

GBL-Q013-C144 (144pcs) Container
GBL-Q013-J72 (72pcs) Jar

14 CM

Is the performance of extraordinary feats of balance, agility, and motor
coordination. It can be found in many of the performing arts, sports
(sporting) events, and martial arts.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)34.5 x (W)30 x (H)5.5 cm

19 CM

Connectors are made with soft plastic in 6 colours.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)57.4 x (W)43 x (H)5 cm

19 CM

12.5 CM

Acrobat

14 CM

20

CM

12.5 CM
28 CM

GBL-Q004-J40 (40pcs) Jar
GBL-Q004-C100(100pcs) Container
GBL-Q004-J130 (130pcs) Jar
GBL-Q004-C450(450pcs) Container

Daisy Fun is a set of stacking discs that can create infinite creative
possibilities and capture the imagination of youngsters. The colourful discs
can be connected together to make some weird and wonderful shapes. This
is ideal for of children 3 years and older who love building and constructing
things.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)34.5 x (W)30 x (H)5.5 cm

19 CM

Daisy Discs

Play Shapes

GBL-Q052-J144 (144pcs) Jar

14 CM

Play Shapes is a modular set of 94 geometric wooden shapes which can
be endlessly arranged or stacked to produce hundreds of 3D creations. The
smooth shapes, with flashes of colour are pleasingly crafted in rubberwood
which can also be used as drawing templates. The intrinsic simplicity of the
product and clarity of design, freely allows children and adults alike to fully
engage in the wonderment and joy of the creative process. 6 Shapes and 6
colours.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)29 x (W)30 x (H)5.5 cm

Gross Motor Kit
GBL-Q1149

Gross Motor Activities include indoor and outdoor games that can improve gross motor skills, hand-eye coordination, balance and more. Running, jumping,
crawling, climbing, throwing, hopping, skipping can all be improved with these activities. Set includes: hoops, cones, balancing beams, circles, squares and
rods.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)34.5 x (W)30 x (H)5.5 cm
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Mag Snaps

L18010 (48pcs), L18011 (100pcs)

Popular Playthings MagSnaps is the brilliant magnetic construction toy that
will dazzle and inspire young builders. The magnetic pieces snap together
and pull apart with ease. MagSnaps is an excellent introduction to geometry,
allowing children to learn about different shapes and their attributes. The
squares, trapezoids, and 3 types of triangles can be combined to make 2D
patterns, 3D shapes and even pyramids or houses.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)27.9 x (W)21.6 x (H)6.35 cm (48pcs)
- Item Size: (L)34.2 x (W)25..9 x (H)8.9 cm (100pcs)

Mag Blocks

L415 (24pcs), L416 (48pcs)

Mag Blocks stimulates both imagination and creativity as well as promoting
basic logical thought. Each Mag Block cube is made up of 24 large, easyto-handle, colourful pyramids. Not immediatley apparent (even to adults)
your child will first have to understand how the blocks fit together in order to
build with Mag Blocks. The 48-piece set includes: pyramids in blue, green ,
red, yellow, purple and light blue plus 20 challenge cards and instructions.
- Age: 3 Years +
- Item Size: (L)23.5 x (W)12.7 x (H)12.7 cm (48pcs)
- Item Size: (L)20.3 x (W)15.2 x (H)15.2 cm (24pcs)

Mag Builders

A new and exciting way to build! Mag Builder was designed with the younger child in mind. The pieces are colourful, oversized, easy to hold and they
magnetically snap together and come apart again and again!
- Age: 3 years +

L18302 (30pcs)

L18301 (20pcs)

- Item Size: (L)38.1 x (W)21.6 x (H)6.4 cm

- Item Size: (L)27.9 x (W)21.6 x (H)6.4 cm

Rolling Base

L18303 (40pcs)

L18304

- Item Size: (L)48.3 x (W)21.6 x (H)6.4 cm

- Item Size: (L)16.5 x (W)15.2 x (H)7.6 cm

Magnetic Build-A-Car

Magnetic Build-A-Boat

Build-a-Car comes with 11 pieces that allow you to build a coup, SUV, pickup
truck and more. The secret lies in the hidden magnetic locking system that
makes assembling your vehicle a snap. Want to add an extended cab, or build
a car instead of a truck? No problem. The magnets make it easy to pull the
vehicle apart, and build another one.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)27.9 x (W)21.6 x (H)11.4 cm

Build-a-Boat comes with 10 colourful pieces that allow you to build a
fireboat, tug boat, freighter, oil tanker, fishing boat or the boat of your
dreams. Once you’ve built your boat, you can launch her in your bathtub,
sink or swimming pool. The waterproof hull guarantees a safe voyage and
hidden wheels make her easy to push for those who are landlocked. .
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)27.9 x (W)21.6 x (H)10.8 cm

L60101
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L60201

POPULAR PLAYTHINGS

Assorted Games

Electricity Kit

Electricity & Magnetic Combination Kit

A fun way to learn about electricity. Young scientists can design working
electrical circuits, using the battery power source and connectors in this fun,
educational kit. Set includes: light bulbs, a speaker and a fan that will turn on
if the electrical circuit is working properly and an activity guide.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)27.9 x (W)34 x (H)5.1 cm

This kit provides a multitude of ways for young scientists to learn basic
electronic, magnetic and science concepts. Children can assemble a handpowered generator and power their own electric circuit, by attaching magnets
to a hand crank. Set includes: a power source, connectors, a set of magnets,
electric current indicators such as light bulbs, speakers and fans.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)34.6 x (W)25.1 x (H)8.9 cm

L581

L580

Rectangular Magnets
L336

Perform numerous experiments and
invent new games with these colourful
magnetic rectangles. Set includes: 7
colourful and rectangular magnets.
- Age: 3 Years +
- Item Size: (L)6.4 x (W)2.8 x (H)1.3 cm

Magnetic Match Rings
L351

The Magnetic Match Rings Set is a fun way to for children to learn how
magnets work. Each ring is magnetic, with one positive side and one
negative side. This set helps youngsters develop visual matching skills, and
improve eye-hand coordination. Set includes: 40 matching challenge cards,
10 colourful magnetic rings (3 blue, 3 red, 2 yellow 2 green) and 1 magnetic
stand
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)25.4 x (W)5.1 x (H)30.5 cm

Large & Small Horseshoe
Magnet
L421, L422

U-shaped magnet is designed to make the current
flow in the same direction for both the poles. By
doing this, a strong magnetic field is produced
around both the poles.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)28.5 x (W)0.8 x (H)21.5 cm

Magnetic Wands
L330 (200pcs)

This set of Magnetic Wands comes in
7 colours (blue, red, green, yellow, pink,
violet, orange).
- Age: 3 Years +
- Item Size: (L)17.78 x (W)2.8 x (H)1.2 cm

Metal Ringed Chips
L222 (100pcs)

This set of Metal Ringed Chips comes in 7 colours
(blue, red, green, yellow, pink, violet, orange or
assorted).
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)10.16 x (W)7.62 x (H)1.5 cm

Jumbo Magnetic Marbles
L160

Watch as they spin, attract and repel each other, a
fun way to learn about magnetism!
- Item Size: (D)3.5 cm
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Link-a-Zoo Construction
L19100

Welcome to Linkazoo. Get set for giggles galore as
you construct endless animal formations that will
defy both gravity and the laws of nature. Want to see
a monkey hold a lioness over its head or a camel
balancing on 2 moose?
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)34.3 x (W)25.1 x (H)9 cm

Sakkaro
L19010

Monkey Bingo
L50501

Monkey Bingo is an animal bingo (lotto) game for
up to 8 players. The bingo tiles and cards feature
pictures of animals and the animal names are
printed in lower case letters. Set includes: 8 x
double-sided bingo cards, 16 animal tiles and 80
transparent chips.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)46 x (W)33 x (H)30 cm

Hexie Snaps
L18001

Monkey Math
L50101

Monkey Math makes learning simple addition more
fun than a barrel of monkeys! Just hang an equal
number of colourful bananas from each of the
monkey’s hands. Set Includes: monkey scale, 15
banana number tokens, and an instruction booklet.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)29.2 x (W)21.6 x (H)9.2 cm

Hexacus

The coloured translucent puzzle pieces blend into
new colours when stacking, nesting, or interlocking
creative designs. Set includes: idea booklet with
over 100 patterns and shapes to form endless
artistic expressions.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)18.5 x (W)14 x (H)14 cm

Hexie-Snaps come in 8 bright colours. The pieces
are easy to handle and snap together. Encourages
the development of hand-eye coordination, small
motor skills, and creative thinking. Each set comes
with 96 pieces and 20 design suggestions and a
plastic carrying tub.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)43 x (W)42x (H)37cm

L19001 (12pcs), L19010 (25pcs)

Funny Farm

Crazy Campers

Athena

Funny Farm - Where life in the barnyard is more
fun than work! Challenges in the game booklet will
guide players through how to play with the objective
of making sure the barnyard is always full.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)29.2 x (W)21.6 x (H)5.1 cm

Locate the big tent piece, as indicated by a
challenge card, then simply fill in the remaining
10 pieces. When each challenge is solved, the
campground will be full with no empty spaces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)27.9 x (W)21.6 x (H)8.9 cm

The good news, Archaeologists have found an
ancient statue of Athena! The bad news, she’s in
2 pieces. Help the team put Athena back together
again.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)27.9 x (W)21.6 x (H)7.6 cm

L70220
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L70211

This 25-piece set provides twice as much fun as
our original 12-piece set. Children can sort the
hexagonal pieces by size and colour, then stack,
nest and balance them to create a wide variety of
patterns and shapes. Set includes: idea book.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)18.1 x (W)16.5 x (H)21 cm

L70420

POPULAR PLAYTHINGS

Assorted Games

Sink or Swim
L70301

The ultimate pool party. Just slide the boy on
the red inner tube to the steps. There are 50
mindsplashing challengins spread over 5 levels
of difficulty to keep even the most enthusiastic
puzzle fan waterlogged for days!
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)21.6 x (W)21.6 x (H)4.4 cm

Utopia
L70410

Hedgehog Escape
L70401

Through a hedge of course! Help the spiny guys
wscape by rolling them safely past the badgers.
50 different challenges to help you save the
hedgehogs.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)25.4 x (W)25.4 x (H)7.6 cm

Interlock
L70411

A logic game where a city has to be built. Divided
into 50 challenges with 2 phases with solutions.
Set includes: Booklet with 50 challenges and
solutions, game grid, 16 token.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)20 x (W)20 x (H)10 cm

Welcome to Interlock, the hide the plug & socket
puzzle! The Goal - Select pieces from Interlock’s
complete mathematical set of 12 building blocks
to build different shapes. Each 1 x 1 x 2 cm block
has one plug and one socket in a unique location.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)21.6 x (W)21.6 x (H)5.1 cm

Perilous Pipes

Bingo Set

Perilous Pipes, the plugged up pipe puzzle! The
goal: choose a challenge from the booklet & locate
the pipe pieces as shown. Then completely fill
base with the remaining pipe pieces. There are 50
pipe placing challenges arranged easy to hard.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)27.9 x (W)21.6 x (H)7.6 cm

A smaller version of our large Bingo set. It still
includes everything necessary to play the game.
Set includes: bingo cage, bingo mastercard, 18
bingo chips and bingo balls numbered 1-75.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)34.3 x (W)31.8 x (H)30.5 cm

L70440

L514

Tut’s Tablet
L70412

A puzzle-maze treasure hunt! Once selecting a
challenge find the secret path to Tut’s treasure
by rolling the cryptic cube from square to square
always making sure to match the colours. So what
are you waiting for? Can you find Tut’s treasure?
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)20 x (W)20 x (H)10 cm

Logologic
L70521

Introducing Logologic, the exciting strategy game
where children match the colours and symbols.
Set includes: 21 symbol dice in various colours,
10 loser tokens, instructions and a handy storage
bag.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)20 x (W)20 x (H)10 cm

Say Cheese
L70430

Dinner is over and everyone’s gone, now all the
mice will party till dawn. To record the event won’t
you help them please? They must all face up and
then say cheese! There are 50 challenges to solve
arranged mild (easy) to extra sharp (hard).
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)21.6 x (W)21.6 x (H)5.1 cm
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Mix or Match

Junior
L61301

Mix or Match Junior-the toy that lets you build a vehicle like no other. With
these 8 magnetic pieces, building an imaginary vehicle like a plane-train or a
car-boat is a snap. Magnetic Mix or Match Junior becomes your child’s first
3D matching puzzle!
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)40.9 x (W)21.1 x (H)14 cm
Mix or Match Vehicles from Popular Playthings is the amazing magnetic toy children can use to build vehicles in 1,000 different combinations. Children can
let their imaginations run wild and combine a car with a boat, or a plane with a train, or anything they can dream up. It is easy to snap vehicles together and
take them apart, over and over again, thanks to a hidden magnetic locking system. Set includes: all the magnetic pieces children need to assemble 1 boat, 1
car, 1 plane and 1 train - or some very cool vehicles they can invent. There are over 1,000 possible vehicle combinations children can build.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)26 x (W)34.3 x (H)8.9 cm

Vehicles 1

Vehicles 2

Vehicles 3

Vehicles 4

L60301

L60303

Vehicles 5
L60305
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Vehicles 1+ 3
L60311

L60302

L60304

Vehicles 2+4
L60312

Playstix

The toy that allows you to build the ordinary and inspires you to build the extraordinary. Are you ready for some building fun? The Playstix sets allow to build
a wide variety of models right out of the box, without the need for any additional or specialized parts. With a idea booklet that illustrates funny things to build.
Each Playstix piece has grooves that interlock when one playstix piece is placed across another. The different lengths of Playstix pieces are colour-coded, so
it′s easy to see how each model is built.
- Age: 2 years +

Super Set

Starter Set

- Item Size: (L)28.5 x (W)0.8 x (H)21.5 cm

- Item Size: (L)20 x (W)20 x (H)10 cm

L90004 (400pcs)

L90002 (80pcs)

Deluxe Set

Flexible Set

- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)20 x (W)20 x (H)10 cm

Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)20 x (W)20 x (H)10 cm

L90001 (211pcs)

Playstix 150pcs

L90000

- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)20 x (W)20 x (H)10 cm

L90003 (65pcs), L90003-RP (Replacement pack 16pcs)

Vehicles with Spare Wheels

GBK-L004

- Age: 4 years +
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Playstix

Playstix

Playstix Jumbo
L90020 (80pcs)

Welcome to Jumbo Playstix.
Just like the original Playstix only bigger. You get 80 Jumbo pieces including
4 Jumbo tires, an instruction booklet and 10 double-sided idea cards showing
over 20 models to build. Like the original Playstix, you can build models 2 ways
- by Simple Stacking, or by using Playstix unique Snap and Lock feature. Jumbo
Playstix comes in a handy tub making clean up and storage a snap for little
builders. So what are you waiting for, Think Bigger. Build Bigger.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)20 x (W)20 x (H)10 cm

Playstix Vehicles
L90010 (130pcs)
L90031 (Spare Wheels)

The toy that allows you to build the ordinary and inspires you to build the
extraordinary. Are you ready for some building fun? The Playstix sets allow
to build a wide variety of models right out of the box, without the need for
any additional or specialized parts. With a idea booklet that illustrates funny
things to build. Each Playstix piece has grooves that interlock when one
playstix piece is placed across another. The different lengths of Playstix
pieces are colour-coded, so it′s easy to see how each model is built. Playstix
Spare Wheels used with any Playstix set Set includes: 8 Large Wheels, 6
Smaller Wheels.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)20 x (W)20 x (H)10 cm
- Item Size: (L)7.5 x (W)7.5 x (H)5 cm (Spare Wheels)

Playstix Play Base
L90030

The toy that allows you to build the ordinary and inspires you to build the
extraordinary. Are you ready for some building fun? The Playstix sets allow
to build a wide variety of models right out of the box, without the need for
any additional or specialized parts. With a idea booklet that illustrates funny
things to build. Each Playstix piece has grooves that interlock when one
playstix piece is placed across another. The different lengths of Playstix
pieces are colour-coded, so it′s easy to see how each model is built.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)20 x (W)20 x (H)10 cm
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Playstix Translucent
L90015 (105pcs)

Welcome to Translucent Playstix, a construction toy that allows you to build
the ordinary and inspires you to build the extraordinary! Translucent Playstix
jewel-like colours reflect light and will add real sparkle to anything you build.
They may be combined with regular and flexible Playstix for a totally new
look!
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)20 x (W)20 x (H)10 cm

Playstix Light Board
L90035

Turn your Translucent Playstix model into a decorative night light, TV lamp,
or mood light with a Playstix Light Board! Just plug it in to any USB power
source and enjoy a dazzling array of colours created by power LED lights!
Set include: Playstix Light Board with dimmer control and one USB power
cable. Think it! Build it! Playstix are cool toys allowing children to construct
the ordinary, and then be further inspired to create the extraordinary.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)21 x (W)19 x (H)4.8 cm

Games

Happy Owls
GOG21410

Re-arrange, pull apart and put back together again. Children will surely love
to stack and match the colours of the heads, wings and eyes along the body
according to the cards or create their own unique owls. Helps understand
sequences, shapes, colour recognition, fine motor skills and hand eye
coordination. Set Includes: 32 colourful wooden pieces, base, plastic sticks,
double-sided pattern cards.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)23 x (W)35 x (H)7 cm

Happy Birds
GOG20720

This cute and unique set for magnetic birds makes learning sequencing
hours of fun. Set Includes : Activity cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)19 x (W)46 x (H)6 cm

Shape & Colour Sorter
GOG20428

- Age: 18 months +
- Item Size: (L)11 x (W)31 x (H)9 cm

Gems-n-Pets
GOG21310

Florist

GOG20420

- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)24 x (W)36 x (H)7 cm
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Stacking and puzzle activities in one toy. Choose the correctly coloured
gem tile according to the activity cards and put them into the correct place.
Teaches children the basic concepts of colour, quantity and order. Patterns
of a bird, a gecko, a giraffe and a seahorse are printed on the back of the gem
tiles as a puzzle. Set Includes : Activity cards.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)21 x (W)25 x (H)7 cm

GOGO

Games

Diamond Match

Ferris Wheel

Our wooden diamond matching board has been designed to stimulate your
child’s colour and number recognition. Use the magnetic wand to move the
colourful diamonds into their correct spot, depending on the task at hand.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)31 x (H)4 cm

Our wooden Ferris wheel board has been designed to stimulate your child’s
colour and number recognition. Use the magnetic wand to move the colourful
diamonds into their correct spot, depending on the task at hand.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)38 x (W)38 (H)3 cm

GOG21103

Shape Match Board
GOG20438

Children can learn colour, shape and size recognition with these basic colour
coated base and 2 inch high easy-grip handles. It helps young children
successfully complete the Shape Match Board. Good for motor skills and
hand-eye coordination.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)25 x (H)7 cm

Fantasy Blocks
GOG21016

Brightly coloured building blocks with multiple special additions that make
building fun for your little one.
- Age: 1 years +
- Item Size: (L)21 x (W)31 x (H)6 cm

GOG21111

Mix & Match Owls
GOG21320

The wooden box lid becomes the base on which the wooden owl pieces can
be put together. Mix and match the colours of the head, wings and body,
along with the eyes.
Set Includes: 6 double-sided cards.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)24 x (W)36 x (H)7 cm

Magnetic Building Blocks
GOG20931

Our assorted magnetised shape blocks come in bright colours and will
unleash creativity. Set Includes : Activity cards.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)17 x (W)23 x (H)8 cm
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Games

Memory Game
GOG21025

Our beautifully finished wooden memory board game consists of an
assortment of cards, which slide into the wooden board.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)29 x (H)6 cm

Magnetic Tetrus Challenge
GOG20801

Here is a new spin on the traditional game of Tetris.
Move the magnetised pieces around the board with the magnetic pencil tip.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)38 x (W)38 x (H)3 cm

Junior Ladyrinth
GOG20823

This beautifully crafted wooden maze will provide hours of fun, for young and
old alike. 2 magnetic wands ensure that player can enjoy both sides of the
maze or even 2 players can play at one time.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)31 x (W)30 x (H)3 cm

Hand Maze
GOG21080

Our well crafted wooden handheld maze is easy to travel with. Children will
develop hand-eye coordination while using the magnetic wand to manoeuvre
the ball.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)27 x (W)19 x (H)3 cm
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Play Rugs

Printed Educational Rugs

100% Polyamide face with unmatched softness and bright colours, 3-ply felt backing prevents wrinkling and increases sound and thermal
insulation, durable all around double serging, able to withstand rugged wear, meet all applicable safety standards. Limited lifetime warranty.

Expressions

CF-CPR436 (Round Small)
CF-CPR437 (Round Large)
CF-CPR438 (Rectangle Small)
- Item size: 200 cm (diam) Small
- Item size: 275 cm (diam) Large
- Item size: (L)257 x (H)180 cm

Hopscotch

ABC Rotary

- Item size: (L)200 x (W)67 cm

- Item size: (L)257 x (H)180 cm

CF-LC121

CF-CPR459 (Rectangle Small)

Cars Alphabet & Numbers
CF-CPR887 (Rectangle Small)
- Item size: (L)257 x (H)180 cm

Clock Round
Counting Rug 1-12

CF-CPR862 (Rectangle Large)

CF-CPR529 (Small)
CF-CPR530 (Large)

- Item size: 200 cm (diam) Small
- Item size: 275 cm (diam) Large

- Item size: (L)360 x (H)257 cm

Blue Solid

CF-CF-CPR472R (Round Large)
CF-CPR473 (Rectangle Small)
CF-CPR554 (Rectangles Large) Dark Blue
- Item size: (D)275 cm Large
- Item size: (L)180 x (H)257 cm
- Item size: (L)360 x (H)257 cm
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Red Solid

Green Solid

- Item size: ( (L)257 x (H)180 cm

- Item size: (L)360 x (H)257 cm

CF-CPR479 (Rectangles Small)

CF-CPR468 (Rectangle Large)

Maths & Science

1000 Assorted Pegs
INV072159 (100x10)
INV072659 (200x5)

Mushroom pegs in 5 assorted colours.
Compatible with our standard pegboards
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)19 x (W)12 x (H)6 cm

5 Peg Boards

INV011459 (pegs not included)

This educational set includes 5 square pegboards,
each pegboard has 100 peg holes. Ideal for
pattern, symmetry, sorting and sequencing work.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)16,2 x (W)16,2 x (H)10 cm

Su Doku Set

100 Number Board Set

The Times Su Doku plastic board puzzle can
be played at home but our version is slim and
portable for you to take on your travels. No pens
or paper, but plastic tablets that you locate onto a
plastic board. Simply lift the lid of the Su Doku box
and lift the play-board from its base to reveal the
games booklet that contains the rules.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)25 x (W)20 x (H)3 cm

A large number of mathematical activities are
possible using this large board. Set includes: the
sturdy plastic board with 100 recessed and clearly
numbered squares, 100 number tiles, 25 blank
tiles and an instruction booklet.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)29 x (W)29 cm

INV193959 (1pc)

Pegboards 5 & 1000 Pegs
(5 Colour)
INV147759

This educational set includes 5 square pegboards as well as 1000 assorted pegs. A leaflet
is enclosed which contains some creative ideas
encouraging patterning and symmetry, sorting and
sequencing skills.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)16,2 x (W)16,2 x (H)10 cm

INV013359 (226pcs)

Litre Set

INV120859 (4pcs)
INV-IV043 (5pcs)

Ideal to teach the concepts of volume and
capacity and the relationships between the two.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)23 x (W)21 x (H)19 cm

Shape Tracer Set
INV027859 (17pcs)

Dominoes Texture & Shape
INV052059 (32pcs)

The raised textures, highlighted in blue, enable
people with visual impairment to play on equal
terms against fully-sighted opponents. The other
sides of the pieces encourage matching and
recognition of familiar geometric shapes. Packed
in a transparent storage box.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)19 x (W)11 x (H)6 cm
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Contains 17 transparent shapes: octagon,
hexagon, pentagon, square, equilateral triangle,
rectangle, circle, ellipse, parallelogram, heptagon,
chevron, kite, rhombus, scalene, trapezium, right
hand triangle and isosceles triangle. The shapes
have angled edges for 2-D tracing or making
networks to draw 3-D models. Each shape is
named, and wherever possible, they have common
50mm sides.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)13 x (W)45 x (H)17 cm

Play Shapes

INV167359 (186pcs)

Brightly coloured plastic shapes encourage the
creation of designs and pictures while learning
basic maths concepts. 6 shapes in 3 bright
colours, a total of 186 pieces. Large wall chart
included.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)21 x (H)5 cm

INVICTA

Maths & Science

Counters 5 Colours

Lace your Shoes
INV178059 (2pcs)

Counters can be used in numerous ways including
patterning, sorting, symmetry, tessellation and
numeracy. All supplied in bags, available in 5
colours.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (W) 2,2 cm

Children will love this pair of wooden lacing
sneakers as they are encouraged to practice their
shoe lacing and tying skills.
Numbers 1-10 are printed next to the lace eyelet
on the shoe and letters of the alphabet are printed
around the outside allowing number and letter
recognition.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)20 x (W)10 x (H)21 cm

Balance Combined Pan &
Bucket

Paint Scrapers

Designed to enable use of either clear pans or
clear buckets using a single frame fitted with a
spirit level. The buckets are marked with 100ml
graduated scales and supplied with lids. A set of
60 clearly marked stackable weights (1g x 20, 5g
x 20 & 10g x 20) and a CD-rom product guide are
included. Cotton reels are not included.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)3,5 x (W)3,84 x (H)5 cm

This colourful set of 4 easy-to-hold paint scrapers
comes in both a small and a large set. Each paint
scraper has a different patterned edge and are
excellent for creating patterns using ready-mixed
paint and can be used during sand play to make
interesting effects
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (W)15/30 x (H)7 cm

INV011059 (500pcs) 22mm
INV075059 (1000pcs) 16mm

INV152459 (65pcs)

INV185059 (4pcs) Small
INV186059 (4pcs) Large

Number Juggler
INV178159 (22pcs)

This clever balance adds an element of fun to
learning equivalence, greater and less than, and
simple addition and subtraction. The set includes
20 number weights and 2 bucket weights which
enable children to play a game of simple logic and
deduction.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)0,30 x (W)23 x (H)18 cm

Tape Measures
INV094559 (10pc)

Made from tough, nylon-reinforced plastic, the
Invicta Tape Measures are 1m long by 30mm wide.
They are chunky and easy to hold and feature bold
1cm and 10cm markings.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)22,00 x (W)15 x (H)3 cm

Clinometer MK2
Clinometer MK1
INV025059 (1pc)

A traditional lightweight angle-measuring instrument to calculate
heights. Complete with European product guide. Wheel size is 130mm
diameter.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (W)13 x (H)25 cm

INV050659 (1pc)

A compact Clinometer with no external moving parts and a combined
‘sighting’ angle-reading eyepiece. A viewing window on the side of the
Clinometer allows a second person to check a reading. All angles are in
degrees followed by a plus or minus to indicate an upward or downward
slope. Complete with product guide.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (W)14 cm
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Measurement & Weather

Giant Sand Timers

INV081559 (3pcs) 30s, 1 & 5 min
INV-IV110 (6pcs) 30s 1/3/5/10/15 m
INV-IV140 (3pcs) 1/3/5
Designed with an 80mm square base and top
to prevent rolling, each sand timer has the time
embossed on the top and has colour-coded sand
grains.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)8 x (W)8 x (H)14,5 cm

Height Measure
INV095659

Chidren of any age or size can monitor and record
their own heights and then have fun drawing
graphs and creating statistics over a time period.
Measure to 2 metres when fully assembled. Great
for classrooms which have minimum space as
the whole height measure can be separated and
stored into the base.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)3,60 x (W)2,3 x (H)2,3 cm

Rain Gauge

INV084059 (1pc)

INV052259 (2pcs)

Includes metric and imperial values and
international sizes. Measure, record and then
calculate areas and volumes on a whole range of
objects.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)41 x (W)24 x (H)4 cm

Weather Board
INV151659 (1pc)

The seven-day weather board has eight aspects
to record weather conditions, including cloud
formations, wind direction and wind strength. An
excellent way to encourage learning about the
weather and the environment. Made in hardwearing material for indoor and outdoor use.
Available in a number of languages.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (L)4 x (W)42 x (H)44 cm

Metre Stick

Weather Vane

Upright Weather Station

INV087559 (1pc)

Simple, robust and practical, can be hand-held or
Inexpensive and accurate, graduated in millimetres. fixed permanently. Set includes: the letters N, S, E
Can be used free-standing or placed in the ground
and W as well as O and Z so the Weather Vane can
using the spike provided. The lid prevents spillage
be used for languages other than English where
if the gauge is carried. Complete with product
North begins with either a Z or O, complete with
guide.
product guide.
- Age: 8 years +
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)9 x (W)9 x (H)18 cm
- Item Size: (W)22 x (H)32 cm
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Foot & Hand Measure

INV124259 (1pc)

This measuring stick is clearly marked with 1, 5
and 10cm graduations and is made with rounded
edges for safety. The Metre Stick includes
turquoise and orange numbers.
- Age: 3-5 years +
- Item Size: (L)100x (W)5 x (H)2 cm

INV082659 (1pc)

An inexpensive and complete solution, with all
components attached to one central pole which
can be inserted in the ground. Wind speed, wind
direction, rainfall and temperature are all featured,
as well as the time of day which can be observed
on the sun dial.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (H)116 cm

Early Learning & Games

Rainbow Block Set

Wooden Block Set

MK03942 (29pcs)

MK03652 (92pcs)

A creative assortment of natural solid wooden blocks provides endless
opportunities for children to create and construct. This set comprises rectangular, quarter circle, triangular, half circle, cylindrical wooden shapes which
can be used in open ended construction.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)16.5 x (W)12 cm

A set of 29 solid wooden blocks with colourful acrylic centres. These blocks
have a variety of shapes and sizes provide endless opportunities for children
to create and construct, and each block can be looked through to provide
children a different perpective of the world. The set fits perfectly into Tray A Deep Wooden Tray.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)28 x (W)28 x (H)3 cm

Wooden Puzzles

These toys introduce the ideas of different sizes to the children, i.e. the idea of big vs. small, bigger vs. smaller and from small to big. They include ten 3-piece
interlocking puzzle sets. All pieces are made of top quality 4mm thick plywood. Play guide included.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)22 x (W)16 x (H)4.5 cm

Size Sequencing Learning

Numbers Learning

MK05165

Alphabet Learning
MK05984
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MK05977

Sequencing Learning
MK06028

Opposites Learning
MK05991

Games & Puzzles

MASTERKIDZ

Jigsaw Puzzles

These series of 20 piece jigsaw puzzles are featuring colourful and adorable designs. Thicker plywood (4mm) is used.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)28.5 x (W)0.8 x (H)21.5 cm

Safari

MK05854

Pets

MK05861

Sea Creatures

Dinosaurs

Transportation

Insect

Farm

Rainforest

Construction Site

Circus

MK05878

MK05885

MK05915

MK05977

MK05892

MK05908

MK05922

MK05953
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Games & Puzzles

Mini Puzzles

A set of mini puzzles. Fine motor skills and logical skills development are encouraged through play. All puzzle pieces are made of top quality 4mm thick
plywood which assures durable play. Play guide is included suggesting different levels of play with the set.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)22 x (W)16 x (H)4.5 cm

Insects

Farm

Animals

Dinosaurs

MK06042

MK06073
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MK06066

MK06059

Wooden Letters & Numbers

Numbers 0-9
RD2007

Numbers Up To 10
RD2006

Set includes: 12 numbers from solid beech wood.
Set includes: 10 plates with number 0-9.
- Item Size: (L)12 x (H)16 cm
- Item Size: (L)16 x (H)13 cm per pack
Children can count wooden round tokens, add and subtract them, learn about the relations between numbers (equal, smaller, larger), pair a group of tokens
with the appropriate number. Numbers are to be sorted from 0 to 10. Panels with engraved numbers are intended for graphomotoric exercises and getting to
know and learn the correct number form. Numbers are written exactly as children learn in school. Numbers made from solid wood.
- Age: 3 years +

Alphabet Letters: Universal
RD1050-1

Letters are made of solid beech wood. Letters are 6 - 8,5 cm tall. Children
will learn letters by seeing, touching and hearing. Ininteraction of these three
senses learning becomes faster, easier and more fun. Letters get a new
dimension, since children can feel them in their hands. The alphabet can be
used by various different ways adjusted for the required difficulty and age
of children. This learning material is very suitable for children with special
needs. Children develop language skills, orientation in space, graphomotoric
skills, develppment of sensory perceptions, recognition of shapes, personal
and social development.
Set includes: 26 lowercase block letters in a polybag.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)16 x (H)20 cm
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Letters
RD1024

Children will learn letters by seeing, touching and hearing. This educational
toy is meant for graphomotoric exercises as preparatory to writing. Child
follows the line that actually shows the correct path of writing. The aim is to
prepare children to correct writing of letters and words. Plates can be used
in many ways regarding the required level of difficulty. The letters are written
grammatically correctly and exactly the way children learn at school. Wooden
plates are painted with ecological water-based colours. Magnetic letters are
meant for teachers for presenting letters in front of the class at the board.
Set includes: 52 plates in a cardbox, upper and lowercase block letters.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)28 x (H)19 cm
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High School Maths

Algeblocks Teachers Guide
GBL-ETA76973

Lesson plans to use with Algeblocks includes whiteboard resources!
The updated and redesigned 180-page Algeblocks 2nd Edition Teacher’s
Resource Guide helps teachers with any experience level effectively
implement Algeblocks in the classroom. Includes a CD-ROM with interactive
whiteboard resources.
- Age: 11 years +
- Item size: (L)28 x (W)22.8 x (H)1.7 cm

Trigonometer

GBL-GB3738 (10pc)

A trigonometric function generator that provides a hands-on approach to
teaching trigonometry. We encourage the use of manipulative devices to be
incorporated with calculators in the teaching of basic trigonometry.
- Age: 13 years +
- Item Size: (L)40.6 x (W)5.8 x (H)42.7 cm

Algeblocks Single (Study Group) Set
GBL-ETA40580

Algeblocks represent constants and variables with area models making it
easier for to see algebraic expressions and equations. By using the natural
relationship between algebra and geometry, Algeblocks put the solutions to
algebraic expressions literally at your fingertips and bridge the connection
between concrete representation and abstract concepts.
- Age: 11 years +
- Item size: (L)33 x (W)21 x (H)11 cm

Algeblocks Bulk Set
GBL-ETA40581

These are 3-dimensional manipulatives with the objective of providing handson approach to the complex and abstract concepts in algebra. Set includes:
399 blocks, 36 mats (12 of each type), 12 factor trucks and an activity guide.
- Age: 11 years +
- Item size: (L)33.5 x (W)21.5 x (H)33.5 cm

Algebra Tiles Set/32
GBL-ETA020288

Algebra Tiles Frame
GBL-ETA20286

Students can multiply and factor polynomials by organizing their Algebra.
- Age: 11 years +
- Item size: (L)18.2 x (W)2.5 x (H)18.2 cm
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Algebra Tiles involve students in learning algebraic concepts, including
adding and subtracting polynomials, factoring trinomials, and the Zero
Principle. Each tile represents the positive and negative of a quantity: x, x2,
and 1. Set includes: 4 Squared variables, 8 Variables, 20 Constants.
- Age: 11 years +
- Item size: (L)14 x (W)11 x (H)2 cm

GREENBEAN

High School Maths

Pythagorean Theorem
Model
GBL-ETA9406

To graphically illustrate Pythagoras’s theorem,
first measure the two smaller squares against
the legs of the triangle, then rearrange the seven
transparent pieces to fill the larger square on the
right, showing that a² + b² does indeed equal c².
- Age: 12 years +
- Item size: (L)21.6 cm

Ten Frames Dice

GBL-ETA86887 (Set of 12)

Integrate these Ten-Frames Dice into any of your
favorite classroom games so your students can
practice subitizing and counting in a fun new way!
Feature familiar Ten-Frame configurations on each
side and rounded corners for easy rolling. 3 dice
each for 0-5, 5-10, 10-15, 15-20.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)5.1 x (W)5.1 x (H)5.1 cm

Multiple Representation
Dice
GBL-ETA86889

Increase student understanding of all the ways
you can represent numbers with these fun dice
featuring multiple representations of numbers
from 1 to 20. Each die represents the number in
Ten-Frame, tally marks, base ten, and numeral
format.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item size: (L)5.1 x (W)5.1 x (H)5.1 cm

GeoTool Compass
GBL-ETA8718

Perform a wide variety of geometric constructions
with the GeoTool Compass and its built-in
protractor, ruler, and straightedge! The compass
fits both pens and pencils, features both fixed and
adjustable radii, and provides direct comparison of
inches and centimeters.
- Age: 8 years +

Pi Hoop

Angle Ruler (1pc)

Students use this adjustable plastic hoop to gather data about circles of
different radii. Features both inch and centimeter scales. Includes booklet
with instructions.
- Age: 9 years +
- Item size: (L)25 x (W)10 x (H)35.5 cm

This multipurpose measuring device can be used as a compass, protractor
and traditional ruler. No need to purchase separately! FEATURES Measures
linear distances up to 12” Measures angles from 0° to 360° Flexible,
transparent plastic for accurate measurements
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)30.5 cm

GBL-ETA496

GBL-ETA5320
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Mathematics

Play Money

Learn the names of coins/ notes . Learn the value of coins/notes. Learn the value of sets of coins/notes. Determine the kind and number of coins/notes for a
given value. Our South African Madiba play money consists of Rands.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)15 x (W)9 x (H)2 cm

Play Money Madiba

Demo Magnetic

GBL-GB001
GBL-GB002(Double Pack)

Playing Cards

GBL-GB24520 (54pcs)

Playing cards are a great resource for teaching
number recognition, sequencing, chance and
probability as well as an assortment of games.
One pack includes 54 cards.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)9.7 x (H)14.8 cm

GBL-GB001M

Lesson Plan CD

GBL-GB-LP001 (Base Ten)
GBL-GB-LP002 (Grade 3)
GBL-GB-LP003 (Grade 4-6)

A comprehensive mathematics lesson plan for
teachers.

Laminated Demo Fraction
GBL-GB3763 (Chart to 5th)
GBL-GB3764 (Chart to 12th)

A set of 51 proportionally-sized pieces
representing a whole, halves, thirds, quarters, fifths
and twelfths.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)21 x (H)0.1 cm
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Numberboard Multiplication
GBL-GB3737 (10pc)

Number Line
Numberboard

GBL-GB3740 (1-100 - 10 pc)
GBL-GB3741 (1-200 - 10pc)
GBL-GB3766 (1-120 - 1 pc)

- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)19.2 x (W)15 x (H)7.2 cm

GBL-GB3760 (Neg 20)
GBL-GB3761 (1-100)
GBL-GB3762 (1-200)
GBL-GB3773 (500)
GBL-GB3780 (Decimal 0-5))

Our Laminated Number lines are an asset to any
maths classroom.
- Age: 8 years +

GREENBEAN

Mathematics

Fraction Circles Double-Sided Magnetic
GBL-GB3765DM

Demonstrate fractions, percentages and equivalencies on your whiteboard.
Clearly labeled with fractions on one side and percentages on reverse to help
students understand the relationship between the concepts. Colour-coded to
match other Rainbow Fraction manipulatives for extended learning.
Set includes: 9 circles
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)20 x (W)20 x (H)20 cm

Fraction Circles

GBL-GB3765 (Laminated)
GBL-GB3765M (Single Side Magnetic)

A DEMO set of 51 proportionally-sized pieces representing a whole, halves,
thirds, quarters, fifths, sixths, eighths, tenths and twelfths. Laminated in 9
distinct colours.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)20 x (W)20 x (H)20 cm

Number Dot Cards
Flard Cards

GBL-GB3767 (FP 1-9000 Precut 1pc)
GBL-GB3768 (1-90000 pre-cut 1pc)

These laminated cards are perfect for children to
explore the concept of number building and place
value.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)21 x (H)0.3 cm

GBL-GB3774 (English)
GBL-GB3775 (Afrikaans)
GBL-GB3776 (isiXhosa)

Our demo set of Number Dot cards range from
1 to 20. Each set consists of 20 dot cards, 20
number cards and 20 number word cards. Dot
and digit cards measure 10,5 x 12 cm each and
the number word cards measure 6 x 12 cm each.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)12x (W)50 x (H)12 cm

GeoGenius

GBL-GB-GGSTDK

The Standard Kit contains more than 200 shapes
(polygons)- enough to build each of the Platonic
solids, each of the Archimedean solids and much
more, there are however not enough pieces
to build all of these polyhedra at once.The kit
includes a instruction booklet with instructions on
how to build the shapes (polyhedra) and a number
of ideas/suggestions on how the kits can be used
in the study of geometry
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)45 x (H)26 cm

Frieze Cards

GBL-GB3777 (English), GBL-GB3778
(Afrikaans),
GBL-GB3779 ( isiXhosa)

These fun and colourful wall cards assist in
explaining basic number concepts from 1-20.
Laminated boards make these cards durable and
reusable.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)45.5 x (H)22 cm

Kitchen Scale Analogue
GBL-GB-KSA001

Sturdy plastic kitchen scale with loose fitted pan
for weights. A standard metric system, weights are
marked from 0 - 5kgs.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item size: (L)16 x (W)14 x (H)18 cm

Tangram Foam Jumbo
GBL-GB51051
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Soft Blocks

Soft Blocks Basic Eco Box

Soft Blocks Basic Eco Box

- Item Size: (L)7 x (W)3.5 x (H)3 cm (Small)
- Item Size: (L)14 x (W)3.5 x (H)3 cm (Large)

- Item Size: (L)7 x (W)3.5 x (H)3 cm (Small)
- Item Size: (L)14 x (W)3.5 x (H)3 cm (Large)

DEL-UN2036PR (36pcs)

DEL-UN2060PR (60pcs)

Soft Blocks Basic Eco Box

Soft Blocks Basic Eco Box Soft Blocks Plump Box

- Item Size: (L)7 x (W)3.5 x (H)3 cm (Small)
- Item Size: (L)14 x (W)3.5 x (H)3 cm (Large)

- Item Size: (L)7 x (W)3.5 x (H)3 cm (Small)
- Item Size: (L)14 x (W)3.5 x (H)3 cm (Large)

DEL-UN2120PRE (120pcs)

DEL-UN2012PR (12pcs)

DEL-UN1036PR (36pcs)

Soft Blocks Plump Box

Soft Blocks Mixed Box

Soft Blocks Mixed Box

- Item Size: (L)7 x (W)7 x (H)5 cm (Small)
- Item Size: (L)14 x (W)7 x (H)5 cm (Large)

- Item Size: (L)7 x (W)3.5 x (H)3 cm (Small)
- Item Size: (L)14 x (W)3.5 x (H)3 cm (Large)
- Item Size: (L)7 x (W)7 x (H)5 cm (Small)
- Item Size: (L)14 x (W)7 x (H)5 cm (Large)

- Item Size: (L)7 x (W)3.5 x (H)3 cm (Small)
- Item Size: (L)14 x (W)3.5 x (H)3 cm (Large)
- Item Size: (L)7 x (W)7 x (H)5 cm (Small)
- Item Size: (L)14 x (W)7 x (H)5 cm (Large)

DEL-UN1120PR (120pcs)
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DEL-UN3036PR (36pcs)

- Item Size: (L)7 x (W)7 x (H)5 cm (Small)
- Item Size: (L)14 x (W)7 x (H)5 cm (Large)

DEL-UN3060PR (60pcs)

GREENBEAN

Soft Blocks

Soft Blocks 120pc Retail Box
DEL-UN3120PR

Soft Blocks Mixed 126pc Storage Bin

Soft Blocks Mixed 84pc Storage Bin

Soft Blocks Platform & Blocks 65pcs

Soft Blocks Platform & Blocks 90pcs

DEL-UN3126

DEL-UNB011

DEL-UN3084

DEL-UNB012
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Storage

*Toys not included
*Toys not included

12 Flat Bin Roll & Storage Unit

Roll & Storage Bin Organiser 10 Bin

- Item size: (L)68.8 x (W)42.5 x (H)91.7 cm

- Item size: (L)47.4 x (W)34 x (H)85.4 cm

DEL-8328

DEL-1002

*Mats not included

Mat Cart

*Mats not included

Mat Cart

DEL-373S (36pcs)

DEL-373L (36pcs)

- Item size: (L)45.8x (W)36 x (H)82 cm

- Item size: (L)87.8 x (W)36 x (H)83.1 cm

*Mats not included

Rest Mat Trolley

Rainbow Mat 5pcs

- Item size: (L)67.5 x (W)7 x (H)101.5 cm

- Item size: (L)122 x (W)56 x (H)5 cm

DEL-382
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DEL-M482220

GREENBEAN

Storage

*Bottles not included

Drying Rack 21
Shelves

Drying Rack 33 Shelves

DEL-7721

DEL-7733

- Item size: (W)44.5 x (H)96 x (D)35.5 cm

- Item size: (W)44.5 x (H)118.5x (D)35.5 cm

Drying Rack 20 Shelves
DEL-7720GL

- Item size: (W)62 x (H)70.5 x (D)45 cm

Children Furniture - Table & 4 Chairs
DEL-7901F

- Item size: (W)50.8 x (H)45.7 x (D)50.8 cm ( Table)
- Item size: (W)30.5 x (H)45.7 x (D)28 cm (Chair)

*Books not included

Playmat With Fence
DEL-M121203

- Item size: (L)120 x (W)120 x (H)40 cm (Full Size)
- Item size: (L)120 x (W)40 x (H)3 cm (Fence Size)
- Item size: (L)60 x (W)60 x (H)3 cm (Playmat Size)

Childrens Furniture - Book Storage
DEL-5938

- Item size: (L)66 x (W)28 x (H)63.5 cm
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Storage

Stackable Cot

Cot Trolley

- Item size: (L)117 x (W)22.5 x (H)24 cm

- Item size: (L)134 x (W)59 x (H)11 cm

DEL-8921

Folding School Table Height Adjustable
DEL-661206R

DEL-8901CT

Folding School Table Height Adjustable
DEL-660606R

- Item size: (L)120 x (H)60 cm

- Item size: (L)60 x (H)60 cm

Stacking Chair

Stacking Chair

- Item size: (H)45 cm

- Item size: (H)30 cm

DEL-6618L
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DEL-6612M

Kits

Greenbean Kits

Foundation Phase: English
GBK-001-A/E/ISI

This kit will meet all the requirements for a foundation phase maths
classroom, instruction manual included. Kits and manuals may be
customised according to specific needs.
Set includes: Relational Attribute Blocks (EDX19523) and Activity
Cards (EDX19520A), Number Sticks (GIG1028250C), Flard Cards
(GB3767), 1-120 Number Board (GB3766), English/Afrikaans/IsiXhosa
Number Dot Cards (GB3774), English/Afrikaans/IsiXhosa Frieze
Cards (GB3777), Laminated Demo Fraction Chart (GB3764), Dot
Dice (EDX17510-6), 7x7 Pin Geoboard (EDX201711), Magnetic Demo
Clock (GIG1014), Fraction Circles (GB3765), Geometric Volume Set
(EDX25030), Measuring Jugs Set (EDX25070), Play Money Madiba
(GB001), 100 Bead Abacus (EDX40027), 10pc Tape Measures cm
(INV94659), 2 Colour Counters (EDX13210), Plastic Tangrams
(EDX23535), 1-120 Number Line (GB3762), Base Ten 161pc 4 Colour
Plastic Set (EDX105106), Transparent Counters (EDX132302), Junior
Balance (EDX25837), Number Equalizer Balance (GIG1026), Place
Value Dice (EDX16330), Counting Sticks (EDX13710), Bear Counters
(EDX13100) and a Manual.
*Storage Bin not included.

Intermediate Phase: English
GBK-002-A/E/ISI

This kit will meet all the requirements for an intermediate phase
maths classroom, instruction manual included. Kits and manuals may
be customised according to specific needs.
Set includes: Pattern blocks (GIG1042), Decimal Number Line
(GB3780), 1-500 Number Line (GB3773), 7x7 Pin Geoboard
(EDX201711), 24hr Demo Clock (EDX25828), Fraction Circles
(GB3765), Laminated Demo Fraction Chart (GB3764), Multiplication
Numberboard (GB3737), Flard Cards (GB3768), Measuring Jugs
Set (EDX25070), Play Money Madiba Double Pack (GB002),
Measuring Balance (GIG1054), Base Ten 161pc 4 Colour Plastic Set
(EDX105106), Geometric Volume Set (EDX21320), Analogue Kitchen
Scale (GBKSA001), Plastic Tiles (EDX13290), Indoor Thermometer
(EDX25965), GeoGenius (GBGGSTDK), Demo Printed Magnetic
Fraction Circles (EDX19060), 1-200 Number Board (GB3741),
Equivalency Cubes (LER2509), Tape Measure (GB25215), Polyhedra
Dice (EDX16010), Analogue and Digital Write and Wipe Clock
(EDX25656), Tell Time Flip Chart (EDX25807), Maths Mirror (GIG1062),
Connect-A-Cube 250pc (GIG1017P), 2D/3D Geometric Shapes Flip
Chart (EDX21272), Geostix (EDX21362).
*Storage Bin not included.
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Clearance

Circus Screwballs

Balance Boat

E0433

E0423

Make a game for 2 players by taking turns choosing which piece to add to
each figure. See what happens to the boat when you mix up the pieces.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)19.6 x (W)5.6 x (H)17.8 cm

This duo of circus performers lets tiny hands stack and screw shapes in
place to create new friends from top to toe. Mix and match the pieces to
create crazy combinations.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)6.1 x (W)4.3 x (H)11.5 cm

Ice Cream Treats

Build-A-Bug Sorter

E3133

2 double-scoops of ice cream in felted cones, plus colourful ice-pops are
treats made for sharing. A sturdy wooden stand doubles as a server or a store
counter.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)14.8 x (W)14.8 x (H)23.5 cm

E0425

Multi-layered bugs encourage counting, sorting, and colour recognition.
Children can count the pieces and the holes, and name the colours. Helps
develop numeracy and colour recognition.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)20 x (W)18x (H)4.2 cm

Magnetic Maze

These hand held mazes are illustrated with different types of shapes. Comes with a magnetic wand for steering marbles through. Wooden and brightly
coloured, all pieces are enclosed making it an ideal travelling toy. Helps develop hand-eye coordination and dexterity.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)24.5 x (W)24.5 x (H)4 cm

Best Bugs
E1709
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Fun Farm
E1702

Flutter Butterfly
E1704

Sea Turtle
E1705

Peg Puzzles

These wooden puzzles have different types of shapes with finger sized knobs that children can take out and put back in. Set in a sturdy wooden frame, the toy
will stimulate the imagination and create a little storytelling magic.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)29.4 x (W)22.8 x (H)1.6 cm

Emergency Vehicles
E1400

Construction Site
E1401

Farm Animals
E1402

Stand Up Puzzles
E1450

This fun wooden Stand Up Puzzles from Hape are not only puzzles, but are play sets as well. Each of the eight wooden animal cut-outs has its own designated
place on the board, but can also stand upright and be used to re-enact scenarios! Unique puzzles that are sure to entertain your toddler.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item size: (L)29.4 x (W)24.4 x (H)2 cm

Farm Animals
E1450

Wild Animals
E1451

Knob Puzzles

Easy to grip knobs make these puzzle pieces a breeze for younger children to handle, while outlines of shapes help children guide them. Brightly painted
illustrations and whimsical design add to the visual appeal, and sturdy wood construction ensure these puzzles will be a favorite for years to come.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item size: (L)22.5 x (W)20.8 x (H)4.1 cm

On-The-Go

Perfect Pets

E1303

E1304

Away We Go
E1305

Fruit Basket
E1306

My Toys Know
E1301
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Embroidery

Stitch your own animal with these all-in-one embroidery kits! The animals are outlined on a framed canvas and there are felt pieces and beads to sew on.
Children will gain an introduction to basic sewing skills as well as create a memorable keepsake. Helps develop dexterity and creativity.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item size: (L)24.1 x (W)24.1 x (H)1 cm

Happy Hedgehog

Proud Peacock

E5101

E5102

Laughing Lion

Woolly Sheep

Welcome Home Collage Kit

Fantasy Forest Collage

Build your own dream house with this all-in-one collage kit. Arrange the fabric
pieces in place before you start to glue.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)24.1 x (W)24.1 x (H)1 cm

Plant a fantasy forest with this all-in-one collage kit. Children will love creating
a lasting piece of art with unique materials that engage their senses and
imagination. Durable, child-safe paint and solid wood construction.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)24.1 x (W)24.1 x (H)1 cm

E5103

E5105
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Paint-A-Pattern Tote

Tropical Island Paint Set

Jungle Buddies Paint Set

Children can paint their very own cotton tote bag
with this creative kit. Includes bag, fabric paint in
6 colours and brush. Helps develop dexterity and
creativity.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)38.1 x (W)24.1 x (H)0 cm

Pre-cut wooden pieces, 12 colours of paint and
stickers let you create your own tropical scene.
Help your child plan a design before beginning to
paint.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)20 x (W)8 x (H)22.6 cm

Precut wooden pieces, 12 colours of paint, and
stickers let you create your own jungle scene.
Help your child plan a design before beginning to
paint.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)20 x (W)8 x (H)22.6 cm

E5107

E5110

E5109

Mosaic Kits

Precut wooden pieces, 6 colours of paint, and a string frame let you create a piece of art you can display. Help your child plan a design before beginning to
paint.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)24 x (W)24 x (H)0.4 cm

Happy Snail Paint Set
E5112

Crabby
E5113

Hoot Owl Paint & Frame
Set
E5111

Ocean Octopus
E5114

King Of The Jungle Sand
Art

Monkey Business Sand Art
E5115

E5116
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Quattro
E5523

Quattro takes simple strategy and makes it towering fun! Make 4 cylindrical
Quattro rings align - vertically, horizontally or diagonally before your opponent
beats you to it. Both the forest and your love of logic will be growing with this
sustainably sourced bamboo game!
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)24.8 x (W)7.7 x (H)17.8 cm

Trio

E6316

Muuli
E5530

It’s easy to fill up the donkey’s backpack. The trick is to unload without
knocking it down! Lay Muuli flat inside the box to load the rings in the stringed
circle. Then use the box to help it stand up. Remove the box to play.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)33.8 x (W)8 x (H)26 cm

Find and Count Colours
E6301

Cards are sorted into similar groups of 3. Learning goals: word development,
sorting logic, visual memory.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)22 x (W)22 x (H)6 cm

Explore the game board, count the colours, collect beads and compare
results. Learning goals: development of visual perception, improving
counting, colour knowledge, symbol forms (numbers 1 - 5).
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)22 x (W)22 x (H)6 cm

Theme Count

Path Finder

Search the theme cards to match the equal amounts. Learning goals: visual
perception, understanding constants, number comprehension 1 – 10.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)26 x (W)26 x (H)6 cm

Measure, compare and complete the path. Learning goals: measuring,
comparing lengths and areas, logic and reasoning.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)17 x (W)17 x (H)1 cm

E6303
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Story Lines
E6307

Resulta

Shape and Shadow

Put the 3 playing cards in order and see how the
end results are made. Learning goals: logic and
order, language and vocabulary, visual memory.
Set includes: 24 playing cards, logically grouped in
sets of 3.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)22 x (W)22 x (H)6 cm

Match the shadow image cards with their coloured
pictures. Learning goals: matching images, taking
turns, visual memory. Set includes: 4 game boards
(color / positive images), 16 shadow playing cards
(grey / negative images).
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)22 x (W)22 x (H)6 cm

Arrange the cards to complete the story
about cause and effect. Learning goals:
visual perception of details, logical thinking,
chronological story telling. Set includes: 3 themed
game boards, each with 4 lines of paired images,
24 separate playing cards (8 sets coded per
theme), printed on both sides.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)26 x (W)26 x (H)6 cm

Rings and Sticks

Bead-Do

E6305

Cross Out
E6308

E6306

Arrange the cards to complete the story about
cause and effect. Learning goals: visual perception
of details, logical thinking, chronological story
telling. Set includes: 3 themed game boards, each
with 4 lines of paired images- 24 separate playing
cards (8 sets coded per theme), printed on both
sides.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)26 x (W)26 x (H)6 cm

E6309

Combino

Converse

Listen To Clues

Use the transparent image overlays to complete
the game board pictures. Learning goals: Visual
(which parts are missing?), experimentation
(complete the drawing), words (expressing the
choices made). Set includes: 3 game boards, 24
transparent cards.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)26 x (W)26 x (H)6 cm

Expressing differences and similarities. Cooperating
and sharing. Asserting ideas and words.
Set includes: 20 pairs of playing cards, 1 red card.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)26 x (W)26 x (H)6 cm

Children use their own words to guide one another
in selecting the correct picture sequence. Learning
goals: Communication, listening skills, descriptive
words, ccooperation and teamwork. Set includes:
4 game strips folded at the center to fit colour box,
colour dot key on reverse (for active listener), 32
playing double sided printed cards (for speaker).
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)26 x (W)26 x (H)6 cm

E6313

Using the colourful plastic shapes, copy the
coloured outlines of the game card picture.
Learning goal: develops hand and finger dexterity,
develops visual perception of colour and size,
concepts of shapes within objects. Set includes: 8
activity cards printed both sides, rings and sticks.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)22 x (W)22 x (H)6 cm

E6314

E6310

Fill the transparent board with the colourful beads
to create a picture. Learning goals: Hand - eye
coordination, thumb - pointer finger coordination,
being organized. Set includes: 1 transparent bead
board - square, 8 patterned image cards, 120
plastic beads with 6 colours.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item size: (L)22 x (W)22 x (H)6 cm

E6315
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Vehicles

Bamboo is what makes these speedy vehicles lightweight yet strong! Just what you need to zoom around the room! Start your mini engines as these vehicles
are raring to go and don’t worry about the gas bill as these stylish cars run on imagination! Collect all 8 mini vehicles to complete your collection: Hot Rod,
Twin Turbo, Racer, Monster Truck, Beach Buggy, Roadster, Trailblazer, Low Rider.
- Age: 3 years +

Racer

Roadster

Dragster

- Item size: (L)8.5 x (W)4.9 x (H)3.9 cm

- Item size: (L)7.5 x (W)4.9 x (H)3.9 cm

- Item size: (L)9.9 x (W)4.6 x (H)4.1 cm

Low Rider

Hot Rod

Baja

- Item size: (L)7.5 x (W)4.9 x (H)3.9 cm

- Item size: (L)8.2 x (W)5 x (H)3.9 cm

- Item size: (L)9.7 x (W)5.9 x (H)4.3 cm

E5500

E5502

E5501

E5504

E5508

E5509

Sportster

Bruiser

Twin Turbo

- Item size: (L)7.9 x (W)5.3 x (H)2.8 cm

- Item size: (L)9.7 x (W)5.9 x (H)4.3 cm

- Item size: (L)7.5 x (W)4.9 x (H)3.9 cm

E5511

E5510

E5506

Beach Buggy

Trail Blazer

Monster Truck

- Item size: (L)7.5 x (W)4.4 x (H)4.1 cm

- Item size: (L)7.5 x (W)4.4 x (H)4.1 cm

- Item size: (L)7.5 x (W)4.9 x (H)3.9 cm

E5503
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E-Vehicles

Sturdy and safe, yet fast and furious! These durable vehicles provide hours of fun as children zoom around the room or soar through the air!

E-Dozer

E-Copter

- Item size: (L)18.3 x (W)11.7 x (H)12.2 cm

- Item size: (L)20.6 x (W)9.4 x (H)11.7 cm

E5517

E5518

E-Racer Monza

E-Chopper Bike

- Item size: (L)18.8 x (W)10.9 x (H)8.9 cm

- Item size: (L)19.3 x (W)6.4 x (H)9.4 cm

E5515

E5513
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2-1 Masks
E5124

Keep your identity hidden behind these characters. Create adorable mask props for role play fun. Craft a second project of a matching wall piece. This 2-in-1
creative collection encourages development of a child’s own individual style to create something truly unique.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)24 x (W)24 x (H)5.5 cm

Piggy Mode

Brave Lion Look

Friendly Elephant

Puppy Face

E5125

E5126

E5123

Beautiful Butterfly
E5121

Create a dazzling masterpiece with this Beautiful Butterfly Kit. This 27 piece
set of quality art materials is ready to layer and make pretty patterns with
and will satisfy a child’s artistic side.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)61 x (W)61 x (H)6.4 cm

Lacing Vehicles
E0905

12 wooden vehicles that your little 1 can lace together to create line of traffic.
Easy to grab and made from quality hardwood.
Set includes: tractor, car, bus and trees.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)3.9 x (W)3.9x (H)30.9cm
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E5124

Flower Fun
E5122

Bloom with creativity with this Flower Fun craft. This 22 piece set containing
quality art materials is ready to layer and make pretty patterns that will
satisfy a child’s artistic side.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)61 x (W)61 x (H)7.1 cm

Rainbow Lacing Shapes
E1019

A simple string turns blocks into a train, a caterpillar, a tower. Sort the blocks:
by colour, shape, or pattern. Count the blocks as you lace.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)25.6 x (W)24.2 x (H)7.8 cm

Cat Walk

Paw-print stilts make walking on the sand or the sidewalk a lot more fun. Gross Motor Skills (Physical Skills): Boosts coordination, balance, and physical
strength. Imagination & Creativity: Encourages imitative and imaginary play; promotes fantasy story telling, role playing, and creativity.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)26 x (W)12 x (H)8 cm

Green
E4015

Orange
E4014

Yellow
E4013

String Sheep
E1049

Promote originality and spark the child’s creative side by lacing up this
adorable sheep. Begin as an arts and crafts activity and end by incorporating
it as a décor in the home to increase a child’s artistic enthusiasm for future
similar projects.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)19.6 x (W)11 x (H)14.9 cm

My Pets Knob Puzzle
E1300

Chunky wooden pieces with knobs, especially designed for tiny hands. Made
from quality hardwood with graphics printed directly onto the wood. Helps
develop dexterity and hand-eye coordination.
- Age: 1 years +
- Item Size: (L)22.5 x (W)20.8 x (H)4.1 cm

Flower Power
E5108

An all-in-one embroidery kit to create a tote bag with a bright and colourful
flower design. Includes bag, felt, yarn, wooden beads and embroidery needle.
Helps develop dexterity and creativity.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)38.1 x (W)24.1 x (H)0 cm

Lacing Peacock
E1017

Includes 1 peacock body, 1 tail, 20 felt feathers, 10 beads and 2 laces. Helps
develop dexterity and creativity.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)20.4 x (W)3.7 x (H)13 cm

Choo Choo Tracks
E1701

A hand held maze in the shape of a train with a magnetic wand for steering
marbles through. Wooden and brightly coloured, all pieces are enclosed
making it an ideal travelling toy. Helps develop hand-eye coordination and
dexterity.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)19.5 x (W)2.1 x (H)15.6 cm

My First Loom
E1046

Make the shuttles go zip and zoom as you weave your very own design. Look
at different kinds of fabric.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)258 x (W)85 x (H)360 cm
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Outta Gas

Ambiguity

L70501

L51000

Set includes: 8 letter dice, dice tray and cup, score pad, 2-minute sand timer ,
instructions and a letter guide.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)21.6 x (W)21.6 x (H)8.6 cm

Diamond Counting
GOG21107

Our wooden diamond counting board has been
designed to stimulate your child’s colour and
number recognition. Use the magnetic wand to
move the colourful diamonds into their correct
spot, depending on the task at hand.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)38 x (W)31 x (H)3 cm

Choose a challenge card, then slide the vintage gas station and cars to match
the illustration shown. Set includes: 12 challenge cards, so you can solve
Wone and then move on to the next.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)16.5 x (W)12.7 x (H)3.8 cm

Basic Build Set
E3080

This set of 42 pieces and connectors encourages
budding carpenters to build...and build some more.
Building guide inside. Open-ended building lets
children learn by trial and error.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)16 x (W)7 x (H)26 cm

Gogo Garden
GOG20920

Create lovely garden scenes with this imaginative
set of colourful wooden pieces and activity cards.
Each wooden pieces is magnetised and fits on the
wooden lid of the storage box.
Set Includes: Activity cards.
-Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)24 x (W)36 x (H)7 cm

Animal Knob Puzzle
Sack Racers
E4306

Jump to the finish line with these colourful, child-sized sacks. Neither culture,
nor language, nor gender inhibits the intuitive process of play.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item size: (L)38.1 x (W)30.5 x (H)102 cm
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VIG50018

A beautifully illustrated wooden puzzle with knobs for easy grip of puzzle
pieces. Match the animal and its corresponding home to complete the
puzzle
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)22.5 x (H)1 cm
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4-Puzzle Boxes

Each box contains 4 individual puzzles. These 4 puzzles can be made up to a long puzzle. Contains 48 pcs per box.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)22.5 x (W)19 x (H)4.6 cm

Farm

VIG50069VG

Jungle

VIG50068VG

Viga

GBK-VIG001 (96pcs)

Thick Puzzles
VIG56440VG

These chunky puzzles are easy for small children to grasp. Each puzzle piece has a corresponding picture below it for children to match. Hand painted parts.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)30 x (W)22.5 x (H)2 cm

Wild Animal

Pets

Construction

Grow-up Puzzle Rooster

Transport Chunky Puzzle

Discovery Puzzle Insect

Each multi-layer puzzle contains 4 different
pictures illustrating the transformation of an egg
to a rooster, a tadpole to a frog or a caterpillar to
a butterfly, stimulating the children to explore the
nature.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)24 x (W)25 x (H)3 cm

This ‘Transport’ themed chunky puzzle is made up
of beautifully illustrated painted blocks forming a
3D effect once put together by your child.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)22.5 x (W)22.5 x (H)1.7 cm

6 easy-grasp, chunky insect pieces have a fullcolour, matching picture underneath. The insect
pieces stand upright for pretend play. Encourages
hand-eye coordination, fine motor and creative
expression skills. Improves problem solving skills
and logical reasoning.
- Age: 1year +
- Item Size: (L)27.5 x (W)27.5 x (H)2.8 cm

VIG56435VG

VIG50113

VIG56440VG

VIG59306A

VIG56440VG

VIG50152
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Lunch Box
VIG50260

This well-finished wooden play food set is perfect for imaginative play! The
set contains 15 colourful pieces of food, including a fish, chicken drumstick,
hot dog, 3 bread slices, lettuce, ham, cheese and tomato, together with a
wooden cutting board and knife. Cut food in half or in several pieces, and fit
them back together again with Velcro. Set comes in a wooden box.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)21.3 x (W)14 x (H)6.6 cm

Nesting & Stacking Blocks
VIG50392

Colourful wooden blocks printed by hand with animals, shapes, garden
imagesand numbers. Encourages early counting 1 to 6. Can be stacked and
nested.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)48 x (W)11 x (H)11 cm

Number Rods (Cuisenaire) Wood

Track & Trace - City & Farm

Consists of 308 pieces with an assortment of different colour and length
rectangles. Promoting motor skills, hand mobility and creative awareness in
a fun way.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)32.5 x (W)17.5 x (H)4 cm

Beautifully illustrated double-sided board printed by hand, double the fun in
this 2-in-1 trace game. Trace the cars to the corresponding buildings, and turn
over the board to trace in a farm.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)31 x (W)31 x (H)8 cm

VIG56166

VIG50088

Magnetic 3D Puzzle
VIG59704 (Sailor)
VIG59702 (Zoo)

This great standing wooden puzzle features magnets
in each piece to help hold it together.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)20 x (W)20 x (H)4.5 cm
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Cutting Fruit
VIG58806 (9pcs)

A selection of wooden fruit that can be safely sliced into different pieces
using the wooden knife and chopping board provided. Helps develop
dexterity and co-ordination skills. Everything stores away into the wooden box
provided. Ideal for creative role play sessions and to introduce the concepts
of fractions.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)23 x (W)16 x (H)7 cm

Turning Geometric Blocks
VIG59611

This colourful wooden toy is designed with geometric blocks, large gears,
washers and rings. Stack the different parts, sort the different shapes and
rotate the gears.
- Age: 1 year +
- Item Size: (L)28 x (W)11 x (H)8.2 cm

Magnetic 3D Children
Lacing Farm Board
VIG59027

Wooden lacing farm set with cow, tractor and 2 birds, plus laces.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)27 x (W)22 x (H)2 cm

VIG59699VG

The toy contains 12 pieces of thick wooden blocks both sides printed of 4
girls and 4 boys of different ethinicity. Children can play matching in addition
to learning about human beings. Magnets are hidden inside each block for
safety consideration.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)28.6 x (W)30 x (H)3.8 cm

Memory Game Board
Nesting & Stacking Blocks
VIG59461

A block set of 6 different sizes, 5 sides of each block are silk screened with
adorable images. Children are introduced to numbers, shapes, colours, sizes
and animals while playing with nesting and stacking.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)48 x (W)11 x (H)11 cm

MK01764

It comes with 4 different themes namely numbers, shapes, alphabets and
colours. There will be 6 pairs in each theme. Children can open only 2
windows at a time and they can keep these 2 wooden blocks as scores only
when they can identify the matching pair. Absolutely a good interactive
training and competition game.
- Age: 3 Years +
- Item Size: (L)31 x (W)31 x (H)5.5 cm
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Wobbally Game
INV194459

Podium Board Game
INV194059

A unique family health and lifestyle game which promotes healthy eating
and exercise. Podium is a tactile, fun yet strategic game with an innovative
activity centre.
- Age: 8 years +
- Item Size: (L)37,5 x (W)35 x (H)6 cm

Farmers Market
LER3060

Develop colour recognition and sorting skills with bushels of realistic,
relationally sized produce. Perfect for dramatic play and nutrition lessons
too. Learning Skills: tactile, visual skill development, counting, sorting,
matching, problem solving, critical thinking, imaginative play, fine motor skills,
eye-hand coordination, visual processing, colour identification, vocabulary
building, social interaction.
- Age: 2 years +
- Item Size: (L)10 x (H)14 cm in diameter.

Wobbally is an unpredictable balancing game that’s fun for the whole family.
With 3 ways to play, Wobbally keeps the suspense and action at an all-time
high! Roll the die to see what colour ball you have to go for. Now carefully
use your cue stick to poke the ball down into the centre of the tower. Keep
taking turns until one player makes the Wobbally tower tumble down! With 3
ways to play, For 1 to 6 players.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size: (L)13 x (W)45 x (H)17 cm

Figuro Mental Maths

LER-LSP2863-UK (Addition), LER-LSP2864-UK (Subtraction),
LER-LSP2865-UK (Multiplication)
Fun self-checking mental maths practice! The Figuro self-checking card games
support maths practice in a fun, hands-on way through game play. The Figuro
game challenges player’s mental maths abilities.
- Age: 6 years +
- Item Size: (W)6.5 x (H)10 cm

Magnetic Apple Fractions

The Sneaky, Snacky Squirrel Game

Connect abstract concepts to the real world with a healthy twist!
An apple a day makes fractions seem like play! Appealing fruits provide
a real-word example for introducing early fractions. Apples represent one
whole, 1/2, 1/3 and 1/4. Safe, embedded magnets hold colour-coded
pieces together. Also perfect for demonstrating equivalencies, addition and
subtraction with fractions.
- Age: 5 years +
- Item Size:(H)7.5 cm

Help squirrel fill his stump with coloured acorns to win the game!
The forest friends are hungry and need help! Children spin the spinner,
squeeze the matching coloured acorns with the Squirrel Squeezers, and place
it in their tree stumps to win the game. Develops: colour matching, strategic
thinking, hand-eye co-ordination, fine motor skills. Set Includes: Squirrel
Squeezers, 20 coloured acorns, game spinner and 4 stumps.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size:(H)36 cm

LER0904
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Sunrise Safari
LER-EI1759

A fast-paced game of observation
Improve visual recognition skills in primary
learners with this engaging, meerkat-themed dice
game. Players roll their animal cubes until they
can match the sequence on the challenge card.
First player to match the challenge card squeezes
Meeka the Meerkat and wins the round.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size: (L)25.4 x (W)17.8 cm

Alphabet Island
LER5022

Reinforce early literacy skills with this easy-to-play
alphabet-themed board game for young children.
Young learners race to match upper and lowercase
letters. Game play develops: The alphabet, upper
and lowercase letters, letter recognition, beginning
sounds, game play is suitable for the whole family
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size:(W)40.5 cm

Number Construction
Maths
LER3060

Encourage early number recognition as children
build numbers 0-9 with this colourful maths
activity set. Children use the colour-coded pieces
to build the number they see on the maths
activity cards. Take activities one step further and
encourage children to add the relevant number of
buttons to their number creations. Set includes: 30
number pieces, 20 buttons, 5 double-sided cards.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size:(L)25 cm

Buddy Builders

Alphabet Acorns Activity
Set

Young learners will enjoy stacking and building
these colourful characters as they develop a
variety of early learning skills.
- Age: 4 years +
- Item Size:(H)7.5 cm

A fun and interactive activity set that will support
a variety of early literacy skills such as alphabet
awareness and letter recognition.
- Age: 3 years +
- Item Size: (L)5 x (H)6 cm

LER1081

LER6802

Alphabet Bingo
LER-LSP0431-UK

Familiar game play to reinforce the alphabet!
Bingo! This easy-to-play game is perfect for
reinforcing what children have been learning
during lessons. Double-sided bingo game provides
2 levels of play: Matching upper and lowercase
letters and identification of initial letter sounds.
Set includes: spinner, 4 game cards, 36 disks and
instructions
- Age: 3 years +

Peekaboo Barn Game
LER-EI1710

Encourage early learners to take turns as they
put the sleepy animals to bed with this attractive,
farm-themed play set. Children spin the spinner
before making the correct animal noise and
putting that animal to bed Game play encourages
observation skills as young learners correctly
identify the animals. Introduces the concept of
taking turns from an early age. Ideal for solo or
group play. Set Includes: Sturdy 3D play barn with
2 levels, Spinner, 8 farm animals.
- Age: 2 years +

Picture Link Bingo
LER-LSP6074-UK

Picture Link Bingo encourages matching, linking
and memory as players race to match the picture
cards with the “linking” picture on their game
card. Set includes: 4 double-sided game cards, 32
picture cards, 4 wild cards and instructions.
For 2 – 4 players
- Age: 4 years +

Primary Science Lab Set
LER2784

Engage young scientists with this hands-on
exploration set featuring real tools sized perfectly
for little hands. Students can follow the step-bystep, fully illustrated activity cards or experiment
with their own ideas. Set includes: beakers,
magnifying glass, funnel, pipette, flask, tweezers,
lab style glasses, large and small test tubes with
lids and stands, activity guide and 10 activity
cards.
- Age: 4 years +
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Clearance

Hape Art

Perfect as a birthday gift! All products are made of the highest quality wood and can be kept as beautiful artworks after they have been crafted.

Princess Set

Jungle Buddies Set

Set includes: Fantastic Fairy Tale (E5120), Beautiful Butterfly (E5121), Flower
Fun (E5122) and Proud Peacock Embroidery (E5102).

Set includes: Jungle Buddies (E5109), Monkey Business Sand Art (E5115)
and Friendly Elephant (E5123).

GBK-E009

GBK-E010

Explorer Set

Painter Pro Set

Set includes: Space Voyage Set (E5119), Crabby Mosiac (E5113), King of The
Jungle Sand Art (E5116) and Happy Hedgehog Embroidery (E5101).

Set includes: Paint-A-Pattern Tote (E5107), Hoot Owl Paint & Frame (E5111),
Tropical Island Paint (E5110) and Happy Snail Paint (E5112).

GBK-E011

GBK-E012

Hape Vehicle Set

Hape Vehicle Set

Set includes: Baja (E5509), Beach Buggy (E5503), Bruiser (E5510) and
Dragster (E5508).

Set includes: Hot Rod (E5504), Low Rider (E5502), Racer (E5500) and
Monster Truck (E5507)

GBK-E003

Hape Vehicle Set
GBK-E005

Set includes: Roadster (E5501), Sportster (E5511), Trail Blazer (E5505) and
Twin Turbo (E5506).
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GBK-E004

